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Chapter 1IntroductionMost of generative phonology has tended to see the phonological component of grammaras a subroutine in a computer program. The subroutine takes a character string asan input. It executes instructions one at a time in a predetermined order, performingvarious operations on the string: deleting a character, inserting one, changing one intoanother, switching the places of two, and so on. When the last of the instructions hasbeen completed, what is left of the character string is the output of the subroutine.In more recent generative phonology, instead of a single character string, there areseveral parallel strings hooked up to each other in various interesting ways. There areproposals to limit the set of instructions that can be used in the program or the orderthat they can be used in. There are even well-formedness conditions that intermediatestrings are checked for and, if they fail, will either trigger clean-up instructions or abortthe program. But, whatever elaborations have been added, the fundamental concepts andarchitecture of generative phonology remain tied to the dominant metaphor of phonologyas a serial computer program.The situation is quite di�erent in recent approaches to syntax. Early transforma-tional grammar had the same sort of structure as current phonology: an input, \S", wastransformed into a grammatical sentence by executing instructions, step by language-particular step. But more recent work in the Government Binding or Principles-and-Parameters framework (e.g., Chomsky 1981, 1986) has started to think of a grammaticalsentence as any structured object that meets all the conditions that are imposed onsentences by Universal Grammar and by the particular language. What is relevant isnot the history of the processes by which a sentence came to be, but simply whetheror not it obeys all the conditions. Other syntactic frameworks, usually lumped togetherunder the rubric \uni�cation based approaches" (see, e.g., Shieber 1986), have madeconstraint-satisfaction the central idea of their theories.11These approaches include Functional Uni�cation Grammar (e.g., Kay 1982), Lexical Func-1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONThese ideas have been slow in making their way into phonology. Though individualphonologists may not like all the implications of the procedural computation model, ithas become so ingrained in the way phonology has been done that it is di�cult to seeany alternative. Gradually, phonologists have been developing the start of an alternativein their theories of phonological representations, but these ideas have not been pushed asfar as they could be. Given a choice between an analysis that crucially uses a di�erencein representation and an analysis that crucially relies on extrinsically ordering two rules,most phonologists would prefer the representational solution over the procedural. At thesame time, phonological accounts have been relying more and more on general constraintson phonological representations, such as the No Crossing Constraint (e.g., Goldsmith1976, Schein and Steriade 1986; see also Sagey 1988a, Bird and Klein 1990, for attemptsto derive the constraint formally), the Obligatory Contour Principle (e.g., Leben 1973,McCarthy 1986, 1988, Mester 1986), or Prosodic Licensing (Itô 1986, McCarthy andPrince 1986, Goldsmith 1990).There is a de�nite distaste for explanations that rely on proceduralist assumptions,and an ever-dwindling set of phonological phenomena seem to require them, but very fewhave taken up the challenge of trying to do away with them altogether. It is the purposeof this dissertation to attempt just that. I take a number of ideas (described below) thathave been persuasively argued for individually in the phonological literature, and showhow together they allow one to build a formal theory of constraints on phonologicalstructures (PSs). These constraints alone are enough to de�ne the legal words of alanguage, without any need to specify how or in which order or by which procedure theconstraints are applied.I now briey describe each of the ideas that I will be using in the course of this paper.Chapter 2 is devoted to the gesturally-based model of segmental content. The rest ofthe ideas will be discussed more fully in the following sections.Phonology isconstraint-based: The content of the phonological component of the gram-mar is a set of constraints on what constitutes a legal phonological repre-tional Grammar (e.g., Bresnan, ed., 1982), Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (e.g., Gazdar,Klein, Pullum, and Sag 1985), and Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (e.g., Pollard andSag 1987). Besides a commitment to the centrality of constraints, these frameworks also sharethe practice of using feature structures or attribute-value structures as representations anduni�cation as the sole, or at least main, operation of the grammar. The notation system ofeach framework has been similar enough that Shieber (1984) was able to develop the formallanguage D-PATR as a sort of lingua franca for uni�cation-based theories. The work of Johnson(1988, 1991) has made explicit the formal underpinnings of these approaches and showing howtheir notations can be made equivalent to constraints written in a �rst-order language whoseuniverse of discourse is linguistic objects. In this dissertation, I shall rely heavily on the ideas ofJohnson. One of the results is that much of the framework I propose could be rewritten in a no-tation similar to that of uni�cation-based syntax, or to closely related phonological frameworks(e.g., Scobbie 1991), if one really preferred to use matrices instead of more familiar phonologicaldiagrams.



3sentation. (There are no rewrite rules.) In the literature, being constraint-based usually involves three related properties: declarativity, monotonicity,and monostratality.declarative: Phonology speci�es only what counts as a valid phonologicalstructure. It is neutral as to exactly what algorithm one chooses to use inbuilding those structures or in checking their validity.monostratal: There is only one level of phonological representation. Thereis no underlying phonological representation that is distinct from the surfacerepresentation and needs to be transformed into the surface representationthrough rewrite rules. Put another way, each part of any phonological rep-resentation should have a direct e�ect on either the content or timing ofphonetic events.monotonic: Information cannot be destroyed. Or, an imposed constraintcan't be ignored because some other constraint is \stronger". We shall seethat this property cannot hold of a system with default rules, but it willbe argued that default rules belong to the system of phonetic interpretationand not to phonology proper.government-based: PSs are built out of asymmetric relations betweenatoms or smaller PSs. This follows and extends recent work in GovernmentPhonology (Charette 1988, Kaye, Lowenstamm, and Vergnaud 1990), wherethere is, for example, an asymmetric relation between a syllabic nucleus andthe preceding onset, where the nucleus is said to govern the onset.gesturally based: The representations of sub-segmental structure repre-sent fairly directly the articulatory constriction gestures that are their pho-netic interpretations. Gestures are phonologically speci�ed for the primaryarticulator, the site of the constriction, and the degree of constriction.partial in principled ways: It is possible for a legal PS to have no seg-mental content speci�ed for certain positions. Other frameworks have pro-posed various principles for what should be done with these empty positionsand how they should be interpreted. For example, Underspeci�cation The-ory (e.g., Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1989) will apply redundancy rules toempty positions to �ll them with the features that they will be phoneticallyinterpreted with. Government Phonology proposes that many empty posi-tions can, under the right circumstances, remain phonetically uninterpreted,while in other circumstances they receive default interpretations such as ve-larity.All of the above ideas will be combined and framed in a formal language, based on�rst-order logic, whose job will be to describe what count as legal and illegal phonologicalrepresentations.



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONIt is worth emphasizing the independence of each of the above ideas. It would beconceivable to have a declarative phonology that uses SPE feature matrices, though itmay be extremely clumsy and miss several important generalizations. It is just as possibleto have gesturally-based segmental representations as part of a theory that assumes thepower of unrestricted rewrite rules. Any novelty in this dissertation comes not fromarguments for any one of the ideas, but from suggestions that all of them taken togethercan make up for the weaknesses each of them has when taken alone.It is also worth emphasizing that I am not making claims that procedural phonologyis empirically inadequate. The procedural devices autosegmental phonology has at itsdisposal are enough to characterize any fragment of a human language, and a good dealmore besides, so it is not possible to disprove procedural autosegmental phonology bypointing to some piece of data that it is not able to handle. Arguments come instead fromconsiderations of theoretical economy: the toolkit of phonology can be stripped down tosome fraction of its present size and still do all the work it needs to do. We shall alsosee throughout this dissertation some examples of phenomena where a constraint-basedanalysis genuinely appears to be more appropriate. These are not cases that proceduralphonology is inherently incapable of dealing with, but they are cases where proceduralaccounts can be convoluted and seem to miss the right generalizations|they are notinsurmountable problems, but they are still problems. On the other hand, a constraint-based account can deal with these cases easily and naturally|they are the kinds ofphenomena that a constraint-based account would lead one to expect should exist.1.1 ConstraintsPhonology has for quite some time been moving away from the view that the best or theonly way to express generalizations concerning phonological representations is by meansof transformational rewrite rules that can in principle be extrinsically ordered. Little bylittle, much of the work formerly done by rules has been assigned to enriched represen-tations or to (preferably universal) conditions on the well-formedness of representations.Chomsky and Halle (1968, henceforth \SPE") had already discussed Morpheme Struc-ture Rules, though these were still treated as a kind of rewrite rule. Others extendedthe idea of Morpheme Structure Conditions as constraints on the phonotactics of theunderlying form of morphemes. Kisseberth's (1970) discussion of rule \conspiracies"in Yawelmani made it clear that some similar phonotactic constraints also applied tosurface forms.In the early 1970s, many phonologists embarked on a research programme that aimedto capture generalizations without extrinsic ordering (e.g., Koutsoudas, Sanders, andNoll 1974). They still used transformational rewrite rules, and the rules still appliedat di�erent stages in a derivation, but the order of rule application was supposed tobe predictable from universal principles. Many of these ideas were taken up in theframework of Natural Generative Phonology (e.g., Hooper 1976).The no-ordering research programme got lost in the shu�e as phonologists discovered



1.1. CONSTRAINTS 5the delights of autosegmental phonology. But the initial work of Williams (1976), Leben(1973), and Goldsmith (1976) was prompted by essentially the same concerns: usingricher representations to avoid the need for accounts using powerful transformational de-vices (and lexical or segmental diacritic features regulating how those devices applied).McCarthy (1979) placed much of the burden of Semitic root-and-pattern morphologyon enriched representations (such as templates) rather than transformational rules (e.g.,gemination rules, vowel substitution rules). Marantz (1982) extended McCarthy's ideasto handle reduplication, arguing forcefully against an approach based on transforma-tional rules. The autosegmental phonology tradition of seeking representation-basedexplanations to replace rule-based ones continues in today's work on feature hierarchies.A few more thoroughgoing attempts to forego the procedural apparatus have ap-peared in the literature. Hudson (1980) is an early attempt to do much of morphophonol-ogy without derivations. The Categorial Phonology of Wheeler (1981) shares many ofthe goals of recent constraint-based phonology. While most of Halle and Vergnaud (1987)talks about metrical structure in terms of procedural algorithms (\�rst build line 1 con-stituents, then..."), the section that lays out their theory formally uses a mostly declara-tive characterization of legal metrical structures that is deliberately modelled on Prologprograms. By far the most sustained attempt to rework phonology in a constraint-basedframework has been recent work by often labelled \Declarative Phonology". Startingwith researchers such as Bird (1990), Waksler (1990), and Scobbie (1991), who borrowmuch the formal apparatus of uni�cation-based approaches to syntax, a large body ofwork has grown that tries to capture phonological regularities in a non-procedural way.(The papers in the volume edited by Bird (1992) are representative of this trend.)The basic idea of any constraint-based approach is simply there are conditions onPSs that come from a variety of sources, and any PS (or perhaps the smallest PS) thatsimultaneously satis�es all of them can instantiate a legal word of a language.2There are universal constraints on what can count as a licit PS. The most obviouskind simply speci�es what sorts of entities it is that phonology has truck with. A PS canbe built out of syllables or skeletal slots or morae or features or whatever one's favouriteset of primitive entity-types is, but Wh-traces, lambda operators, and telephone numbershave no place in a phonological structure. Of course, universal grammar does set somemore stringent conditions than these on the set of valid PSs. The exact membershipof the set of universal constraints is largely an empirical question, but some promisingcandidates would seem to include constraints such as \A syllable has at most one onset"or \Feet are maximally binary."2This is not a necessary feature of theories of phonology that have constraints as centralcomponents. The Theory of Constraints and Repair Strategies of Paradis, for example, remainsstrongly proceduralist. The Optimality Theory of McCarthy, Prince, and Smolensky also retainsmany aspects of proceduralism forced by their continuing acceptance of the hypothesis thatmorphemes are made up of pieces of representation that need to be actively joined together. Forcomparisons between the framework proposed in this dissertation and these and other constraint-centred theories, see chapter 7.



6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONIndividual grammars also place constraints on what PSs can occur in their languages.Some frequently encountered language-particular constraints are: \Any coda consonantmust have the same place of articulation as the following onset consonant", \Any word�nal obstruent is voiceless", \Syllable rhymes are maximally binary".Besides the purely phonological constraints on PSs that we have been discussing sofar, there are also constraints on possible sound-meaning pairs. Morphemes are essen-tially licences that allow certain phonological structures to be associated with certainsyntactic and semantic structures. Thus, while bnik is ruled out as a word of Englishby the constraints on possible onsets, blik meets every purely phonological constrainton PSs perfectly well|its downfall is simply that there happens to be no syntactic orsemantic object that the English lexicon licenses it to be paired with.Obviously we need to be more exact about what these constraints are. It's all well tosay \Any PS that is to count as an instance of the past tense morpheme must look likethis...", as long as we have an explicit and adequate way of spelling out what the \likethis..." is. A fuller outline of my proposal for accomplishing this is given in chapter 3.1.1.1 DeclarativityThe concept of declarativity comes from computer science, where declarative strategiesare opposed to procedural (see, e.g., Kowalski 1979). Procedural problem-solving spellsout exactly the steps and operations that are needed to construct a solution to theproblem. There might be several di�erent procedures that can be used to arrive at thesame solution. Someone writing a procedural program must choose just one of theseas the \correct" one, usually based on considerations such as simplicity and e�ciency.This is the situation of most generative phonology. There are usually several di�erentderivations that can produce a given surface form from a given underlying form, andphonologists are forced to choose between them, using much the same criteria as thecomputer programmer uses.Declarative problem-solving, on the other hand, does not care in the slightest whatprocedures are used in order to construct a solution; it simply speci�es what a correctsolution would have to look like, what properties it would have. This description of thecorrect solution is independent of how we might decide to go about �nding it. Again,there are many possible procedures that can check a candidate solution to see if it �ts thedescription of the correct solution, and there are many possible procedures to generatecandidate solutions. But the declarative speci�cation of the correct solution is neutralwith respect to these di�erent procedures.It is not clear exactly what claims generative phonology makes concerning its pro-cedural underpinnings. As in any �eld of the generative enterprise, phonologists wouldundoubtedly subscribe to the idea that their task is to characterize \what a speakerknows when she knows a language." But it is less than obvious what \characterize"should involve. Is this slogan to mean that a speaker \knows" rule ordering conventionsand so forth in any psychologically real way? If this is the case, generative phonologists



1.1. CONSTRAINTS 7have been avoiding their responsibility to demonstrate that speakers actually chooseamong the myriad of procedural models in the same way that phonologists have chosenamong them, that speakers actually care about factors like simplicity, e�ciency, andformal elegance. Or, perhaps, is the claim of characterizing speakers' knowledge theweaker claim that the phonologist's procedural model discriminates the same class oflinguistic objects as does the speaker's competence? If the task is only to single outthe right linguistic objects, there is a heavy burden of proof on generative phonologyto show that a model that both describes these objects and spells out a procedure toconstruct them is more adequate for this task than one that only describes them. Or, putanother way: given that constraints will be needed in any case, it must be shown thata model that uses only constraints is clearly inferior to one that needs constraints andtransformational rules besides (for the purpose of discriminating the set of legal forms).In order to accomplish this task of describing valid phonological linguistic objects(what I shall call phonological structures, or PSs), we need a theory of what PSs areand a formal method for describing them.1.1.2 MonostratalityBecause most linguistic frameworks have declared themselves fairly clearly and explic-itly concerning the number of linguistic levels that they hold to exist, the property ofmonostratality has seemed to be much more straightforward than it in fact is. Muchof the problem centres around the unclearness of the word \level". Arc Pair Grammar(Johnson and Postal 1980), for example, denies that it has any need for a derivationwith several di�erent levels of representation and claims only one level of representation,the R-graph. But at the same time, it explicitly acknowledges the existence of \strata"within the R-graph, only one of which has any direct bearing on the phonological formof the sentence.Frameworks such as Arc Pair Grammar show that there is no necessary relationshipbetween monostratality and other theoretical choices such as declarativity. Under rea-sonable interpretations of the terms, Arc Pair Grammar can be said to be declarative butmultistratal. It holds linguistic representations to be sequences of strata, but character-izes these valid sequences declaratively using a language based on �rst-order predicatecalculus. The work of Stabler (1990, 1992, 1993) in the formalization of Government-Binding (and its use in parsing) is another excellent example of a rigorously logical anddeclarative approach to a multistratal grammatical model. Similarly, there is nothingpreventing a theory from characterizing monostratal representations procedurally. Ex-amples of this are harder to come by among hard-core linguistic theories, but this seemsto be a fair way to classify the Marcus parser (Marcus 1980) and Augmented TransitionNetworks (Woods 1970).So, though the property of monostratality is not as watertight as one might havethought it to be, it still is useful as a rough-and-ready tool for distinguishing variousapproaches to declarative phonology. The Cognitive Phonology model of Lako� (1988),



8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONfor example, or its connectionist implementation by Touretzky and Wheeler (1989),fairly clearly involves two strata. The model tries to relate declaratively an underlyingrepresentation with a surface representation, albeit directly and without the numerousintermediate stages of procedural models, but there are two strata nonetheless, onlyone of which is relevant to the phonetic interpretation of the form. Similar remarkscould be made about the two-level morphological models of Koskenniemi and Kartunnen(Koskenniemi 1983).Unlike Cognitive Phonology or two-level morphology, I do not propose two levels ofphonological representation; rather, constraints are all brought to bear on a single phono-logical structure. In this sense, my proposal can be said to be monostratal, like those ofBird and Scobbie. Using a stronger de�nition of monostratality, whether only a subsetof the formal structure is relevant to phonetic interpretation, the question becomes morecomplex. In an obvious sense my proposal, recognizing like other \sign-based models"that there are syntactic and semantic structures parallel to the phonological structurewhich have no direct e�ect on phonetic interpretation, would no longer qualify as monos-tratal. Even within the phonological structures, I admit that there are designated \null"positions (for example, those corresponding to the empty nuclei of Government Phonol-ogy), which by de�nition receive no overt phonetic interpretation, though they continueto contribute to the temporal ordering of the other positions with which they stand ingovernment relations.1.1.3 MonotonicityMonotonicity is a property of some constraint systems that involves how persistent theconstraints are. Using the terminology of hard and soft constraints, all constraintsin a monotonic system must be hard. No hard constraint can be ignored because someother constraint is stronger. New information does not cause any revision in existingassumptions; as new morphemes are added to a word, the amount of knowledge aboutits phonology can only grow, never shrink.Logical systems can be seen as systems that can infer or prove theorems on the basisof a set of axioms. Looked at this way, if a monotonic system can infer a theorem fromthe set of axioms fA,B,Cg, it can also infer the theorem from the set fA,B,C,Dg. Notheorem of a monotonic system will be made false by the addition of a new axiom. It maynot be immediately apparent how this relates to phonology, but the logical descriptionlanguage I propose can be seen as treating constraints as axioms and the properties ofphonological structures as theorems that can be derived from those axioms. Applying anew constraint to a form, i.e., adding to the set of axioms, cannot reverse the e�ect ofconstraints that have already applied, i.e., cannot falsify an existing theorem.This has consequences for what lexical constraints must be like, if lexical constraintsare hard constraints. A lexical constraint may require that a certain consonant positionin all forms of a certain verb must be �lled by a velar stop. If one form has a voicedvelar stop while another has a voiceless, \velar stop" is in fact the most that the lexical



1.1. CONSTRAINTS 9constraint can say for the verb as a whole. It cannot require, say, that an \underlyingform" have a voiced velar stop, expecting some other constraint to cancel or overrule thisrequirement in the second verb form. The most a phonological constraint can specifyabout a set of words is their \greatest common denominator", what properties all thewords have in common.3 Any property not shared by all the words, even a property thatis unpredictable from the common properties of the set, can be speci�ed only for thosewords that it actually belongs to.There is one area of phonology where the desirable property of monotonicity breaksdown. That area is default speci�cation. A default speci�cation is an inference rule thatlets one draw a conclusion in the absence of evidence to the contrary. For example, in theabsence of any information about what vowel should �ll a certain slot, a default rule canallow one to conclude that it is an i. It is the required absence of contrary informationthat makes default rules non-monotonic. It is possible that the constraints on one formof a verb may make no claim on the identity of a certain vowel, so the default rule will�ll something in. But in another form of the same verb, that particular vowel slot maybe spoken for, say by an a�x, so that the default rule can no longer apply. In e�ect, theaddition of a new axiom (the constraint from the su�x) has falsi�ed what used to be atheorem (that a vowel position is �lled with the default vowel). Bird (1990) and Scobbie(1991) have also remarked on the non-monotonic properties of systems with default rulesand the implications for phonology.It appears likely, however, that all the e�ects of this non-monotonicity can be local-ized in the phonology-phonetics interface. That is, the default rules have no e�ect onwhat does and does not count as a legal phonological structure. Their only role is in pho-netically interpreting legal PSs. It is unsurprising that the principles relating PSs andphysical phonetic events are non-monotonic, that most of the constraints of the interfaceare|to some degree or other|soft. How well a phonetic event satis�es a phonologicalstructure is a gradient measure, not absolute. A PS will be well-satis�ed by a phoneticevent where the sub-events corresponding to unstressed vowels are clearly articulatedclose to those vowels' prototypical values. But the PS might be satis�ed almost as wellby a phonetic event where the parts corresponding to unstressed vowels are reduced andschwa-like. The constraints governing the interpretation of unstressed positions are rel-atively weak, and violations of them are not particularly costly. The addition of anothertype of non-monotonic principle (default rules) to this already non-monotonic set ofphonology-phonetics mapping principles is not a serious defect, especially if it will allowthe set of phonological constraints, those that de�ne legal PSs, to remain monotonic.Section 3.5 discusses some of the properties of the phonology-phonetics interface.A second area in which phonology falls short of a perfectly monotonic ideal involvesselecting between rival candidate PSs that all meet the constraints imposed on them.For example, all the constraints that are brought to bear on a certain word might beequally well satis�ed if one of the vowels were either short or long. Most languages in3The e�ect of using only their common properties to constrain a set of words is often similarto using archiphonemes to represent the underlying form of the set.



10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONmost situations will allow only the short vowel alternative as the legitimate form of theword. Generally, languages do not take kindly to superuous phonological structure,i.e., structure that is not required by any of the constraints that apply to a word. Inaddition to constraint satisfaction, we will need some mechanism to choose among thealternatives that satisfy the constraints, perhaps as part of the phonology-phoneticsinterface. Although much more study needs to be done in the area, it seems probablythat this selection can be done by referring simply to the \size" of the competitors,as de�ned by some straightforward metric, without the need to refer (somehow) to the\intent" of the constraints.A more serious challenge to the property of non-monotonicty comes from cases wherethe most elegant analysis of a phenomenon would appear to involve a deletion rule. Thequestion is more one of aesthetic inconvenience than empirical inadequacy, since mono-tonic frameworks are perfectly able to handle apparent deletion phenomena. Bird (1990),for example, relies on Hudson's (1980) arguments for allophonic \alternation with zero".Hudson uses disjunction as the logical connective involved in these cases, though condi-tionals would also work. The lexical entry for a morpheme could specify unconditionallyeverything that all its forms have in common, and then specify conditionally any otherproperties that only some of its forms have. Such a constraint might look like the phono-logical equivalent of donkey-anaphora: \If there is another consonant after this, it is ak." One possible way of looking at this is that the undeleted material in an alternationis not just inert phonological content that happened to have survived unscathed througha dangerous derivation; rather, it actively marks, however irregularly, the morphologicalcontent of the form it appears in. It is not a question of the monotonic analysis missinga generalization that the non-monotonic one captures. Rather, it a question of choosingwhich generalization to express. A deletion analysis essentially says \X occurs in allforms of this word, except in those it doesn't (which have Y in common)." A monotonicanalysis says \All forms of this word have this in common. If additionally X occurs inenvironment �Y, it means...."4 There is some evidence that speakers can and do choosethe analysis that monotonic systems are forced to use.Hale (1973) discusses an alternation in Maori between active and passive verb forms(data from Bynon 1977):4It should be noted that the additional complexity in spelling out the environment �Y asopposed to Y is not as great as is usually assumed.



1.2. GOVERNMENT IN PHONOLOGY 11Verb Passiveawhi awhitia `embrace'hopu hopukia `catch'aru arumia `follow'tohu tohu8ia `point out'mau mauria `carry'wero werohia `stab'patu patua `strike, kill'kite kitea `see, �nd'
(1.1)
There are (at least) two possible analyses of this data, an elegant one and an ugly one.The elegant one uses deletion. There are underlying representations that may end ina consonant awhit, hopuk, arum, patu, a rule deleting word-�nal consonants, and apassive su�x that alternates between --ia after a consonant-�nal and {a after a vowel-�nal stem.5 The ugly analysis assumes vowel-�nal stems (awhi, hopu, aru, patu), eachof which idiosyncratically selects an allomorph of the passive su�x: {tia, {kia, {mia, {a,etc. The second, ugly solution (or one along the same lines of allomorphy) is the one thata monotonic framework is more or less forced to adopt. This might seem like evidencethat the monotonic framework is inferior to one that allows deletion rules, but Haleargues that native speakers also choose the second, ugly analysis. Some of the evidencethat there is su�x allomorphy, with the unmarked allomorph being {tia, includes the factthat the {tia group is attracting stems from the more marked su�xes and that foreignloan words ending in a vowel, for which speakers can have no evidence of an underlyingconsonant, invariably take the {tia form of the passive.The Maori example should provide a note of caution for proponents of transforma-tional rules. Even when it seems that a deletion analysis is more elegant than a mono-tonic alternative, it is by no means a foregone conclusion that it is more appropriate.But many deletion rules proposed in the literature do not even have the advantage ofbeing more elegant. Rather, they are used simply because they are already convenientlylying in the phonologist's toolbox when there is a need to undo the damage done by some(not entirely plausible) assumptions about the nature of phonology or morphology. Inour discussion of morphological overdetermination in chapter 5, we shall see that a largeclass of apparent deletion rules are in fact handled far more elegantly by a monotonicconstraint-based approach.1.2 Government in phonologyRecent approaches to phonology have been developing the idea that the \structure" ofphonological structures comes from a certain kind of asymmetric relationship between the5This could be further simpli�ed by assuming an underlying representation {ia for the su�xand another deletion rule removing i between vowels.



12 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONbuilding blocks, a relationship where one of the things joined can be seen as dependenton the other. Autosegmental phonology has been moving in this direction, replacingthe unstructured feature bundles of SPE with feature geometries organized using theasymmetric relation of dominance between nodes (and the asymmetric relation of linearorder along tiers). Opposed to the relatively unstructured representations of ParticlePhonology (Schane 1984), there are theories of segmental content whose central ideais that the segmental primitives enter into asymmetric relations, e.g., dependencyrelations in Dependency Phonology (Anderson and Ewen 1988)6, government relationsin Government Phonology (Kaye, Lowenstamm, and Vergnaud 1985).The major di�erence between autosegmental phonology and approaches such as De-pendency and Government Phonology lies in the way asymmetric relations are exploited.In the latter approaches, the primitives of segmental content enter directly into asym-metric relations with each other. In autosegmental phonology, the \primitives" (binaryfeatures) seldom enter into dependencies with each other,7 rather they bear their asym-metric relations to higher-level nodes that are supposed to represent some common aspectof the primitives that can \dock" onto them, such as the region of the vocal tract theyall occur in. For example, in Sagey's (1986) feature hierarchy, [+high] would not enterinto a relation with [{low], as in (1.2a), a structure central to frameworks like Depen-dency and Government Phonology; rather, the two would be sisters, each standing as adependent in its own dominance relation with the higher Dorsal node, as in (1.2b).a. [+high] b. Dorsalj[{low] [+high] [{low](1.2)This use of asymmetric relations requires a commitment to some degree of ontologicalreality for the \higher" nodes like Dorsal.The di�erence between the two approaches becomes clearer when they deal withstructure above the segmental level, such as syllable structure. A not-untypical autoseg-mental treatment, translating Fudge's (1969) proposal more or less directly (cf. Steriade1982), would have a suprasegmental structure for the English work drank along the linesof: 6Dependency Phonology also allows two primitives to stand in a symmetrical relation, or atleast to mutually depend on each other with two asymmetric relations. See den Dikken and vander Hulst (1988) for a discussion of some of the problems with this kind of structure.7though they do so in a few proposals, such as Mester (1986), Goad (1991).



1.2. GOVERNMENT IN PHONOLOGY 13SyllableOnset RhymeNucleus CodaV C CCCd r a n k
(1.3)
Accepting a structure like (1.3) commits the autosegmental phonologist to accepting thenodes involved as autonomous entities which should behave as such, and to adoptingone of a limited number of possibilities regarding which autosegmental tier each of thenodes lives on. Much of the recent autosegmental research in syllable structure has beenprompted by the failure of various nodes in (1.3) to behave the same way subsegmentalnodes in similar dominance relations do.Other approaches to syllable structure see the relations between parts of a syllableas relations that hold directly between the segments involved, without the mediation ofhigher-level nodes of uncertain status. A Dependency Phonology representation of thesyllable structure of drank might look like (1.4), where a line indicates a dependencyrelation in which the segment lower on the page is the dependent.ad n kr(1.4)
Government Phonology's views of syllable structure (e.g., Kaye, Lowenstamm, andVergnaud 1990, Charette 1988) are a compromise between the two above extremes,handling some relations as direct dependency between segments as in (1.4), some assisterhood relations as in (1.3), and some redundantly as both.The framework I propose here more closely resembles Dependency Phonology inassuming all syllabic structure to be the result of government relations holding directlybetween the root nodes of the segments involved. As in Dependency Phonology, andas for some types of government in Government Phonology (e.g., coda licensing, onsetlicensing), a government relation between two positions does not require or create anindependent object at some higher level of the representation. In this sense, governmentrelations are primitive and not structurally de�ned.



14 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONThere is another sense in which governments are not primitive. The basic governmentrelations can of course be listed; I shall propose, among others, asymmetric relationsholding between:a nucleus and its onsetan onset and the preceding codaa nucleus and the next nucleusa segment and the speci�cation of its active articulatora segment and the speci�cation of the site of its articulationa segment and its stricture speci�cationthe stop portion and the fricative portion of an a�ricateBut there is more to be said about government relations than a simple list like this.Speci�cally the di�erent types of government relation form natural classes, e.g., theycan pattern together for the purposes of some constraint. The possibility of there beingnatural classes of government types opens up the possibility of underspecifying them.The lexical entry for a morpheme might require that a relationship between two pointssimply be one of the members of a certain natural class, and let the choice of whichmember be determined by its interaction with other constraints. (For example, see theanalysis of Rotuman metathesis in section 3.3.2.) The possibility of natural classes alsosuggests that government relations themselves may have a compositional rather thana primitive structure. Just as natural classes of phonemes have led phonologists toposit just a few primitive segmental features that combine into intricate structures, it ispossible that the whole bestiary of government relations too can one day be shown to becombinations of a small handful of primitives.1.3 Empty positions1.3.1 Pronounced empty positionsThe idea that there is some level of phonological representation where not every featurehas to be speci�ed has been around for a long time. One possible, though not entirelyaccurate, interpretation of the structuralists' archiphoneme is as a device for making un-derlying representations only as speci�c as they had to be. Chomsky (1965:87) proposedthat the lexicon held only thoseaspects of phonetic structure that are not predictable by general rule (forexample, in the case of bee, the phonological matrix of the lexical entry willspecify that the �rst segment is a voiced labial stop and the second an acutevowel, but it will not specify the degree of aspiration of the stop or the factthat the vowel is voiced, tense, and unrounded.



1.3. EMPTY POSITIONS 15Chomsky and Halle (1968:163{171) eshed out this suggestion with lexical entries thatcould contain underspeci�ed features like [0tense] and Lexical Redundancy Rules to �llthese zeroes in with the appropriate value, [+tense] or [{tense], to result in the underlyingrepresentation. Because of criticisms by Lightner (1963) and Stanley (1967) against thepower of a system that allowed three values for a feature (+, {, and 0), it was generallyassumed that the possibility of 0-features was not available in the phonology any timeat or later than the underlying representation.This assumption was challenged by new theories of underspeci�cation (e.g., Archangeli1984, Pulleyblank 1983) that allowed all occurrences of a particular polarity of a featureto be absent in underlying representation and to become �lled in during the course of aderivation. Supporters of underspeci�cation theories have shown that many interestingresults can be obtained by assuming that some speci�cation does not yet exist at thetime some phonological rule applies.The possibility that certain positions in a PS can be empty, but still receive speci�ca-tions by default, is important. But there is a small problem raised by traditional under-speci�cation theories for a monostratal framework. In a theory that assumes derivationsthrough time, it is possible for a position that is [�F] on the surface to be underlyinglyempty and have the [�F] �lled in by a default rule. Somewhere in the middle of thederivation, a rule can apply that we would normally expect to a�ect the [�F] segment,but since the default rule has not yet applied, the segment is not subject to the rule.Later, after the default speci�cation has been �lled in, another rule (or perhaps the sameone) might apply that does a�ect the [�F] segment as expected. The [�F] speci�cationis thus allowed to behave both as if it were there and as if it were not. In a frameworkwith no derivations and only one level of phonological representation, a speci�cation canonly be or not be in the environment for a phenomenon, not both. If a position in aPS is empty, the default interpretation it receives in the phonetics should have no e�ectwhatsoever in the phonology.Because of this, it is useful to distinguish between default rules and redundancyrules. Default rules are the phonetic principles that give an interpretation to an emptyposition in a PS. They may refer to properties of the environment of the PS in decidingwhat the default interpretation may be, but crucially they cannot a�ect what is and isnot a legal PS of the language. Redundancy rules, on the other hand, are constraintson PSs and a�ect the legality of PSs like any other constraint. They require certainproperties to co-occur in PSs, i.e., any PS that has a con�guration A (say a roundvowel) must also have con�guration B (backness for the vowel).1.3.2 Unpronounced empty positionsNot all empty positions need to receive an overt phonetic interpretation. One of thefeatures of the framework developed here is that PSs can have empty positions that aredesignated as null and will have no phonetic realization. Default rules will not applyto positions that are designated null. These null positions can be seen as a kind of



16 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION\placeholder" in PSs.This idea comes more or less directly from Government Phonology and its argumentsfor the existence of empty nuclei. GP's treatment of empty nuclei and the way it isadopted here will be treated in more depth in chapter 3, but I would like to give someidea now of how allowing syllable nuclei with no phonetic content can greatly simplifythe expression of constraints.Consider the alternation in Moroccan Arabic between kt�b `he wrote' and ktbu`they wrote'. If we assume more or less traditional syllabi�cations of these forms, [kt�b]and [k�t][bu], it would be di�cult to express what the two verb forms have in commonin terms of which syllabic positions their consonants occur in. Both t and b move backand forth between onset and coda in the two forms. The problem is especially pressingin a monostratal system that has no place for resyllabi�cation processes. Such a systemis forced to express the syllabi�cation constraints on the b in terms general enough thatthey are satis�ed by b being in either a coda or an onset.But empty nuclei suggest another possible syllabi�cation for the forms: [k;][t�][b;]and [k�][t;][bu]. It is now easy to see what the two words have in common. The con-sonants do not jump between coda and onset|they are always in onsets. The onlyproperty that changes between the two forms is which nuclei are designated as null andwhich contain vowels. It will in fact turn out that all of the nuclei, except for the thirdperson plural su�x {u, are empty, and what changes between the words is which ofthe empty nuclei get default interpretation as schwa and which do not. The principlesconstraining the legal distributions of null positions throughout a word will be discussedin 3.3.1.1.4 Morphemes as constraintsOne of the dominant tensions in modern phonology and morphology is the proper divisionof labour between representations and rules. Should phonological generalizations becaptured by assuming a rich theory of representations which can be complicated andpotentially quite abstract together with a very restricted inventory of rules with limitedpower (a bias towards representations), or should they be captured by phonologicalrules (and rule inventories) of great power and complexity, possibly with very simplerepresentations (a bias towards rules)? In one form or another, this tension has beenpresent throughout the twentieth century, as can be seen in Anderson's (1985) survey,admittedly biased towards the rule end of the spectrum.For the most part, current autosegmental phonology is biased toward representationalaccounts. Intricate structures of feature hierarchies and prosody have greatly limitedthe amount of transformatory work that needs to be assigned to rules, and have madeit conceivable to have a very limited inventory of possible rules (e.g., Clements 1989,Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1992).The same tension between reliance on rules and reliance on representations has char-acterized most of the history of morphology as well. But there is a signi�cant di�erence.



1.4. MORPHEMES AS CONSTRAINTS 17In phonology, there is general agreement that representations of some kind and rules ofsome kind are both necessary parts of the theory; any disagreement involves the empha-sis that should be given to one or the other. In morphology, on the other hand, what isat stake is the ontology of the subject matter itself. The question is aptly summed upby a section heading in Spencer (1991): \Morphemes: things or rules?"On the one hand, there are many who view morphemes (or at least the phonologicalcontent of morphemes) as pieces of phonological representation. Morphology is respon-sible for sticking together these pieces of representation, preferably in a manner that isas much like simple agglutinative concatenation as possible. Ideally, the principles thatproduce the surface representations from these smaller pieces would have the status ofuniversal conventions. In reality, there is usually a need for a battery of clean-up rules tocome in and �x up the representations in ways that universal conventions cannot. Manyof these clean-up rules are triggered by explicitly morphological properties. In manypresentations, it is not clear what the status of these morphologically conditioned rulesis. On the other hand, there are some researchers who believe that morphemes arebest seen as processes or rules that operate on base representations to produce newrepresentations. A classic example is the English past tense morpheme. For most verbs,the content of this morpheme is the operation of adding {ed; for the verb take, it is theoperation of replacing the /ei/ with an /U/. Anderson (1992), though he disavows theterm \morpheme" for his \word formation rules", is one of the most complete expositionsof this point of view.One of the weaknesses of the rule-based approach is that it has little to say on theissue of the restrictiveness of the rule inventory, one of the primary concerns of therepresentation-based approach. Anderson (1992: 172), for example, proposes the follow-ing unabashedly transformational word formation rule for Potawatomi that exchangesen masse the features of two layers of a morphosyntactic structure (the outer layer rep-resenting the subject, the inner the object):26664+Verb 8>>><>>>: +Obv �+Obv+Anim �{me{you �� +me+you � � 9>>>=>>>;37775[ +Verb 1 [2] ] ! [ +Noun 2 [1] ]/X/ ! /Xuko/(1.5)
If word formation rules have the power to perform operations of this complexity, it isdi�cult to imagine what they could not do. Speci�cally, a representationally biasedmorphologist would wonder what would prevent a grotesque, but formally comparable,rule like:



18 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION26664 +Verb+Past 8>>><>>>: +Obv �{me+you �+me{Anim �� {you+Obv � � 9>>>=>>>;37775[ +Verb 1 [2] ] ! [ +Future 1 [2 [ +me [2 [1]]]]/X/ ! /XuXko/(1.6)
In Anderson's framework, the word formation rules that are morphemes (besides beingthis complicated) are also extrinsically ordered into highly intricate patterns. Givena framework that not only allows, but requires, this level of expressive power, it isdi�cult to see how any of the insights of the representation-based approaches on therestrictiveness of rules could be integrated.The central issues of this debate were presaged in Hockett (1954), who characterizedand compared two models of morphology, which he called Item-and-Arrangement(or IA, the representation-based model) and Item-and-Process (or IP, the rule-basedmodel). Hockett o�ered formalized de�nitions of both models (IP had never been ex-plicitly formalized before). Pointing to problems caused for Item-and-Arrangement byexamples like the English past tense took, Hockett decided in favour of the Item-and-Process model.In fact, the version of representation-based morphology usually assumed nowadays ismore extreme even than the Item-and-Arrangement model discussed by Hockett. WhileHockett's characterization of IA countenanced such indiscrete behaviour on the part ofmorphs as blurring together at their edges (portmanteaux morphs being an extremeexample), most modern researchers adopting an IA stance tacitly make much morestringent demands on the representations that form their morphemes. Put bluntly,morphemes act like bricks: they can be placed end to end, but under no circumstancescan two bricks occupy exactly the same place at the same time. I shall refer to thisassumption as the \Physical Integrity of Morphemes" hypothesis.A large part of the work in autosegmental phonology can best be seen as an attemptto maintain the Physical Integrity of Morphemes hypothesis in the face of blatantlyuncooperative data from languages. Cases that seemed to involve two morphemes livingin the same string of segments (for example, a tense morpheme that involves a distinctsequence of tones superimposed on the vowels of a verb root) were instead analyzedby segregating the information belonging to the two morphemes onto separate tiers.Using the brick metaphor, the bricks may be stacked on top of each other, but it is stillimpossible for two of them to occupy exactly the same space. Even in a system likeSemitic, where morphemes seem to be inextricably fused, analyses like that of McCarthy(1979) managed to separate them onto independent tiers with some degree of success.The concept of morphemic planes allowed autosegmental phonology to handle those caseswhere even segregation onto phonologically motivated tiers was not su�cient to maintainthe Physical Integrity of Morphemes hypothesis, for example, if two morphemes both



1.5. FORMALISM 19consisted of features of exactly the same type attached to the same or to interleavedskeletal slots.8This dissertation will argue for an approach to morphology that is di�erent from boththe rule-based and representation-based ones. The central idea of this approach is thatthe phonological content of a morpheme is a constraint, that is, a description of a repre-sentation that can be framed in the same description language used for other phonologicalconstraints. Morphemes as a whole are licences on possible associations of phonological,syntactic, and semantic structures. The basic passive constraint-satisfaction mechanismremains the same. Morphemes can be seen as similar to cooccurrence constraints inphonology: an English phonological constraint might say that if a representation has[+round] it must also have a [+back] on the same segment; the morphemic versionwould say that if a hphonology, syntax, semanticsi 3-tuple has a semantics that lookslike bake0 it must also have a phonology that looks like /beek/, or else the 3-tuple is nota legal linguistic object of English. The formal description language will allow us to spellout exactly what looking like /beek/ involves.When we acknowledge the representation/description distinction, and accept thatmorphemes are descriptions rather than representations, the problems concerning twomorphs living in the same place dissolve. In a framework where morphemes are pieces ofphonological representation that obey the Physical Integrity of Morphemes assumption,it is hard to imagine how a single node can \belong" to two di�erent morphemes. In aconstraint-based morphology, there is no problem. The same node can easily satisfy twodi�erent morphemic constraints simultaneously, just as it presumably satis�es segmentalcontent and syllabi�cation constraints simultaneously.Chapter 5 will discuss the general ways in which more than one morphemic constraintapply to a representation, resulting in e�ects like concatenation, in�xation, and templaticmorphology.1.5 FormalismA major psychological disadvantage awaiting those who approach much of the researchpublished within constraint-based (or uni�cation-based) approaches to phonology is thatit is bristling with formalism, much of it unfamiliar to the large majority of phonologists.The papers seem dense, di�cult to read, and the central ideas can get lost in the forestof strange symbols. In some sense, this is perhaps a cosmetic problem with the �eld.It might be possible to lessen the forbidding demeanour and make phonologists' initialexposure to the central ideas easier. Unfortunately, this cosmetic problem is not the onlydi�culty in reading work in constraint-based phonology, and even if it were removed,a larger problem would remain: the ways of thinking required by the central ideas of8A fair amount of e�ort has gone into trying to demonstrate that these suspiciously convenientplanes are needed by phonology even in cases that do not involve separate morphemes, and thusare independently motivated mechanisms of phonological theory (e.g., McCarthy 1986, 1989a).



20 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONthe research programme are often incommensurable with the ways of thinking that areusually at work in mainstream generative phonology.This second, non-cosmetic source of di�culty is largely unavoidable. It is not easyto stop thinking of phonological representations as things that are actively built by rulesin the course of a derivation that takes place in (perhaps abstract) time, and to startthinking of representations as things whose provenance is unknown (and irrelevant), thatare born fully-grown and are subjected to legality-checking constraints whose only poweris to accept the entire representation or throw the entire representation away. Di�cultas it may be, it is absolutely necessary to change to this way of thinking (at leasttemporarily) in order to understand at all what constraint-based phonology is about. Ido not know of any rhetorical techniques that can make this transition easier.9I shall try as much as possible to avoid the �rst, cosmetic source of di�culty|adense, unreadable text resulting from the constant use of formal symbols of questionableutility. A glance through the rest of this dissertation will show that I have not beenentirely successful. The worst of the formalism has been exiled to an appendix, whichthe reader may skip without missing the main ideas. I have tried to keep down the levelof unfamiliarity by not inventing a new language to formalize the constraints, insteadtaking over wholesale �rst-order logic, with which most linguists have at least a passingacquaintance. I hope the abbreviations I have chosen will make the formulae easier toread, at least once the reader is familiar with them|though v1 n+v2 may at �rst appearmore daunting than arc(v1; n; v2), I believe it expresses more iconically the propositionthat a representation has a line labelled \n" joining v1 and v2.Even these hopefully straightforward formulae will be avoided as often as possible.Given this policy, some justi�cation is in order for the large number of such formulae Ihave chosen to keep. Researchers in constraint-based frameworks are often accused ofusing \formalism for the sake of formalism". There are, however, two excellent reasonsfor the liberal use of a formal apparatus in spelling out exactly what the claims of one'stheorizing are. (Admittedly, we have often allowed these excellent reasons for usingformalism to outweigh the aforementioned good reasons not to.) I take them up in turn.1.5.1 Avoiding ambiguityFirst, formalism used judiciously helps linguists avoid ambiguity when stating the contentof their theories. Linguists are in the business of making claims that certain facts about9Indeed, the reader may notice that I have not entirely made the transition myself. I oftenspeak of constraints applying in quasi-temporal terms (\Constraint A forces X to be true of arepresentation, but this then triggers constraint B which forces Y to be true, which then..."). Thisis not because I am trying to sneak derivations in through the back door to handle somethingthe purely constraint-based model is unable to account for. The discussion could always bereframed in terminology that is strictly constraint-based, though perhaps much more tedious toread. These lapses occur simply because I still often feel that I have a better intuitive graspof what is going on if I can explain it to myself step by step, as if each step occurred after theother.



1.5. FORMALISM 21languages follow as consequences from rules or stipulations or, even better, from the veryarchitecture of their theories. But exactly what these rules, stipulations, or architecturesare often not spelt out clearly. Other linguists trying to evaluate the claims can onlyrely on intuitions about whether it is plausible that some conclusion could follow froma rather vague set of premises. This situation is not a problem|until di�erent linguistsstart having di�erent intuitions.Many syntacticians formalize their accounts enough that questions about conse-quences can be answered more or less objectively by generally agreed-upon rules ofinference. Faced with disbelievers who cross their arms and stubbornly insist \A shouldbe able to govern B in that tree," a syntactician can often answer, \No it can't. Thatfollows from my de�nition of government on page 63." If the syntactician has done herjob correctly, it should be undebatable whether or not the de�nition on page 63 actuallyapplies. Even if the situation is so complex that intuitions begin to break down, ananswer can be arrived at by a more or less mechanical application of inference rules thateven the stubborn disbelievers should agree with.This ideal is seldom the case in phonology. Claims are usually evaluated almostentirely by intuition. As already said, this is not a problem unless di�erent linguistshave di�erent intuitions. Phonological intuitions are largely based on spatial relationsand geometry, and, since phonologists are born into the same almost-Euclidean universeendowed with comparable capacities for visual perception, our intuitions about simplecases seldom disagree.For example, a main workhorse of autosegmental phonology, the ban against crossingassociation lines, is seldom given formally (but see Sagey 1988a, Bird and Klein 1990).Rather it is presented as a diagram of the unwanted situation, with a star in front of it:
X YBA*(1.7)

Whether or not a particular phonological representation violates this constraint is ajudgment phonologists make by drawing on their topological intuitions about spatialrelations. But there is no way of ruling out cases that violate the unspoken assumptionsthat the intuitions are based on. For example, it is assumed without discussion thatthe association lines in (1.7) are perfectly straight. But this is not uniformly assumedelsewhere in phonological theory. Hayes (1989), for instance, proposes that the followingmay be a possible representation of a syllable like yi that does not violate the ObligatoryContour Principle:



22 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION��i(1.8)
Regardless of whether or not one believes this is the correct structure for yi, mostphonologists have not rejected it out of hand on the grounds of some supposed geometricincoherence.Now, if association lines do not have to be completely straight, Bird (1990) asks, onlypartly tongue-in-cheek, then exactly how crooked can they be? Can we avoid violationsof the No Crossing Constraint by having representations like (1.9)?

X YBA(1.9)
Obviously, Bird does not think that (1.9) is a possible phonological structure that playsany role in natural language. Neither do I. Our intuitions in this matter agree with therest of the phonological community. But they are only intuitions. There is no principledway of excluding (1.9). If we were faced with disbelievers who crossed their arms andstubbornly insisted that the structure in (1.9) was possible, we would have no de�nitionon page 63 that we could use to change their minds.Concerns about formalism might seem misplaced when we look only at trivial ex-amples like this. Intuition is clearly enough. But very little in modern phonology isthis trivial. Representations are much larger and more complex than (1.9), usually builton several di�erent planes by intricate derivations through time that rely on the subtleapplication of several constraints and conditions. In the face of the vaster degree ofcomplexity that phonologists usually have to deal with, topological intuition begins tobreak down.I shall look at one case where reliance on an intuitive notion of crossing associationlines has led a phonologist to make claims about a theory that may or may not beincorrect, but are at the very least questionable and impossible to evaluate. I hope thatby choosing as scapegoat Bruce Hayes, a researcher whose work is exemplary, it will beclear that the following discussion is not about the failings of any individual phonologist(with the implication that the problem could be avoided by anyone who was simply morecareful) or any individual theory. Rather, it is about the dangers of a way of theorizingthat relies too heavily on intuition.



1.5. FORMALISM 23The phenomenon Hayes (1989) addresses is a problematic asymmetry: deleting avowel can cause compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel, but apparently cannever cause compensatory lengthening of the following vowel. Hayes wants to explainthis asymmetry as a logical consequence of the representations used in moraic theory andthe No Crossing Constraint. The possible failure of Hayes' explanation was pointed outby Jean-Roger Vergnaud, and has been discussed in more detail in Schlindwein (1989).There are several cases of a deleted vowel causing compensatory lengthening in thepreceding syllable, e.g., the Middle English historical change in (1.10). But there seemto be no cases of the mirror image process in (1.11).tal� ! taql(1.10) �la ! laq(1.11)Hayes (1989) derives the forms by the following (historical?) changes. tal beginswith the expected moraic representation:
t a l ���� �(1.12)

The word �nal schwa is deleted:
t a l ��� �(1.13)

This causes parasitic delinking (and deletion) of the syllable node, though the mora noderemains on the moraic tier:
t a l ���(1.14)

The free mora now reassociates to the a of the �rst syllable.
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t a l���(1.15)

Finally, the former onset l docks as a coda consonant onto the second mora.For la, on the other hand, the initial representation is:
� l a��� �(1.16)

Schwa deletion and parasitic delinking will result in:
l a�� �(1.17)

Unlike tal, however, the newly free mora here cannot simply dock onto the vowel of theneighbouring syllable because, so Hayes claims, this would result in crossed associationlines:
l a�j�i �(1.18)

This is exactly the point where problems are caused by having to rely on intuitionsabout multi-dimensional geometry. Because the �-to-l association line and the attempted�i-to-a association line both seem to occur on the same plane in the diagram, that is,on the surface of the piece of paper, Hayes assumes without comment that they must



1.5. FORMALISM 25likewise occur in the same plane in the abstract phonological representation. But nothingin his formalism requires this, indeed much in his formalism militates against it.Let us make the situation clearer by diagramming the structures from a di�erentperspective and introducing an angle at the moraic tier. An onset-less bimoraic syllablewould look like: � � �V1 V2(1.19)
Hayes argues that the root node of the consonant attaches directly to the syllable node.Taking him literally at his word, we make the association line between � and the onsetconsonant go directly between them, without stopping o� for a rest at the moraic tier:10

C V1 V2 �i� �j(1.20)
Given this structure, we can see that the �-to-l association line and the �i-to-aassociation could not possibly cross in the derivation of la from la, so that the derivationcould not possibly be ruled out by the No Crossing Constraint.10It might be objected that the association line in this diagram is not on a plane. Thereis no reason to suppose this. Without the extra stipulation that planes are perfectly at andthe strange supposition that the human linguistic capacity includes the whole apparatus ofEuclidean geometry, there is nothing to prevent two di�erent planes being bounded by the sametwo lines, either in Hayes (1989) or as far as I am aware in any other work in autosegmentalgeometry. Extending Morris Halle's analogy, phonological representations would not resemble aspiral notebook so much as a spiral notebook with some of the pages stuck together along theoutside edges.
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l a �i� �j(1.21)

Hayes' explanation of the vowel-loss asymmetry works only if the association linesjoining syllables and root nodes are crucially forced to intersect with the moraic tier.Hayes needs a structure like the following, where I have marked the intersection of theassociation line and the moraic tier with an !:
o o o! � ��(1.22)

Even this is not enough to rule out the la!la derivation. We also need to ban anymetathesis of � and !, strongly suggesting that ! has a certain degree of independentreality. This in turn raises serious questions: what is the nature of this !? Why do�s contribute to syllable weight while !s do not? Why can we not have reduplicativetemplates like XXX, where X ranges over ! and �? It is not hard to see that thisinterpretation of moraic theory is no moraic theory at all. All the desirable propertiesthat were supposed to follow for free from segregating onset slots and morae no longerfollow for free once we allow onset surrogates (!s) back onto the same tier as morae.So Hayes' partly-formalized version of moraic theory is ambiguous. It leaves opentwo interpretations, one with two planes, one with a single plane plus !s. The latterhas essentially no explanatory superiority over theories with a single skeletal tier. Theformer keeps some of the desirable properties, but is unable to derive the claims Hayeshas made concerning compensatory lengthening.The main point of this discussion has not been the inadequacy of moraic theory.Rather, it has been the inadequacy of a de�nition of moraic theory, or indeed any the-ory, that relies too heavily on informal intuitions. Hayes' article does not give us theunambiguous statement of a framework that would be needed in order to evaluate it ob-jectively. If Vergnaud, Schlindwein, and I were to cross our arms and stubbornly insistthat we were right, Hayes would be hard pressed to convince us otherwise.



1.5. FORMALISM 27Formalism is not a panacea. The problem with Hayes' account is not that it isclearly wrong, but that it is impossible to tell whether it is wrong. If Hayes had o�ered arigorous de�nition of association line, of tier, of what it means for lines to cross, of whatit means for an onset to be connected directly to �, of what exactly the No CrossingConstraint prohibits, then it is not a foregone conclusion that he would have avoidedthe alleged problem discussed above, nor is it a foregone conclusion that anyone wouldhave noticed it. But we would be assured that if anyone did claim to notice a problem,there would be a clear and objective way to decide who was right. Bruce Hayes wouldbe able to say, \But that follows from my de�nition of association line on page 63, andhere's how..." and Vergnaud, Schlindwein, and I, being rational people, would be forcedto agree.Without doubt, this dissertation also fails to meet the standards implied above. Itis certain that at least some of the analyses of individual languages will contain incon-sistencies, as might the set of constraints I propose as universals. It is also possiblethat sometimes it will not be decidable whether one of the informally sketched analysescould be made to work. These are unarguably failings. Until they are remedied, I haveproposed no more than a research programme.1.5.2 The representation/description distinctionMark Johnson (1988, 1991) has argued for a �rm distinction between linguistic objects(or linguistic representations) and descriptions of those linguistic objects.11 In the phono-logical domain, the linguistic objects are the familiar phonological representations, thethings with nodes, features, tiers, and association lines. Constraints are descriptionsthat any phonological structure must conform to in order to be well-formed. Johnsonalso introduces two quite di�erent ways of expressing objects and constraints. Objectscan continue to be represented by drawing them on the page as we are used to doing.Constraints, though, are framed in a formal description language based on �rst-orderlogic.Adopting this distinction, and the accompanying notational di�erences, would have avery visible e�ect on papers written about phonology. We have heretofore made no nota-tional distinction between representations and constraints, between object and descrip-tion, but have used exactly the same kinds of drawings for both. Opening a phonologyarticle to a randomly chosen diagram, one must usually search through the surroundingtext to determine if the diagram is supposed to stand for a representation (underlying,surface, or somewhere in between), a subset of a representation calling attention to onlythose details that are of interest, a constraint or a condition, or perhaps neither con-straint nor representation but just a type of situation that may arise in the course of aderivation.11In the context of attribute-value structures and uni�cation-based approaches to grammar,the distinction was �rst made by Kaplan and Bresnan (1982).



28 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONThe advantage of using a (perhaps unfamiliar) formalism to express constraints liesin constantly reminding the reader of some of the fundamentally di�erent claims beingmade by constraint-based approaches to phonology. There would likely be little con-fusion if we restricted our attention to the kinds of constraints already widely used inphonology. There is little danger that a phonologist would mistake a picture of the NoCrossing Constraint for a piece of representation that is hauled out of storage and in-serted into the representation under construction at the appropriate point in time. Butconstraints play a much wider role in a constraint-based framework. Speci�cally, thelexicon is also built out of constraints. Phonologists will often assume that a lexicalentry contains, among other things, a piece of representation that can be hauled out ofstorage at the appropriate time and inserted into the larger representation under con-struction. In contrast, it is argued here that lexical entries consist entirely of constraintson the possible pairings of phonological and semantic structures (or triples of phono-logical, syntactic, and semantic structures). A phonological structure (in conjunctionwith syntactic and semantic structures) can instantiate or satisfy a morpheme, but itcannot be the morpheme. This is a di�erent conception of morpheme from the usualones. Though theoretical discussions of morphology will often make just this distinction,it is usually not reected in the day-to-day practice of phonology. The distinction canbe easily forgotten if the constraints that made up the morpheme were expressed usingthe same sorts of diagrams used to express representations. The use of description lan-guage formalism to express lexical constraints may result in less clarity about what theconstraints do, but should result in more clarity about what they actually are.As an aid to visualizing the e�ects of the constraints, lexical entries discussed in thisdissertation will as often as possible be accompanied by a representation-like diagram,to which no theoretical status should be attributed. The actual claims made about thenature of the lexical entries are to be found in the constraints themselves, which will beframed in the formal description language introduced in chapter 3. I hope in this wayto have the best of both worlds. The diagrams should allow an easier understanding ofwhat the constraints do, an understanding that might not have been as possible if onlypure formalism had been used. But the presence of the formalism as well should serve asa constant reminder of the di�erent way of thinking about phonology and morphologythat is demanded by a constraint-based framework.1.6 About this dissertationAlmost all of the ideas discussed in this dissertation have already been argued for byother researchers. The pieces may never have been put together into precisely thisconstellation before, but the pieces for the most part already exist. The largest part ofthis dissertation will be devoted to showing that these pieces taken together result in acoherent and powerful approach for explaining the sound structure of language.Along the way there will be a handful of novel proposals. Some of these are: vowelheight and consonant frication form a natural class, and are represented by the same



1.6. ABOUT THIS DISSERTATION 29feature, which shows the expected properties of a feature, e.g., it can spread. Redupli-cation and autosegmental spreading (as found in vowel harmonies, for example) are notseparate grammatical mechanisms, but manifestations of the same underlying principle.The government relations between nodes can be underspeci�ed, with e�ects that in amore standard framework would seem to involve a piece of \underlying representation"alternating between an association line and a tier adjacency line.How this dissertation di�ers from previous work in constraint-based phonology is intrying to deal with as wide a range of phenomena as possible within a uni�ed model.Though I may not o�er a convincing account of any of them, I hope I have at leastsuggested some of the ways that are open to a constraint-based framework for dealingwith many of the topics that have been of the most interest to phonologists.I also hope that this dissertation can begin to �ll what I feel are some real needsin the theory of syntax. Other researchers have made great strides toward a theoryof the phonological component that would be compatible with syntactic theories likeHead-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (e.g., Bird and Ellison 1992). But I am awareof nobody who has put forward a rigorous constraint-based morphology compatible withmany of the assumptions of GB. With Chomsky's recent proposal of a \minimalist"programme (Chomsky 1992), it seems an opportune time. The assumed architecture ofthe syntactic component is more monostratal than ever. But at the same time, proce-duralism is regaining force, with increasing reliance on constraints on derivations anda theory of morphological \spell out" that accepts too uncritically the conclusions ofBromberger and Halle (1989). There is a need for a coherent, non-derivational pictureof the relationship between syntax and phonology, before a large number of researcherscommit themselves almost irrevocably to the assumption that syntax and morphologycan only be done with constraints on derivations rather than constraints on representa-tions. I hope the present work can be useful in suggesting some steps toward such analternative.Outline of the dissertationChapter 2 outlines the model that segmental structure of will be adopted in this disserta-tion. The model is somewhat di�erent from the usual hierarchical organization of binaryfeatures of autosegmental phonology. It is rather more similar to proposals of Gorecka(1989) and Browman and Goldstein (1989, 1990) where segmental structure representsmore directly some of the properties of articulatory constriction gestures.Chapter 3 sketches the basis of the rest of the formal system. As chapter 2 discussedthe model of sub-segmental structure, section 3.1 will discuss the model of phonologicalstructure above the level of the segment, including proposals for syllabic structure thatincorporate many of the ideas of Government Phonology. Section 3.2 takes up Johnson'sdistinction between representations and descriptions, and outlines a formal language fordescribing representations in which phonological constraints may be written. I exploresome of the implications of the representation/description distinction in accounting for



30 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONautosegmental phenomena (e.g., the behaviour of tones) without the need for multipletiers. While acknowledging that many languages require information about tones andsegments to be segregated, I argue that this segregation is accomplished in the descrip-tions and not in the representations|two di�erent symbols of the description languagecan refer to the same node in a representation. Chapter 3 also contains the beginningsof a proposal for prosodic and metrical structure and an analysis of Rotuman metathesisthat does not rely on separate planes for consonants and vowels. In section 3.5 I sketchbriey some properties of the phonetic component and the phonology-phonetics inter-face. I argue that some apparent counterexamples to a monotonic framework are not infact phonological processes at all, but phonetic e�ects. Using the ideas of section 3.5,I discuss some properties that a phonetic e�ect should have and show that Chumashsibilant harmony (often argued to be evidence for feature-changing non-local spreading)displays all of them.Chapter 4 is devoted to exploring the implications and applications of the theory ofphonological locality that was introduced in chapter 3. It is proposed that two nodes canbe required to share their features only if they stand in the right type of government re-lation (or if, recursively, their respective parents or grandparents or greatn-grandparentsstand in the right type of government relation). These principles de�ning locality are il-lustrated with the vowel harmony systems of Hungarian, Kalenjin, and Pasiego Spanish.The �nal section shows how many types of reduplication can be handled using exactlythe same principles that govern vowel harmony.Chapter 5 deals with morphologically complex linguistic structures, speci�cally withthe question of what happens when morphemes combine. In other areas of constraint-based grammar, there is no need to be concerned with constructing legal structures,only with judging the legality of candidate structures. The same situation holds inmorphology. There is no need for a module of grammar to actively combine the phono-logical contents of two morphemes. All that is needed is the ability to judge a candidatestructure to see if both morphemes are satis�ed and if the boundaries are aligned inaccordance with speci�c and general constraints. I propose a set of simple alignmentconstraints. Each possible choice from within the limited degrees of freedom allowed bythese alignment constraints will result in a di�erent type of morpheme combination: pro-totypical concatenation, in�xation, templatic morphology, etc. I shall also deal with theinteraction between morphology and prosody. An extended examination of determinerclitics in Nisgha will illustrate both the interaction between morphology and prosodyand the analysis of morphological overdetermination.In chapter 6, an extended analysis of the templatic morphology of Moroccan Arabicwill further illustrate the morphological principles introduced in chapter 5 and the theoryof empty nuclei borrowed largely from Government Phonology. The complex consonantclusters and apparent resyllabi�cations of Moroccan Arabic are handled without the needfor such procedural apparatus as epenthesis or syncope rules.Chapter 7 compares the framework presented in this dissertation with other ap-proaches to phonology (or grammar more generally) that are also concerned crucially



1.6. ABOUT THIS DISSERTATION 31with constraints. These include Government Phonology, Optimality Theory, HarmonicPhonology, the Theory of Constraints and Repair Strategies, Autolexical Syntax, andDeclarative Phonology as exempli�ed by Bird (1990) and Scobbie (1991).I conclude with by considering briey some of the implications of the proposals, suchas the fate of underlying representations and how a constraint-based grammar can itselfbe constrained.
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Chapter 2Representing constrictiongesturesThis chapter introduces a new model of segmental structure that represents the loca-tions and degrees of constriction gestures in the vocal tract. The model is in a sense ahybrid of the ideas of Gorecka (1989) and Browman and Goldstein (1989, 1990).Each constriction gesture that is phonologically relevant in a segment will be speci-�ed for its articulator, the active articulator forming the constriction (e.g., the tonguetip, the lower lip), its site, the passive articulator or the place the active articulatorapproaches most closely (e.g., the dental-alveolar region, the soft palate), and its de-gree, a speci�cation of how narrow the constriction is (e.g., full closure, approximant).Each of these speci�cations can be seen as dependents of a node representing the en-tire constriction gesture. Throughout this chapter, autosegmental-style diagrams like(2.1a) and matrix diagrams like (2.1b) will be used interchangeably.a. b.oTongue Body Velar Closurea ds " a: Tongue Bodys: Velard: Closure #(2.1)
Constriction nodes may also be dominated by other constriction nodes, denotingsecondary articulations. A labialized /kw/, for example, would be represented as in(2.1), but with an additional constriction node for the secondary labial articulation.33



34 CHAPTER 2. REPRESENTING CONSTRICTION GESTURESoTongueBody Velar ClosureLowerLip UpperLip Approximanta s d 2 a s de(2.2)
In the matrix versions of the diagrams, this will be represented with an embeddedmatrix. 2666664 a: Tongue Bodys: Velard: Closure2: " a: Lower Lips: Upper Lipd: Approximant #

3777775(2.3)In section 2.1, I outline the major points of Gorecka's (1989) model of constrictions.In the next section I discuss some of the recent models that have relied on dominancerelations rather than sisterhood relations to represent aspects of segmental structuresuch as secondary articulations. In section 2.3, I discuss aspects of the degree of closureof constrictions, especially those models such as Browman and Goldstein's that repre-sent it as an inherent part of each constriction. I also sketch the use Steriade (1993a{d)has made of degree of closure speci�cations in an account of complex segments. Sec-tion 2.4 o�ers a synthesis of these various ideas. Proposals for the representation ofconsonants and vowels are the subject of the following two sections. Perhaps one of themost novel proposals of this chapter is that fricatives and high vowels from a naturalclass and are represented by the same degree of articulation interpreted di�erently forconsonants and vowels. The �nal section o�ers evidence from Japanese a�rication forthis proposal.2.1 Gorecka's constriction modelMost researchers in the American autosegmental tradition have assumed a version ofthe feature hierarchy that resembles more or less closely that of Sagey (1986):



2.1. GORECKA'S CONSTRICTION MODEL 35xrootlaryngeal [continuant][consonantal]supralaryngealsoft palate place[nasal] labial coronal dorsal[round][anterior] [distributed][high] [low] [back]
[constricted][spread][sti� v.c.][slack v.c.]

(2.4)

Phonologists di�er concerning which of the non-terminal nodes they believe exist, andin the position of some of the features, especially the manner features. But one of theconstants throughout all the proposals is the existence of a place node that dominates,at least, nodes for each major active articulator of the mouth: Labial (the lips), Coronal(the tongue tip and blade), and Dorsal (the tongue body).1 For many languages, thissimple partition into three major class nodes is enough to handle all the phonologicallyrelevant di�erences in place of articulation in the consonant inventory. Where thesimple division has not been su�cient, the �ner distinctions have been handled byadding further dependent features (usually binary) underneath these major nodes. Forexample, if a language contrasts dental and palatal consonants, this will be representedby the feature [�anterior] underneath the Coronal node. Vowels, which following Sageyare usually assumed to be Dorsal,2 similarly have their di�erences encoded by thedependent features [�high] and [�back].1A common addition to this set is Radical (the tongue root). See, e.g., McCarthy 1989b.2The major exception to this are front vowels, which many hold to be Coronal, e.g., Mesterand Itô(1989), Pulleyblank (1989), Clements (1990), Lahiri and Evers (1991).



36 CHAPTER 2. REPRESENTING CONSTRICTION GESTURESWhat each of these treatments seems to be missing is any principled treatment ofthe site of a constriction. Sageyan models are designed to specify easily which activearticulator is involved in a constriction, but treat exactly where the active articulatorforms the constriction as a secondary property, leaving no choice but to represent siteswith seemingly ad hoc dependent features. This is in marked contrast to the taxonomythat underlies the IPA consonant chart, where the site of a constriction is one of themost important organizing principles.The fundamental insight of Gorecka (1989) was that both the articulator and thesite of a constriction need to be speci�ed, and that many analyses become much cleareronce this is done. Gorecka's (1989: 112)3 proposal for the hierarchical organization offeatures is: Root NodeLaryngealfeatures Mannerfeatures(Constriction)n ConstrictionSite Articulator
(2.5)

The Articulator and Site nodes in (2.5) can have the following values:Possible Articulators: Possible Sites:Lower Lip Upper LipTongue Blade AnteriorTongue Body PalatalTongue Root VelarPharyngeal(2.6)
(The Tongue Blade articulator includes the tongue tip.) Much of Gorecka (1989) isdevoted to showing that each physically possible combination of Articulator and Site isused phonologically in some language. As well, each Articulator and Site speci�cationshows behaviours expected of any autosegment, such as assimilatory spreading anddissimilation under pressure from the Obligatory Contour Principle.3Future references to Gorecka (1989) will be of the form \PA 112".



2.1. GORECKA'S CONSTRICTION MODEL 37Before continuing with general discussion of the model, I shall mention, followingGorecka's discussion, some of the segments that can be found inhabiting each of thecombinations of Articulator and Site.Lower Lip | Upper Lipbilabial sounds: p, b, m, ,; also one of the constrictions involved in round vowelsand glides: u, o, �u, w.The site of the labial constriction can be signi�cant. Before the passive morpheme/-wa/, bilabials (Upper Lip site) but not labiodentals (Anterior site) are velarized inVenda and palatalized in Zulu (PA 41{52).Lower Lip | Anteriorlabiodental sounds: f, v.Anterior Site segments can form a natural class. In Standard Thai labiodental fpatterns with anterior coronals rather than with bilabials in undergoing velarizationbefore i (PA 57{9).Tongue Blade | Upper Liplinguolabial sounds, found in some Austronesian languages (Maddieson 1988).Tongue Blade | Anteriorstandard anterior coronals: t, d, s, z, n, etc. Gorecka assumes that the feature[�distributed] depends on the Tongue Blade articulator, so this is also the constrictionspeci�cation for laminal sounds such as .Tongue Blade | Palatalpalatal coronals: c, �c, �s, �z, �c, etc.Note that there is no more need for the SPE feature [�anterior]. It has beenreplaced by the distinction between two sites: Anterior and Palatal.Tongue Body | Palatalnon-low front vowels: i, e, �u, �o.In this way, Gorecka captures both the Dorsal properties of front vowels, whichcome from the Tongue Body articulator they share with other dorsal segments, andtheir \Coronal" properties, such as triggering palatalization, which come from thePalatal site, which they share with palatal consonants. Feature hierarchies withoutSite speci�cations that wanted to capture this relation between front vowels and palatalconsonants (e.g., Lahiri and Evers 1991) could only do so by arguing somewhat counter-intuitively that they shared a Coronal major articulator.Tongue Body | Velarvelar consonants: k, g, x,, etc.; non-low back and central vowels: u, o, , etc. Tongue Body | AnteriorGorecka argues on the basis of both acoustic and phonological evidence that somelanguages (especially those with more than two high vowels) can have front vowels with



38 CHAPTER 2. REPRESENTING CONSTRICTION GESTURESconstrictions in the dental-alveolar region and which should be represented as havingAnterior site. E.g., Standard Thai, perhaps Russian and Polish. (PA 138{145)Tongue Body | Pharyngeal�, �Gorecka argues on phonetic and phonological evidence for two types of \a", oneformed in the upper pharynx with the tongue body (the dorsum) and subject to tonguebody harmonies, often transcribed /�/, and one formed in the lower pharynx with thetongue root and neutral to such processes, the more central /a/. (PA 173{6). Front/�/ involves the same tongue body{pharyngeal constriction as /�/.Tongue Root | Pharyngeal/a/, that is, the /a/ referred to in the last paragraph. This combination is also thesecondary constriction in pharyngealized segments. As well, it plays a role in uvulars,which Gorecka analyzes as having two constrictions|one tongue body{velar and onetongue root{pharyngeal|which merge to give a uvular constriction.Gorecka's constriction representations for vowels bear closer examination, sincethey are less immediately obvious and more controversial than the consonantal repre-sentations./i/ is represented with a constriction articulated by the Tongue Body at the Palatalsite.4 It also has the dependent feature [+high] attached to the Tongue Body node:/i/ RootConstrictionTongue Body Palatal[+high]
(2.7)
/u/ usually has a velar constriction.5 There is also a secondary labial constriction.4except for those languages in which /i/ is an anterior vowel as mentioned above.5though in some languages, such as German, Gorecka argues for a [+high] Tongue Bodyconstriction with an (upper) Pharyngeal site.



2.1. GORECKA'S CONSTRICTION MODEL 39/u/ RC CTBody Velar LLip ULip[+high]
(2.8)

Mid vowels are usually like their corresponding high vowels, but with the additionof a Tongue Root constriction at the Pharyngeal site and [{high] rather than [+high]as the dependent feature. The di�erence between /e/ and /�/ or /o/ and /�/ lies in thefeature [�tense] or perhaps [�ATR], whose exact identity or position in the hierarchyGorecka (1989) does not address./e/ RC CTBody Velar TRoot Phar[{high]
(2.9)

The simple low vowel /a/ is formed by a Tongue Root{Pharyngeal constriction.But the other /a/-like vowels, /�/ and /�/, though they still have Pharyngeal site,have the Tongue Body as the articulator rather than the Tongue Root.RCTRoot Phar(2.10)
There are a couple of criticisms that can be made of Gorecka's model. One ofthem is the continuing need for so many binary features dependent on Articulatorspeci�cations. We saw that the work of the SPE feature [�anterior] could be done bySite features in a su�ciently worked out constriction system. Many of the remaining



40 CHAPTER 2. REPRESENTING CONSTRICTION GESTURESbinary features in Gorecka's system seem to be the result of not taking the constrictionmodel as far as it could be taken. For example, I shall argue later that the need for thedependent feature [�distributed] is caused by not having an adequately �ne-grainedset of Articulator speci�cations.Another weakness is the model's inexplicitness concerning its relation to some fun-damental principles of autosegmental phonology. While there is some excellent moti-vation for the segment-internal hierarchy shown in (2.5), there is little discussion ofwhat this organization means for relations between segments. Does each value of anArticulator or Site speci�cation de�ne its own tier? What tier does the constrictionnode live on? More pressingly, what tiers do the optional extra constriction nodes in asegment live on?6 These kinds of questions are especially crucial in a theory that wantsto account for dissimilation e�ects as the result of the Obligatory Contour Principleoperating on adjacent items on a tier. The inexplicitness in de�ning the relations be-tween constriction nodes and between a constriction node and the segment's stricturefeatures (represented under the root node) also makes it di�cult to determine whatclaims the theory makes about the di�erences in representation between, for example,a labiovelar stop, a labialized velar stop, a velarized labial stop, and a click.2.2 Dominance models of secondary articula-tionNot all researchers have assumed that the relevant features for vowels are related toeach other as sisters (or some degree of cousin) under a common major articulator node.Another line of thought, starting with Archangeli's (1984, 1985) analysis of Yawelmanivowel harmony and continuing with Mester (1986), has explored the possibility thatfeatures can depend on other features.Ngbaka has a requirement that all vowels in the same morpheme that agree inheight must also agree in backness and ATR (Churma 1984). Mester (1986) analyzesthis by having [back] and [ATR] speci�cations dependent on the speci�cations for [high]and [low]. If there are two di�erent heights, as in pEpu in (2.11), each may have adi�erent [back] speci�cation. If two vowels are linked to the same height feature, as inliki in (2.12), they are also necessarily linked indirectly to the same backness feature.6Gorecka (1989:120) remarks that \an instruction to spread the Constriction Node willresult in the spreading of all qualifying nodes", but there is no discussion of what kind ofrule it is that can spread several pieces of a tree at the same time, how this rule knows whatquali�es and what does not, and where exactly the qualifying nodes spread to.



2.2. DOMINANCE MODELS OF SECONDARY ARTICULATION 41C V C V[{hi][{bk] [+hi][+bk] pEpu `vent'(2.11)
C V C V[{bk][+hi] liki `chau�eur'(2.12)

The only way there could be two backness feature for a single height would be to havethe structure in (2.13), which Mester rules out as a violation of the Obligatory ContourPrinciple:* C V C Vj j[+hi] [+hi]j j[{bk] [+bk](2.13)
Mester argues that the dependency relations of tiers need not be universal, butmay be parametrized. He o�ers an analysis of Ainu dissimilation in which [high] isdependent on [back], the opposite of Ngbaka. Others have not accepted this aspectof tier-dependency models, arguing instead for some particular universal geometry ofdependency relations (e.g., Goad 1991, 1993).Not all frameworks that rely on dominance use SPE-style binary features, nor dothey all use their hierarchical organizations solely for the purpose of suggesting whatis and is not a natural phonological process. Dependency Phonology, for example, haslong used di�erent dependency relations between primitive elements to represent pho-netic di�erences between segments (Anderson and Ewen 1987). It would be plausiblethat in a framework like Mester's, a [{high] dependent on a [{back] would have thesame interpretation as a [{back] dependent on a [{high], though we would never �ndboth in the same language. In Dependency Phonology, the di�erence in dominancebetween A!I and I!A can be used to distinguish /�/ and /e/ within the same lan-guage. The problem with such systems is that as the number of primitive elements



42 CHAPTER 2. REPRESENTING CONSTRICTION GESTURESgrows, and the number of dependency contexts in which they can occur grows, thecompositionality of the interpretation principles breaks down.7An interesting hybrid of autosegmental and privative dependency frameworks iso�ered by Selkirk (1991). She proposes that the major class nodes of Sagey (Labial,Coronal, and Dorsal) with the addition of Pharyngeal (or Radical) should be treatedmuch the same way as privative primitive elements in frameworks like DependencyPhonology, Government Phonology, or Particle Phonology (Schane 1984), and shouldbe allowed to enter into dependency relations with each other. A discussion of Selkirk'sproposal can show the problems that are inherent in all similar privative dependencymodels and autosegmental models. Her proposed process for the coalescence of a andi into e is a good place to start the discussion:i) DelinkV V ii) ReassociateV V iii) SpreadPhar CorDors CorDorsPhar) ) V TPhar DorsCor
(2.14)

The Pharyngeal node in (2.14) delinks from its root node in step (i) and reassociatesto the Coronal node of the segment to its right, in the process changing its status fromhead to dependent. The Pharyngeal constriction at �rst glance appears to have jumpedtiers, moving one storey downstairs. The �rst problem is the nature of the tiers thatallow Pharyngeal to spread in this way, especially given that a segment may containmore than one Pharyngeal node. Selkirk devotes a fair bit of attention to the questionof tiers, especially in Selkirk (1988), but the complexity of the required mechanicsseems out of proportion to the complexity of the phenomena they are supposed tohandle. It is likely that any hierarchy that allows or requires the presence of more7The phonetic interpretation of structures in Dependency Phonology cannot be fully pre-dicted from the values of the elements and general principles. Government Phonology of-fers a limited compositional semantics for its vowel representations (Kaye, Lowenstamm, andVergnaud 1985), though there is no simple way it can be extended to consonants. Van derHulst (1990) perhaps has the most consistent interpretation principles. (Strictly speaking, vander Hulst's dependency relations are not tier-dominance relations like Mester's.) Even in theselast two cases, though, the interpretation principles only provide a translation from the formalstructures of the new frameworks into SPE-style feature matrices. This may be a convenientpaedagogical tool to help phonologists grasp the intent of the formalism, but the SPE-style\interpretations" themselves will eventually have to receive interpretations in terms of theproperties of articulatory and acoustic events, which, judging from the volume of literature inphonetics, is no trivial task.



2.3. DEGREES OF CONSTRICTION 43than one node of a given sort within a segment will su�er from this problem, whetherthe duplicates are sisters like Gorecka's constriction nodes or potentially mother anddaughter in dominance models like Selkirk's. Given the other problems that the notionof tier creates, such as the massive redundancy and potential inconsistency of temporalordering information (cf. Bird and Klein 1990, Scobbie 1991), it seems clear that anew way is required of representing the ways in which two speci�cations can be \local"to each other. This question will be taken up in section 3.4 and in chapter 4.The second problem suggested by (2.14) is the di�erent interpretations the Pha-ryngeal node receives as head and dependent.8 Pharyngeal has no single phoneticcorrelate, in some positions being interpreted as a vowel height feature, in others assome sort of pharyngeal region activity: tongue root advancement, pharyngeal constric-tion tensing, or centralization. The fact that some of the interpretations of Pharyngealare contradictory is a symptom of the fact that no node and no relation between nodeshas a consistent phonetic correlate. Not only is the interpretation non-compositional,the same structure in di�erent languages can have radically di�erent phonetic inter-pretations. It is conceivable that a Dorsal dependent on a Coronal could be whatdistinguishes a velarized coronal in one language, a retroex in another, a high frontglide in a third, and perhaps a click in a fourth.Dominance-based models have given us the idea that secondary articulations arehierarchically dependent on their primary articulations, and have often given strongevidence from phonological processes for this structural relationship. Where most ofthem fail is their inability to de�ne exactly what it is that the representation of asecondary articulation contributes to the interpretation of the segment.2.3 Degrees of constrictionMuch of the weakness in Selkirk's proposal is due to the fact that she speci�es only theactive articulator and has no principled way of representing the site of a constrictiongesture. But part of the problem, which is shared by Gorecka's work, is that thereis no principled way of relating the part of the representation that encodes the placeof the constriction gesture to the stricture features under the root node that controlmany other crucial properties of the gesture. The information that a segment is a stopcan be quite far away from the information on where the stop is to be formed.The inability to capture this relation has been a failing of feature hierarchies sinceClements (1985) and Sagey's (1986) work on complex segments. Like Clements, Sageysegregated the features related to the degree of aperture of a constriction from thoserelated to the place of the constriction. This has no major consequences, as longas there is only one constriction per segment and the relation between stricture andplace is unambiguous. But once we try to represent complex segments using feature8In this particular case the problem could be avoided by also interpreting the Phar of /a/as simple lowness, but this way out is not always available.



44 CHAPTER 2. REPRESENTING CONSTRICTION GESTUREShierarchies, there is an indeterminacy in how the stricture features, usually representedonly once under the root node, are to relate to the place speci�cations, of which therecan be several in a segment. Sagey's solution, drawing an arrow from the root node tothe place speci�cation for the primary articulation, is an unsatisfactory ad hoc device;at best, the arrow notation says nothing about how the non-primary places are to beinterpreted in terms of stricture features.9A di�erent approach is suggested by the work of Browman and Goldstein (1989,1990), who propose a framework based much more closely on phonetic reality and givelittle, if any, weight to matters of purely phonological concern. One of the levels ofrepresentation that Browman and Goldstein argue for is the gestural score, a moredeveloped version of the idea discussed in Goldsmith (1976).10The gestural score represents a group of temporally coordinated constriction ges-tures. Each gesture is speci�ed not only for the articulator and the site (or \location"in Browman and Goldstein's terminology), but also the degree of the constriction,the sti�ness of the articulator, and (for the tongue tip and body) the shape of thearticulator. Possible articulators for Browman and Goldstein are: lips, tongue tip,tongue body, tongue root, velum,11 and glottis. Possible values for the location are:protruded, labial, dental, alveolar, postalveolar, palatal, velar, uvular, and pharyn-geal. The possible constriction degrees are: closed, critical (the degree of aperturefor a fricative), narrow (the degree of aperture for approximants and high vowels), mid(high-mid vowels) and wide (low and low-mid vowels). Browman and Goldstein do notdiscuss shape settings in as much depth, but shapes are involved in contrasts betweenapicals and laminals and in the representation of laterals. Sti�ness is a parameterthat is more closely tied to Browman and Goldstein's modelling of physical articulatorygestures than with any phonological property. They do however mention that it maybe phonologically relevant in some cases. They suggest that the di�erence between /i/and /j/ and between /u/ and /w/ might be only in the sti�ness parameter. The valuemight also be relevant in controlling such things as taps, trills, and pitch. I shall notdeal with the possibility that sti�ness should be represented in phonology.Browman and Goldstein intend their gestural scores to be one level closer to phys-ical reality than pure phonological representations, but they do not discuss exactlywhat they believe phonological representations are and how they di�er from gestu-ral scores. It is clear that gestural scores themselves are inadequate as phonologicalrepresentations.12 They contain much information about temporal coordination thatis irrelevant to phonology, and they say nothing about di�erences in status that a�ect9Sagey (1988b) argues that, at least within any given language, stricture features for sec-ondary articulations do not phonologically contrast.10See Bird (1990), chapter 3, for a constraint-based model of phonology that incorporatesBrowman and Goldstein's ideas fairly directly.11There is no location speci�able for the velum, simply two closure values|closed and wide.12See Scobbie (1991:11{16) for arguments that phonology is not just \tidied-up phonetics".



2.3. DEGREES OF CONSTRICTION 45which gestures are and are not accessible to phonological operations such as spreading.The geometry I shall propose abstracts away from irrelevant details of temporal order-ing and represents di�erential accessibility to phonological operations using a gesture'shierarchical position in a system of dominance relations like those in section 2.2.Many of the relevant ideas have also appeared in autosegmental literature. Clements(1989), for example, recognizes that vowel height often functions to de�ne major classesanalogous to obstruents and approximants. Clements represents these vowel height dif-ferences using a separate aperture node in his hierarchy, though he continues in thetradition of keeping these features that control the degree of aperture segregated fromthe features that control where in the vocal tract the degree of aperture features willbe realized. Padgett (1991) proposes a model closer to the present one, arguing thateach place speci�cation carries its own stricture features.2.3.1 Steriade's closure and release featuresOne of the more interesting uses of constriction degree features in phonology is Ste-riade's account of consonants, especially complex onsets or complex segments like af-fricates. Steriade (1993a{d) proposes that there are three phonologically relevant de-grees of aperture for consonants, which she terms A0 (complete closure), Af (criticalclosure, the degree of aperture for fricatives), and Amax (the degree of aperture forapproximants).The power of Steriade's proposal comes from the hypothesis that each consonantinvolving a complete interruption of oral airow can correspond to two aperture spec-i�cations, one A0 for the closure of the segment, and another for the release. Threeclasses of segments are distinguished by the choice of whether there is a release positionand which aperture feature occurs there:(A0 Amax) (A0 Af) (A0)plain released a�ricate or unreleasedstop aspirated stop stop(2.15)Segmental content may also be associated to the release position. The di�erencebetween an aspirated /th/ and an a�ricated /ts/ is whether or not the release positionshares the coronality speci�cation of the closure:th ts(A0 A ) (A0 A )COR COR(2.16)The two positions also allow us to represent four types of nasality/orality that asegment may have:



46 CHAPTER 2. REPRESENTING CONSTRICTION GESTURESoral stop nasal stopN(A0 Amax) (A0 Amax)prenasalized stop postnasalized stopN Nj j(A0 Amax) (A0 Amax)
(2.17)
Steriade argues that pre- and post-nasalized fricatives do not exist because fricativesproject only one, rather than two, aperture positions. The same sort of representa-tions for pre- and post-glottalized segments could be obtained by replacing the nasalspeci�cation, N, in (2.17) with a glottal speci�cation. (A doubly connected glottalclosure would be a reasonable representation for an ejective. Similarly, a plausiblerepresentation for a click would be a doubly connected velar closure.)The segmental material associated with the release position does not necessarilyhave to be shared with the closure position in all languages. If a release position canhave segmental content of its own, the result is a complex onset. For example, anEnglish complex onset pr might have a representation along the following lines:13LAB CORj j(A0 Amax)(2.18)2.4 A synthesisI propose that each phonologically relevant constriction gesture is represented by a nodedominating three speci�cations: the articulator, the site, and the degree of aperture.In diagrams, the lines joining the gesture node and these speci�cations will be labelleda, s, and d.There is one main di�erence between the sets of articulators I propose and thosein the works reviewed so far. Analogous to Gorecka's division of \coronal"-relatedsites into Anterior and Palatal, I divide the coronal articulator itself into the TongueTip, involved in apical sounds, and the non-tip part of the Tongue Blade, involvedin laminal sounds. If it turns out that there is a need to de�ne coronal as a naturalclass, then the formalism of the \sort" introduced in section 3.3 provides a way to do13The claim that fricatives have only one aperture position is obviously incompatible withanalyzing fr similarly. I would rather abandon the claim concerning fricatives than the analysisof complex onsets.



2.4. A SYNTHESIS 47that. But I know of no argument in the literature that addresses itself speci�cally toshowing that apical and laminal articulators ever pattern together for the purposes ofsome phonological phenomenon.14Table 2.1 lists the sets of articulators, sites, and degrees that I will be using through-out this dissertation.I adopt Steriade's three aperture degrees, A0, Af , and Amax, though I will useBanner Inouye's (1989) notation: 0, 1, and 2. The more neutral numeral symbolsare more appropriate, since I argue that they are phonetically interpreted as closed,critical, and approximant only when they are specifying consonant gestures. Whenthey are specifying vowel gestures with a Dorsal articulator, [d:1] is the aperture of ahigh vowel (not a fricative) and [d:2] that of a non-high vowel (not an approximant).Whether the segment will be treated as a consonant or vowel will depend on its po-sition in the syllabic structure.15 An example of how consonant and vowel degrees ofconstriction can be used is given in section 2.8's analysis of Japanese palatalization.I also propose two special degrees of closure that apply only to the Radical articula-tor: A for Advanced Tongue Root, and R for Retracted Tongue Root. These will bediscussed more fully in section 2.6.As in most of the dominance-based models discussed in section 2.2, secondary artic-ulations will be represented by a node that is dominated by the node that representsthe primary articulation. A simple /k/, for example, would be represented with atongue body articulator (Dor), velar site (Vel), and a degree of complete closure (0),as in (2.19)./k/ oDor Vel 0a ds " a: Dors: Veld: 0 #(2.19)
14There are of course many arguments that operate on the assumption that it is su�cient toshow that Anterior and Palatal sites pattern together. The evidence that has the best chanceso far of being converted into an argument for the grouping of Apical and Laminal articulatorsis probably \coronal" assimilation in Arabic. In the dialect I am most familiar with, MoroccanArabic, there is no good reason why this phenomenon should not refer simply to the Laminalarticulator (rather than the union of Laminal and Apical), but it is possible that some moreeastern dialects contrast the two articulations, yet treat them identically for the purposes ofcoronal assimilation. (Alleged morpheme structure constraints on Semitic roots are also oftenassumed to be evidence for a uni�ed coronal articulator. For arguments against the existenceof these morpheme structure constraints, see Pierrehumbert (1993) and Paradis and Prunet(to appear).)15More precisely, it will depend on a primitive property of the root node that usually (andin many languages always) correlates with syllabic position.



48 CHAPTER 2. REPRESENTING CONSTRICTION GESTURES
Table 2.1: Gesture speci�cationsSites:Lip Lip upper lipAnt Anterior dental-alveolar regionPal Palatal palato-alveolar and palatal regionsVel VelarPha PharyngealArticulators:Lab Labial lower lipApc Apical the tongue tip, apical and sub-laminalregionsLam Laminal the non-tip part of the tongue bladeDor Dorsal tongue bodyRad Radical tongue rootDegrees:in consonants in vowels0 complete closure (A0) |1 critical closure (Af) high2 approximant (Amax) non-highA Advanced Tongue Root (ATR)R Retracted Tongue Root (RTR)



2.5. CONSONANT REPRESENTATIONS 49Here, all the speci�cations for the primary velar articulation are immediately dependenton the root node, which also serves as the \skeletal slot" of the segment. Thereis, of course, no temporal ordering relations among the di�erent speci�cations of aconstriction. A labialized /kw/ would have a second constriction node dependent onthe root constriction node, as in (2.20). Just as the lines between the root node andits articulator, site, and degree are labelled a, s, and d, the line between the root nodeand its secondary articulation is labelled 2:16/kw/ oDor Vel 0 oLab Lip 2a s d 2 a s d 2666664 a: Dors: Veld: 02: " a: Labs: Lipd: 2 # 3777775
(2.20)
The only temporal ordering relation implied by a secondary articulation is some degreeof overlap between the primary and secondary constrictions. The exact coordinationof the two constrictions is a matter left to phonetic interpretation, which itself oftenallows considerable freedom. If a segment contains more than two constriction gestures,the secondary articulation nodes involved may be sisters. Thus, there may be morethan one secondary articulation node linked to the same root node by a \2" line.The relation that a speci�cation bears to its constriction node (i.e., articulator, site,degree, secondary) is indicated by the label on the association line connecting them.It is not a function of what tier the speci�cation is on. In this framework, there are notiers, except that of the root nodes. Simply because two site speci�cations belong toneighbouring segments, this does not automatically mean that they are local to eachother. Whether speci�cations of neighbouring segments are local to each other andsubject to spreading is determined by the type of the government relation that joinsthe two segments. This will be discussed in more depth in section 3.4 and chapter 4.2.5 Consonant representationsMost of Gorecka's combinations of articulators and sites, as sketched in section 2.1,can be easily translated into the present framework with the addition of a degreespeci�cation. The velar constriction gesture for /k/ is simply [a:Dor, s:Vel, d:0], that is,a gesture with a Dorsal articulation, a Velar site, and a complete degree of closure (zero16The [2: ] that labels secondary articulations should not be confused with the [d:2] thatrepresents an approximant or mid-vowel degree of aperture.



50 CHAPTER 2. REPRESENTING CONSTRICTION GESTURESaperture). /f/, which Gorecka would represent as having the Lower Lip as articulatorand Anterior as site, becomes [a:Lab, s:Ant, d:1], where [d:1] represents the fricativedegree of aperture.The situation is more complex for coronals. Now, as well as having two sites,[s:Ant] and [s:Pal], corresponding roughly to SPE [+anterior] and [{anterior], thereare two articulators, [a:Apc] and [a:Lam], corresponding roughly to SPE [{distributed]and [+distributed]. The four possibilities given by combining articulator and site areshown in the following table.[s:Ant] [s:Pal][a:Apc] apico-alveolars retroexestrue apico-dentals some languages' palatal fricativesprobably English r[a:Lam] laminal dentals palatalsinter-dentals laminal post-alveolars
(2.21)
Some languages, e.g., Australian languages, use all four possibilities distinctively. Thefour combinations should be enough to capture all the phonological distinctions madeamong coronals in any given language. [s:Ant], for example, is indeterminate about theexact location of the constriction, as long as it is made somewhere between the bottomof the upper teeth and the alveolar ridge. No language is known to contrast place withinthis region without also showing a contrast in apicality vs. laminality. Similarly, [a:Apc,s:Pal] covers both those retroexes made with the apex of the tongue and those madewith the sublaminal surface. Again, no language has been shown to contrast the twotypes of retroexes, though Ladefoged and Maddieson (1986) speculate that, dependingon how one interprets Emeneau's (1984) description, Toda may be such a language.Adopting Steriade's idea of closure and release positions allows us to represent morecomplex segments. The closure features of a segment are to be represented on the rootnode. The release features are speci�ed on a second node associated to the root by aline labelled release or r. One of the few substantive di�erences between the releaserelation and the secondary or 2 relation is that the former is phonetically interpreted asinvolving a temporal precedence relation between the root and dependent constrictions,rather than an overlap.The a�ricate ts can be represented by a closure position speci�ed [d:0], i.e., com-plete blockage of the airow, and a release position speci�ed [d:1], interpreted in conso-nants as the degree of aperture for frication. The two positions share their articulatorand site speci�cations:



2.6. VOWEL REPRESENTATIONS 51o o0 1Apc Antd a s a sr d(2.22)
Recall that there is no sense in which a and s speci�cations are ordered on tiers or withrespect to each other, so (2.22) does not involve any crossing of association lines.Since \branching" or complex onsets are simply the result of specifying the releaseposition with di�erent segmental content from the root position, the English onset frwould be represented as:oLab Ant 1 oApc Pal 2a s d r a s d(2.23)
2.6 Vowel representationsThe tongue root articulator is di�erent from those of the oral cavity, since it has onlytwo phonologically contrastive degrees of constriction, though the exact narrownessof each phonological degree may vary slightly from language to language. While theoral articulators are capable of performing complete closure, or [d:0], constrictions, thesame possibility does not seem to be available to the tongue root. I also argue thatthe tongue root has no neutral constriction-less position. Thus, the tongue root mustalways be at one of [d:A] or [d:R]. A language can, of course, make one of these adefault. The narrower of the two, [a:Rad, s:Pha, d:R], corresponds to the pharyngealconstriction active in the vowel /a/, and is also the constriction that distinguishesRetracted Tongue Root, or RTR, segments. The wider constriction, [a:Rad, s:Pha,d:A], distinguishes Advanced Tongue Root, or ATR segments.1717The phonetic interpretation of these two constrictions will typically be enhanced, to vari-ous degrees in various languages, by other articulatory gestures such as raising of the larynx,raising the body of the tongue, or independently narrowing the pharynx (cf. Lindau 1979).These other gestures have to my knowledge never been shown to operate independently of\pure" ATR/RTR gestures. (See Trigo (1991) for an argument for the phonetic independenceof laryngeal height and an admission that the evidence for phonological independence is ten-



52 CHAPTER 2. REPRESENTING CONSTRICTION GESTURESThe role that Gorecka (1989) gives to pharyngeal constrictions in the represen-tations of mid vowels is problematic. For /e/ and /o/ in languages that use [ATR]constrastively, it is di�cult to conceive how the tongue root could simultaneously beadvanced and execute a pharyngeal constriction.18 As Selkirk (1991) more or less ad-mits when distinguishing the dominant and dependent statuses of PHAR, vowel heightand pharyngeal constrictions are essentially independent properties. This idea is alsoimplicit in Gorecka's use of the almost redundant binary feature [�high], whose plusvalue is required to represent a natural class.In a framework that represents the degree of every constriction, there is a naturalway to express vowel height distinctions. As mentioned above, degree speci�cations areinterpreted somewhat di�erently for vowel gestures articulated with the tongue bodythan they are for consonants. [d:1] represents a high vowel, [d:2] a mid. The resultingrepresentations for i, e, andin a language that makes ATR contrasts are: i oDor Pal 1 oRad Pha Aa s d 2 a s d 2666664 a: Dors: Pald: 12 : " a: Rads: Phad A # 3777775
(2.24)
uous.) I shall assume that these gestures are never more than phonetic enhancements of thephonologically relevant ATR/RTR distinction.Because of the rather drastic di�erences between the closure possibilities of tongue rootgestures and those made with the rest of the tongue, I have thought it best to use completelydi�erent symbols for tongue-root degrees. It would of course be possible to force the tongue-root degrees into the more general model: the narrower constriction [d:R] could be representedas [d:1] and the wider [d:A] as [d:2]. But the phonological evidence for this identi�cation isslim. Indeed, what phonological evidence there is suggests that if any identi�cation is to bemade at all, it should be the other way round: [d:A]=[d:1] and [d:R]=[d:2]. High vowels ([d:1])tend to correlate with ATR, mid vowels ([d:2]) with RTR. A di�erent example of such evidencefrom Moroccan Arabic will be discussed in a footnote to section 2.8.18Gorecka no longer believes that /e/ involves a pharyngeal gesture.



2.6. VOWEL REPRESENTATIONS 53e oDor Pal 2 oRad Pha Aa s d 2 a s d 2666664 a: Dors: Pald: 22 : " a: Rads: Phad: A # 3777775
(2.25)

� oDor Pal 2 oRad Pha Ra s d 2 a s d 2666664 a: Dors: Pald: 22 : " a: Rads: Phad: R # 3777775
(2.26)
2.6.1 Low vowelsI adopt Gorecka's proposal for the di�erence between the vowels /a/ and /�/. The�rst, /a/, is a pure tongue root{pharyngeal constriction: [a:Rad, s:Pha, d:R]. Thepharyngeal constriction of the second, /�/ is made with the tongue body rather thanthe tongue root: [a:Dor, s:Pha]. The e�ects of these representations will become clearer.In considering the proper representation of /�/, we come across two problems thatsolve each other. The �rst is how to represent the \frontness" of the /�/ segmentwithout the need for the binary feature [�front] that Gorecka used. If we keep withGorecka's claim that /�/ and /�/ have their pharyngeal constrictions made with thetongue body ([a:Dor, s:Pha]), then we cannot simply add a secondary palatal articula-tion of [a:Dor, s:Pal], since this would require the tongue body to move in two oppositedirections at the same time.Another conceivable solution for representing frontness by palatality would be tosay that the articulator for the palatal site in /�/ is not the tongue body [a:Dor], butthe tongue blade [a:Lam]. This is not a very satisfactory solution, as it would make/�/ the only vowel whose [s:Pal] gesture is performed by [a:Lam], and would lead usto expect the same possibility to be open for the other front vowels. But even if the[a:Lam, s:Pal] solution were formally desirable and the [a:Dor, s:Pal] solution formallypossible, there is some doubt that they would be empirically desirable. One of Gorecka's



54 CHAPTER 2. REPRESENTING CONSTRICTION GESTURESstrongest arguments for the feature [{back] is that, while /�/ often patterns with theclearly palatal vowels in vowel harmonies, it never triggers palatalization.The other problem raised by the claim that /�/'s pharyngeal constriction is [a:Dor,s:Pha] is that this leaves the tongue root unaccounted for. If the tongue body is makinga pharyngeal constriction, there is nothing immediately obvious stopping us from ex-pecting that the tongue root could be performing an ATR gesture independently. Butthis runs counter to the well-known claim that \a"-vowels cannot be [+ATR]. Kaye,Lowenstamm, and Vergnaud (1985) have even made this into one of the central factsthat is supposed to fall out automatically from the very organization of the formal sys-tem. In direct contradiction to Gorecka, these researchers argue that what gives /�/its frontness is exactly the same element that gives other front vowels their palatality.The answer is: both are right.Gorecka is right that a true low /�/ is not palatal. Rather, /�/ and /�/ are ATRand RTR counterparts of each other:/�/ oDor Pha oRad Pha Aa s 2 a s d 26664 a: Dors: Pha2 : " a: Rads: Phad: A # 37775/�/ oDor Pha oRad Pha Ra s 2 a s d 26664 a: Dors: Pha2 : " a: Rads: Phad: R # 37775

(2.27)

Kaye, Lowenstamm, and Vergnaud are right that there is a low vowel that cannot havean ATR counterpart by its very de�nition, namely /a/. A segment cannot have two[a:Rad, s:Pha] constrictions, one of them [d:A] and one of them [d:R]. The structure of/a/ is simply a bare RTR speci�cation:



2.6. VOWEL REPRESENTATIONS 55/a/ oRad Pha R " a: Rads: Phad: R #(2.28)The prediction that the present model makes is that there can be no vowel systemthat contrasts /�/ and /�/, but in which /�/ functions as a palatal, [s:Pal]. If a segmentthat appears to be /�/ behaves as a front vowel, then the system can have only threedistinctive vowel \heights". In this case, the /�/ will have the representation that /�/has in other languages, a representation whose phonetic interpretation is ambiguousbetween a low-mid and a low vowel height:/�/�/�/ oDor Pal 2 oRad Pha Ra s d 2 a s d 2666664 a: Dors: Pald: 22 : " a: Rads: Phad: R # 3777775
(2.29)
Hungarian is a good example. The vowel whose orthographic symbol is short e behavesas the front counterpart of orthographic a, a rounded low to low-mid vowel. In an es-sentially three-height system, Hungarian e is pronounced as either [�] or [�], dependingon the dialect. The feature [{back] is not needed to describe these systems, Palatalsite is su�cient.In a language such as English, with four vowel \heights", /�/ can only be rep-resented as the ATR counterpart of /�/. Tellingly, many dialects of English haveno genuine /a/, suggesting that for these dialects all vowels, even the low ones, areconstrained to have an [a:Dor] speci�cation. Moroccan Arabic is a language wherethe /�/�/�/ alternation can be seen more clearly to be the result of the tongue rootconstriction varying between [d:A] and [d:R]. Moroccan Arabic consonants may be ei-ther pharyngealized|[2:[a:Rad, s:Pha, d:R]]|or not|[2:[a:Rad, s:Pha, d:A]], whichis presumably the default. These speci�cations are shared by all segments in a givendomain. In a pharyngealized domain, the low vowel is realized as /�/, otherwise as/�/.The last category of languages consists of those that have their low vowel's pharyn-geal constriction made by the tongue root instead of the tongue body, i.e., the /a/ is agenuine [a]. This is the category of language (e.g., Kpokolo) that prompted the claimby Kaye, Lowenstamm, and Vergnaud that /a/ cannot have an ATR counterpart. The/a/ in these languages behaves consistently as RTR, since it in fact consists of nothingbut a bare RTR speci�cation.



56 CHAPTER 2. REPRESENTING CONSTRICTION GESTURES2.6.2 Light diphthongs, contours, and releasesHeavy diphthongs are simply sequences of two root nodes, and will be dealt with usingthe concepts outlined in chapter 3. Light diphthongs pose more of a problem. Acommon treatment of light diphthongs in the autosegmental literature is to have tworoot nodes linked to a single timing slot on the skeletal tier or moraic tier, as in (2.30):
o ooo x

COR RAD
skeletal/moraic tierroot node tierplace node tier

(2.30)
The suprasegmental framework outlined in the next chapter, however, does notallow any \timing slot" that is not also a root node. (Put slightly di�erently, a moraand the root node of its vowel are the same object looked at from di�erent points ofview.) Furthermore, there are no tiers independent of the timing or moraic tier alongwhich dependents can be ordered. The usual treatment of light diphthongs cannotwork in such a framework.Instead of having the two members of a light diphthong being sisters under thesame timing slot and ordered with respect to each other along the root node tier, Ipropose that they stand in a hierarchical relationship. Speci�cally, I propose that therelation between the two members of a light diphthong is exactly the same as thatbetween a consonant and its release. Although it is not entirely accurate to call thisa \release" (or \r") relation, I shall continue to do so, in order to emphasize theirunity (and because all the other good letters have already been taken). So the lightdiphthong �ia would be represented:1919It is debateable whether the i should dominate the a rather than vice versa. On the onehand, this organization preserved the temporal ordering interpretation of releases as used inconsonants. On the other hand, there may turn out to be some processes that unambiguouslytreat the most sonorous member of a light diphthong as its head, that is, would treat �ia as if itwere a. If this is in fact the case, it might be better to propose a kind of anti-release, an arrestor an attack node hierarchically dependent upon its root node but temporally preceding it.These attacks or arrest might also be relevant for consonant representations. For example, Azra(1992) argues within Government Phonology that while there are good reasons in languageslike Italian for treating sC sequences as coda-onset clusters, in French there is evidence thatthe s should be treated as the dependent in a branching onset. In the present frameworkthis would have to be represented using such arrests or attacks. I shall occasionally remarkin passing some of the other phenomena that might be more perspicuously treated with sucharrests or attacks, but I shall not develop a proposal for incorporating them into the present



2.7. UNRESOLVED QUESTIONS 57/�ia/ vDor Pal 1 oRad Pha Ra s d r a s d 2666664 a : Dors : Pald : 1r : " a : Rads : Phad : R # 3777775
(2.31)

In section 3.2.2, I shall discuss the possibility that contour tones occurring on shortvowels should also be represented using releases.2.7 Unresolved questions2.7.1 Laryngeal featuresLombardi (1991) argues that all the relevant laryngeal contrasts for consonants canbe expressed in a system using three privative laryngeal speci�cations: one for glottalclosure, one for voicing, one for aspiration. (There may be no laryngeal speci�cationat all, as in an unvoiced, unaspirated, unglottalized stop.)There would seem to be an easy and tempting correlation between Lombardi's threeprivative features and the three possible degree speci�cation. We might say that theglottis is an articulator (or site) like any other, and set up the following assignments.[a:Glo, d:0] glottal closure[a:Glo, d:1] voicing (glottal aperture of critical degree)[a:Glo, d:2] aspiration (approximant aperture)(2.32)Unfortunately for the easy and tempting correlation, aspiration often seems to havemore in common phonologically with oral fricatives than with oral approximants (thoughnot always). The analogy between the critical degree of closure needed to producethe aerodynamic properties of a fricative and that needed to produce voicing seemsstrained. Furthermore, the hypothesis leaves no obvious way to handle other laryn-geal phenomena, such as tones or perhaps Piggott's (1988, 1989) proposal on sponta-neous voicing. It may be that di�erent interpretations of [d:1] and [d:1] for consonantsframework or for explaining their relationship to releases.Despite the formal possibility of \anti-releases", there are often good reasons for usingreleases instead, even in seemingly counter-intuitive cases that involve an on-glide on the rootnode governing a more sonorous vowel as a dependent release. The analysis of Rotumanmetathesis in chapter 3 crucially uses releases for light diphthongs, rather than arrests orattacks. There is also some evidence that in the Pasiego dialect of Spanish, it is the glideportion of a light diphthong that is on the root node and available for spreading.



58 CHAPTER 2. REPRESENTING CONSTRICTION GESTURESand vowels, analogous to their di�erent interpretations in oral gestures (e.g., [d:1] asfrication for consonants and height for vowels), will be able to handle these di�erentlaryngeal phenomena (as well as the fricative/approximant problem just mentioned).Another promising approach might be to incorporate Browman and Goldstein's ideaof articulator sti�ness as a phonologically relevant property.Obviously, laryngeal speci�cation is an area that needs more work. In the mean-time, for the purposes of this dissertation, I shall assume that these classes of laryngealgestures are results of their degree values, but that, as with the tongue root degrees,A and R, these values need not be the same as other oral degree values. For exam-ple, voicing might be represented as [a:Glo, d:Voi] | or in a more neutral shorthandas [Voi]. This treatment of voicing, etc., as primitive should be regarded more as apractical expedient than as a theoretical claim.2.7.2 Nasals and lateralsAgain, for expediency, I shall assume nasality is controlled by the Nasal articulator(Nas), i.e., the velum, which can have two degrees of aperture: closed or open. Forwant of evidence identifying these with [d:0] and [d:2], I shall use the labels [d:O] and[d:N].Laterals pose something of a challenge for this sort of framework. One possiblerepresentation for an English light /l/ would be to have the tongue tip making a com-plete closure [a:Apc, s:Ant, d:0], while the tongue blade is only at an approximantdegree of closure, [a:Lam, s:Pal, d:2]. In order to distinguish this representation fromthat of, say, /ty/, we would have to assume that the laryngeal speci�cation could haveas one of its values something along the lines of spontaneous voicing, as proposed byPiggott (1988, 1989), that is, voicing that is inde�nitely sustainable. The incompatibil-ity between a spontaneous voicing speci�cation and a stop or [d:0] speci�cation couldconceivably result, by some sort of interpretive convention, in the kind of partial oc-clusion characteristic of laterals. This type of representation also stands a good chanceof being extendible to more exotic sorts of laterals, e.g., the velar lateral described byCapell (1969) for some languages of Papua New Guinea, by using di�erent sites andarticulators for the stop and approximant components. This is, so far as I can tell, areasonably compositional representation for voiced laterals that will certainly �t intothe present framework without the need for further modi�cation. It remains to be seen,however, if it is the representation that most accurately reects laterals' behaviour inphonological processes, or whether we will have to add another type of feature to ourgestures, such as the shape parameter proposed by Browman and Goldstein. One typeof segment the simple proposal probably will not work for is voiceless lateral fricativesin languages like Nisgha. In the discussion of Nisgha in chapter 5, I shall use theabbreviation [Lat] to stand for whatever the representation of laterality will turn outto be.



2.8. AN EXAMPLE FROM JAPANESE 592.8 An example from JapanesePerhaps the least convincing part of the representations I have been proposing is thetreatment of degree features, especially the claim that the same feature value is in-terpreted di�erently in vowels and consonants. Ideally, there should be evidence thatdegrees act like other speci�cations, e.g., that they spread. As well, there shouldbe evidence that high vowels and fricatives can form a natural class. The Japanesephenomenon of a�rication o�ers evidence on both counts.Japanese has a process where t and d are a�ricated to ts and dz before the highvowels i and u (actually unrounded [5]). The onset is further palatalized to �c and ��before palatal i.According to the phonetic descriptions in Vance (1987), Japanese t and d arelaminal dentals, meaning their articulator speci�cation is [a:Lam]. Normally, their sitespeci�cation is anterior [s:Ant], but before i they share the vowel's site, resulting inpalatals, [a:Lam, s:Pal]. The a�rication component of the phenomenon is more di�cultto account for. It is not immediately obvious what high vowels and a�ricates have incommon that should allow them to interact in this way. But, as suggested above, highvowels and fricatives are both characterized by the intermediate degree speci�cation[d:1].The simplest account is that, in this environment, the release of the onset andthe following vowel share their degree speci�cations. If the following vowel is high,that is [d:1], the onset will be [d:0, r:[d:1]], or in Steriade's notation (A0 Af ), that is,an a�ricate. Otherwise the onset will be [d:0, r:[d:2]], or (A0 Amax), that is, a plainreleased stop. The constraint that the vowel and the release must share features inthis way can be expressed using the formalism developed in section 3.4 and chapter 4.A standard account, on the other hand, has no way of explaining exactly what itis that is going on here. A simple rule like (2.33) may be descriptively adequate.[{cont]jCOR ! [{cont] [+cont]n =COR = [+high](2.33)But (2.33) has nothing to say about why the transformation should occur in the en-vironment of a [+high] vowel rather than the highly unnatural, but equally easy toexpress, environment of [{high].The a�rication phenomenon of Japanese thus provides evidence both that theclasses characterized by [d:1] and [d:2] form natural classes and that degree speci�-cations can spread independently of other constriction speci�cations. In section 3.3.4,we shall see more examples of degree spreading and of the same degree speci�cation,[d:1], being realized di�erently depending on whether it is interpreted as a consonantor a vowel. Further evidence on the di�erential interpretation of degree features canbe found in the discussion of the sorts consonantal and vocalic in section 3.3.
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Chapter 3Outline of the formal systemPhonological structures (PSs) are formal objects. As with any formal objects used asa scienti�c model, we are posed with two tasks: specifying what might be called the\syntax" and the \semantics" of PSs.We must specify the \syntax" of PSs: that is, characterize what are possible PSsand what are not. We do this by means of constraints on the properties of mathematicalobjects known as graphs.We must also provide a \semantics". Since our aim in creating formal objects inthe �rst place is to model some aspect of reality (part of the linguistic behaviour ofhuman beings), simply marking out a certain class of formal objects is not enough. Wemust spell out how these relate to the phenomena we are trying to model. The classof graphs we isolate could conceivably be interpreted in various ways: as the familytrees of Egyptian dynasties, as possible outcomes of a game, as maps of the Londonunderground system. The only interpretation we are interested in is the one where PSscorrespond to types of events in the real world, types of events that involve certaincon�gurations through time of a human vocal tract or certain patterns of sound waves.Phonology can be seen as the theory of the possible formal objects. Phoneticscan be seen as the theory of articulatory or acoustic event-types. The phonology-phonetics interface is thus the set of principles that determines how the formal objects ofphonology are to be interpreted as the event-types of phonetics. The mapping betweenphonological structures and phonetic event types can also be done in a constraint-based way, though it will contain elements that are non-monotonic. Though a fulldiscussion of the phonology-phonetics mapping is beyond the scope of this dissertation,in section 3.5 I shall try to give a general idea of what I believe the principles to be.The rest of this chapter will have an alternating structure. In each section, I shall�rst present an aspect of the formalisms that have been used in many constraint-basedapproaches to language|a piece of technology, so to speak. In the second part of eachsection, I shall apply the formalism to one or more aspects or problems of phonological61



62 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMtheory, that is, I shall give examples of how that piece of technology can be used todeal with the sorts of questions phonologists are interested in. It should be emphasizedthat my speci�c phonological proposals do not follow from the formalisms as logicalnecessities. When one of my proposals turns out to be empirically inadequate, this willnot invalidate constraint-based approaches to phonology in general, any more than theempirical inadequacy of some proposed transformational rewrite rule could invalidatethe entire research programme of generative phonology.Section 1 introduces the mathematical concept of the graph|a collection of nodesand lines joining them|as an appropriate formalism for the diagrams used in bothgenerative and constraint-based phonology. My particular proposals for phonolog-ical structure (which owe a great deal to Government Phonology and DependencyPhonology) will be framed in the terminology of graphs. Nodes represent articulatoryconstriction gestures. Lines between nodes represent the government or dependencyrelations that the gestures stand in.Section 3.2 introduces Johnson's (1988, 1990) fundamental distinction betweenlinguistic objects and descriptions of linguistic objects. The PSs introduced in section 1are linguistic objects; constraints are descriptions that any valid PS must conformto. Following Johnson, a formal description language, based on �rst-order predicatelogic, is proposed for describing (and hence constraining) linguistic objects. I thendiscuss some of the consequences of taking lexical entries, as well as more traditionalconstraints, to be descriptions of linguistic objects rather than themselves linguisticobjects. I also show how many of the e�ects that Autosegmental Phonology explainedby segregating information on di�erent tiers can be obtained in a \no tier" system|using tone as an example, I argue that \association lines" are the e�ect that ariseswhen two di�erent symbols in a description language statement refer to the same nodeof a PS.Section 3.3 discusses types of PS objects or sorts. A node can belong to varioussorts, such as the onset sort, the nucleus sort, or the sort of positions that are headsof iambs. Lines or arcs representing dependency relations also belong to sorts, whichdetermine exactly what type of dependency the relation is, e.g., the relation betweena nucleus and its onset, the relation between the head of a trochee and its dependent.Section 3.3.1 discusses one of the most interesting sorts of nodes in PSs: null positions.Drawing heavily on work in Government Phonology, I propose a typology of the varioussorts of empty positions in PSs and discuss some of the constraints on where they mayoccur. Section 3.3.2 uses the technology of sorts to accomplish the \underspeci�cation"of government relations, and shows how this is useful for explaining a consonant-vowelmetathesis phenomenon in Rotuman without recourse to a metathesis rule or segre-gating consonants and vowels onto di�erent planes of the representation. Section 3.3.3shows how the framework developed so far can be applied to metrical structure. Ipropose a model based on the metrical theory of Halle and Vergnaud (1987), wherethe asymmetrical relations between elements within a constituent are represented bygovernment arcs and headship is represented by sorts.



3.1. PHONOLOGICAL STRUCTURES 63Section 3.4 introduces no new \technology", but shows how the system developedso far can deal with spreading processes and the notion of locality in the absence oftiers. I argue for the strong hypothesis that locality is a primitive property of (some)government relations. Whether two PS positions are local to each other for the purposesof spreading is a property of the arc or line that joins them. It follows that only nodesthat are in a dependency relation with each other can form a local domain.The �nal section sketches a model of phonetic structure and of the phonology-phonetics interface.3.1 Phonological structuresOne of the main arguments of this dissertation is that PSs form a de�nable sub-classof the class of labelled graphs.1Some simple graphs are illustrated below:
ss ss s s sss s ss ss ss s

(3.1)
As can be seen, graphs are essentially collections of points and lines between the points.The points are called vertices or nodes. The lines are called edges or arcs. Bothnodes and arcs can have labels. Arcs may also have a direction|they may originatefrom one node and terminate at the other:

C DBA 13 42 LASF NY6 �������� -bus planecar(3.2)
The trees of generative syntax are graphs with two additional constraints: they areacyclic (no path of arcs leading away from a node ever ends up back at that node),and each node has only one incoming arc|in syntactic terms, only one mother:1See, for example, Behzad et al. (1979) or Berge (1983) for an introduction to the basicconcepts of mathematical graph theory.



64 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMSNP VPV NPNN? ZZZ~���+ ZZZ~ ?
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Like generative syntacticians, I shall usually suppress the arrows on the arcs and adoptthe convention that arcs originate from the node that is vertically higher in the diagram.Unlike syntactic trees, however, there is evidence that many nodes in phonologicalgraphs have more than one parent (for example, a geminate has both of its syllabicpositions for parents).2When evaluating the representations in this dissertation and the machinery forconstraining them, it is useful to keep in mind that any formal version of autosegmentalphonology would need to do more or less the same thing. Autosegmental diagrams arealso graphs consisting of nodes (with labels such as [{high], �, and COR) and arcs. Themost obvious kind of arc is the association line, but arcs would also be the easiest way ofexplicitly representing the temporal or tier orderings that are almost always representedimplicitly by the left-to-right distribution of symbols on the page. A typical if veryunderspeci�ed autosegmental representation, using a to label association lines and tto label tier or temporal orderings, might look like:2Despite no longer being trees, PSs are probably still acyclic, though Johnson (1988) showsthat imposing an acyclicity requirement results in no advantages of mathematical simplicity.



3.1. PHONOLOGICAL STRUCTURES 65
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Readers are encouraged to refer back to this diagram whenever they feel a PS that Ipropose is entirely too complex to be plausible.In chapter 2, I used two di�erent notations for representing articulatory gesturesas if they were interchangeable. They are. I shall continue to use abbreviated matrices(e.g., [a:Dor, s:Pal, d:1]) in the text, though diagrams will use the graphic notationonly from now on.33.1.1 Some properties of PSsBefore moving on to outline how properties of PSs are formally stated using constraints,I shall discuss informally what I believe some of the central properties are. I assumethat the appropriate representation of segmental content is as discussed in chapter 2,couched in the appropriate graph representations. I devote this section to a sketch of3This equivalence between matrix and graph representations has deeper consequences. Itwill probably turn out that all the graphs that are needed to express phonological phenomenaare in the class of directed acyclic graphs. This is exactly the type of formal object thatuni�cation-based approaches to syntax use for the formal underpinnings of their attribute-value matrices. Johnson (1988, 1991) has investigated in more depth this relation betweenmatrix representations and graphs, and the logical foundations of both.



66 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMsome of the aspects of intersegmental structure, that is, the relations between segmentalpositions.Most of the ideas concerning intersegmental structure are borrowed from work inGovernment Phonology (GP). The basic girders of a PS are governments, or asymmet-rical relations that hold between positions. Such relations are represented by an arc oredge from the governor to the governee. To motivate my choice of which ideas to takefrom GP, which to leave behind, and which to extend further than they were originallyintended, a brief detour through X-bar theory will be helpful.Several attempts have been made to import X-bar schemata from syntax into syl-labic theory (e.g., Levin 1986, Charette 1988, Bures 1989). What most of them have incommon is taking a coda consonant to be the complement of the nuclear head. Levinargues further that onsets occur in speci�er position:VmaxV0VC C
(3.5)
Government Phonology, on the other hand, does not have onsets within the maximalprojection of V at all, and argues that it is coda consonants that are in speci�er position(the complement position being reserved for the second skeletal slot of a long vowel ordiphthong). Paraphrasing their notation somewhat:VmaxV0V C
(3.6)
GP also argues for a relationship between a coda consonant and the following onset:the onset governs (or licenses) a preceding coda:VmaxV0V C CCmax� �?(3.7)



3.1. PHONOLOGICAL STRUCTURES 67This licensing relationship can only exist under certain conditions. The exact na-ture of these conditions need not concern us here (see, e.g., Kaye, Lowenstamm, andVergnaud 1990)|they essentially boil down to a requirement that the governor notbe more \sonorous" than the governee, and that the governor be more complex thanthe governee (in terms of the segmental representations that Kaye, Lowenstamm, andVergnaud propose). For example, rt is a legal coda{onset sequence, since r is moresonorous than t and its KLV representation is simpler. tr is not a legal coda-onset se-quence, and cannot have the structure in (3.7), since it violates both these requirements.If a language has sequences such as tr, there can only be two possible representations:it may be a branching onset, or if the language does not allow branching onsets, itmay be two onsets separated by an empty nucleus. That is, it may have the followingstructure: C V C Vj j jt r � � �(3.8)GP has strong constraints on the distribution of these empty nuclei. These constraintsare discussed throughout the GP literature, but perhaps most completely and accessi-bly in Charette (1988, 1989) and in the contributions to the 1990 theme volume of thejournal Phonology .I push this idea of empty nuclei one step further and argue that all apparent codapositions are in fact onsets followed by an empty nucleus, not only those that violateGP's requirements. While admitting there can be a special relationship between twoconsonant positions (which we can for now call \coda licensing"), there is no reasonto assume that these positions are not also \separated" by an empty nucleus. Weneed not assume that the addition of an extra government relation between the twoconsonants results in a radically di�erent structure along the lines of (3.7).44Actually, GP has excellent reasons for denying this possibility, since the two consonantsreally would be separated given two additional assumptions, neither of which I accept: a) thatempty nuclei are not really empty, but rather contain the lax high back unrounded vowel [I-]which remains unpronounced under the appropriate circumstances, and b) that there is a tierof phonological structure on which the consonant positions and the \empty" position's vowelare adjacent. The phonetic realization of empty nuclei is handled somewhat di�erently in thepresent framework, so that these problems will not arise if we do away with (3.7) in favour ofa strict CVCV structure where some positions may be empty.Even within the GP tradition, there have been moves in this direction. Guerssel and Lowen-stamm (in preparation) propose a strict CV syllabic structure for Semitic. In order to avoid theproblems caused by Finnish long vowel{geminate sequences for GP's rhyme binarity theorem,Gibb (1992) analyzes the �rst element of a Finnish geminate as standing in onset position andintroduces an onset-to-onset government relation. Given that such an onset-to-onset relationis necessary anyway within GP, it would seem plausible that all coda licensing relations areonset-to-onset relations (as argued here), and very strong arguments would be needed to showthat a second type of relation, as in (3.7) is also needed.



68 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMGP puts the onset outside the maximal projection of the nucleus. Levin puts theonset inside. But despite their disagreements over what exactly is the speci�er and thecomplement of a nucleus, both agree that the relation between one nucleus and thenext is of an entirely di�erent stripe and outside the scope of the phonological X-barschema. This claim loses some of its attractiveness when we recall that neighbouringnuclei often show behaviour (e.g., vowel harmony) that suggests they are at least asintimately related to each other as the positions that are supposedly within the maximalprojection of the nucleus. If we are treating apparent coda consonants along the linessuggested in the last paragraph, that is, as onsets followed by empty nuclei, this freesup one of the two major X-bar relations, suggesting a revision of Levin's diagram:VmaxV0VC Vmax(3.9)
The only possible complement of the nucleus is the maximal projection of anothernucleus.But reecting honestly on (3.9), there are no compelling reasons for making theonset the speci�er and the next syllable the complement rather than the other wayaround. Furthermore, nucleus-to-onset and nucleus-to-nucleus are far from the onlytwo relations that a nuclear position participates in. There are also the segmentalspeci�cations (articulator, site, degree, etc.) and a small number of others that will beintroduced later. All of these considerations cast doubt on the strict applicability ofthe X-bar schema to phonology.5X-bar syntax tries to characterize structural asymmetries in terms of constituency:both head and dependent are members of a separate higher-level constituent which hasall the category features of the head and a higher bar level, as in (3.10). As discussedin section 1.3, another alternative is to characterize the asymmetry as a hierarchicalrelation that holds directly between the head and the dependent, as in (3.11):XX Y(3.10)

5Its relevance to generative syntax is no longer unanimously assumed either, cf. Speas(1990).



3.1. PHONOLOGICAL STRUCTURES 69X Y(3.11)The di�erence between the two approaches is illustrated by the ways AutosegmentalPhonology and Dependency Phonology tend to deal with syllabic structure, as we sawin the following two sample representations discussed in chapter 1. AutosegmentalPhonology relies on the constituency approach and can only represent an asymmetricrelation between two segments using the mediation of a higher level node such as Onsetor Rhyme (or � or �), which one of the segments is taken to be the head of:SyllableOnset RhymeNucleus CodaV C CCCd r a n k
(3.12)

Dependency Phonology, using the dependency approach, represents the asymmetrybetween two segments directly with a hierarchical relation:ad n kr(3.13)
The dependency approach seems more appropriate to the properties of phonology.As needed, a node can participate in several di�erent kinds of hierarchical relationshipswithout our having to choose one or two of them as the most basic, the ones upon whichX-bar trees should be constructed. The resulting representations will also containfewer nodes and those nodes that remain can be demonstrably justi�ed|they willbehave as nodes ought to behave, unlike some of the more questionable artefacts of theconstituency approach.



70 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMOnset and nuclear licencesInstead of trying to force all relations into the mould of the X-bar schema, I shall treatPSs as if the relations between a nucleus and its onset and between a nucleus and thenext nucleus down are as primitive and direct as the relationship between a segmentalnode and its articulator speci�cation. To handle the suprasegmental skeleton of PSs,we will need two di�erent kinds of labelled arcs representing the two fundamentalkinds of relations that we tried in the last subsection to make into the complementand speci�er of an X-bar schema. The nucleus-to-nucleus government that I proposedheld between a nucleus and the maximal projection of the next nucleus down will becalled the nuclear licence, and represented in PS diagrams by the label n on its arc.The nucleus-to-onset government will be called the onset licence, and represented bygovernment and o and represented in diagrams by the label o.xx xx xx
o n o n o

(3.14)
As one device to improve the readability of diagrams, I shall label nucleus nodesby v and onset nodes by c. Subscripts will be used to distinguish between nodes ofthe same type. Subscripts can also be used to distinguish between di�erent arcs of thesame type, since they are formally distinct and nameable objects, though the need todo so will not arise as often. (3.14) will now look like:v1c1 v2c2 v3c3

o1 n1o2 n2o3
(3.15)
I shall call the line of connected nuclear skeletal positions the nuclear spine of thePS.



3.1. PHONOLOGICAL STRUCTURES 71If each of these nodes is speci�ed for segmental content, the above structure resultsin a perfect CVCV alternation. Deviations from such a strict alternation come aboutas a result of nodes that have no segmental content.6 These empty positions arerepresented in (3.16{3.17) with a superscript null symbol. An apparent coda consonantis the result of its governing nuclear position being unpronounced (3.16). A long vowelor a heavy diphthong is the result of an onset node not being speci�ed (3.17).PS skeleton of a \CVC syllable"v v;c co no(3.16)
PS skeleton of a \CVV syllable"v vc c;o no(3.17)

A branching onset does not arise from these sorts of principles. Rather, as arguedin chapter 2, it is the result of giving articulators and sites to the release position ofan onset:English onset pr vc0 Lab o2 Apc Pal
od a rd a s

(3.18)
For languages where coda consonants result in heavy syllables, the spine of nuclearpositions in (3.15) corresponds quite closely to the moraic tier in those moraic theories6To be more precise, the relevant property is not the absence of segmental content, whichbecause of default interpretation principles need not result in an unpronounced node. Rather,as we shall see, there is a positive requirement that a particular node have no content andreceive no phonetic interpretation.



72 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMwhere onsets attach to the mora (e.g., Hyman 1985) rather than to the syllable (e.g.,McCarthy and Prince 1986, Hayes 1989). Other than this, there are no easy equiva-lences to be drawn between the suprasegmental structure in (3.14) and those of otherframeworks of phonology. Speci�cally, there is no skeletal tier mediating linear order,or tier of root nodes performing more or less the same function. Writers in GovernmentPhonology (e.g., Charette 1988, Kaye 1990a) have noted that, given a representationof linear order|the skeleton|and a rigid structural de�nition of government, the gov-ernment relations in a PS are predictable. Turning this observation on its head, it isequally valid that, given a set of primitive government relations and strict principlesfor phonetically interpreting them, temporal order is predictable. It is my position thatthere is no need for an explicit representation of temporal ordering in PSs, no needfor a skeletal tier, and certainly no need for an independent statement of ordering onevery autosegmental tier of the PS. Rather, only government relations are relevant forphonology, and temporal order is the province of phonetics and the principles of thephonology-phonetics mapping.7I believe the proposal that onsets hierarchically depend on their nuclei capturesthe good points of both the arguments against and the arguments in favour of Onsetas a phonological entity (that is, as a structural position that can be uniquely referredto, can be required to be present, can be required not to branch).On the one hand, researchers in moraic theory such as McCarthy and Prince (1986)and Hayes (1989) o�er good arguments against earlier conceptions of the skeleton,what might be called the \one segment = one timing slot" theories, such as the CVskeleta of Clements and Keyser (1983) or the X skeleta of Kaye and Lowenstamm(1984) and Levin (1985). First, onsets never count for the purposes of syllable weight,a result that needs some extra mechanisms in a skeletal framework that treats onsetsegments and moraic segments as equal members of the skeletal tier, but which seems tofollow naturally from a model that posits morae as the only syllabic structure standingbetween � nodes and root nodes, as in (3.19).
o o o� ��(3.19)

7Scobbie (1991) has argued convincingly that there are no separate tiers for each feature andnode, rather the relative linear order of any two nodes of the same class is determined entirelyby the relative order of their root nodes. I remove even the necessity for imposing a linearorder on the set of root nodes by treating linear order as a phonetic e�ect of independentlyneeded government relations.



3.1. PHONOLOGICAL STRUCTURES 73Furthermore, phonology does not seem to deal with arbitrary sequences of timingunits (C/Vs or Xs). As McCarthy and Prince (1986) point out, no language has areduplicative pre�x template of XXX that will simply copy the �rst three segments ofthe word regardless of their prosodic structure, with results as below:badupi ! bad-badupibladupi ! bla-bladupiadupi ! adu-adupi(3.20)Again, the kind of representation in (3.19) accounts for the non-occurrence of suchprosodically arbitrary XXX templates essentially by banishing onset segments from thetiming tier, the tier of things that can be counted. The price for such a pure moraictheory is the inability to refer to onsets as characteristic positions in the syllable. Itcan refer to individual onset consonants indirectly (as root nodes that are directlydominated by the syllable node), but not to the entire set of onset consonants. Thereis no principled means available to the theory for determining whether or not a givensyllable even has an onset.This price is too high for a number of researchers who point to cases where phonol-ogy needs the ability to refer explicitly to onsets as onsets. The growing number ofarguments to this e�ect include Schlindwein (1989), San Duanmu (1990), and espe-cially Piggott (1991). Prosodic Morphology itself often sneaks references to onsets inthrough the back door, for example by using the prosodic constituent of the \coresyllable", �c, consisting of exactly one C and one V, though without any indicationof how we are to check whether one and only one C is in fact present. Interestingly,under one of the interpretations discussed in chapter 1, even the purest of pure moraictheories, Hayes (1989), requires and o�ers the ability to refer to onsets, in the form ofthe ! of the diagram reproduced below:
o o o! � ��(3.21)

But allowing !s onto the same tier as �s like this vitiates most of the bene�ts thatwere supposed to follow from postulating �s in the �rst place.88As mentioned in chapter 1, another version of moraic theory is still tenable, though aweaker one that is unable to live up to some of the claims made on its behalf.



74 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMSo we have two requirements for any syllable theory: it should be able to refer toonsets easily and explicitly as syllabic constituents, but it should keep them out of areaswhere they could interfere with syllable weight or become part of prosodically arbitrarytemplates. Making onsets hierarchically dependent on their nuclei accomplishes boththese tasks. First, onsets are still discrete and identi�able parts of a PS. We candetermine whether one is present or absent, we can require one to be present, we canimpose constraints on its content, and so on. But at the same time, the onset is keptsegregated from the main line of the PS|the spine of nuclear nodes, the moraic tier|which determines syllable weight. Because onsets and nuclei do not occur on the samelevel, they cannot be generalized over with impunity; there is no mechanism by whicha template could say, \Give me three segments, I don't care if they're consonants orvowels." The three XXX instantiations of (3.20), which would have the structuresbelow, have no common property by which they could be subsumed into a singletemplate. v1c1 v;2c2o n o v1 v2c2n ov1c1 oab d rr ab l d uaa) b) c)(3.22)
Coda licensingGovernment Phonology allows (indeed, requires) a special type of government relationto hold between the onset of a syllable and a coda consonant in a preceding syllable.This was illustrated in (3.7), repeated here:VmaxV0V C CCmax� �?(3.23)
Several properties are usually proposed for this government type. Like any governmenttype in GP, the head in a coda licensing relation must be more \charmed" than the



3.1. PHONOLOGICAL STRUCTURES 75dependent, or else it must be more complex.9In GP, coda licensing does much of the work of onset rules or onset principles inother theories.
V C V� ���(3.24)

Most other frameworks explain the illegality of this structure either by appealing to therelative strength of an onset principle or to the relative extrinsic ordering of an onsetrule. In GP, on the other hand, a coda licence is literally a licence. The very existenceof a coda consonant is made dependent upon the existence of a following onset.It will be useful to have an analogue to this kind of licensing relation in the presentframework. I propose that a consonant onset-licensed by a null nucleus may (and insome languages must) also be the dependent of a coda-licence arc, abbreviated cl inPS diagrams. This coda-licence arc has all the properties of other arcs. For example,\spreading" may occur along it, that is, the two nodes it joins may be required to sharecertain features, resulting in geminates or homorganic nasal{stop sequences.To illustrate, the sequence andi, in a language where head and dependent of acoda-licence arc are required to share place of articulation (i.e., share their root nodegesture features such as [s:Ant]), might have the structure:9\Charm" is a primitive of the segmental theory of GP developed in Kaye, Lowenstamm,and Vergnaud (1985, 1989), Harris (1990), etc. Segments can have three charm values|positive, negative, or neutral|predictable from the charm values of the elements the segmentis built from. In the context of coda licensing, the requirement that the head be \more"charmed than the dependent usually boils down to a requirement that the onset be negativelycharmed (prototypically a segment such as a released stop) while the coda is neutral (usuallyunreleased stops or fricatives) or perhaps positive (a nasal). The alternate requirement, thatthe onset be more complex than the coda, is measured in terms of the number of elements ittakes to construct the segment in KLV's segmental theory. Since it is stipulated that elementsshared with the onset do not count towards the complexity of the coda, this often has thee�ect of encouraging shared structures such as geminates or homorganic nasal{stop clusters.



76 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMv1 v;2 v3c2 c3a PPPi cl ioNas Anto o(3.25)
Composed government relationsIn addition to the primitive government relations discussed so far (nuclear-licence,onset-licence, coda-licence, release, secondary, and the gestural relations, articulator,site, and degree), there is another class of government relations: composed govern-ment relations,10 or the relations that hold between a nuclear position and a positiontwo government arcs away. For example, o�r (which we might call the release-licence)is the relation that holds between a nucleus and the release position of its onset, thatis, the position that can be reached by �rst following the o arc, then the r arc, asillustrated in (3.26a). This composed government is what makes possible the Japanesea�rication discussed in section 2.4.4. Similarly, n�o is the relation that holds betweena nucleus and its following onset, i.e., the position reached by following �rst the n arcthen the o arc, as in (3.26b). Assimilatory e�ects are often found in this environmentas well. n�n can hold between a nucleus and the nucleus two steps away, as in (3.26c).This allows a relation to hold directly between two full nuclei, while in e�ect \skippingover" an intervening null nucleus, a property often exploited in vowel harmony andmetrical systems. vc oo r o�r v vc non�o v v v$?n n n�na) b) c)(3.26)

10The name comes from one of the ways of looking at these relations: as the result offunctional composition of two primitive functions. For example, the functionM(x), or \motherof x" can be composed with F (x), \father of x", to give the composed function M �F (x),\paternal grandmother of x".



3.1. PHONOLOGICAL STRUCTURES 77Composed governments should be distinguished from paths, an abbreviatory de-vice to be introduced later. Using a path like njnjojrj2js will let you, if you would everwant to, refer to the site speci�cation of the secondary articulation of the release ofthe onset that is two nuclei down from the present nucleus, without having to referexplicitly to each of the intervening nodes along the path. But this remains just anabbreviation for the convenience of the linguist; the formal mechanisms underlying thefull path are still as long and complicated as if you had spelt them out in full.Composed government relations, on the other hand, seem to have an independentstatus and behave as single unitary arcs just like other arcs. Feature spreading canoccur between nodes that are joined by a government arc, and nowhere else. Likeother arcs, but unlike arbitrary paths, feature spreading can occur between two nodesjoined by a composed government relation. Furthermore, as will be seen, governmentrelations belong to natural classes, and it is possible to underspecify an arc using thesenatural classes. Like other arcs, but unlike arbitrary paths, composed governmentrelations can belong to these natural classes.I shall assume that at least the composed government relations o�r and n�o arealways present where possible, though they may have no independently observablee�ects on a PS. A stretch of PS would thus look more like this:v v vc c vc vc cro n�o o n�o o n�o o n�o or o�r(3.27)
Though I assume their presence, I shall usually not include composed governmentrelations in a PS diagram unless they are crucial for the discussion at hand (e.g., theanalysis of reduplication in chapter 4).Sign-level structureWhile the foregoing relations are all useful in handling purely phonological phenomena,PSs do not exist in a vacuum. The phonological structure of a word or sentence is justone part of a larger linguistic structure that also contains information about syntaxand semantics. It has been something of a common practice in generative grammar to



78 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMrepresent the lexical entry of, say, a verb using a matrix like:26664 PHONOLOGY: /gIv/SYNTAX: [+V,{N]+[ NP NP]< Ag Go Th >SEMANTICS : give0 37775(3.28)This practice is made explicit in some uni�cation-based approaches. Pollard and Sag(1987), followed by Bird (1990), propose that a sign (a lexical item or a phrase) is anattribute-value structure where the main attribute-value pairs are speci�cations of therelevant phonological, syntactic, and semantic information." PHON [ ]SYN [ ]SEM [ ] #(3.29)Keeping in mind the fact that attribute-value matrices and directed acyclic graphs arenotational variants, we can take the graph counterpart of (3.29) literally as the toplevel of a linguistic structure:11
t t tt?QQQQQQQQs��������+phonology syntax semantics(3.30)

The phonology branch of the tree, as well as containing the PSs we have beendiscussing so far, is the most reasonable place to represent some other properties. Onesuch property would be the prosodic \level" of the PS: whether it represents phono-logical word, a clitic group, an intonational phrase, or so on. This might also be themost natural place to put such \morphological diacritics" as declension class. Anotherproperty represented at this point in the linguistic tree would be whether or not a wordis part of a signi�cant sub-class of the vocabulary that behaves coherently with regard11The questions of whether syntax and semantics are distinct branches (cf. Pollard and Sag,in press) and whether other branches such as pragmatics or morphology could exist (cf. Sadock1991) are far beyond the scope of this dissertation. Since little in this dissertation hinges onthe exact nature of representations outside of phonology, I shall continue to talk as if thetripartite division were a given. I will, however, explore in chapters 5 and 6 the possibilitythat morphology can be dealt with by directly relating syntax and phonology without the needfor an independent level of morphology (cf. Lieber 1992).



3.2. DESCRIPTIONS OF PSS 79to some phonological constraints or processes. A distinction between native vocabu-lary and (possibly several) loan-word subclasses is made over and over again acrosslanguages, with signi�cant e�ects on the properties of their PSs, e.g., [�Latinate] inEnglish, [�Sanskrit] in Malayalam (Sadanandan 1990), [�Sino-Japanese] in Japanese(McCawley 1968). Also originating from the phonology value are arcs that serve aspointers to the top and bottom of the PS, that is, the �rst and last nuclear positions.(It might also be the case that many languages utilize a pointer to the nucleus thatbears primary stress.)The kinds of phonological structures we have been discussing, embedded in a highersign-level structure, look something like:
wordnative v v v vc c c c

r r r
r�������	 AAAAAAAUHHHHHHHHHHHHHj������+ ����	 ������� AAAAAAAAUtop bottom

phonology syntax semantics<Ag Go Th>. . . . . . . . .��/ZZ~ ��	@@R
(3.31)

3.2 Descriptions of PSsThe graph representation for PSs is all well and good, but in and of itself it doesnot give us much help in the way of expressing constraints on possible PSs. Manylanguages, for example, have a constraint that if a consonant is in coda position (inpresent terms, if it is governed by a null nucleus), it must be identical to the followingonset, that is, it must be the �rst member of a geminate. With graphic representationsof PSs, we could represent this in a somewhat clumsy fashion as:



80 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMv; vc co no =) v; vnco o(3.32)
If (3.32) were to be interpreted as a constraint, it would share the weaknesses ofmany of the diagrammatically represented constraints or conditions in autosegmentalphonology (cf. Bird 1991). While being intuitively appealing, it is not obvious how therepresentation in (3.32) could be brought to bear on a candidate PS. This inexplicitnessin how exactly the diagram is to be interpreted becomes more and more of a problemas the constraints to be imposed on PSs become more complex and more numerous.In order to characterize the class of valid PSs, we need a formal way of describingthem. Following Johnson (1990), I propose a special description language based on�rst-order predicate calculus. The description language will need both a syntax and asemantics. The syntax can be borrowed wholesale from the usual syntax of �rst-orderlanguages. The semantics provides a set of principles for relating statements in thedescription language to properties of the world|the world for the description languagebeing the world of PSs.The basic predicate of the description language is arc, a ternary relation.12 arc(a; g; b)is true of a PS if there is an arc named by g going from the node named by a to thenode named by b.a0 b0QQQsg0(3.33)The usual notation in semantics for the interpretation of a language symbol uses doublebrackets. [[a]] = a0(3.34)means that the description language symbol a refers to the PS node, a0. A morephonologically oriented example is:v1c1 o1(3.35)12Some other important predicates will be introduced in later sections.



3.2. DESCRIPTIONS OF PSS 81Using the mundane symbolization, [[v1]] = v1, [[c1]] = c1, and [[o1]] = o1, the predicatearc(v1; o1; c1) is true of (3.35). Generally, the description is true of any PS where [[v1]]and [[c1]] stand in an [[o1]] relationship, for example, it is also true of the more complexPS in (3.36): v1c1 o1Apc Pal v2n1sa1(3.36)
We say that both (3.35) and (3.36) satisfy the description arc(v1; o1; c1). A descriptioncan thus be seen as designating a class of PSs, each of which satis�es the constraintimposed by the description.Usually we are not as interested in the exact identity of an arc as we are in that ofthe nodes. Often the only thing we are interested in is the type of government: onsetlicence, articulator, or whatever. It will be convenient to have an abbreviation for this.I propose the more iconic (3.37):v1 o+c1(3.37)(3.37) will hold for a PS if there is an arc of the onset-licence type between [[v1]] and[[c1]].More complex descriptions can be written using the resources of �rst-order logic.For example, we can join two arc predicates with the connective ^ (\and"). In order tosatisfy the larger conjoined description, a PS must satisfy both its parts. Thus (3.36)satis�es the description arc(v1; o1; c1) ^ arc(c1; a1; Apc), but (3.35) does not. Thesymbols of �rst-order logic that I shall be using in this paper are listed in table 3.1.Like simple descriptions, complex descriptions also designate a class of PSs. Gen-erally speaking, the longer and more speci�c a description, the smaller the class of PSsthat satisfy it.So we can view grammatical constraints on what do and do not count as validPSs simply as descriptions that every PS must satisfy. For example, a language thathas the constraint we tried to diagram in (3.32) would include description (3.38) in itsgrammar.138v1; v2; c v1 n+v2 ^ null(v1) !(3.38) v1 o+c $ v2 o+c13See section 3.3.1 for a discussion of the predicate null. The actual implementation ofgeminate consonant constraints will be slightly di�erent than (3.38).



82 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEM
Table 3.1: Logical expressions of the description languagea ^ b a and b. (A PS satis�es the complex description a ^ b if it satis�esboth description a and description b.)a _ b a or b. (A PS satis�es a _ b if it satis�es a or b or both.)a _ex b a or b (exclusive or). Exactly one of a and b is true: a is true, or b istrue, but not both.a! b if a then b. (Whenever a is true, b is also true. If a is false, a! b isvacuously true. Any PS can satisfy a! b, except one that satis�es abut fails to satisfy b.)a $ b b if and only if a. (A PS must satisfy either both a and b, or neither.One cannot be true while the other is false.)� a not a. (a is not true.)8x(F ) for all x, F. (When F is a description, either simple or complex, witha variable symbol x in it, any choice of a value for x will make Ftrue.)9x(F ) for some x, F. (There is at least one choice of a value for x that willmake the description F true.)



3.2. DESCRIPTIONS OF PSS 83That is, for any v1 and v2 that are adjacent on the nuclear spine where v1 is null, anyonset v1 has, v2 must also have, and vice versa.The structure consisting of two successive nuclei and their onsets often occurs indiagrams and their descriptions, e.g., (3.16), (3.17), the PS left of the arrow in (3.32).I shall abbreviate the description of series of skeletal slots as in:Structure Abbreviation Full descriptionc1 �v1 �c2 �v2 v1 o+c1 ^ v1 n+v2 ^ v2 o+c2v1c1 v2c2o no c1 �v1 �c2 �v2 �c3 �v3 v1 o+c1 ^ v1 n+v2 ^ v2 o+c2^ v2 n+v3 ^ v3 o+c3v1c1 v2c2 v3c3
o no no

(3.39)

A �nal abbreviatory convention will be useful in associating segmental content witha node: c3�t(3.40)This will mean that the node [[c3]] stands in as many gestural relations (articulator,site, degree, secondary) as are necessary to minimally specify the phoneme /t/ in thelanguage in question, e.g., c3 s+Ant ^ c3 d+0.3.2.1 Lexical constraints and the status of the lexiconMorphemes, the licences for sound-meaning pairings, are simply conditions on fullerlinguistic structures that have PSs as one part along with representations for syntacticand semantic properties. The content of a morpheme, say the verb give, might berepresented graphically as:
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v1
t top

c1 v2c2g i
v

?
t��������) ? \give"HHHHHjSyphonology syntax semantics(3.41)

The exact nature of the syntactic and semantic substructures is a question beyondthe scope of this dissertation, although some tentative assumptions about syntacticstructure will be outlined in chapter 5. It is important to keep in mind that themorpheme itself is not a graph structure as in (3.41), but the description of that graphstructure. It licenses a graph containing the relations diagrammed in (3.41) as a validlinguistic structure. The morpheme give is more accurately the following description:148w w semantics+ \give" ! 9Sy; c1; v1; c2; v2(3.42) w syntax+ Sy ^wphonologyjtop+ v1 ^c1 �v1 �c2 �v2 ^c1�g ^ v1� i ^ c2�vwhere the syntax speci�cation Sy would be further speci�ed with such information asgrammatical category and argument structure. The possibility of homonymy means14The vertical bar abbreviates paths, or sequences of arcs. xphonologyjtop+ y can be expandedto 9z xphonology+ z ^ z top+ y.



3.2. DESCRIPTIONS OF PSS 85that we cannot in general make the conditional in (3.42) a biconditional.Just as there may be parts of a PS that are not directly traceable to the require-ments of any particular morpheme (e.g., epenthetic segments), it is quite possible forthere to be syntactic or semantic content that has no e�ect on the related PS. Theseare often called zero-morphemes and have been the cause of much consternation amonglinguists. The following quotation from Hoeksema (1985:18) is a typical example ofmorphological angst:For example, the postulation of zero morphemes makes necessary certainarbitrary decisions about e.g. their position in the word: are they pre�xes,or su�xes, or perhaps even in�xes? Such questions are impossible toanswer.Indeed, in a constraint-based framework, such questions are impossible even to ask.A \zero morpheme" is simply a piece of syntactic or semantic structure that happensnot to impose any additional constraints on the form of the associated phonologicalstructure.A word is in order on how to deal with some irregularly inected words. Sincewe have a requirement of monotonicity, that is, a constraint cannot be ignored onceit is imposed, the description of a verb with partially suppletive allomorphs can onlybe a general speci�cation of what all the forms have in common. Put roughly, thedescription of the verb stem for `take' cannot be /teik/, since there would then be noway that /tUk/ could count as a form of the verb. The best the description can dowould be /t k/, the maximal generalization across all the forms. The other propertiesof each form would be �lled in by lexical descriptions of the full words. The lexiconwould contain descriptions for each of the relevant forms: a morphemic generalizationfor the lexeme TAKE as in (3.43); a description of the basic present tense form take(3.44); and a description of the past tense form took (3.45). Under each morphemicdescription, I have included a schematic diagram of the kind of PS that might satisfythat description (of course, the diagrams are so incomplete that they would fail tosatisfy many other well-formedness constraints of English).1515The schematic diagrams should not be mistaken for underlying representations. They arenot strictly speaking PSs at all. It might be helpful to think of a schematic diagram as beingdrawn on an overhead projector transparency. It can be laid over a real PS diagram drawn onpaper in order to check if the PS corresponds to the schema. The PS may have more structurethan the schema, but the schema cannot have any pieces that do not correspond to the PS.



86 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEM8w w semantics+ \take" ! 9Sy; c1; v1; c2; v2w syntax+ Sy ^wphonologyjtop+ v1 ^c1 �v1 �c2 �v2 ^c1�t ^ c2�k
v1 v2c1 c2t k

���+ AAAU ����= AAAUPPPPPPPqdd \take"
(3.43)

8w w semantics+ \take" ^ w syntaxjtense+ present ! 9c1; v1; c2; v2wphonologyjtop+ v1 ^c1 �v1 �c2 �v2 ^c1�t ^ v1�ei ^ c2�k
v1 v2c1 c2eit k

���+ AAAU ����= AAAUPPPPPPPqdd presenttense \take"
(3.44)



3.2. DESCRIPTIONS OF PSS 878w w semantics+ \take" ^ w syntaxjtense+ past ! 9c1; v1; c2; v2wphonologyjtop+ v1 ^c1 �v1 �c2 �v2 ^c1�t ^ v1�U ^ c2�k
v1 v2c1 c2Ut k

���+ AAAU ����= AAAUPPPPPPPqdd pasttense \take"
(3.45)

One question that might be asked is whether the most appropriate choice for rep-resenting these lexical items is by having three separate entries or constraints, one forthe lexeme in general and two for the fully inected words. Perhaps all the informationcan be combined into the entry for the lexeme itself, making a description like (3.46).8w w semantics+ \take" ! 9Sy; c1; v1; c2; v2(3.46) w syntax+ Sy ^wphonologyjtop+ v1 ^c1 �v1 �c2 �v2 ^c1�t ^ c2�k(Sy tense+ present ! v1�ei) ^(Sy tense+ past ! v1�U)This question is something of a red herring. Since the ultimate fate of the descriptionsin (3.43{3.45) is to be conjoined together, along with all the other lexical entries, intoone large all-embracing constraint, they are the same as the more compact descriptionin (3.46): not only would grammars that use either version mark out the same classof PSs, the two versions are logically equivalent and can be derived from each otherusing the logical counterparts of the distributivity laws in arithmetic that tell us that5� (3 + 2) = (5� 3) + (5� 2).



88 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMIf the above picture of lexical entries is correct, it raises some questions about thestatus of the lexicon. There are two dominant metaphors of the lexicon that havepermeated research in generative linguistics: the lexicon as a place, and the lexicon asa time. The lexicon is often conceptualized as a place in the head, a warehouse whereunderlying representations, argument structures, selectional restrictions, and so forth,are all stored until they are needed by lexical insertion into a syntactic tree. Oftenthis warehouse comes equipped with a small factory, where words can be brought outof storage and operated on to create new words, which are put back into storage.The other dominant metaphor sees the lexicon as a time, a certain stage during thederivation of a surface form, e.g., what happens before the postcyclic rules of phrasalphonology. Under either interpretation, it is assumed that one can draw a clear boxaround the lexicon in one's diagram of the system of grammar, with arrows between itand the other boxes it interacts with. There then ensue �erce arguments over whethercertain unprototypical phenomena, such as clitics or phrasal idioms, should go insidethe box or outside.As in the case of zero-morphemes, a constraint-based framework makes such ques-tions hard to ask, let alone answer. Lexical entries cannot be seen as existing at eithera certain time of derivation or a certain place. A lexical entry is, simply, a type ofconstraint, and made of the same formal stu� as any other constraint, including purelyphonological constraints like coda gemination, purely syntactic constraints like bindingprinciples, or purely semantic constraints. The most one could say about the lexiconis that it is that set of constraints on linguistic structure that all share a certain form.But even this raises problems, since there appears to be no single form of constraintthat would de�ne all and only those that researchers have wanted to admit to member-ship in the lexicon. One of the most characteristic features of lexical constraints is thatthey relate two or more levels of linguistic structure. But this is not an exclusive prop-erty of lexical constraints. If temporal order is represented only in phonology, we couldalso imagine a head-complement or head-adjunct ordering principle (along the lines of,e.g., Venneman 1972, Lehmann 1973, Gazdar et al. 1985) that related two levels ofsyntax and phonology without being a lexical constraint. The principles that relate thephonological property of contrastive stress to the syntactic or semantic representationof sentence focus also cross levels without in any clear sense being lexical. Researchersin prosodic phonology (e.g., Nespor and Vogel 1986, Selkirk 1986) propose principlesthat de�ne prosodic constituents with reference to syntactic constituents, though wewould not want to call these lexical constraints. Another possible criterion might bebased on the fact that a large number of lexical entries tend to deal with a PS that rep-resents a phonological word. But if this were taken as the criterion for membership inthe lexicon, it would controversially include many cliticized words and controversiallyexclude compounds and semantically non-compositional phrases like kick the bucket,put up with, and so on, and so on. More seriously, it would also exclude any form thatcontains a phonological word boundary, such as any English word with the su�x {ness(cf. SPE, p.85).



3.2. DESCRIPTIONS OF PSS 89In short, there are clear examples of lexical constraints with the following proto-typical properties: they relate two or more levels of linguistic structure, they deal withphonological words, the associations between levels tend to be arbitrary in the senseof de Saussure, their semantics will often be non-compositional. There are also clearexamples of non-lexical constraints that hold across large portions of the language:purely syntactic constraints such as binding principles, purely phonological constraintssuch as syllable structure. But there is a long continuum of constraints in between,whose population is likely to exceed that of the endpoints. A constraint-based frame-work is capable of expressing all the constraints along this continuum and treatingthem as full and natural parts of the grammar. There is no need to make arbitrarydecisions about which side of a theoretical line a particular constraint belongs on.3.2.2 AutosegmentsThis section is devoted to illustrating how the separation between linguistic represen-tations and descriptions of representations can be used to achieve many of the e�ectsthat non-linear phonology has taken as evidence for segregating information withinrepresentations onto di�erent autosegmental tiers.Contour tones were one of the most pressing problems that led to the developmentof autosegmental phonology. SPE-style phonology had no acceptable way of represent-ing changes in pitch on a single segment. Using special features like [+falling] missedthe generalization that falling tones often behave as high tones with respect to theirleft environment and low tones with respect to their right environment. Represent-ing sequences of level tones within a single segmental matrix resulted in incoherentformalisms like:264 +back+low�high[+H][�H]375(3.47)Nevertheless, the sequence approach seemed to be the most promising. Tones oftenshow restrictions simply on the sequence of their level pitches, regardless of how theselevel pitches are distributed among syllables. Leben (1973) points out that n��k��l��,nyâh�a, ny�a�a, and mb~a are all illegal Mende lexical entries, a fact which can be statedmore clearly by referring only to tone levels: any sequence of HLH is illegal, regardlessof how many syllables it is spread over. The problem with expressing this lies in themismatch between the sequence of tones and the sequence of segments.Other types of phenomena, such as \tonal stability", also suggested mismatchesbetween the two sequences. It was argued that languages can delete tones from thetonal sequence but leave the segmental sequence untouched, and delete segments fromthe segmental sequence but leave the tonal sequence untouched. In the latter case, thetones would appear to surface on a di�erent vowel.



90 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMThe increasingly obvious solution, synthesized in Goldsmith (1976), was that in-formation about segments and information about tones should be segregated into twodi�erent levels of representation, called \tiers", with temporal coordination betweenelements on di�erent tiers marked by association lines:
c i t o m uH L H(3.48)

Rules and constraints could refer to one level without necessarily referring to the other.One consequence is the ability to deal with \oating tones", a phenomenon notedby many earlier researchers but which could not be appropriately formalized in anSPE framework. Many morphological oppositions in tone languages are marked bytone alone in a way that makes it seem the morpheme in question consisted of nothingbut a tone speci�cation. Instead of needing morphologically conditioned rewrite rules,these oppositions could now be represented by tonal morphemes, pre�xed or su�xedto the tonal tier of the base and hooked up to the appropriate segment by generalprinciples.16In the rest of this section, I show how the same kinds of behaviour can be accountedfor in a model that does not keep tones and segments segregated on di�erent tiers.Ideally, it would be good to have a clear idea of the internal structure of tonespeci�cations. Unfortunately, I have nothing intelligent to say about the representa-tional di�erence between high and low tones, let alone the various levels of mid. Aswith many features in chapter 2, I shall simply treat tonal speci�cations as unanalyzedwholes that are dominated by a nucleus' root node via a tone arc (which is probablya sub-species of the secondary articulation relation).�a vPha R \H"s d t(3.49)
The question arises as to how many tones a nuclear position can bear. The usualrepresentation in early autosegmental phonology for a contour tone was a single vowelon the segmental tier linked to two or more tones on the tone tier.16In fact, the rules needed to make sure the docking happened correctly were usually ascomplicated as the rules that would have been needed to transform the base directly into thenew form. The analysis with oating tones was thus more the result of a commitment to anItem-and-Arrangement model of morphology than something forced by the nature of the data.



3.2. DESCRIPTIONS OF PSS 91
aH L(3.50)

A simple translation of this into the present framework would be:v\H" \L"t t(3.51)(3.51) takes advantage of the general possibility that a language may allow morethan one secondary articulation arc for a segment. But if the internal structure oftone is such that \H" and \L" are contradictory, (3.51) would be illegal. There is alsothe possibility that the tonal speci�cations I have been abbreviating \H" and \L" arenot incompatible|they might, for example, together represent some form of mid tone.But the point remains that (3.51) would be an inappropriate structure for a contourtone. The illusion of ordering in (3.51) is purely the result of representing the PS witha two-dimensional diagram. It is formally identical to:v\L" \H"t t(3.52)Since there is no independent ordered tier for tones, the only way phonology can talkabout a di�erence in ordering is through hierarchical position. But the structuralposition of the two tones in (3.51) is identical. Rejecting (3.51) would imply that eachposition along the nuclear spine of a PS (roughly, each mora) could have at most onetone. This is the position of Woo (1969). It makes the prediction that all vowels withcontour tones must be long, a prediction which is unfortunately contradicted by severallanguages (cf. Leben 1973).17To represent monomoraic contour tones, we need a representation that is like (3.51)but avoids its problems. Fortunately, we already have a type of arc that is similar to,but not quite identical to, the secondary articulation arc: release. Though releaseswere originally intended to handle consonantal phenomena such as a�rication, glot-talization, and branching onsets, I have already mentioned the possibility that they17San Duanmu (1990), though, reasserts the argument that each mora can bear only onetone, and discusses many of the empirical counterexamples.



92 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMare the appropriate representation for light diphthongs. If we specify tones on vocalicreleases, we could get a PS for a falling tone like the following:v\H" ot r \L"t(3.53)
The two tone speci�cations in (3.53) are phonologically distinguishable by the typeof government relation they bear to the root node, and phonetic interpretation willbe able to assign them the correct temporal ordering. The segmental content of amonophthong with a contour tone would be shared by the root node and the releasenode. A short �̂ with a falling tone would be represented as:v\H" ot r \L"t(3.54)
This is similar to the structure of an a�ricate (as proposed in chapter 2), where allgestural features except degree are shared between the root node and the release.There is another bene�t of this kind of representation. Autosegmental phonologyhas no general way of preventing associations like:

aH L H LLHL(3.55)
It is mysterious in frameworks that allow multiple linking of tones to positions whysuch linkings are generally limited to a maximum of two.18 If (3.53) is the correct18Bao (1990:61{2) discusses some counter-examples to this generalization, but all such con-vex and concave contours on short vowels result from tone sandhi. Bao concludes that allcontours are underlyingly two-level (though he extends this conclusion to long vowels as wellas short). It is likely that the present framework will also be able to maintain that only two



3.2. DESCRIPTIONS OF PSS 93PS for a monomoraic falling tone, the answer is clear: there are only two possibledistinguishable relations that could hold between a tone and the root node.Furthermore, contours on long vowels are limited to three levels (cf. Yip 1980, Bao1990): v\L" ot r\H"t
v\H" t n(3.56)

It would seem that the �rst vowel here should also be able to have a release with atone, resulting in a four-level contour. The failure of this to occur is parallel to thebehaviour of releases in consonants: in most languages, the �rst member of a geminateconsonant also has no release. It may be possible to subsume both limitations underthe same constraint.The most salient di�erence from autosegmental phonology in the framework I pro-pose is that there is no tier speci�cally for tone speci�cations. Tones cannot be orderedalong such a tier independently of the rest of the PS. What is phonetically interpretedas temporal ordering between two tones is mediated by exactly the same hierarchicalstructure that mediates the phonetic ordering of any two segmental speci�cations. Theone \tier" that temporal order is de�ned on is the nuclear spine, or the \moraic tier".(Cf. Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1992.)This seems to run counter to the original arguments of Williams, Leben, and Gold-smith that in many African languages, phenomena such as tonal stability and oatingtones require that information about tones be segregated from information about seg-ments. It is the central hypothesis of autosegmental phonology that this segregationhappens in the phonological representation itself, that tonal and segmental featureslive (physically, so to speak) in di�erent places. But there is more than one way tosegregate information.I propose that the segregation of information lies not in the PSs, but in the descrip-tions of PSs. Tones and segments live in the same place, they just give their addressesdi�erently.This is possible because of the semantics of the description language. It is possiblefor two di�erent description language symbols to refer to the same object in the universetones can ever associate to one position in a PS, and explain apparent counter-examples intone sandhi environments as similar to vowel coarticulation, the result of the indeterminacy inthe exact timing of extended phonetic events implied by the theory of the phonology-phoneticsinterface outlined in section 3.5.



94 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMof discourse. Lexical constraints use existentially quanti�ed variables to refer to skeletalpositions; it is possible to use two di�erent variables, one for tone, one for segmentalmaterial, that end up denoting the same node in the PS.Many tone languages will not use this possibility. For example, the relevant partof the lexical constraint for m�a in Mandarin Chinese probably looks like:9v17 v17�a ^ v17 t+\H"(3.57)where the description requires that the high tone be on the same nucleus as the vowela. In many African languages, however, the variables denoting the skeletal slots ofsegmental content are less tightly tethered to those denoting the skeletal slots of tones.(3.58) might be part of the lexical constraint for the hypothetical stem t�om�u in ahypothetical African-like language.. . . 9v21; v22; v51; v52 . . .v21�o ^ v21 n+v22 ^ v22�u ^v51�\H" ^ v51 n+v52 ^ v52�\L"(3.58)In many forms of the verb, it may turn out that v21 and v51 will denote exactly thesame object in the PS, as will v22 and v52:v1 v2c1 c2o \H" u \L"t m [[v21 ]] = v1[[v51 ]] = v1[[v22 ]] = v2[[v52 ]] = v2
(3.59)
But in other forms, the variables may denote di�erent positions. Say, the tonal variablev51 is identi�ed with the vowel of a pre�x, while v52 coincides with v21:v1 v2 v3c1 c2 c3i \H" o \L" uc t m [[v21]] = v2[[v51]] = v1[[v22]] = v3[[v52]] = v2
(3.60)



3.3. SORTS 95It remains to be seen if, as a general rule, all the possible co-references of vari-ables will fall out naturally from the interaction of lexical constraints and all the otherindependently needed constraints of a language, or if some additional (possibly univer-sal) constraints analogous to autosegmental phonology's Association Principles will beneeded.One relevant possibility for the mismatch of tonal and segmental information arisesif some of the information is conditional. For example, the �nal u of v22 in our hypo-thetical tomu might be a conditional segment, that is, it occurs only in some forms ofthe verb and thus morphologically marks those forms (like the �nal consonants thatmorphologically mark feminine gender in French, or the idiosyncratic epenthetic-likeconsonants that help mark passive voice in Maori). In forms where the morphologicalconditions are not met and the u does not occur (i.e., there is no requirement for v22 toexist), the lexical constraint's clause for v52 might still require that a low tone appearin the verb. This is what underlies the e�ect of tonal stability under \deletion" ofsegments.Giving an analysis of even a small piece of a real tone language would involve havinga more realistic theory of the internal structure of tone speci�cations, an analysis ofunderspeci�cation in that language (both segmental and tonal, cf. Pulleyblank 1984),and a clear idea of the language's morphology. This is all beyond the scope of thisdissertation and makes it impractical to use a real tone language to illustrate thepoints I have been discussing. But I hope that I have succeeded in showing some of theresources and strategies that would be available to the present framework in dealingwith autosegmental phenomena and that I have laid some of the groundwork for afull-edged analysis of tone.3.3 SortsAny fully explicit theory of autosegmental phonology would want to make sure that theright kinds of phonological entities inhabit the right niches in phonological structures.Nobody would want to admit the following structure:COR | mora tierj� | root node tierj� | supralaryngeal tierj[{high] | place node tierj�+cons{cont� | [atr] tier
(3.61)



96 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMLess explicit versions of autosegmental theories usually give a few cursory remarksabout the distribution of some of the entities, and trust the common sense of phonol-ogists not to try anything outlandish.The resources of our description language allow us to formulate explicit constraintson what kinds of entities can occur in what kinds of positions and what kinds ofentities can enter into various government relations. We can specify what kind ofentity a particular PS object is, or its sort, using predicates in the description language.onset(x1) would be true if x1 is of the sort onset, the sort of object that is appropriatefor the skeletal slot of an onset.19Constraints can be written using these sort predicates. For example, it is reasonableto suppose that the primitive elements|Lip, Ant, Pal, Vel, Pha, Lab, Apc, Lam, Dor,Rad, 0, 1, 2, A and R|belong to the same sort, which we can call atom. atom(Vel)would be true, but atom(v4) would be false if v4 is a nuclear skeletal slot. We canalso say that nodes that represent articulatory constriction gestures are of the sortconstriction. We can now express the constraint that the objects that enter into anarticulator relation, i.e., the head and tail of an a arc, must be of the appropriate sorts,as: 8 x; y x a+y ! constriction(x) ^ atom(y)(3.62)though we would want to be more speci�c than just this|not allowing x a+V el, forexample. (3.62) would be one of the set of appropriateness conditions that ensure thatconstriction nodes, and only they, can have speci�cations for segmental content (e.g.,articulator, site, degree, secondary, release). Further descriptions can enforce otherconditions we would like to impose on PSs, such as the requirement that a secondaryarticulation of a constriction node should be another constriction node and not, say, aphonological atom or the syntax's representation of the word's argument structure,8 x; y x 2+y ! constriction(x) ^ constriction(y)(3.63)or the condition that atoms like Pha and Apc cannot be the origin of any arc (rulingout, for example, Apc s+Pha):19 An alternative to making each sort a description-language predicate would be to makethem constants and express the sort membership of a node by the predicate sort(x1; onset).I shall continue to use the more concise notation, though I take this to be an abbreviationfor the more long-winded version using constants and the predicate sort, which will be usedin the appendix detailing the formal system. The distinction becomes crucial in section 3.4,when we will want to be able to predicate things of sorts (like the fact that two positionsshare all arcs of a given sort). If sorts were really themselves predicates, this would requirea second-order language. Only the constant-and-sort version can accomplish this within a�rst-order language.



3.3. SORTS 97� 9x; g; y arc(x; g; y) ^ atom(x)(3.64)A more complete list of the (universal) appropriateness conditions that will be neededcan be found in the formal appendix.It is clear that sorts are not exclusive of each other. It is possible, indeed theusual case, for a position of the sort onset also to be of the sort constriction. Whileonset and constriction are two independent sorts that happen to overlap in manycases, there is another possibility that is very interesting: one sort may be a subsort ofanother. For example, we might want to refer to nodes that are either onset positions ornucleus positions, as opposed to secondary articulations or releases, using a supersortcalled skeletal. In this case, onset and nucleus would be subsorts of skeletal andany node that was of either sort would automatically also be of sort skeletal. It iscommon practice to diagram these relations using a sort lattice:20>node arcskeletal ... ... ...onset nucleus ... ... ...?
(3.65)
In these diagrams, > (or \top") is the symbol for the universal sort, the sort that allobjects in the PS belong to. ? (or \bottom") is the sort that no object can belong to.Sorts are diagrammed between these two extremes in terms of how encompassing theyare. Sort membership is enforced by constraints like:8x skeletal(x) $ onset(x) _ex nucleus(x)(3.66)As diagram (3.65) suggests, arcs as well as nodes can have sorts. One naturalapplication of this would be to express government types by means of sorts, such asonset-licence, articulator, etc.. Now we can see how to spell out the iconic arcabbreviation in our description language. For example:20These can be seen quite literally as instances of the algebraic structure \lattice", thoughI shall not dwell on the point. See, e.g., Bird (1990) or Scobbie (1990) for a fuller expositionof sort lattices.



98 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMv o+c � 9g arc(v; g; c) ^ onset-licence(g)(3.67)The fact that arcs can belong to sorts opens up the possibility that they too canenter into subsort-supersort relations. This allows us to represent natural classes ofgovernment types. For example, we might want to group the government types relatedto segmental content (articulator, site, degree, secondary) into a supersort, say,content. Now several of the constraints similar to (3.62) can be expressed more suc-cinctly: 8x; g; y arc(x; g; y) ^ content(g) ! constriction(x)(3.68)The ability to form natural classes of government types also opens up the possibility of\underspecifying" government arcs. If secondary and release form a natural class, itwould be possible for a lexical entry to specify only the supersort f2,rg for a particulararc, leaving the choice of which speci�c sort of arc appears in the PS to be determinedby the interaction of other constraints. This could result in the arc being secondaryin one inected form of the word and release in another.21 Section 3.3.2 will presentan example from Rotuman of this kind of underspeci�cation behaviour on the part ofgovernment relations.Consonantal and vocalicWe have proposed the sorts onset and nucleus to distinguish between the appropriatepositions of the skeleton. There remains the problem from chapter 2 of how the pho-netics is supposed to know if a node is supposed to be interpreted as a vowel or as aconsonant. The choices give di�erent e�ects for degree features. [d:1] is interpreted asa critical degree of closure (resulting in frication) for consonants but as a high vowelfor vowels. [d:2] is interpreted as an approximant for consonants and as a mid vowelfor vowels.22 It is quite possible that it is the sorts onset and nucleus that determinewhich interpretation is given.I tend to believe, however, that this di�erence in interpretation depends on twoother sorts, which can be called consonantal and vocalic. It is true that in mostlanguages and most environments, consonantal will coincide with onset and vocalicwith nucleus. But there are di�erences in degree interpretation for which the simpleonset/nucleus distinction is insu�cient. The best example is the interpretation ofrelease positions, which are neither onset nor nucleus. Releases in fact show a greatdeal of variation across languages, and sometimes within languages, as to whethertheir gestures are to be interpreted as consonants or vowels. Lapsing momentarily intoa more procedural way of talking: if an i [s:Pal,d:1] spreads onto its onset's release21This might be the appropriate analysis for an alternation between monophthong and lightdiphthongs, for example, in Spanish verbs.22To be more speci�c, for the dorsal gesture of vowels.



3.3. SORTS 99via the o�r arc (the mechanism for doing this is dealt with in section 3.4), the resultwill depend on whether it lands there as consonantal, giving the a�ricate [t�s], or asvocalic, giving [ty].Moreover, there are cases where onsets and nuclei themselves can take the moremarked value of consonantal or vocalic. Onsets can be vocalic, particularly forglides. If a vowel spreads via the n�o arc to a following unspeci�ed onset, in manylanguages the resulting onset will be vocalic, for example, the [d:1] palatal gesture ofi in i+a is interpreted as a vocalic [d:1], giving [iya]. But this is by no means universal,as there are also cases where the gesture spread from the preceding nucleus can beinterpreted as a consonant.Hua (Papuan, New Guinea) is a one such language, where the \glides" that �llotherwise empty onsets are fricatives (Haiman 1980:42{43). The empty onset betweenan i and a following vowel can optionally be �lled with the glide z, phonetically rangingfrom [zy] to [�y]:hi + e ! hize `he did it'io + roga ! izoroga `down in the grasslands'(3.69)The fricative v, phonetically [	], can occur between a u and a following vowel:23hua � huva `Hua'ua' � uva' `overripe'zatua � zatuva `house site'(3.70)As in other cases of inter-vocalic glides, in Hua the n�o government between a highnucleus and the following unspoken-for onset may be a local-domain creator for thegestural features of the nucleus. This includes the high-vowel speci�cation for theonset, [d:1]. But the following onset is consonantal rather than vocalic, so this [d:1]is not interpreted vocalically as height (which would result in a glide, y or w, butconsonantally as a critical degree of closure, resulting in fricatives.Moreover, whether glide-like onsets are consonantal or vocalic may vary evenwithin a language. Nisgha (Tshimshianic, British Columbia) shows a clear alternationbetween glides and fricatives, speci�cally between the palato-velar fricative /x/ andthe glide /y/ and between the labialized dorso-velar /xw/ and the glide /w/ (Tarpent1987:82{91). The fricatives and glides are to some extent in complementary distribu-tion, the fricatives occurring word-�nally after stress and before consonants and theglides initially before a vowel. There are morphophonemic alternations between the23Because of the existence of some u+a sequences that cannot be broken up by a v (e.g., rua`competition, quarrel', zua `dish'), Haiman concludes that there is no rule of v glide insertion,but that all vs are present underlyingly and may undergo an optional rule of v-deletion. In thepresent framework, the relevant n�o arcs in the non-alternating words may be lexically markedas not creating a local domain, and the glide \insertion" account can be generalized.



100 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMtwo. A stem-�nal velar that is a fricative word-�nally will be a glide if a vowel-initialsu�x is added:w�a:x `paddle' w�a:yin `your paddle'm�uxw `ear(s)' m�uwin `your ear(s)'(3.71)(Tarpent 1987:817).We can see this pattern as an alternation between consonantal and vocalic man-ifestations of the same gestural content:Dor Pal 1ccons Dor Pal 1cvoc/y//x/(3.72)
Dor Vel 1ccons Dor Vel 1cvoc/w//xw/ o oLabLab

(3.73)
We might say for the purposes of illustration, incorrectly oversimplifying, that a[a:Dor,d:1] onset has the sort vocalic when dominated by a constriction nucleusand consonantal when dominated by a null nucleus. Lexical entries would only spec-ify the gestural content of these onsets, leaving the decision of which sort the onsetshould have (consonantal or vocalic) to the more general constraint on the distributionof these sorts.So whether a gesture is interpreted consonantally or vocalically is at least par-tially independent from the gestures status as onset or nuclei. Releases are sortedconsonantal and vocalic, even though they are neither onsets nor nuclei. It is usualfor onsets to be consonantal, though more markedly they may also be vocalic. Ex-amples of nuclei that are consonantal are less clear-cut, but it is possible that thisis what is going on with the syllabic nasals and liquids of English or Sanskrit, thefricative vowels of Mandarin Chinese, and the apparent obstruent nuclei of languageslike Berber and Bella Coola.2424The di�erence between consonantal and vocalic interpretations also opens up a newpossibility for the representation of laterals not considered in chapter 2. It may be thatlaterals can be represented as [d:0] gestures of the sort vocalic.



3.3. SORTS 1013.3.1 Nullness and empty nucleiDell (1973) presents the following data illustrating schwa deletion in French. Eachof the boldfaced es in the �rst line may be either unpronounced or pronounced as aschwa: envie de te le demander `desire to ask it to you'a. d� t� l� d�manderb. d� t; l� d;manderc. d; t� l; d�manderd. d� t� l; d�mandere. d; t� l� d;manderf. d; t� l� d�manderg. d� t; l� d�manderh. d� t� l; d�manderi. d� t� l� d;mander
(3.74)
The generalization here is that any combination of pronounced and deleted schwas ispossible, except one with two deleted schwas in a row.Dell, and other generative phonologists since him, accounted for the data by pos-tulating underlying schwas and an optional transformational rule deleting them. Therequirement that there not be two deletions in a row is encoded either in the structuraldescription of the deletion rule itself or in some extra condition. Most of these analysesalso require some further resyllabi�cation rules to apply to clean up the ill-formed messleft by the schwa deletion rule.Using the concepts of Government Phonology, Charette (1988) takes a di�erenttack in analyzing the pattern in (3.74). Since GP allows for empty nuclei that canbe either pronounced or unpronounced, there is no need for any resyllabi�cation. Inthe te in (3.74b), for instance, the t whose schwa has been \deleted" does not need tobecome the coda of the preceding de, it can remain an onset whose following nucleushappens to be empty. The only aspect of the GP representation that changes in(3.74) is the distribution of a particular type of government relation known as propergovernment. In GP, there is government from right to left between nuclei.25 Some ofthese nucleus-to-nucleus government relations may (in French, optionally) be proper .A nucleus that is a proper governor must be phonetically realized, the proper governeeis unrealized. All of the possible schwa positions in (3.74) are in fact empty nuclei|those that are the governee in a proper government relation are unpronounced (or25More recent versions admit the possibility that the direction of government between nucleiis a parameter that can vary between languages. Since there is no immediately obvious increasein empirical adequacy in parametrizing this property, I prefer to continue with the assumptionthat nuclear government is uniformly left-to-right, i.e., the phonetic interpretation of the headis temporally ordered before the phonetic interpretation of the dependent.



102 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEM\deleted"), the rest are pronounced as schwas. For example, (3.74b) and (3.74c) havethe following structures, where the arrows represent proper government.de t; le d;manderO N O N O N O N O N O Nd t l d m ~a d e� �?� �?(3.75)
d; te l; demanderO N O N O N O N O N O Nd t l d m ~a d e� �?� �?(3.76)

All the possible patterns can be obtained by freely distributing proper government rela-tions, subject to the condition that the governor must be pronounced. This conditionaccounts for the absence of two deleted schwas in a row: if one nucleus is unpro-nounced, it cannot possibly properly govern the nucleus to its left, which thereforemust be pronounced.Although I am uncomfortable with this appeal to the eventual semantic (phonetic)interpretation in de�ning syntactic (phonological) well-formedness, I �nd Charette'sanalysis more convincing than procedural deletion analyses. It is easily translated intothe present framework. I argue that those nuclear positions whose phonetic fate isto be unpronounced (in GP terms, licensed by proper government to be unrealized)belong to the sort null. This sort has obvious e�ects on the interpretation of nuclearpositions, but it is not de�ned in terms of those e�ects. null is a phonological sortlike any other phonological sort and enters into subsort relations with them of the kinddiagrammed in (3.65).Speci�cally, among nodes that are not segmental atoms, null is the complement ofconstriction. Put explicitly, every node (as opposed to arc) is either an atom (Apc,Vel, 1, etc.) or complex|this can be thought of roughly as a division between terminaland non-terminal nodes|and every complex node is either a constriction or null.8x node(x) $ atom(x) _ex complex(x)(3.77) 8x complex(x) $ constriction(x) _ex null(x)



3.3. SORTS 103>node arccomplex atom ... ...null constriction ... ... ...?
(3.78)

It follows from null and constriction being mutually exclusive and from appro-priateness conditions like (3.62) that a null position can never have any segmentalcontent speci�ed. It would be incoherent to say that v4 is speci�ed for the vowel o butjust happens to be null so that the o cannot be pronounced.26 A node that is of sortnull is a quite di�erent animal from a node that is of sort constriction but happensnot to have any segmental content speci�cations. For example, the latter, but not theformer, will receive default speci�cations in phonetic interpretation.The condition that there cannot be two null nuclei in a row can be expressed ratherstraightforwardly as:Adjacent nulls constraint (preliminary version):� 9x; y x n+y ^ null(x) ^ null(y)(3.79)Another version, taking advantage of the complementarity of sorts, would be a positivecondition:8x; y x n+y ! constriction(x) _ constriction(y)(3.80)It is reasonable to extend this constraint to types of government arcs other than nuclear-licences. For example, we do not �nd null nuclei licensing null onsets. In general,adjacent nulls are the type of thing we should like to avoid, otherwise we could end upwith PS where vast stretches were null, as in:26This is by no means a necessary consequence of the framework. Letting a node be bothconstriction and null could be a not implausible analysis of apparent deletion phenomena.But this would be a much more radical step towards multistratality and I feel the disadvantagesof its potential unconstrainedness outweigh any advantages. I shall not pursue the possibilityfurther.



104 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMv v; v; v; vc c; c; c; c(3.81)
The strongest hypothesis would be that a null cannot govern another null throughany type of government arc. It remains to be seen if this strongest version can bemaintained. The brute force ban of the Adjacent Nulls Constraint may seem lessexplanatory than the proper government concept of Government Phonology, but Ibelieve its attractiveness increases when the prohibition against adjacent null nuclei isseen as a special case of a more general constraint against overly sparse PSs.Many other phenomena refer to whether or not the neighbourhood nucleus is null.Dialects of French, for example, di�er in whether or not they allow a word-�nal nullnucleus to licence release speci�cations on its onset. Standard Parisian French allowsfull onset releases in this environment, resulting in word-�nal clusters like the tr ofquatre or the bl of table. Many dialects of Quebec French, on the other hand, do notallow such releases to have speci�cations, resulting in forms like [kat] and [tab] (cf.Walker 1984:108{111). My dialect of English goes one step further and bans not onlysegmental content on these releases, but also most release nodes themselves, with theresult that word-�nal stops are unreleased.There are many languages which make no use of the null type and many othersfor which constriction and null as I have described them so far are adequate. Butmany languages need a more intricate system of null and constriction sorts. In thefollowing subsections, I shall present a somewhat richer typology of node sorts. Nullswill be sub-divided into simple nulls and what, for want of a better term, we can callextra-nulls. Constriction nodes will be divided into specified and unspecified.These subsorts enter into other supersort relations with each other that cross-cut thedivision between null and constriction.Simple nullsAll the nulls we have seen so far have been simple nulls. This is the type of nullthat respects the constraint in (3.79) against adjacent nulls, and which we should nowreformulate:Adjacent nulls constraint (revised version):� 9x; y; g x g+y ^ simple-null(x) ^ simple-null(y)(3.82)This is not yet the �nal version of the Adjacent Nulls Constraint. An extra con-dition will have to be added that x and y are within the same phonological word.



3.3. SORTS 105This can be done using the concepts concerning the prosodic hierarchy that will beintroduced in chapter 5.Extra-nullsNot all empty nuclei seem to respect the Adjacent Nulls Constraint. In more traditionalphonological terminology, these are the cases of consonants that do not respect theusual syllabi�cation constraints of the language. A notorious example is the Englishword sixths, which would have a PS in which no less than three empty nuclei violatethe Adjacent Null Constraint:I v; v; v; v;s k s � s(3.83)
Not all examples of this kind need to be morphologically complex, as the word childshows: a i v; v;�c c; l d(3.84)

Again, while Moroccan Arabic generally shows a perfect alternation of pronouncedand unpronounced empty nuclei, many nouns do not follow that pattern. Beside well-behaved nouns like nmer `tiger' and qfel `lock', there are nouns that phonetically endin two consonants (so phonologically end in two empty nuclei): for example, kelb `dog',wezn `weighing', ra�zl `man'.27 These would have the structures:kelb `dog' e v; v;k l b(3.85)27The claim that the penultimate consonants in these forms are actually onsets followed byempty nuclei is supported by the fact that in their broken plural forms they appear as onsetsfollowed by full nuclei: kluba `dogs', r�zal `men'.



106 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMwezn e v; v;w z n(3.86)
ra�zl `man' a v; v;r �z l(3.87)

The last two nuclei in these forms do not respect the Adjacent Nulls Constraint.Furthermore, there are other dialects of Moroccan Arabic where not even the verbsdiscussed in the last subsection show the pronounced/unpronounced alternation ofempty nuclei. Instead, all empty nuclei remain unpronounced. Instead of the con-trast between kteb and ketbu, these dialects have simply [ktb] and [ktbu].28 Theseforms would have the same structure as kteb and ketbu, except that all empty nucleieverywhere remain null, without regard for the Adjacent Nulls Constraint.These data can be dealt with if we assume that the sort null has two mutuallyexclusive subsorts, simple-null and extra-null. As reformulated in (3.82), the Adja-cent Nulls Constraint applies only to simple-nulls. Extra-nulls are free to occur nextto simple-nulls, and even next to other extra-nulls.29While the distribution of extra-nulls is free with respect to each other and to simplenulls, languages that allow them generally impose other kinds of restrictions on them.They may be restricted to the edges (the top or the bottom nucleus) of a PS. Theremay be constraints on the types of onsets they can license. There may be restrictionson the kinds of morphological environments they can occur in. English extra-nulls, forexample, can only license coronal, or rather anterior [s:Ant], onsets, e.g., the d of childor the �nal s, , and s of sixths. English also generally restricts extra-nulls to occur asthe bottom nucleus of a morpheme. The �rst dialects of Moroccan Arabic also restrictextra-nulls to the bottom nucleus, but in addition allow them to occur only in wordsthat are nouns. (An additional possibility for extra-nulls, dominating the �rst memberof a geminate consonant, will be discussed shortly.)Of course, some languages seem to impose no language-particular constraints atall on the distribution of extra-nulls. The dialects of Moroccan Arabic that allow28Kaye (1990a) mentions these dialects, though he has since denied their existence. Theyare, however, independently reported by Heath (1987).29In order not to sneak sparse structures like (3.81) in through the back door, some kind ofcooccurrence constraints will have to be introduced for extra-nulls, or else they will have tobe restricted to certain sorts of nodes, say, only nuclei.



3.3. SORTS 107consonant sequences like [ktb] would appear to be among these. Other likely candidatesfor this class of language include Berber (Dell and Elmedlaoui 1985) and Bella Coola(Bagemihl 1991).Government Phonology models using proper government instead of the AdjacentNull Constraint run into the same di�culty with cases like child. But beyond theproblems shared with Government Phonology, the present framework faces additionaldi�culties because of its hypothesis that apparent coda consonants are also onsetsfollowed by empty nuclei. While GP could use (3.88) for the structure of the MoroccanArabic word xeddma, the present framework must use (3.89).
xx x x x x x xd m aN N NRRRO O O� �?v0 v0

(3.88)
e v; v; ax c c mdXXXy cl(3.89)

Again, there is an apparent violation of the Adjacent Null Constraint.For these cases, it would be possible to invent yet another sort, say coda-null. Butthe evidence that the nuclei dominating coda consonants act qualitatively di�erentlyfrom other types of nulls is thin. In Moroccan Arabic, there is nothing to be gainedby taking these nuclei to be anything other than extra-nulls. This involves adding aphonological condition to the list of Moroccan Arabic environments permitting extra-nulls, though we should note that one of the distinctive tendencies of extra-nulls stillholds: they impose restrictions on the type of onsets they dominate|in this case, theonset must be the �rst member of a geminate.The status of \coda" nuclei as extra-nulls is by no means universal. In French,for example, the nulls dominating coda consonants behave just like simple-nulls.Consider the contrast in the schwa that must be realized between fortement with acoda{onset cluster and the possible deletion in sagement with no such cluster:



108 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMforte fortement `strong/strongly'sage sag;ment `sensible/sensibly'(3.90)Extra-nulls are licensed word-�nally, so the adjectival form forte can end in whatphonetically appears as a two-consonant cluster [fort]. The \coda" consonant r isdominated by a simple-null nucleus, t by the word-�nal extra-null. The e�ects ofthe Adjacent Nulls Constraint are therefore escaped:forte [f=rt] vc1 vs;2 ve;3c1 c2 c3of r t
(3.91)
But when the adverbial marker {ment is su�xed, t's nucleus can no longer be extra-null, but it cannot be simple-null either without clashing with the r's simple-null andviolating the Adjacent Nulls Constraint, as in:fortement as *[f=rtm~�]vc1 vs;2 vs;3c1 c2 c3of r t vc4c4m ~a*(3.92)
The only option is for it not to be null at all, but realized as a schwa. Charette (1988)needs two completely di�erent theoretical devices to explain the coda case here andthe envie de te le demander case discussed earlier. The present framework can handleboth cases with the Adjacent Nulls Constraint, given only the assumption that Frenchcoda consonants are dominated by simple-null nuclei. In other words, the presence orabsence of a coda-licence arc is irrelevant to the distribution of null sorts in French.3030For the most part, it also seems su�cient for English coda consonants to be dominated bysimple-nulls, but a handful of stubborn but by no means unnatural counterexamples suggestthat a perfectly general grammar would need to use extra-nulls, e.g., extra, less obviouslynativized Latinate forms like abstract, forms historically but not synchronically derivable fromother words containing schwas, such as curtsy and the [k�mftr.bl.] variant of comfortable.



3.3. SORTS 109Although there is no need for a separate sort such as coda-null, it will be conve-nient to have a simple way to refer to the second nucleus of a CVV or CVC structure.I propose that a nucleus and its onset will both have the sort rhyme-dependent when-ever either one of them is null. I choose the name because most, though not all, ofthe cases for which this sort will be useful correspond to what phonological frame-works have traditionally used the dependent position of a rhyme to represent. In PSdiagrams, rhyme-dependent nodes will be represented using a superscript rd.v1 vrd2c1 c;;rd2CVV v1 v;;rd2c1 crd2CVC(3.93)
Unspeci�edUnspecified nodes share with null nodes the property that they cannot have gesturalfeatures as dependents. An unspeci�ed node could not be speci�ed [s:Pal], for example.But they di�er from null nodes in that their ultimate destiny is to be �lled in withdefault values by the phonology-phonetics interface and pronounced as an articulatoryconstriction gesture. What default values will be used for unspecified nodes dependson the default rules of the particular language.It should be emphasized that the term unspecified refers only to the lack ofgesture features on the node. It does not mean that the lexicon (or rather lexicalconstraints) says nothing about the node. It is entirely possible for a lexical constraintto require a node to be unspecified, in the sense of not having gesture features yetnot being null; the e�ect of this for the vowel is like having the vowel lexically speci�edas a schwa (or whatever the default for the language is). As will be illustrated later,having gesture features and being the object of interest of a lexical constraint areorthogonal properties. Unspecified, as a node sort, should be understood only tomean the absence of the �rst property (gestural features), and not the absence of thesecond (interest by the lexicon).31This is the sort of node that alternates with null in the French and Moroccan Arabicexamples. On the basis of their commonality of behaviour in this and several othercases, we can group null and unspecified together into a supersort, called cold afterthe \cold vowel" v0 of Government Phonology, whose distribution in that theory isroughly the same as that of the cold supersort of the present framework. For example,the nucleus of the French words de, te, le, etc., is probably lexically speci�ed as cold.31\Underspeci�ed" may perhaps have been a better choice of term for this property, thoughnot without problems itself.



110 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMWhen two such cold nuclei cannot both be null without violating the Adjacent NullsConstraint,32 one of them must have the only other cold sort possible, unspecified.(Of course, nothing in French prevents both cold nuclei from being unspecified.)The distribution of unspeci�ed nodes in a PS can be di�erent from that of eithernull or speci�ed nodes. For example, a Moroccan Arabic word may end in a null or aspeci�ed nucleus (phonetically, a consonant or a full vowel, i, u, or a), but not with anunspeci�ed node (phonetically a schwa).Speci�edSpeci�ed nodes are in a sense the simplest sort. They are allowed to have gesturalspeci�cations (articulators, sites, degrees), and may be required by languages andperhaps by universal grammar to have at least one. This ability to support gesturalspeci�cations can be encoded in the appropriateness conditions for the various gesturalgovernments, e.g.:8x; y x a+y ! speci�ed (x) ^ articulator-spec(y)(3.94)We can now diagram the sort lattice of these four basic node sorts:nodenull constrictionsimple-null extra-null unspecified specified(3.95)
Finally, it should be noted that these distinctions between subsorts are independentof the ability of lexical constraints to lexically specify certain nodes as null. Forexample, assuming that French sC clusters involve an empty nucleus separating thes and the C, there is an interesting contrast between a word like secours, which canalternate between [s�kur] and [skur], and score, which cannot alternate but must alwaysoccur as [skor]. Both words involve an initial empty nucleus:score [sk=r]vs;1 vc2 vs;3s k ro(3.96)

32and without one of them meeting the criteria for membership in the extra-null sort,whatever exactly these criteria may be for French.



3.3. SORTS 111secours [skur] or [s�kur]vs;1 vc2 vs;3s k ru vu1 vc2 vs;3s k ruor(3.97)
The di�erence lies in what the morphemes for the two words require of the PSs. Forscore, the morpheme demands that the initial nucleus be null, i.e., the morphemecontains the description null(v1). Secours on the other hand makes no such demandon the �rst nucleus, which can alternate between null and unspecified according tothe non-lexical principles of French.3.3.2 Underspecifying government arcsI have claimed that government relations as well as nodes can enter into subsort-supersort relations of the kind that have been diagrammed using sort lattices. Forexample, we might expect to �nd the secondary and release sorts of governmentarcs grouped together into a supersort called, say, non-primary. A partial sort latticerepresenting this situation might look like:

secondary release onset-licence nuclear-licencenon-primary skeletalintergesturalarc >
?

(3.98)

In this section, I o�er evidence that such a situation actually exists. Indeed, therewill also be evidence for an even higher supersort than non-primary, one includingsecondary, release, and nuclear-licence, or f2,r,ng. The alternation between twoforms of Rotuman words can best be accounted for by proposing that each lexical



112 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMitem speci�es a particular government arc only as belonging to this supersort, leavingthe decision of which subsort to the interaction of other constraints. A full analysisof Rotuman will need to use the concepts of locality and spreading introduced insection 3.4. In this section I shall only briey describe some of the salient data andsketch how underspeci�cation of government arcs is applicable to the solution.Rotuman (Churchward 1940) is an Oceanic language closely related to Tongan,Maori, Samoan, and Fijian. Rotuman's main claim to fame among phonologists is amorphological process that seems to involve consonant-vowel metathesis. Attemptsto �nd a representational solution that does not involve the massive transformationalpower necessary to carry out metathesis have been less than fully successful. McCarthy(1986), for example, needs to propose that Rotuman consonants and vowels are seg-regated onto di�erent planes, despite the fact that this segregation has absolutely nomorphological basis in Rotuman, unlike Semitic. The lack of a satisfactory autoseg-mental account has led researchers such as Hoeksema and Janda (1988) and Anderson(1992) to present Rotuman as another piece of clinching evidence that morphologyneeds the power to carry out transformational processes.Almost every Rotuman word in a major lexical category has two forms, or inChurchward's terminology, \phases": a complete phase and an incomplete phase.33The incomplete phase of a word is generally predictable from its complete phase, thoughnot vice versa. Three seemingly di�erent processes are used to derive incompletes fromcompletes:a) deletion of the �nal vowelb) deletion of the �nal vowel with umlaut on the preceding vowelc) metathesis of the �nal vowel and the preceding consonantThese three processes are illustrated in the following examples (the transcription hasbeen adapted from Churchward's):DeletionComplete Incompletehaga hag `to feed'tokiri tokir `to roll'hoto hot `to jump'hele'u hele' `to arrive'(3.99)
33The phases have several uses in Rotuman and are often subject to semantically arbitrarysyntactic rules and restrictions. Among perhaps the most prototypical uses of the completephase is to mark de�niteness in nouns and perfectiveness in verbs. The incomplete phase canbe used for inde�niteness and imperfectivity, though it seems to be the semantically unmarkedmember of the pair and is used more frequently than the complete phase.



3.3. SORTS 113Deletion and umlautComplete Incompletemose m�os `to sleep'futi f�ut `to pull't �tf `to sweep'(3.100)
MetathesisComplete Incompleteseseva ses�eav `erroneous'hosa h�oas `ower'pure p �uer `to rule, decide'tiko t�iok `esh'(3.101)

From Churchward's phonetic description, it is fairly clear that the metathesized formscontain a light diphthong.Informally, we can state the generalization deriving the incomplete phase fromthe complete phase as follows. If the �nal vowel is lower than the second last vowel,metathesis will take place. If it is a back vowel of the same or higher height than thesecond last vowel, it will be deleted. If it is a front vowel of the same or higher height,it will trigger umlaut and be deleted.I shall assume that Velar site and [d:1] (i.e., highness) are default values for Rotu-man vowels.I shall not deal with the deletion class of (3.99). The generalization we can makeabout this class is that the �nal vowel, when present, is identical to the second-lastvowel in both site and degree, or else has default values for site and degree. I proposethat in this class the complete phase's �nal vowel has no independent lexical speci-�cation, but receives its values either by default rules or by vowel harmony. Whilethis class is interesting for these reasons, it is irrelevant for the present purpose ofillustrating the underspeci�cation of government arcs.Let us consider the umlaut class in (3.100). The complete phase form futi wouldhave the PS in (3.102), while the incomplete phase f�ut would have the PS (3.103).futi v1 v2c1 c2f Lab t Paln s(3.102)



114 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMf�ut v1 xc1 c2f Lab tPal ns v;22(3.103)
In futi in (3.102), v1 is speci�ed for its roundness. The velarity and height of u willbe �lled in by default rules. v2 is speci�ed for Palatal site. v1 and v2 are joined by ann arc.In f�ut in (3.103), v2 is now null. Nullness of the �nal nucleus is one of the chiefcharacteristics of the incomplete phase. v1 is still speci�ed for roundness, but sincethere is now a secondary articulation of Palatal site, it will no longer receive velarityby default. It will still receive height ([d:1]) by default. It seems as if the node carrying[s:Pal] had jumped from the now-null v2 to become a secondary articulation of v1.We must ask ourselves what (3.102) and (3.103) have in common that would allowus to formulate a general lexical constraint for the verb-stem morpheme `pull'. Clearlythe consonants remain constant, as does the root node of v1 carrying labiality. The twophases also have in common a node bearing [s:Pal], though the exact position of thisnode is di�erent. In (3.102), it bears a nuclear-licence relation to the root node ofv1. In (3.103), it bears a secondary relation to the root node of v1. Positing a supersortencompassing the nuclear-licence and secondary sorts (let us for convenience callthis supersort f2,ng) will allow us to state the lexical constraint of the verb root simplyand directly. We call the moveable node x and require it to be joined to v1 by an arcwhich belongs to the supersort f2,ng.8w w semantics+ \pull" ! 9v1; v2; c1; c2; xwphonologyjtop+ v1 ^ c1 �v1 �c2 �v2 ^c1� f ^ c2�t ^v1 a+Lab ^x s+Pal ^v1 f2,ng+ x

(3.104)
In the complete phase, v1 will have an n arc to x, so x will necessarily be identi�edwith v2. In the incomplete phase, where v2 must be null, v1 and x can only be joinedby a 2 arc.



3.3. SORTS 115The situation with the metathesis class is similar. The PS for the complete phasetiko and the incomplete phase t�iok of `esh' are:34tiko v1 v2c1 c2t Pal k 2n d oRad A2a d(3.105)
t�iok v1 v;2c1 c2t Pal k2 noRad Aa dxd 2r(3.106)

Again, everything is the same between the two PSs except for the position of a singlenode, which we can call x, and its dependent, a secondary ATR articulation. In thecomplete phase x and v1 are joined by an n arc. In the incomplete phase, they arejoined by an r or release arc, resulting in a light diphthong. Using a similar strategy,assuming a supersort containing both nuclear-licence and release, we can formulatethe general lexical constraint for the morpheme `esh':8w w semantics+ \esh" ! 9v1; v2; c1; c2; x; ywphonologyjtop+ v1 ^ c1 �v1 �c2 �v2 ^c1�t ^ c2�k ^v1 s+Pal ^x d+2 ^ y a+Rad ^ y d+A ^ x 2+y ^v1 fn,rg+ x
(3.107)

34Recall that light diphthongs, like complex onsets, are represented using a release nodedominated by the root node via an r or release arc.



116 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMHaving seen the two supersorts, f2,ng and fn,rg, we might ask if we are not dealingwith a single supersort fn,2,rg. In fact, it is completely predictable which stems willuse 2 arcs in the incomplete phase and which will use r. Better yet, the prediction is anautomatic consequence of the segmental model outlined in chapter 2. The segmentalmodel disallows recursive secondary articulations. That is, the following structure isillegal: * xj2oj2o(3.108)
The generalization covering the distinction between the umlaut and metathesis classesis this: If the x connected by the underspeci�ed arc is simplex, that is, if it is just onenode and does not dominate any secondary articulations, the arc will be speci�ed as 2in the incomplete phase, resulting in an umlaut class word. If, on the other hand, thex is complex and has its own secondary articulation, specifying the underspeci�ed arcas 2 in the incomplete phase would result in an illegal structure with recursive 2s, sothe only choice is to specify the arc as r, resulting in a metathesis class word.To sum up this brief analysis of Rotuman, we have seen that the lexical constraintof a Rotuman word may (but need not) require a dependent joined to the second-lastnucleus via an underspeci�ed arc of the supersort fn,2,rg. In the complete phase ofthe word, this clause of the lexical constraint will be satis�ed by an n arc. In theincomplete phase, it will be satis�ed by either a 2 arc or a r arc, the choice beingpredictable from independent principles of universal grammar.This analysis shows an advantage of the present framework over more standardframeworks. In a framework where relations between nodes are uniformly representedby government arcs and \morphemes" are constraints, it is an easy matter for a mor-phemic constraint to generalize over the di�erent types of government relations neces-sary. In a more standard framework, where morphemes are actual chunks of phonologi-cal representation, there is no principled way for the representation to be underspeci�edin such a way that a particular piece of it can be sometimes a tier adjacency relationand sometimes an association line. If one relies on theories of representations andof morphemes that are unable to make the needed underspeci�cations, one has littlechoice but to use a transformational rule of metathesis, as for example Hoeksema andJanda (1988) speci�cally argue for Rotuman. This in turn raises serious questionsabout the constrainedness of the inventory of possible rules.Another pleasant e�ect of the Rotuman analysis is the support it gives for a neces-sary consequence of the proposals on tone in section 3.2.2. We need exactly this kindof underspeci�cation to account for alternations between two level tones spread outover two vowels and a contour tone compressed onto one vowel:



3.3. SORTS 117v1\H" n v;2 v1 rt \L"t \H"t o\L"t�V�V V̂(3.109)
In languages with this kind of behaviour, the lexical constraints for the relevant mor-phemes will need to underspecify the relation between v1 and v2/x as belonging to asupersort that contains (at least) nuclear-licence and release. Rotuman demon-strates that this is not a peculiarity of tone. The same phenomenon can a�ect segmentalmelodies as well.Representing natural classesThe mechanism of subsort-supersort subsumption seems somewhat too powerful to bethe best solution to the underspeci�cation behaviour of government arcs. It wouldbe formally possible to take a random set of government sorts and group them intoa supersort. I do not believe this type of power is generally possible for languages.Instead, it seems likely that the inventory of natural classes of government types isuniversally limited.Ultimately, an ideal theory would be able to account for the natural class be-haviour of government relations in exactly the same way it deals with natural classesof phonemes, i.e., with features. Instead of being a primitive, unanalyzable entity, agovernment relation would have an internal structure made up of these features. Alanguage that wished to refer to the supersort fn,2,rg could simply refer to the featurethat nuclear-licence, secondary, and release had in common. Of course, before wecould devise a feature system like this, we would need a better idea of what naturalclasses of government relations actually play a role in the grammars of languages. Inthe meantime, I shall use the mechanism of sorts as a temporary expedient to describethese natural classes.3.3.3 Metrical structureRecent approaches to prosodic representationOne of the central questions in recent metrical theory has been the appropriate type ofrepresentation for stress patterns. Two of the most examined alternatives have beenthe metrical grid (e.g., Liberman 1975, Dell 1984, Prince 1983, Selkirk 1984) and themetrical tree (e.g., Liberman and Prince 1977, Hayes 1980, 1991, Hammond 1984).



118 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMIn a metrical grid, each potentially stress-bearing position in a string can havea number of projections on higher levels, the number of projections determining therelative degree of stress. For example, the English place name �Apal�achic�ola might havethe following grid representation:** * ** * * * * *Apalachicola(3.110)An asterisc on a level marks a stress-bearing position that has been projected to thatlevel. The o that bears main stress, being projected to three levels, is more prominentthan the initial a, which is only projected to two.Many stress systems have phenomena, such as stress clash avoidance, that seembest handled by rules that simply move asteriscs around in the metrical grid.The representation of Apalachicola in the tree-based system of Hayes (1980) wouldbe:
A pa la chi co las w s w s wsww s(3.111)

The tree is made up of binary constituents, which can be recursively embedded. Eachbranch of a constituent is labelled as to whether it is strong or weak; each constituentmust have one of each.35 The relative prominence of a syllable is determined by analgorithm that uses the dominating node labels.More recent work in tree-based metrical theory has developed a typology of thepossible types of metrical constituents or feet. Hayes (1985), followed by McCarthyand Prince (1986), proposes that universally there are only three possible types offoot: the iamb, consisting of a light syllable followed by a heavy syllable, the syllabictrochee, consisting of two syllable where the second is not heavier than the �rst, and35There is also the possibility for degenerate constituents, having only one branch which isby convention considered strong.



3.3. SORTS 119the moraic trochee, consisting of a heavy syllable or two light syllables, i.e., twomorae, regardless of the number of syllables they are in.iamb [[��][���]] right-headedsyllabic trochee [��] left-headedmoraic trochee [��] left-headed, [���] or [��][��](3.112)McCarthy and Prince (1986, 1990a, 1990b) discuss the role these three foot types playin morphology. Hayes (1991) and Kager (1992) have argued for collapsing the two typesof trochees into a single foot type, the generalized trochee, the di�erence between thembeing determined by whether the generalized trochee is built on the mora level or thesyllable level.A tree formalism allows a clear expression of rules that clearly depend on metricalconstituents as constituents (e.g., a vowel harmony rule that operates only within afoot), but it makes it much more complicated to deal with things like stress clashavoidance that the grid formalism handles easily.A sort of middle ground is taken by Halle and Vergnaud (1987), who recognizethe importance of both metrical constituency (like tree formalisms) and a direct rep-resentation of headship (like grid formalisms). Their representation of Apalachicolais: . . . . * .(* . * . *).(* *)(* *)(* *)Apa lachi cola(3.113)On any line of the grid, constituency is represented by parentheses. The head of eachconstituent is projected to the next level of the grid, and marked there by an asterisc.A central claim of Halle and Vergnaud is that constituency and headship are separate,though mutually constraining, phenomena. It is worth discussing here some of thoseaspects of the Halle-Vergnaud system that will play a role later in the section.Line 0 is the foundation of the metrical grid. Every segment of the string that ispotentially stress-bearing is projected on this line. Line 0 positions are grouped intoconstituents and the head is projected to line 1. Line 1 positions are then grouped intoconstituents, the head is projected to line 2, and so on. Apart from the choice of whichpositions qualify for line 0 status, Halle and Vergnaud argue that the basics of all stresssystems can be derived from a handful of parameters. Their proposed parameters are:



120 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEM[�HT] head terminal: is the constituent head adjacent toone of the constituent boundaries?[�BND] bounded: is the head separated from the constituentboundaries by at most one element?�left to rightright to left� direction of foot construction�leftright� headedness: if [+HT], are the heads at the right orleft boundary?
(3.114)

Each line of the metrical grid can have di�erent parameter settings. For instance,line 0 constituents could have bounded and left-headed constituents constructed rightto left, [+HT, +BND, left, right-to-left], while line 1 has an unbounded right-headedconstituent, [+HT, {BND, right]. (In this case, assuming there is no extrametricality,the result will be a penultimate stress system.)The basic pattern of constructing the metrical grid is a three-part rule for each linei: a. parameter settings for line i are...b. construct constituent boundaries on line ic. locate the heads of line i constituents on line i+ 1(3.115)Interspersed among these three basic statements, a language may include rules forany special processes that have to be carried out in order to get the right structure:marking something extrametrical, placing higher-line asteriscs according to principlesthat have nothing to do with foot construction (e.g., lexical accents, accents for heavysyllables), or conation (deleting a lower line, leaving only the next higher line's headmarked).For example, Latin would have the following rule battery:a. Mark the �nal syllable extrametrical.b. Assign line 1 asteriscs to syllables with branching rhymes.c. Line 0 parameter settings are [+HT,+BND,left-headed,rightto left].d. Construct constituent boundaries on line 0.e. Locate the heads of line 0 constituents on line 1.f. Line 1 parameter settings are [+HT,{BND,right-headed]g. Construct constituent boundaries on line 1.h. Locate the heads of line 1 constituents on line 2.i. Conate lines 1 and 2.
(3.116)
Agr��cola `farmer (nom.)' would have its metrical structure built as follows. First, (a)would mark the �nal syllable extrametrical. Halle and Vergnaud use angle brackets torepresent this in their diagrams:



3.3. SORTS 121* * * -- line 0Agrico <la>(3.117)Since agricola has no branching rhymes, (b) does not apply. (d) constructs line 0constituent boundaries using the parameter settings in (c)|maximally binary con-stituents, built right to left:(*)(* *) -- line 0Agrico <la>(3.118)(e) projects the heads (the left elements) of line 0's constituents to line 1:* * . -- line 1(*)(* *) -- line 0Agrico <la>(3.119)Using the parameters in (f), (g) now constructs an unbounded constituent on line 1:(* *). -- line 1(*)(* *) -- line 0Agrico <la>(3.120)And (h) projects the head (the right-hand element) to line 2.. * . -- line 2(* *). -- line 1(*)(* *) -- line 0Agrico <la>(3.121)The conation instruction in (i) now applies to delete line 1,36 leaving behind only thehead-marking on line 2, which marks the main stress of the word:. * . -- line 2(*)(* *) -- line 0Agrico <la>(3.122)In contrast, the word agricol�arum `farmer (gen.pl.)', stressed on the long �a, hasa branching rhyme that rule (b) marks with a line 1 asterisc before any constructionbegins on line 0:36Another way of looking at this would simply be to say that line 1's structure has nophonetic e�ect.



122 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEM. . . * -- line 1* * * * -- line 0Agricol a <rum>(3.123)Constituent construction in (d) must respect this pre-marked line 1 head:. . . * -- line 1(*)(* *)(*) -- line 0Agricol a <rum>(3.124)After (e)-(h) have applied, agricol�arum has the structure:. . . * -- line 2(* * . *) -- line 1(*)(* *)(*) -- line 0Agricol a <rum>(3.125)Conation in (i) will delete line 1, leaving behind the line 2 asterisc that marks theword's main stress.A possible representation of prosodyAt �rst glance it seems it would be very di�cult to incorporate any representation ofmetrical or prosodic information into the kind of phonological structures I have beenarguing for. One could of course create new node types|say, foot (F) and superfoot(SF)|and use them to build a metrical tree over the nuclear skeleton, somewhat as in(3.126):
v HHj v HHj v HHj v?��	 F1

?���	 F1��= AAAAAUSF(3.126)
Each metrical node in a PS would have an arc to the head and to the dependent orcomplement of the constituent it represents.



3.3. SORTS 123There are a few unattractive aspects to such a decision. Foremost among theseis the fact that the PS nodes, F1, F2, and SF, are the only ones we have seen so farwhich cannot be understood as representations of an articulatory gesture. While everyother sort of node|nucleus, onset, release, secondary, etc.|can at least potentiallybe speci�ed for articulator, site, and degree features, these proposed metrical nodescrucially could never be.At various points, I have touched on how the representation of asymmetric rela-tions can be accomplished in two di�erent ways. For example, the asymmetric relationsbetween parts of a syllable could be represented either through the mediation of su-perordinate nodes like Onset, Coda, and Rhyme, as in (3.12), or directly, as in (3.13),the choice of Dependency Phonology. We have more or less been using the Depen-dency Phonology approach for relations below the level of the syllable, but we havealso taken some steps towards using it for the supra-syllabic asymmetries found inmetrical systems as well. The basic linear relationship between one \syllable" and thenext is not mediated by any special � node on its own tier. Rather, we have been usinga nuclear-licence arc that directly connects the heads of the two syllables, that is,the primary constriction gestures of the nuclei. It is worth exploring whether metricalasymmetries can be handled the same way.Tentatively using f to label the relation between head and dependent of a foot, andsf for a superfoot, (3.126) could be redrawn as:v v v vn n n�? �?�?f sf f(3.127)
In such diagrams, as with all the others we have been using so far, the \head" positionof a constituent stands in for the whole constituent for the purposes of relating it toother constituents.A diagram like (3.127) is hard to read. It is easier to see what the relations areif we modify it slightly, stretching out into rectangles the points that represent thenuclei:

v v v v v v v v- - - - -- - - -- -- -f sf f f sf f(3.128)



124 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMThe similarity between (3.128) and more familiar representations of the metrical gridas in (3.110) should be obvious.In a PS such as (3.128), it is not necessary to have a nuclear position \project"onto some other level of representation or linked up autosegmentally to an indepen-dent entity (e.g., SF) on another tier. The v1 that foot-dominates v2 is the samenode that superfoot-dominates v3. It simply behaves as a di�erent sort of positionfor the purposes of di�erent sorts of government relations|and the word \sort" herecan be used in its technical sense. That is, v1, as well as having the sorts nucleusand constriction, also has the sorts foot-head (or line-1) and superfoot-head (orline-2).This type of approach also captures Halle and Vergnaud's insight that metrical con-stituency and headship are separate, though mutually constraining, aspects of phono-logical structure. The property of the PS that is relevant to answering the question \DoA and B form a constituent?" is whether or not A and B are joined by the appropriatemetrical government arc. \Is A a line-i head?", on the other hand, questions whetheror not the primary constriction gesture of A has the appropriate sort. Constituencydeals with prosodic arcs, headship with node-sorts.In what follows, I shall assume that nuclear positions can receive sorts such asline-0, line-1, line-2, and so on. In PS diagrams, I shall designate a node with sortline-0 with a superscript l0 and a node with sort line-1 with a superscript l1.Languages may di�er in the sorts of positions they allow to be sorted line-0. Inall, a line-0 position must be nuclear.37 Some languages may further restrict line-0to nuclear positions that are not rhyme-dependent, as in:vl0 vrd vl0 vl0 v;;rd vl0a u e c od(3.129)
This results in a quantity-insensitive stress system|loosely speaking, one built strictlyon syllables rather than morae.38 It is also possible to allow line-0 to be constriction37Everett and Everett (1984) have argued that stress assignment in the Amazonian languagePirah~a must take segmental properties of the onset into consideration. Though I see no elegantstraightforward way of accounting for Everett's data, it seems unlikely that even Pirah~a willrequire onsets to be sorted line-0.38Another (I believe, better) analysis of quantity-insensitive systems using trochees is tohave all nuclei, including rhyme-dependent ones, as line-0 positions, and build syllable-boundmoraic trochees (that is, feet whose dependent are constrained to be rhyme-dependent) online 0. This in e�ect gives each \syllable" a single line 1 position, which can then be used tobuild the quantity-insensitive trochees on line 1. This analysis is easier to incorporate into aparametric theory of metrical structure of the kind discussed in Russell (1993).



3.3. SORTS 125but not null:vl0 vrd;l0 vl0 vl0 v;;rd vl0a u e c od(3.130)
This results in a system where CVV syllables are bimoraic, while CVC syllables aremonomoraic. Imposing no restrictions on line 0, thus allowing null nuclei to be line-0as well, results in a system where coda consonants are also moraic.vl0 vrd;l0 vl0 vl0 v;;rd;l0 vl0a u e c od(3.131)

It will be convenient to have government arcs that represent adjacency on metricallines. With these, a line 1 position can immediately dominate the next line 1 position,in e�ect skipping over any line 0 dependents the two may have. In PS diagrams, I shalllabel these relations l0g, l1g, and so on. With these relations included, (3.128) willlook like:
v v v v v v v v- - - - -- - - -- - -- --- -l0g l0g l0g l0g l0g l0g l0g l0gl1g l1g l1gl2g(3.132)

Metrical sorts and full valuesIt should be pointed out that sorts like line-1 are �rst-class citizens of PSs. It isnot the case that the only e�ect of having a metrical sort on a node is its degreeof phonetic stress. Metrical sorts can also a�ect the well-formedness of other partsof the PS. The clearest example of this will be the prosodic morphology phenomena



126 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMdiscussed in chapters 5 and 6. Another common e�ect of metrical sorts is in controllingthe realization of a node's lexically determined full segmental value.Lexical constraints do not necessarily specify gesture features directly by using thearc predicate. Rather, they may specify a gesture indirectly and conditionally, usingthe predicate full-value, a three-place relation taking a constriction node, an arc-sort, and a gestural atom. If the constriction node receives the sort full, then it willhave all the arcs speci�ed for it by its full-value predicates; otherwise it will likely endup as unspecified. This is done by the constraint:A node x will have an articulatory gesture arc to some y if and onlyif y is x's full-value for that arc type and x is full.8x; y x g+y ^ gestural(g) $ full-value(x; g; y) ^ full(x)(3.133)Just as I have used c � k to abbreviate the set of description language arc clausesneeded to minimally specify c for the phoneme /k/ in some language, I shall use c f�kto abbreviate the set of full-value clauses needed to accomplish the same thing.In languages where not every node is automatically a full position, it is usuallymetrical structure that determines which are and which are not. A common restrictionis that all and only line-1 vowels are full.39For example, the lexical constraint of the English lexeme photograph would specifyits vowels as:v1 f�o ^ v2 f�� ^ v3 f��(3.134)In the plain form photograph, v1 and v3 are heads on line 1 (v1 being a head on line2 as well); v2 is not. So only v1 and v3 are full. Only they have arcs going to theirfull values speci�cations, [o] and [�], in the resulting PS. v2 is left unspeci�ed, and isphonetically realized with default schwa.In the su�xed form photographer, however, the metrical structure is di�erent. Nowonly v2 is line-1 and full. Only v2 will have gestural features in the PS. v1 and v3will be unspeci�ed and receive default schwa in phonetic interpretation.40Other languages with stress-related full/non-full alternations include Tonkawa andmany dialects of Ojibwe.39I assume that all onsets and secondary positions are full, though some languages maymake this conditional on the dominating nuclear position being full as well.40Constraint (3.133) might be weakened to a simple conditional, so that it only requiresa full value feature on full positions and does not prohibit full values on non-full positions.Apparently, this is a matter of some variation. In my dialect, at least, schwa realization ofnon-full positions is obligatory: [fot��gr�fr] is not a careful pronunciation, it is simply notEnglish.



3.3. SORTS 127Characterizing prosodic feetJust as heads in Halle and Vergnaud's system can be handled by giving a node a sortlike line-1, constituents could be handled just as straightforwardly. For instance, theremight be an arc of sort line-1-constituent between two nodes of sort line-1, withthe dominant node also being of sort line-2. This is certainly a possibility, but ideallywe should like to have a model that also incorporates the insights of Hayes' limitedinventory of feet and can use the same mechanism to handle prosodic conditions of thekind described by McCarthy and Prince.The easiest foot type to integrate into such a system is the moraic trochee: [���] or[��][��] . A moraic trochee is simply a pair of adjacent line-0 nodes, where the �rstis the head. The trochee is \formed" by a special sort of government relation betweenthe two elements of the foot. Since there is already a government relation between thetwo nodes (l0g), we can treat this moraic-trochee government as a subsort of l0ggovernment. In PS diagrams, I shall label this arc �t.vl0;l1 �t�! vl0(3.135)The requirement of headship can be formalized by the following appropriateness con-dition: If two line-0 nodes are joined by a t arc, then the �rst is of sort line-1and the second is not.8v1; v2 v1 �t+v2 ! line1(v1) ^ � line1(v2)(3.136)Note that this constraint also enforces binarity. The only way to have a ternary trocheewould be to have a chain of �t arcs. But this would require the middle node, as anarc-head, to be line-1 while at the same time requiring it, as an arc-tail, not to be.A number of structures can satisfy the requirements for forming a moraic trochee.A single long vowel will su�ce, as in (3.137a)'s CVV syllable. If a language alsocounts the empty nucleus that dominates a coda consonant as line-0, then a CVCsyllable can be a trochee too, as in (3.137b). And a sequence of light syllables, CVCV,can also count as a trochee, as in (3.137c), though individual languages may rule outthis possibility by requiring the dependent to be rhyme-dependent. In the followingPS diagrams, a superscript ; designates a null position, a superscript c represents aconstriction (i.e., non-null) node, and a superscript rd a rhyme-dependent node.



128 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMa) CVV vl0;l1 vc;rd;l0c;;rdn,tb) CVC vl0;l1 v;;rd;l0cc;rdn,tc) CVCV vl0;l1 vc;l0ccn,t
(3.137)

It should be noted that both nuclear positions of a moraic trochee, even a CVCtrochee, belong to the sort line-0. This is a more liberal de�nition of line 0 than Halleand Vergnaud's, who would limit membership to potentially stress bearing positionsand would therefore rather assign the entire trochee a single line 0 position and speciallymark it by rule with a line 1 asterisc. It is true that languages frequently require arhyme-dependent nucleus to be the dependent in a moraic trochee relation as well,though languages that can stress the second mora of a long vowel show that this is nota universal requirement.41 We do not need a special rule to project a line 1 asteriscover branching rhymes (which formally speaking could just as easily have been a rule toproject a line 1 asterisc over non-branching rhymes). The presence of a line 1 asterisc,or the sort line-1, is an automatic consequence of constructing the trochee.With this theoretical equipment, we are now ready to deal with the syllabic trochee.Kager (1992) argues that the di�erence between the syllabic trochee and the moraictrochee lies in whether the process that constructs the feet scans the moraic tier orthe syllable tier. I propose that moraic trochees are constructed on line 0 and syllabictrochees are constructed on line 1.42 There are several cases in Halle and Vergnaud(1987) that require a left-headed binary constituent on line 1 built over moraic trocheeson line 0. If the language imposes no restrictions on the dependent of a line 0 trochee,a line 1 trochee built over this foundation will simply result in one of these familiarcases, whose phonetic e�ect is typically an alternating pattern of secondary stress. If,on the other hand, the language requires the dependents of its line 0 trochees to be41While CV�V is possible, we seem never to �nd CV�C. A null nucleus apparently cannotbe a line 1 position under normal circumstances. (Abnormal circumstances may include theedge of a word, where in Moroccan Arabic a null can be a line-1 position, as we shall see inchapter 6.) Ideally, the fact that null and line-1 usually do not cooccur should follow from atheory of the natural classes of node sorts.42This account presupposes the re�nement suggested in a previous footnote, where all nu-cleus nodes, including rhyme-dependent nodes, are allowed to be line-0.



3.3. SORTS 129rhyme-dependent, then building line 1 left-headed constituents over this will result insyllabic trochees. I shall use the label �t for any arc forming a left-headed binaryconstituent on line 1.Hayes (1991) and Kager (1992) also argue for a mode of foot construction usinga \generalized trochee", where either a moraic trochee or a syllabic trochee is built,depending on the environment. Though I o�er no analyses of their examples here, Ithink it is well-established that �t and �t often act as members of a super-sort, whichwe can call simply trochee or t. In fact, if we accept the existence of the sort trochee,we need no longer treat �t and �t as primitives. Rather, �t is simply the intersectionof trochee and l0g, and �t of trochee and l1g. For clarity, I shall often continue touse the more speci�c labels.Representing the iamb in the present model poses more of a challenge. Unlike thetrochee, the iamb cannot simply be treated as two elements joined by an arc. There iscrucially a third element present at some level: the element that makes the right-handsyllable of the iamb heavy. The role played by this third element is lost if the iambis expressed as a relation between one syllable head and another. (This cannot beavoided by taking the iamb to be a relation between two syllables, since in the direct-government framework argued for here, a relation between two syllables is a relationbetween their heads.)It would seem that we must constrain the second member of an iamb to have arhymal complement. Yet the only way to keep the iamb binary would be to banish thisrhymal complement from line 0. Under this proposal, a stretch of the nuclear spine ofa PS from an iambic language would look like:vl0 l0g;i�! vl0;l1 n�! vrd n�! ...(3.138)While a rhymal complement in an iamb cannot, under this account, be of sortline-0, we have seen that a rhymal complement in a trochee should be. (3.138) wouldbe an acceptable solution if all languages using iambs kept rhymal complements o� line0, while all languages using trochees kept them on. There are, however, languages thatuse both. McCarthy and Prince's (1990b) account of the broken plural in ClassicalArabic, for example, crucially relies on the ability to parse a portion of a string intoeither an iamb or a trochee. Each CA nucleus must then be line-0 to be availablefor parsing as a trochee, but then (3.138) could not possibly be the structure of a CAiamb.Fortunately, there is a way to require both that the second element of an iambbe heavy and that the position that makes it heavy be of sort line-0. If the secondmember of an iamb is itself a moraic trochee, it must of necessity be heavy. Thus thehead of an iamb enters into two prosodic relations: a trochaic relation with the line 0position to its right and an iambic relation with the line 0 position to its left:4343It would seem more natural for the head of the iamb also to be the origin of the i arc.



130 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMvl0 i�! vl0;l1 t�! vl0;rd(3.139)There is an immediate problem with this solution: it is possible for a moraic trocheeto consist of two light syllables, as in (3.137c), as well as one heavy syllable, as in(3.137a,b). So it should be possible for an iamb to have the unlikely form CVCVCV.It is certainly possible for a language to place extra restrictions on its t government,requiring its dependent to be rhyme-dependent. But it would be suspicious if everylanguage using iambs happened to do this. Fortunately, there are languages thatcan have feet like CVCVCV. This type of foot|three morae with the central one ashead|has been called a ternary foot or an amphibrach.Following Levin (1988), Halle and Vergnaud (1987:25{28) o�er an analysis of theBolivian language Cayuvava that uses amphibrachs, the only kind of ternary feet theirsystem of parameters allows. In Cayuvava, stress falls on every third mora count-ing from the end of the word. This can be accounted for by marking the last moraextrametrical (in the present system: word bottom+ v $ � line0(v)) and construct-ing amphibrachs from right to left.44 The parameters resulting in this state are [{HT] (not head terminal, heads need not be adjacent to a constituent boundary) and[+BND] (bounded, each dependent must be adjacent to the head, or the head mustbe at most one element away from the boundary). The words c�aadir�obour�uruce and mar�ahaha�eiki receive the following structures:* . . * . . * . -- line 1(9 8)(7 6 5)(4 3 2)<1> -- line 0ca a dirobo Bururu ce(3.140) . * . . * . -- line 1(7 6 5)(4 3 2)<1> -- line 0maraha ha e i ki(3.141)Under the present proposal, each foot would have the general structure:This would result in a structure likev vHHHHjHHHHY inI have chosen the �rst method, without great conviction, purely to keep PSs acyclic. A fullerconsideration of the implications of the model of reduplication proposed in section 4.5 willlikely require the cyclic version of the iamb.44See Halle and Vergnaud (1987:27{28) for arguments in favour of using extrametricality asopposed to constructing dactyls, feet with the form (*..).



3.3. SORTS 131vl0 i�! vl0;l1 t�! vl0(3.142)which is, in all relevant respects, identical to the schema for the iamb in (3.139). Usinga grid-like diagram as in (3.128), the two words would have the following structures:
ca a di- l0l1 ro bo �u- l0 l0l1 ru ru ce- l0l1- -l0l0g l0g l0g l0gl0g l0g l0g�t �t �ti i n(3.143)

ma ra ha ha- l0 l0l1 e i ki- l0l1- -l0 l0g l0gl0g l0g l0g�t �ti i n(3.144)
The amphibrach is simply a special case of the generalized iamb|or perhaps moreaccurately, the iamb is a special case of the generalized amphibrach. The stress patternof Cayuvava can thus be accounted for without the need to introduce a new kind of foot,an otherwise unneeded parameter ([�Head Terminal]), or a new procedural device.45It should be emphasized that the foregoing is only one possible way that metri-cal information could be incorporated into a constraint-based approach to phonology.Other alternatives are conceivable. Regardless of the merits or demerits of the par-ticular model I have outlined in this section, there are still excellent reasons for anapproach along these general lines. I shall end this section with a brief discussion ofsome of the general advantages that a constraint-based approach to prosody has overa proceduralist construction approach.First, there is no need for lexical entries to contain diacritic marks whose purposeis to guide the derivation of irregular or unpredictable items. If a word has an accent,in the sense of Halle and Vergnaud, the lexical description of this fact uses exactly thesame vocabulary as any other part of the grammar that deals with stress. If Halle45Hayes' (1991) account of Cayuvava uses moraic trochees, but relies crucially on the proce-dure that builds them having the ability to skip a mora after every construction, leaving theskipped position without prosodic structure. See Russell (1993) for some arguments againstthis analysis.



132 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMand Vergnaud's device of allowing lexical entries to come with some line 1 asteriscspre-attached seems slightly ad hoc, it is perfectly natural in the constraint-based adap-tation: in the model of this section, the description language predicate describing sucha situation is line1 , and this predicate is just as available for use in \lexical" constraintsas it is for any other class of constraints in the grammar. The constraint merely checksfor the presence of a line 1 position, it does not have to create one.Secondly, as in other areas of phonology, many stress systems seem to defy analysisin terms of a linear deterministic application of ordered rules. There are cases whereeven a proceduralist model must construct two di�erent candidate solutions in parallel,then decide between them by means of a condition. For example, Halle and Vergnaud(1987:24) o�er an analysis of the stress pattern of Yidiny that contains the followingtwo ordered rules, from their example (46):a. Line 0 parameter settings are [+HT, +BND, left to right] and [right] (that is,right-headed) if the word contains an even-numbered syllable with a long vowel;otherwise, [left] (that is, left-headed).b. Construct constituent boundaries on line 0.But, as they remark:the setting of the parameter that determines whether constituents areleft- or right-headed requires information about the position of long vowelsrelative to constituent boundaries|in other words, information that is notavailable until rule (46b) has applied. There is no contradiction here. Weshall assume that (46a) is formally implemented by constructing metricalconstituents on two planes simultaneously and deleting the inappropriateone by a subsequent rule. As we shall see below, construction of metricalconstituents on two planes simultaneously is required in a number of otherlanguages such as Tiberian Hebrew...and Pirah~a...The formal implementation of constructing simultaneous metrical planes is notspelt out, nor is the rule that decides between the competitors and deletes the undesiredone. It is not immediately clear how such a process could be formalized within theframework of autosegmental phonology. There is no discussion of the constraints onwhen a derivation can and cannot pursue multiple paths, or on how it is ensured thatonly one derivation path survives, since the point at which the candidate paths arejudged can conceivably be quite distant from the point at which they split.This is just the kind of situation that constraint-based frameworks excel in. Aconstraint-based model is concerned only with judging candidate forms. Unlike aproceduralist model, there is no need to worry about constructing the candidates aswell. Yidiny, Tiberian Hebrew, and Pirah~a do not force our model to add a devicethat creates unnatural states where a linguistic item hovers, like Schr�odinger's cat,between two possibilities, waiting for a constraint to come along and choose betweenthem. There is no need to add such a device because, in a sense, this is already thenatural state of all items in a constraint-based framework.



3.4. LOCAL DOMAINS AND SPREADING 1333.4 Local domains and spreadingThe work of Bird and Klein (1990) and Scobbie (1991) has shown the inadequacy oftraditional conceptions of tiers with regard to the information about temporal orderingthat they contain. We saw in chapter 2 the inadequacy of traditional conceptions oftiers when it comes to juggling multiple speci�cations of the same kind attached to thesame segment. Yet the notion of tier gives a tempting account of how two speci�cationsinteract with each other: they can interact because, at some level of representation,they are adjacent.If we are to abandon tiers, we will need some other way of expressing this \ad-jacency" of interacting nodes. Fortunately, one way immediately suggests itself: twopositions in a PS can interact with each other if they stand in a government relation.Obviously, not every government arc in every PS induces adjacency e�ects. By andlarge, the segmental contents of the nuclei in an English word might as well be inseparate universes for all they interact. Yet in other languages, such as those withrich vowel harmony systems, the nuclei show a high degree of interaction, sharing eachother's features.I argue that these domains of interaction are the result of a primitive property ofgovernment arcs. Normally, two positions will have their own separate speci�cations.But if the government arc linking them has the primitive property of inducing a localdomain with respect to some government type, the two positions will share their spec-i�cations for that government type. In PS diagrams, the set of government types thatan arc creates a local domain for will be indicated in braces after the arc's label. Forexample, in (3.145) nuclear arc n7 creates a local domain for articulator, site, but notfor degree. v v1 2Dor Pald a s a sn7:fa,sg d(3.145)
In the description language, this primitive property of arcs is indicated by thepredicate local-domain-creator , a two-place relation taking as arguments an arc and asort of arc:4646 It might seem that we are using a predicate (e.g., site) as the argument of anotherpredicate (local-domain-creator) and that we would need a second-order description languageto handle this. But recall that the description language notation site(x) is just an abbreviationfor sort(x; site). That is, sorts are not really predicates, but constants denoting objects of theuniverse of discourse. The relation local-domain-creator(g; site) holds between two objects|not between an object and a predicate|so the description language remains �rst-order.



134 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMlocal-domain-creator(g; S)(3.146)This statement is true if the arc [[g]] creates a local domain with respect to speci�cationsof sort [[S]], that is if the two positions joined by [[g]] share any [[S]] speci�cationsthey have.47 For example, the PS in (3.145) satis�es the expression local-domain-creator(n7 ; site).If two nodes are joined by a local-domain-creating government arc, we can say thatthey are local to each other for the appropriate arc sorts. Indeed, we can make this abiconditional|since the main claim of this section is that locality between two nodescan arise only when they are joined by a local domain creator:Locality condition (preliminary version)8x; y; gx g+y ! local-domain-creator(g; S) $ local(x; y; g)(3.147)(In fact, this requirement will be weakened slightly in the next chapter to allow localdomains to be formed between the children of two nodes in another local domain. Thisis why we shall eventually want to express the locality of two nodes (using the predicatelocal) somewhat independently of their being joined by a local domain creator.)The substantive e�ect of being in a local domain is enforced by the following uni-versal constraint:Spreading Constraint | universal8x; y; z; S local(x; y; S) ! (x S+z $ y S+z)(3.148)The e�ect of this constraint is similar to the result of bidirectional spreading inautosegmental frameworks. If some constraint, lexical or otherwise, requires that xmust have an [S:z] speci�cation, y must also have an [S:z] speci�cation, and vice versa.It is clear that the e�ect of the Spreading Constraint is transitive. If a language requiresall nuclear arcs n to be local-domain-creator(n; site), then every nuclear position in aword will share the same site, even though local domains are actually only createdpairwise between adjacent nuclei.48 This is the basic mechanism underlying vowelharmony systems, which will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter.47I capitalize the sort variable S in order to avoid any confusion with the abbreviation s forthe arc-sort constant site.48When the intent is clear from the context, I shall sometimes speak loosely of all nuclei ina word being in a single local domain.



3.4. LOCAL DOMAINS AND SPREADING 1353.4.1 DissimilationI shall not have much to say about dissimilation in this dissertation, but this sectionwill point out one of the means available to the framework for handling dissimilationthat occurs under some kind of governmental adjacency. This will be able to deal withlocal dissimilation, such as constraints on the sharing of labiality between onsets andnuclei, but it will not be able to deal with long-distance non-governmental cases, suchas Latin liquid dissimilation.The usual way of dealing with such local dissimilation in autosegmental phonol-ogy is by application of the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP). The OCP bans theoccurrence of two identical phonological objects adjacent to each other along a giventier. Obligatory Contour Principle (autosegmental version)* | � | � |(3.149)Whenever such a structure is found, it is eliminated, either through deleting one of theo�ending objects or by fusing them. In the fusion option, if two identical objects comeinto contact with each other (as the result of morpheme concatenation, for example),they are fused to produce a branching structure:x x� � ! x x�(3.150)The OCP does not apply everywhere. Some failures are universal (nobody, for example,has proposed that it applies on the moraic tier). Others are language speci�c. Someframeworks need it to apply only at certain times or at certain stages of the derivation.(For instance, a radical underspeci�cation framework could not have the OCP apply soearly that it fuses the underlyingly speci�ed features of possibly non-adjacent segmentsbefore the appropriate default rules have applied to the positions between them.)In any event, the OCP can provide only part of the story for most dissimilationprocesses. Besides banning sequences of the dissimilating feature (3.149), multiply-attached structures as in (3.150) must also be banned, thus preventing the fusion optionand forcing the deletion option. (Cf. Mester's (1986) constraints against many-to-onemappings in languages that show OCP e�ects.) For example, in discussing Taiwaneselabial cooccurrence constraints, Lin (1989) must invoke the OCP on the labial tier, butmust also propose the following constraints against multiple association:* [ ] �nal * [�cons] [�cons]n / n /[labial] [labial](3.151)



136 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMThe treatment of local dissimilation in the present framework incorporates the sametwo steps: a universal ban on sequences of identical speci�cations that are not shared,and then (language speci�cally) bans on certain sequences of identical speci�cationsthat are shared.I propose to accomplish the �rst step with the following translation of the OCPinto the present framework. It requires that any (governmentally) adjacent nodes thathave the same value for some feature must be in a local domain for that feature:Obligatory Contour Principle (constraint-based version)8x; y; z; g; S x g+y ^ x S+z ^ y S+z !local-domain-creator(g; S)(3.152)It remains to be seen if a constraint of this strength can be made universal.As an example, if a language represented u with the labial gesture (rather than thevelar gesture) on the root node, then in any syllable like pu the onset-licence wouldhave to be a local domain creator for site and articulator, resulting in a PS like:vc Lab Lip0 2 oDor Vel 12o:fa,sgd d(3.153)
This is the �rst step, banning unshared identical structure. Now in order to accomplisha dissimilation, all the language would have to do is forbid such an onset-licence to bea local domain creator|the second step, banning shared identical structure as well.8g onset-licence(g) ! � local-domain-creator (g; site)(3.154)3.5 Phonetic interpretationThis section discusses the sort of phonetic interpretation component that I assume tobe part of the present framework. No discussion of this length could do justice to thesubject of phonetics and its relation to phonology. The present section can only hopeto sketch the broad outlines of just one conception of phonetics that is compatible withconstraint-based phonology.The �rst three sections describe a possible kind of phonetic representation (calledPhonetic Event Structures or PESs) and the relationship of these representations to



3.5. PHONETIC INTERPRETATION 137actual phonetic events. The discussion suggests some starting points for an eventualformal theory of the competition between \ease of articulation" and the need to artic-ulate distinctions clearly enough that a listener can reconstruct the intended phono-logical structure. Section 3.5.4 briey addresses the principles that map phonologicalstructures (PSs) to phonetic event structures (PESs).The next section addresses the issue of distinguishing between phonetic e�ects andphonological e�ects. Mistaking phonetic e�ects for phonological processes can greatlycomplicate theories of phonology. It is argued that Chumash sibilant harmony, oftentaken to be evidence for feature-changing and non-local spreading, is one such pho-netic e�ect and shows the distinctive characteristics of competition between di�erentphonetic principles.The role of default rules is discussed in section 3.5.6, two types of which are distin-guished. One type of default rule (those that decide what certain articulators shouldbe doing when a PS says nothing about them) can have no e�ect at all on the legalityof a PS. The other type (those that �ll in missing or unspecified values on a node)might turn out to require that its default value not be present in a PS, in order toavoid ternary power. The statement of this type of default rule and its e�ects on PSsare formalized. The application of default rules in the phonology-phonetics interfaceto create default values in the phonetic event structure is touched on, but no formalmodel is developed.3.5.1 Phonetic targetsMost of the ideas in this section on the nature of phonetic events owe their originto the work of Keating (1988a,b) on phonetic underspeci�cation.49 One of Keating'smain points is that many apparent occurrences of a feature, nasality for example, arenot really present phonologically but remain unspeci�ed even at the level of phoneticrepresentation.For example, English vowels preceding a nasal consonant are accompanied by acertain degree of nasal resonance. But this is not the result of the feature [+nasal]spreading from the consonant to the vowel at any level of phonology. It is not eventhe result of [+nasal], or its phonetic stand-in, spreading at some level of phoneticspell-out. Rather, the degree of nasalization that occurs on the vowel is the result ofthe articulator making as smooth a transition as possible from one required state toanother. The articulation of an English syllable of the form CVNmight be diagrammedas follows, where the vertical axis represents the degree of nasalization:49See also related work by Boyce, Krackow, and Bell-Berti (1991). The reader is warnedthat this section does not purport to be a faithful summary of Keating's work, nor of courseis Keating responsible for the immoral purposes to which these stolen ideas have been put.



138 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMoralnasal C V N
(3.155)
The phonology-phonetics interface does not particularly care what the velum is doingduring the vowel. It does care about having a raised velum (and hence blocked nasalairow) during the �rst consonant and an lowered velum during the second, nasalconsonant. The intermediate and increasing amounts of opening during the vowel arethe result of the velum making as smooth and easy a transition as possible from therequired raised state to the required lowered state.We call these points at which a certain articulatory state (e.g., raised velum, low-ered velum) is required articulatory targets. The smooth transition from one targetto another is a process Keating calls interpolation. Interpolation usually results inintermediate values of the parameter in question. These intermediate values are sim-ply a byproduct of the way articulators do their job, they are not signi�cant at aphonological or even a phonetic level of representation.These concepts are useful in distinguishing between phonological assimilation andpurely phonetic variation in place of articulation. As an example, Keating (1988b)discusses the behaviour of the Russian velar fricative. Before i, /x/ palatalizes to[�c]. Before a, it becomes a uvular fricative [[]. The following diagrams showing thefront/back position of the segments are abstracted from second formant of actual spec-trograms that Keating provides.frontback �c i

t t � at t(3.156)
In a context like the above where /x/ is the �rst segment produced, both assim-ilations seem to be absolute and equally phonological. But in order to determinewhether an assimilation is phonological or phonetic, we need to look at the behaviourof the assimilating segment as a transition from a preceding target to a following one.Intervocalically, the two assimilations are quite di�erent:



3.5. PHONETIC INTERPRETATION 139frontback a i
t

i at�c �ttt(3.157)
Here, �c must have the same frontness as i, does not have the same frontness as a.The phonology-phonetics interface cares about the frontness of �c. It receives its owntarget (represented by a solid circle), which the articulators must respect. On the otherhand, the interface does not particularly care about the frontness or backness of . Ithas no target of its own. Whatever backness it has it owes to interpolation, the smoothtransition of the articulators from the target for i to the target for a. Palatalizationhere is a phonological assimilation, and the spreading of the frontness feature from /i/to /x/ results in a new phonetic target. Uvularization before a is not a phonologicalassimilation. There is no spreading, no new target, and, Keating argues, /x/ remainsunderspeci�ed all the way through to the �nal level of motor implementation.3.5.2 Phonetic event structuresThe phonetic representations developed here do not represent phonetic events, buttypes of phonetic events. Actual phonetic events in the real world may correspondmore or less closely to phonetic event types. It is the phonetic event types that are thesubject matter of the phonology-phonetics interface.Phonetic event types are represented by Phonetic Event Structures (PESs). Anycharacterization of phonetic events will inevitably involve such temporal notions asintervals of time, temporal precedence, and temporal overlap. To accomplish the task,we can draw on the resources of temporal logic. Indeed, we can characterize PESs asstructures in an interval-based temporal logic (see, e.g., van Benthem 1983, 1988).The basic building block of PESs are intervals. Two temporal relations can holdbetween intervals: precedes, symbolized in the temporal logic by �, and overlaps,symbolized by �. There is also the subinterval or inclusion relation, symbolized byv.50 In the diagram below, we can imagine time as the horizontal axis and intervalsas regions marked by boxes. A represents the interval diagrammed the solid-lined box,B the interval with the dashed-line box.50Though this relation is in fact de�nable in terms of overlap. Refer to van Benthem (1983)for details on temporal logic, and in particular interval-based temporal logics.



140 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMA B -A � B A A�BB - A B-A�B, AvB(3.158)
The main work done by intervals in this framework will be to characterize thetemporal properties of certain facts. We can say that some fact is true in (or perhapsof ) some interval. What kinds of facts are we interested in? Following the discussionof Keating's ideas in the last section, I propose that a PES interval characterizes thetarget of an articulatory constriction gesture.Thus, if the gestural features of a phonological structure are [a:Apc, s:Ant, d:0],the phonetic interpretation of this will be the gesture of an anterior coronal (apical)stop. In some sense, we can see this gesture as involving all the motor activities neededto coordinate the tongue tip's ballistic approach towards the dental-alveolar region, itscontact, the momentary blockage of airow, and the tongue's subsequent removal. Butnot all of this is strictly relevant for the skeleton of the PES. The central object of thePES will be the target of the entire gesture, that is, it will be an interval during whichit is true that the tongue tip is in complete contact with the anterior region.It is these target intervals that are ordered relative to other targets. For example,if a nucleus node governs an onset node via an onset-licence arc, then the targetinterval corresponding to the onset's root node gesture will temporally precede thetarget interval corresponding to the nucleus' root node gesture. It is important tonote that this temporal ordering applies only to the target intervals. It does not implythat every phonetic situation \belonging" to the onset terminates before any phoneticsituation \belonging" to the nucleus comes to be. As a concrete example, consider asyllable nu where the onset's root node represents the gesture of lowering the velum(nasality) and the nucleus' root node represents the gesture of lip rounding. Theprecedence requirement applies only to the targets of these two gestures. That is, theinterval of time where the PES actively requires nasality precedes the interval of timewhere the PES actively requires lip rounding. There is no requirement that every pointof time during which there is nasality precede every point of time during which thereis lip rounding.This situation arises because intervals can be properly included in larger intervals:
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A: nasality C: roundingB: nasality(3.159)

In this diagram, both A and B represent intervals during which it is true that a sig-ni�cant degree of nasality exists. A is a subinterval of B. A might represent the targetinterval of the nasality gesture, the interval that is the interpretation of the onset's rootnode, the interval during which the phonology-phonetics interface actually cares aboutnasality. The non-A parts of B would then represent \unnecessary" nasality, nasalitynot required by the phonology-phonetics interface but nonetheless present in the pho-netic event. This can be seen as the result of the process of interpolation discussed byKeating. For convenience, I will call these larger intervals that properly include thetarget the extended interval of a gesture, though it is surely an idealization to usesuch a discrete mechanism to represent an essentially gradient phenomenon.Returning to our example of the syllable nu, it is easy to see that parts of ges-tures \associated" with a particular node in a PS might temporally overlap parts ofgestures associated with another node, even though the targets of the two nodes are ina strict relation of temporal precedence. In the following diagram, where left-to-rightorientation represents the time axis, the interval A might represent the onset's nasalitytarget, B \unnecessary" interpolated nasality (i.e., nasality's extended interval), C thenucleus' roundness target interval, and D interpolated roundness. The arrow representsthe only temporal precedence relation required by the phonology-phonetics interface.A CD
BXXXXXXXz(3.160)

Essentially the same thing is happening in vowel coarticulation. An anticipatorycoarticulation between V1 and V2 will result if the extended interval of V2 extends



142 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMbackwards, entirely overlapping the target interval of V2's onset and overlapping withthe extended interval of V1. It is probably exactly this kind of overlap, and a linguisticcommunity's increasing tolerance for it and increasing expectation of it over time, thateventually leads to the phonologization of umlaut and other vowel harmony rules.51One interesting possibility is that a gesture's extended interval may be completelyoverlapped by the extended intervals of other gestures, which can give rise to a phe-nomenon Browman and Goldstein (1989, 1990) called \acoustic hiding". For example,in a uent pronunciation of the phrase perfect memory, the �nal t of perfect will of-ten appear to be deleted. But, using X-ray tracking of lead pellets attached inside aspeaker's mouth, Browman and Goldstein found that the speaker actually did performan alveolar closure gesture, but this gesture was completely overlapped by the preced-ing velar closure and the following labial closure, as in (3.161), making it acousticallyimperceptible and making the entire utterance sound as if the segment t had beendeleted. dorso-velar closureapico-alveolar closurebilabial closure(3.161)
The present approach to the problem of temporal order in phonetic interpretationdi�ers from that of Coleman (1992), though both share a commitment to a declara-tive mapping between phonological structure and an interval-based phonetic structure.Coleman's approach focuses on the boundaries of phonetic intervals, while the ap-proach of this section focuses on the \centres". Coleman has principles to accomplishthe proper alignment and precedence of interval endpoints; the only ordering that thephonology-phonetics interface cares about in the present framework is that betweenthe centres of extended intervals, that is, their targets. I believe the present approachis superior. While articulatory targets clearly play a role in phonetics, it is not clearthat boundaries can be said to be real at any level.3.5.3 Phonetic Event Structures and phonetic eventsPhonetic event types, represented formally by Phonetic Event Structures, are abstractentities. Perhaps the most appropriate way to think about the relationship between51This presupposes, correctly I believe, that languages are to a certain extent able to ma-nipulate the extent of their extended intervals. For example, it may be possible to constrainan onset's extended interval to strictly precede its nucleus' target. The question of how muchpower the phonetic component of a language has to refer to non-target intervals, how exactlythis is accomplished, and whether there are any universals of such reference is beyond thescope of this discussion.



3.5. PHONETIC INTERPRETATION 143the two is to see phonetic event types as prototypes that actual phonetic events inthe world may instantiate more or less exactly. Actual phonetic events are subject totwo kinds of soft constraints. Put another way, there are two di�erent measures ofgoodness that the producer of a phonetic event will try to maximize.The �rst measure I shall call goodness-of-�t. This determines how closely theactual phonetic event adheres to the prototype of the PES it is meant to instantiate.The second I shall call, for lack of a better term, articulatory goodness. Thismeasures how preferred a phonetic event is as an articulatory event and involves manyof the considerations that have generally been termed \ease of articulation".The two measures are often in conict with each other. For example, a phoneticevent that involves an abrupt and di�cult-to-coordinate transition from one gestureto another might score high on goodness-of-�t to the PES it is supposed to instantiate,but performs abysmally on the articulatory goodness measure. Both measures cannotbe maximized at the same time. To determine the overall goodness of a phonetic event,di�erent weights are given to the two measures depending on such factors as rate ofspeech and formality.The goodness-of-�t measure may be concerned with some gestures more than withothers. For example, the articulation of an unstressed vowel may be quite far awayfrom its prototype without having very much e�ect on the goodness-of-�t measure,while a stressed vowel articulated in the same way could have a large negative impact.The inherent content of gestures can be a factor in such di�erences|one phonememay be allowed considerably more freedom in its articulation than another phoneme.Some of this variability, such as that of velar site, is undoubtedly due to quantal ef-fects (Stevens 1989), though it may perhaps be possible for a language to somewhatarbitrarily rank gestures in terms of how exactly they must be articulated. Capturingthe di�erences in allowed variability would require at least three parameters (one eachfor articulator, site, and degree) to control the weighting of various aspects of a ges-ture for the purposes of determining goodness-of-�t. We can call these the fussinessparameters, and for the moment can assume that they are properties of the targetinterval (along with strictly gestural properties) and have their values determined bythe phonology-phonetics interface (since they seem to require access to informationcontained in PSs).3.5.4 The mapping principlesThough we may eventually want to make the phonology-phonetics interface more in-tricate, the basics are simple.Each constriction node in a PS is interpreted as a target interval in a PES. Whentwo nodes are joined by an arc, the arc is interpreted as a temporal relation (precedenceor overlap) between the targets corresponding to the nodes.52 Let P(x) stand for the52I am not certain what would be the best way to implement the interpretation of sorts withphonetic e�ect, such as line-2.



144 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMPES interval that is the phonetic interpretation of node x. If our friend, the syllablenu, had c7, v7, and o7 as the onset root node, nucleus root node, and onset-licencearc respectively, the phonetic interpretation would have: an interval P(c7), the targetfor a nasal gesture, an interval P(v7), the target for a lip rounding gesture, and atemporal precedence relation between the two induced by the onset-licence o7, thatis P(c7) � P(v7). The government types onset-licence, coda-licence, and o�r willbe interpreted with the dependent's target temporally preceding the head's target;secondary will be interpreted with the dependent and the head overlapping; all otherswill have the head precede the dependent.A PES is a phonetic interpretation of a PS if there is a one-to-one relationshipbetween target intervals in the PES and constriction nodes in the PS, where the PESinterval is an interpretation of the PS node,53and if the target intervals stand in theappropriate temporal relations demanded by the PS arcs.Besides containing these straightforward mapping principles between nodes andintervals, the phonology-phonetics interface also decides the fussiness of each targetinterval. Though it is possible that some of this is done by language-particular princi-ples, we can assume that the interface also contains a number of universal constraintson the relative fussiness of various intervals. One such universal might be:For any two nuclear nodes, vi and vj , if vi is line-1 and vjis not, fussiness of P(vi) � fussiness of P(vj)(3.162)3.5.5 Phonology vs. phonetics: a cautionary tale for theborder patrolIn section 3.5.1, we noted that Russian x is palatalized before i and uvularized before a.The �rst instinct of most phonologists would be to explain both assimilations by meansof phonological rules. If both processes can be \generalized" into a single phonologicalrule, so much the better. Unfortunately, Keating (1988b) noted a signi�cant phoneticdi�erence between palatalization and uvularization, a di�erence that has phonologicalconsequences. Palatalization of x to �c is clearly a phonological spreading rule. Itresults in a new articulatory target in the Phonetic Event Structure. Uvularization ofx to is not the result of a phonological rule. No new target is created. Whateverdegree of backness the fricative may have is the result of interpolation.53Since phonology and phonetics may presumably use di�erent vocabularies to talk aboutarticulatory gestures, there will probably have to be a set of mapping principles that wouldrelate, e.g., [a:Dor, s:Vel, d:0] to whatever the representation of a velar stop constriction gestureis in the vocabulary of PESs.This one-to-one property of the relation may have to be weakened somewhat to take intoaccount the e�ect of articulator-based defaults (see section 3.5.6).



3.5. PHONETIC INTERPRETATION 145Trying to explain a phenomenon away as a \phonetic e�ect" seems like a slipperyand highly suspect manoeuvre, usually for good reason. But, as Keating's discussionshows, it is a fact that some phenomena are phonetic e�ects, and phonological andphonetic theory will need a way to come to terms with that fact. Keating's work, andthe sort of considerations discussed earlier in this section, suggest starting points thatwe may be able to develop into a set of criteria for determining when a phenomenonis phonological and when it is phonetic. I cannot o�er such a set of criteria here. ButI can present another example of a phonetic phenomenon that has been mistaken fora phonological one. The discussion should o�er some clues about the sorts of char-acteristics we should expect a phonetic phenomenon to have. It should also reinforcethe point that greater sensitivity to the di�erence between phonetic and phonologicalphenomena is needed and that a proper division of labour can considerably reduce thepower that a theory of phonology needs to have.Since Poser (1982) �rst presented an autosegmental account of Chumash sibilantharmony, it has stood as one of the most recalcitrant obstacles to simplifying autoseg-mental theory. Against attempts to make all harmonic processes into feature-addingprocesses, Chumash has been used to prove the need for feature-changing processes aswell. Against attempts to give constrained de�nitions of locality, Chumash has beenused as a example of action-at-a-distance.Phonologists have managed to analyze almost every harmony process as featureadding: the harmonic feature is spread onto a position that until then had been un-speci�ed for that feature. But in Chumash (and a similar process in Navajo), theharmonic feature is spread onto an already speci�ed position, deleting whatever valueof the feature was there beforehand. Though Chumash is the only language Lieber(1987) is aware of that requires such power, she still believes the evidence warrantsgiving Chumash its own category in a typology of possible harmony processes.Chumash has also frustrated attempts to formulate a de�nition of phonologicallocality. Phonologists believe almost as an article of faith that processes should beallowed to a�ect only positions that are adjacent to each other at some level of repre-sentation. Chumash, however, apparently allows a sibilant to a�ect another sibilant toits left across an arbitrarily large distance, skipping over all vowels and irrelevant conso-nants in between. While accounts could be devised that make the sibilants adjacent atsome level (e.g., Shaw 1991), they are not as emotionally satisfying as straightforwardde�nitions of locality.54As commonly presented in the autosegmental literature, all sibilants in a Chumashword agree with the rightmost sibilant in their place of articulation or in one of the54The model developed in this dissertation also conicts with the usual analysis of Chumashon both counts, which means I have a sort of vested interest in showing Chumash sibilantharmony not to be phonological. The present framework cannot allow two sibilants to be localto each other, and thus share features, without also a�ecting all the other positions in thePS connecting the two sibilants. Nor can it allow any feature changing whatsoever, let alonefeature-changing harmony.



146 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMfeatures [anterior] or [distributed], regardless of how they were speci�ed.In (3.163), the sibilant in the stem sunon takes on the site of the sibilant in thesu�x. k{sunon{us `I obey him'k{�sunon{�s `I am obedient'(3.163)These examples also show that any intervening non-sibilant consonants, including coro-nals, are ignored.Poser (1982) argues that this harmony is feature-changing on the basis of suchexamples as (3.164{3.165). In (3.164), the third person pre�x s{ becomes palatalbefore the palatal of {ilak�s, but its behaviour in sixut, where there is no followingsibilant to a�ect it, shows that it must be underlyingly anterior.�s{ilak�s `it is soft's{ixut `it burns'(3.164)Similarly, the sibilant of the dual pre�x {i�s{ becomes anterior before the anteriorsu�x {us, but its form when there are no sibilants to its right shows that it must beunderlyingly palatal:s{is{tisi{yep{us `they two show him'p{i�s{al{nan' `don't you two go'(3.165)The harmony is feature changing because the underlying speci�cations, whether sor �s, are lost in harmonic contexts. Poser proposes a rule delinking all occurrences ofthe prosodic feature ([anterior]) except the last, followed by spreading of the remainingfeature backwards to the rest. A formalization of this rule (cf. Shaw 1991) is:o ... oj j[�ant] [�ant](3.166)Apparent cases of feature-changing harmony, such as Navajo and Chumash, haveno obvious morphological conditioning and seem to be the result of a pure phonologicalrule. How pure a rule is another question. On Navajo, Kari (1976: 84) states:There is considerable variation in the application of this rule, attesting toits near the surface order. Reichard has noted numerous examples of thisvariation....Strident assimilation is a late rule that is often suppressed inslow speech.



3.5. PHONETIC INTERPRETATION 147Though Poser (1982) gives very little indication that sibilant harmony in Chumashis anything other than an automatic exceptionless rule, the situation is the same asin Navajo. Harrington's 1928 study of sibilants in the Venture~no dialect, publishedposthumously as Harrington (1974), is worth quoting at length:But in actual practice the raising or lowering [to s or �s] is largely onlypartial and frequently does not occur at all. Intermediate sounds betweens and �s, here written s., arise by such imperfect assimilation or by a low-ering of sounds before t, l, n... The assimilation is moreover less thoroughwith some speakers than with others. Especially in slow speech and whendetached words are furnished it is apt to be absent.The assimilation is as a rule retrogressive. Progressive assimilation is rareand never extends far. The probable reason for this backward directionis that the phonetically strongest sibilants of Chumashan are the �nalsibilants....It is interesting in the light of general phonetics that �s is much morethorough and far-reaching in its working of assimilation than is s. Just asin language growth in general it is supposed that s more often becomes �sthan vice versa, just as a drunken man may allow his s's to lapse into �s'sbut does not s-ize his �s's, so also here in Chumashan it seems that �s hasmore power to pull s down than s to raise �s up.It should be noted that the harmony rarely extends further back thanthrough a single word and that the article si-, when it has this form,seems especially resistant to assimilation.In this passage, almost every characteristic of Poser's rule is brought into doubt. Ifthe rule created new segments like any other assimilation rule, we should expect theirnew identities to be clearly the same as the trigger; instead we often �nd articulationsintermediate between s and �s, often enough that Harrington felt the need to devisethe symbols s. and c. to transcribe them. Formally, there is symmetry between the s!�sprocess and the �s!s process; in reality, one direction is preferred to the other. Thestated domain of the rule is the word; but there are frequent cases where the domainis smaller, and some cases where the domain is larger. The stated direction of the ruleis right-to-left; but there is a limited tendency for left-to-right assimilation as well.Instead of applying wherever its structural description is met, like other phonologicalrules (e.g., Hungarian vowel harmony), it occurs more often in fast speech and can besuppressed entirely in careful speech.In short, sibilant harmony has all the characteristics of a phonetic e�ect of fastspeech and none of the characteristics of a rule of the lexical phonology. It has moreto do with the reason I can't say \She sells sea shells by the seashore" quickly thanwith the reason I can't say \cat+z".Applying the ideas of Keating's discussion of Russian /x/ to Chumash, sibilantharmony resembles ia much more than it resembles a�ci. If there really had been



148 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMphonological assimilation of a feature, as Poser's and Shaw's rules demand, we shouldexpect a series of identical sibilant targets, as illustrated below. Such a series wouldnot pose a great amount of articulatory di�culty. Identically pronounced sibilantswould be optimum for both the goodness-of-�t measure and the articulatory goodnessmeasure. Phonetic event predicted by the feature-changing analysis�ss t t t t t(3.167)
However, this is not what actually happens. Instead we �nd the \harmonized"sibilants are pronounced with a point of articulation between the original value and thatof the trigger. A typical phonetic event instantiating sequence of Chumash sibilantsmight appear somewhat as in the following diagram.Typical phonetic event�ss t(3.168)

If all the sibilants did indeed share the same constriction features, a phonetic eventlike (3.168) would be less optimum by both measures: their goodness-of-�t would bemuch worse and they would be harder to pronounce than a series of identical targets.One measure of goodness is usually sacri�ced in order to optimize the other. It is hardto imagine speakers consistently sacri�cing both at the same time for no apparentreason. This is a strong indication that the original sites of the harmonized segmentshave not been replaced with those of the trigger. Instead they keep their original PSspeci�cations. Although the targets corresponding to the original features are not asclearly realized as they would be in a non-harmonic context, they continue to contributeto the overall contour of the phonetic event. The situation can be diagrammed as:



3.5. PHONETIC INTERPRETATION 149Phonetic event predicted by the \phonetic e�ect" analysis�ss t t tt t
(3.169)

A phonetic event trying to instantiate a series of non-identical sibilant targets facesa quandary. If it hugs close to the targets, it scores large penalties on the measureof articulatory goodness. If it tries for ease of articulation, keeping the tongue bladeat more or less the same site throughout the event, it loses on the goodness-of-�tmeasure.55 Most actual events will compromise between the two pressures, resultingin sibilants that are to some degree intermediate between their targets and that of the�nal sibilant.56 Some preference is usually given to one of the two measures of goodnessdepending on factors like speech rate and formality. In slow or highly formal contexts,where the pressure to minimize physical di�culty is not as strong, goodness-of-�t willbe preferred, and the tongue blade will hug close to its targets. In faster speech orless formal contexts, the preference may be for articulatory goodness, which will resultin a higher degree of surface assimilation. This is exactly the behaviour Harringtondescribes.In short, Chumash does not force phonology to allow feature changing harmonies,because no features are in fact changed. Harrington's phonetic description is consistentwith a situation where all sibilants keep their original underlying values through alllevels of phonology and phonetics, but it is not at all consistent with the claim that sibi-lants receive new articulatory targets as the result of a phonological feature-changingrule.The most immediate moral of the story is that analyzing Chumash sibilant harmonyas a phonetic e�ect not only considerably simpli�es phonological theory by reducingthe power needed by phonological rules, it also provides a superior explanation of thebehaviour of Chumash sibilants than an account that rushes to capture the variationwith a feature-changing phonological rule. A moral with broader implications is that55In languages like Chumash and Navajo, the goodness-of-�t principles are less fussy aboutthe exact constriction site of sibilants than they are in languages like English (which arethemselves relatively lax compared to many other segment types). As Harrington's discussionclearly suggests, the goodness-of-�t principles in Chumash become more fussy the closer tothe end of the word one is, and are fussier about �s than s.56The existence of intermediate values is particularly troublesome for an analysis that usesa feature-changing phonological rule. There is no reason in the world that we should �ndsibilants straying back towards original values that have supposedly been obliterated by thephonology.



150 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMphonologists need to be pickier about what they accept as the data to be explainedby the phonological component of a grammar. It is essential to distinguish betweenphonetic phenomena and phonological phenomena. The bad news for those of us whoprefer to work in armchairs is that deciding between the two often involves gatheringand interpreting instrumental data. For the purposes of distinguishing the two, gener-alizations based on broad transcriptions cannot be accepted at face value. This makesit much more di�cult to use published grammars as sources of data, especially sincefew descriptive grammar writers equal Harrington in providing the level of phoneticdetail necessary to determine whether a phenomenon is phonological or phonetic.3.5.6 DefaultsThe �rst major distinction to be drawn has already been touched on in chapter 1, thatbetween redundancy rules and default rules.Redundancy rules are just like any other phonological constraint. They correlatepieces of phonological structure with pieces of other phonological structure. Theyessentially say, \Any PS that has X in it must also have Y in it." As such, they judgethe well-formedness of PSs. As might be expected, there is no clear boundary betweenredundancy rules and other types of constraints.Default rules are not strictly part of phonology, but of the phonology-phoneticsinterface. The absence of a default speci�cation is incapable of making a well-formedPS ill-formed.57 The function of default rules is to determine the proper phoneticinterpretation of a well-formed PS that for some reason fails to contain all the infor-mation necessary for phonetic interpretation. For example, default rules determine theinterpretation of unspecified nodes. Redundancy rules must operate monotonically,default rules may operate non-monotonically.A second major distinction is between defaults that are node-based and defaultsthat are articulator-based. Node-based defaults �ll in missing pieces of informationon a node in a PS, for example, an unspeci�ed degree feature or an unspeci�ed artic-ulator feature. Node-based defaults cannot apply if the PS has no node for them toapply to. Articulator-based defaults, on the other hand, determine what kinds ofgestures should be performed with certain articulators when the PS says nothing aboutthem. These typically correspond to what would have to be represented with entiregesture nodes in a PS, except that the PS has no corresponding node. For example,an articulator-based default might stipulate that, in the absence of information to thecontrary in the PS, the tongue root should be retracted or the velum should be raised.Basically, the di�erence between the two types of defaults can be seen as the waysthe phonology-phonetics interface has of answering two di�erent questions. Node-baseddefaults answer the question: \What am I supposed to do with this gesture node in thePS that isn't fully speci�ed?" Articulator-based defaults answer the question: \What57Though, as will be seen shortly, we may want to give the presence of a default speci�cationthe ability to make a PS ill-formed.



3.5. PHONETIC INTERPRETATION 151am I supposed to be doing now with this articulator that the PS isn't giving me anyinformation about?" Node-based defaults are driven by the logical needs of the formalsystem to specify gestures completely. Articulator-based defaults are driven by thephysiological need to decide what a piece of anatomy should be doing at certain pointsin time.58I assume the non-monotonic interface can somehow order node-based default rulesin terms of their strength, roughly in accordance with the Elsewhere Principle. I shallnot formalize any particular scheme here, but there are several default logics or au-toepistemic logics that can accomplish the task.59 This will involve some complicationof the phonology-phonetics mapping principles of section 3.5.4. It will no longer bethe case that a target interval of a PES will have a certain property (say a site) onlyif that property corresponds directly to some piece of the PS; the property may alsobe the result of a default rule, or rather the strongest default rule applying to thenode in question. It will most likely be the case that the phonology-phonetics interfacedoes not determine phonetic properties directly o� of the PS, but o� of an extension(in the sense of default logic) derivable from the PS by non-monotonic inference rulesusing the defaults.The greatest di�erence between node-based and articulator-based default rules mayturn out to be the role they play in the phonology itself. Articulator-based defaultsare utterly irrelevant to phonology and can have no e�ect whatsoever on the legalityof a PS. Node-based defaults, on the other hand, while they cannot a�ect the legalityof a PS directly, may be able to have an impact on phonology.60It is possible that we might want to incorporate into the framework some wayof preventing ternary power in our feature speci�cations. That is, we may not beable to draw a three-way distinction between, say, a node that is speci�ed [s:Vel], anode speci�ed for some site other than [s:Vel], and an unspecified node that willbe interpreted as [s:Vel] by a default rule.61 We could prevent the situation on a58It is possible that articulator-based defaults are all universal. For example, it is perfectlyreasonable to believe that the universal thing to do with your velum is to keep it raised unlesstold otherwise.59For an overview of the various versions of non-monotonic logic that can be bought o� theshelf, see Brewka (1991). A more in-depth look at a class of versions based on work begun byReiter (1980) is given in Besnard (1989).60The two types of defaults may also behave somewhat di�erently in phonetics. For example,it is a plausible hypothesis worth exploring further that node-based defaults result in gesturesthat are universally more fussy (or at least as fussy) as the gestures of articulator-baseddefaults, according to the concept of fussiness of section 3.5.3.61See, for example, Lightner (1963), Stanley (1967), and Archangeli (1988), for discussionson the formal undesirability of allowing ternary power. Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1992),however, argue that ternary power may not be so bad after all, and give many analyses that areconsiderably simpli�ed by exploiting the three-di�erence between plus speci�cation, a minusspeci�cation, and no speci�cation at all. In this section, I leave aside the question of whetherwe should prevent ternary power and concentrate instead on whether it could in principle beprevented if we decided to.



152 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEMcase-by-case basis by banning the appearance in a PS of what would be the defaultspeci�cation; for example, the grammar of Hungarian would have a constraint banningan overt Velar site on vowels:� 9v v s+V el(3.170)Languages where the default vowel was i would have a similar constraint against overtPalatal sites. This strategy would prevent the ternary use of features in individualcases, but it could not prevent it in the general case. It would remain a mystery whygrammar after grammar, having the power to use features ternarily, conspired not to.A more satisfactory solution is to let some information about defaults into thephonology. We can do this with a three-place predicate:default(x; g; y)(3.171)where x is a node, g is an arc-sort from the set of gesture arc-sorts (articulator,site, degree), and y is a gestural atom (e.g., Pal, Apc, 1) appropriate to the arc-sort.I shall usually use the more iconic notation:default( x g+y )(3.172)Default principles may now be stated directly in the phonology. For example, a lan-guage with i as the default vowel might contain the description:628v nucleus(v) ! default(v s+Pal)(3.173)Our original remark about defaults not being part of phonology is still true in a limitedsense: the statement of default rules is part of phonology (on a par with any otherconstraint), the application of default rules to �ll in default values is not.Using the predicate default , we can now ban ternary use of features with the fol-lowing (universal) constraint:62It should be noted that this default statement holds of all nuclear positions, even those withother overt sites like [s:Vel] and those speci�ed null. For the default logic of the phonology-phonetics mapping, overt gestural features and null sorts are \stronger" than default speci�-cations. The same prioritized default logic will choose between competing defaults if two areapplicable to a given segment. Because the default predicate is manipulable by the descriptionlanguage, it is possible for two di�erent default statements to hold of the same node. It is alsopossible for two nodes of the same sort but in di�erent environments to have di�erent appli-cable default rules. For example, Mohawk verbs use three di�erent default vowels (Michelson1989): a within verb-stems, prothetic i initially to satisfy minimal word requirements, and eelsewhere.



3.5. PHONETIC INTERPRETATION 1538x; g; y default(x g+y) ! � x g+y(3.174)This prevents any node in a PS from having an overt speci�cation for what would beits default value.If a particular feature is predictable for a node, it is generally possible to expressthe predictability using either a redundancy constraint or a default rule. The properbalance between the two strategies requires more investigation. For the purposes ofthis dissertation, however, I shall give preference to redundancy constraints over defaultrules. That is, I shall tentatively assume that any speci�cation is actually present in aPS unless there is evidence that some constraint needs that speci�cation to be absentin order to work properly.
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Chapter 4Locality: harmonies andreduplicationThis chapter explores some of the implications and applications of the concept of localdomain introduced in the last chapter. It is shown how two phenomena that main-stream phonology has treated as processes par excellence, spreading and reduplication,can be dealt with in a \static" system of constraint satisfaction.Section 4.1 generalizes the notion of locality. The �rst version of locality, intro-duced in the last chapter, involves only the sharing of primitive gestural features (site,articulator, degree) between two nodes that are directly connected by a local-domain-creating arc. Now, the notion will be extended to the \sharing" of complex nodes, suchas secondary articulations and onsets. A de�nition will be developed of what it meansfor, e.g., a nuclear-licence arc to be a local-domain-creator for onsets. The presence ofan onset for one of the two nuclei joined by such an arc will require the presence of anonset on the other nucleus. Furthermore, these two onsets will themselves form a localdomain. This weakens the claim made in the last chapter that two nodes could forma local domain only if they were connected by a local-domain-creating arc: now twonodes can also be local if, in a sense, they inherit their locality properties from theirrespective parents, who in turn form a local domain with each other.The next three sections are reasonably detailed discussions of actual vowel harmonysystems. The �rst is the frontness harmony of Hungarian, an example of a symmetricvowel harmony system, that is, a system where the frontness of every vowel in theword is determined by that of the stem. An interesting wrinkle is the existence ofneutral or transparent vowels, that is, the behaviour of some front vowels as if theywere not present for the purposes of spreading frontness. Kalenjin is a classic exampleof an asymmetric system, where one of the two values for the spreading feature is\dominant", and its presence in any morpheme of the word will cause its spread to155



156 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATIONall other vowels.1 The third language, the Pasiego dialect of Spanish, involves twodi�erent harmony processes, one spreading [ATR] and one spreading vowel height. Theheight harmony component, as it has been analyzed until now, also involves neutralityof [+low] vowels, which behave as if they were not present for the purposes of spreadingthe feature [high]. The height harmony component of Pasiego, like Chumash sibilantharmony, has also been used to argue for the necessity of feature-changing harmonies,a non-monotonic mechanism that could not be integrated into the present framework.Section 4.5 looks at reduplication. Various processes of reduplication are shownto follow from the revised de�nition of locality (where children can recursively inheritlocality from their parents). Systems that copy entire prosodic constituents arise fromarcs that are local-domain-creators for (among other things) prosodic government typeslike trochee. Systems that seem to disregard prosodic constituency and operate onsimple string adjacency involve arcs that are local-domain-creators for the composedgovernment type n�o, the relation between a nucleus and the following onset. We shalllook at cases that truly seem to favour a static constraint-satisfaction explanation of theidentity between parts of a reduplicated form. The most obvious procedural account ofthese cases would involve copying the base, making changes to the duplicate (changeswhose environment can only satis�ed after the copy has already been made), thencopying the changes back to the original, a course of events that procedural analyses ofreduplication have not been able to handle. But this kind of situation is a natural resultof a model where reduplication is only a passive requirement that certain parts of aword be \the same as" certain other parts, without regard to how that sameness mighthave been created. Finally, we shall see that the model developed in this chaptersuggests an interesting explanation for why reduplication seems to be so intimatelyconnected with prosody.4.1 Recursive localityIn the discussion of locality in chapter 3, we only saw examples of the sharing of gesturefeatures (articulators, sites, and degrees). This is easily handled. The PS objects thatspecify gestures are atoms: Pal, Vel, Dor, 2, etc. These are denoted by constants ofthe description language. The e�ects of sharing such features is straightforward.The picture is not as clear, however, when we are dealing with complex objects.What would happen if, for example, we wanted to make a particular governmentrelation a local domain creator for secondary articulations? Would we end up with1\Symmetry" in this usage refers to the behaviour of the plus and minus values of theharmonic feature, not to the behaviour of stems as opposed to a�xes or to directionalityof spreading. Hungarian is symmetric because both [+back] and [{back] behave equally inspreading from the stem to the su�xes. Kalenjin is asymmetric because [+ATR] and [{ATR] behave quite di�erently. Asymmetric systems are often called dominant or dominant-recessive systems, again referring to the behaviour of the two feature values.



4.1. RECURSIVE LOCALITY 157a structure like the following, where the entire secondary articulation node is sharedbetween nuclei?v1 v2�Pal 1
n2 2s d

(4.1)
We shall see below in the analysis of Kalenjin vowel harmony an example wherethis kind of structure-sharing would not work. We shall want some way of makingthe presence of a secondary articulation on one nucleus require the presence of a sec-ondary articulation on another nucleus, and we shall want a way of requiring thesetwo secondary articulations to be similar in much the way simple root node harmoniesrequire root nodes to be similar, but there will also be a need to allow the secondaryarticulations to be somewhat di�erent.There is another case where simple sharing is inadequate for dealing with complexnodes. We shall eventually want the system of locality constraints we develop forharmonies to be extendible to reduplication, and reduplication o�ers many instanceswhere \original" and \copy" can be somewhat di�erent. Consider, for example, thereduplication of trabaho. There are languages that would reduplicate this word using alight-syllable template, giving the result tra-trabaho. It seems the most straightforwardway to deal with this would be to make the nuclear-licence arc joining the pre�x andthe base a local domain creator for gesture features (hence, the copy of the nucleus)and also for onsets:v1 v2c1

n:fa,s,d,oga
t �r
o o ba hor

(4.2)



158 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATIONThe reduplication of the r of the branching onset (the onset's release) comes for freeby the fact that the entire onset node is shared, complete with all its dependents.But there are other languages where the r will not appear in the copy, resulting inta-trabaho. This cannot coherently be represented as the result of a single onset nodelinked to two di�erent nuclei. Simply to represent the phonetic reality, we would needa structure like: v1 v2c2
n:fa,s,d,og

t �r
o ba horc1 o at

(4.3)

This fails to do what we want it to do: derive the similarity of c1 and c2 by themechanisms of locality. We could simply decree c1 and c2 to be a local domain forgesture features but not for releases. But this move would violate the single mostconstraining property we have proposed for local domains: that they can only becreated between positions that are joined by a local-domain-creating government arc.c1 and c2 are not joined by any arc. We need a way of allowing c1 and c2 to forma local domain that is not so unconstrained that it allows any two randomly chosennodes to do so as well.I propose a slight weakening of the strict de�nition of locality given earlier to allowchildren to inherit locality properties from their parents under certain circumstances.I call this recursive locality. Thus, in (4.4), mother v1 and daughter v2 can form alocal domain under the strict version of locality discussed so far. But the aunt c1 andniece c2 can also form a local domain (recursively) by inheriting locality from theirrespective parents.



4.1. RECURSIVE LOCALITY 159v1 v2c2
n:fo,...goc1 o(4.4)

I will use the term communal list to refer to the set of government types thata local domain is local for. For example, ta-trabaho might result from the communallist fa,s,d,og shared between the �rst two nuclei:v1 v2c2
n:fa,s,d,og

t �r
o ba hoc1 o

t
(4.5)

If two nodes are in a local domain, they share outright any atomic children (i.e.,gesture features) whose governments appear in their communal list. v1 and v2 thushave identical articulators, sites and degrees.Complex children are not shared outright, instead they inherit the communal listfrom their parents. If one node in local domain dominates a complex child throughan arc whose sort appears in the communal list, the other must dominate a complexchild through the same sort of arc, and the two complex children will themselves forma local domain for the communal list of their parents. In (4.5), c1 and c2 form a localdomain for the communal list fa,s,d,og. They thus share all their articulators, sites,and degrees.22This has the somewhat strange consequence that onsets are in a local domain for onsets



160 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATIONThe sharing of atomic nodes (and the mutually implied existence of complex nodes)required by locality applies only to government types in the communal list. The com-munal list in (4.5) does not contain the release relation, r. So the existence of a releasespeci�cation on c2 does not require a similar release on c1. c1 may be forced to have arelease by other well-formedness constraints of the language, but the two release nodeswill not|and cannot|form a local domain. c1's release will be �lled in by default prin-ciples as a simple unspeci�ed release, giving ta-trabaho. Languages that reduplicate totra-trabaho are the same in all respects, except their communal lists are fa,s,d,o,rg,requiring the release nodes as well to form a local domain, as in:v1 v2c2
n:fa,s,d,og

t �r
o ba hoc1 o

t
(4.6)

The formal de�nition of recursive locality has a basis step saying that two nodesare local whenever they are joined by a local domain creating arc. Furthermore, twonodes can be local only if they are joined by a local domain creator, or if their parentswere local.8x; y; S local(x; y; S) $ (9g arc(x; g; y) ^(4.7) local-domain-creator (g; S)) _(9px; py; S2 px S2+y ^ py S2+y ^local(px; py; S) ^ local(px; py; S2))In terms somewhat closer to English: two nodes x and y can be in a local domain forthe arc-sort S if and only if they are joined by an arc that is a local domain creatorarcs. If onsets were allowed to onset-license other onsets, c1 and c2 would indeed each haveto have an onset dependent if the other did, and these onsets would in turn form a localdomain. This is why I refer to this de�nition as recursive locality. Fortunately, independentappropriateness constraints will usually limit the possible depth of recursion.



4.2. SYMMETRIC VOWEL HARMONY: HUNGARIAN 161for S or if they both are children (via some arc-sort S2) of parents that form a localdomain for both S and S2.The e�ects of locality are handled by a revision of the Spreading Constraint of(3.148). We could specify the e�ects of locality on gestures and non-gestures separately,but this is somewhat complicated. I will simplify the de�nition by requiring all children,atomic or complex, by the appropriate government to be local, with the proviso thatany atom is local to itself:38x; y; s local(x; y; s) !(4.8) 8zx x s+zx ! 9zy y s+zy ^8s2 local(x; y; s2) ! local(zx; zy; s2)8x; s atom(x) ! local(x; x; s)(4.9)local is of course a reexive relation for the nodes involved:48x; y; s local(x; y; s) $ local(y; x; s)(4.10)4.2 Symmetric vowel harmony: HungarianThe frontness/backness harmony of Hungarian has long been a testing ground foraccounts of vowel representations and harmony processes (Vago 1980, Ringen 1977,1988, Booij 1984, Goldsmith 1985, Demirdache 1988). The intriguing thing aboutHungarian is not the fact vowels in a word almost always agree in frontness, but thatsome of the front vowels often behave, for the purposes of the harmony, as if they simplyweren't there. An i can occur in the middle of a word that otherwise consists of backvowels. To complicate matters, there are other occurrences of the same front vowelsthat do trigger the harmony and require that all other vowels in the word also be front.The challenge for an account of Hungarian vowel harmony is to �nd a way to representboth those cases where front vowels are neutral (or \transparent", as others have oftencalled them), i.e., how a harmony process can skip over their frontness speci�cationsas if they weren't there, and those cases where the front vowels are not neutral, wheretheir frontness speci�cations are not ignored but enter into the harmony. An idealaccount would be able to avoid diacritic features that mark some words as exceptions.3which should technically be added as another clause of (4.7).4Also a complication for (4.7).



162 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATION4.2.1 DataRingen (1988) presents the vowel inventory of standard (Budapest) Hungarian in thefollowing table, using the letters of Hungarian orthography and their IPA values.Front BackShort Long Short Long Long Short LongHigh i [i] �� [i:] �u [y] }u [y:] u [u] �u [u:]Mid �e [e:] �o [�] }o [�:] o [o] �o [o:]Low e [�] �a [�:] a [=]Unrounded Round Unrounded Round(4.11)
Other writers disagree slightly over the exact phonetic values of the letters. It appearsthat orthographic e varies dialectically between [�] and [�], with a similar variationin height for orthographic a. As well, a might not be phonetically as rounded as IPAcardinal vowel 6|writers agree that whatever phonetic rounding it may have is notphonologically relevant.Vowel harmony a�ects what vowels can co-occur in a stem, but its e�ects are mostspectacular in su�xes. Most su�xes in Hungarian have two forms, one that occursin front-vowel words and one in back-vowel words. For example, the dative su�xalternates between {nek and {nak.5Back h�az{nak `house (dat.)'v�aros{nak `city (dat.)'Front }ur{nek `gap (dat.)�or�om{nek `joy (dat.)'(4.12)The three front vowels i, ��, and �e can occur in back-vowel words without disturbingtheir status as back-vowel words|the dative su�x will remain in the back form {nak:rad��r{nak `eraser (dat.)'kavics{nak `pebble (dat.)'t�any�er{nak `plate (dat.)'(4.13)For this reason, i, ��, and �e have been called \neutral" or \transparent" vowels. Aword containing only neutral vowels will generally act as a front-vowel word (4.14),but about �fty act as back-vowel words (4.15).v��z{nek `water (dat.)'�ll�er{nek `penny (dat.)(4.14)5Data are from Ringen (1988) unless otherwise noted.



4.2. SYMMETRIC VOWEL HARMONY: HUNGARIAN 163h��d{nak `bridge (dat.)'c�el{nak `goal (dat.)'(4.15)As well, it is possible for a stem to begin with a front neutral vowel, continue withback vowels, and behave as a back-vowel word for the purposes of harmony.The one class of stems that is exempt from the requirement that all vowels havethe same frontness consists of loanwords. In loanwords, any combination of front andback vowels is possible in the stem. The frontness of any su�x vowel will depend onthe frontness of the last stem vowel.b�ur�o{nak `bureau (dat.)'sof}or{nek `chau�eur (dat.)'(4.16)4.2.2 AnalysisEvery nuclear position in a Hungarian word will have exactly one secondary articulationnode, whose site speci�cation will be Lip, Pal, or Pha. In addition, the nuclear positionitself, that is, its root node, may have a site speci�cation of Pal and may have a degreeof 2. Together with reasonable assumptions about the default articulators for eachsite and the defaults of an unspeci�ed root node, these simple principles are enough tocharacterize the Hungarian vowel system (ignoring length distinctions). Each possiblecombination of the allowed substructures results in a legal Hungarian vowel with theappropriate phonological properties, and each Hungarian vowel can be represented byone of the possible combinations. The representations I assume for the vowels are intable 4.1.The fact that i and �e can result from two di�erent PSs will be signi�cant.The details of restricting segmental PSs to only those in table 4.1 can be handledby the following constraints:6All vowels must have at least one secondary articulation, whose site willbe from the set fPha, Pal, Lipg.8v nucleus(v) ! 9sec v 2+s ^ (sec s+Pha _ sec s+Pal _ sec s+Lip)(4.17) There will be at most one secondary articulation.unique(secondary)(4.18)6unique is a sort over arc sorts. Most other government types also belong to it, e.g.,onset-licence, articulator. It allows a concise expression of the uniqueness constraint for all itsmembers:8g;x; y; z (unique(g) ^ x g+y ^ x g+z) ! y = z



164 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATION
/u/ /u/ /o/ /o/v v v v\ |\ / \ /|\o Pal o 2 o 2 Pal o| | | |Lip Lip Lip Lip/i/ /e/v v v v\ |\ / \ /|\o Pal o 2 o 2 Pal o| | | |Pal Pal Pal Pal/a/ /e/v v/ \ /|\2 o 2 Pal o| |Pha PhaTable 4.1: Representations of Hungarian vowels



4.2. SYMMETRIC VOWEL HARMONY: HUNGARIAN 165The only possible root node site is Pal.8v; Site nucleus(v) ^ v s+Site ! Site = Pal(4.19)The defaults and redundancy rules I am assuming are as follows. The sites [s:Lip],[s:Pal], and [s:Pha] will redundantly have the articulators [a:Lab], [a:Dor], and [a:Rad]respectively. If the segment has no [s:Pal] speci�cation, the root node's default willbe [a:Dor,s:Pha] if a [2:[s:Pha]] is present (judging from Ringen's phonetic value of[�:] for �a), and otherwise [a:Dor,s:Vel], that is, a mid or high back vowel. There is aredundancy rule requiring [d:2] in the environment of [2:[s:Pha]], otherwise the defaultrule �lling in [d:1] will apply in the phonology-phonetics mapping.Since all and only constriction nuclei in Hungarian participate in harmony, wecan assume that the spreading operates along line 0 of metrical structure, where nullsare not allowed to be line-0. The government relation between positions on line 0 isl0g. We want to say that in native words, l0g arcs are local domain creators for thefeature site:7Hungarian Palatal harmony8g l0g(g) ^ within-native-word (g) ! local-domain-creator (g; site)(4.20)For example, in �or�om{nek the line 0 nuclei are connected to each other by govern-ment arcs that create local domains for site, so they are all required to share their sitefeatures. (For readability, I suppress onset speci�cations in the following diagrams andlabel nuclear position with the orthographic spelling of the \syllable".)�o r�o m; ne k;n nl0g:fsg nnl0g:fsg
o2 2 od 2 d 2Lips Lips 2 od 2PhasPal ��� - ss s

(4.21)

7within-native-word(g) will be true if it is true that 9W within(g;W ) ^ W level+ word ^W class+ native. In the discussions of vowel harmony in this chapter, I shall often use thepredicates within and within-word , which will be de�ned in chapter 5.



166 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATIONFor further readability, from now on I shall also suppress the nuclear spine that line0 is built on, absorbing any consonants dominated by null nuclei into the label of thepreceding nucleus. �or�om{nek would now look like:�o r�om nekl0g:fsg l0g:fsg2 oLipd 2 s 2 oLipd 2 s 2 oPhad 2 sPal �� �-
(4.22)

Constraint (4.19) guarantees that the only site speci�cation that could ever be ina position to be shared among the root nodes of nuclei is [s:Pal]. The creation of localdomains by l0g means that either every nuclear root node in a word will have [s:Pal]or none of them will. The �rst possibility results in front-vowel words like �or�om{nekin (4.22), the second in back-vowel words like v�aros{nak in (4.23):va ros nakl0g:fsg l0g:fsgoPhas 2 oLipd 2 s 2 oPhad 2 sa l0g:fsg2 2(4.23)
Here, none of the nuclei have an [s:Pal]. The phonology-phonetics mapping will thusgive them their default phonetic interpretations, [s:Vel] or [s:Pha], resulting in non-frontvowels.The possibility that an [s:Pal] speci�cation could be either at the root node of thenucleus or at the secondary articulation node is what allows the neutral behaviour ofthe front vowels. In rad��r{nak, the �� has its palatal site speci�ed at the secondaryarticulation node rather than the root node.ra ir nakl0g:fsg l0g:fsgoPals 2 oPhad 2 sdi l0g:fsgoPha2s 2 2(4.24)



4.3. ASYMMETRIC VOWEL HARMONY: KALENJIN 167l0g creates a local domain only for site, not for secondary, and creates that localdomain only between the two nodes that it links. Within this local domain, there issimply no [s:Pal] available for spreading. The [s:Pal] hiding downstairs in the secondaryarticulation is no more available for spreading than secondary [s:Pha]s and [s:Lip]s are.Since the other vowels in (4.24) have no tongue body speci�cations, they will receivetheir defaults. This is how a front vowel can occur in what is otherwise a back-vowel word. It also explains why only unrounded front vowels can be neutral. Onlyunrounded vowels can have their [s:Pal]s hiding downstairs in the basement. A frontround vowel like �u needs a secondary articulation of [s:Lip]. Since there can be onlyone secondary articulation, which is already taken, �u's [s:Pal] can only be on the rootnode, making it available for spreading and creating a front-vowel word.There is no reason to expect that only vowels in the middle of a word can exploitthe possibility of having [2:[s:Pal]] rather than [s:Pal]. It should be possible for theinitial vowels of words to use this structure as well, resulting in stems that begin with(or consist entirely of) front vowels but nonetheless harmonize like back-vowel stems.And this is exactly what we �nd with words like h��d{nak.id nakl0g:fsgoPals 2 oPhad 2 shi l0g:fsg2 2(4.25)
Finally, loanwords are exempt from the local-domain-creator(l0g,site) requirementof native words. As a morphological requirement, however, their su�xes must stillbe linked to the stem with a domain-creating l0g. Though there may be other localdomains in a loanword|nothing bars the possibility|the only local domain that isguaranteed to exist is the one between the su�x and the last vowel of the stem,resulting in the observation that the frontness of a loanword's su�x depends on thatof the last vowel.4.3 Asymmetric vowel harmony: KalenjinKalenjin is the name of a family of closely related Nilo-Saharan languages, often alsoknown as Southern Nilotic. The most detailed phonetic study of various Kalenjindialects is Tucker (1964). Hall et al. (1974) discuss the vowel harmony process ofKalenjin in some depth. Kalenjin vowel harmony has also made cameo appearances inmore recent autosegmental and metrical literature, e.g., Halle and Vergnaud (1981),Lieber (1987), Hammond (1988).



168 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATION4.3.1 DataLike many others in Africa, Kalenjin languages are characterized by two series ofvowels. In traditional terminology, one set is \close" or \tense", the other \open" or\lax". More recent researchers, like Hall et al. (1974), have labelled the appropriatefeature Advanced Tongue Root.[+ATR] [{ATR]i u I Ue o E Oa+ A�(4.26)With a handful of exceptions to be discussed below, all vowels in a word mustbelong to the same class. While in symmetric harmony systems like Hungarian, whichclass the word's vowels belonged to was determined by the class of the stem, in anasymmetric system like Kalenjin, either stem or a�xes can determine the class of theword as a whole. Morphemes belong to two classes: dominant (or \underlyingly"[+ATR]) and recessive (or \underlyingly" [{ATR]). If there is a dominant morphemeanywhere in the word, all vowels in the word are [+ATR], as in (4.27). But if the wordconsists solely of recessive morphemes, all vowels are [{ATR], as in (4.28). Data arefrom Hall et al. (1974), and represent the Elgeyo dialect of the Nandi-Kipsigis-Elgeyobranch of Kalenjin.Dominant stem keer:kI- A-keer-InDistant Past-I- see -2sg object ! kiageerin`I saw you'Dominant su�x e:kI- A-kEr -e -;Distant Past-I- shut-Non-Completive-3sg object ! kiagere`I was shutting it'
(4.27)

All morphemes recessivekI- A-pAr-InDistant Past-I- kill -2sg object ! kIAbArIn`I killed you'(4.28)So far, we have a system that could easily be analyzed as having only [+ATR]underlyingly speci�ed. All [{ATR] vowels are underlyingly unspeci�ed. [+ATR] canspread bidirectionally from any (dominant) stem or a�x that contains it onto all un-speci�ed vowels in the word, as in (4.29). Near the end of the derivation, [{ATR] willbe �lled in by default on all vowels that do not yet have an [ATR] speci�cation (thiswould only have the chance to apply in words where all morphemes are recessive, thatis, unspeci�ed for ATR).



4.3. ASYMMETRIC VOWEL HARMONY: KALENJIN 169kI A keer In[+ATR](4.29)This would indeed be all there was to say about Kalenjin vowel harmony, exceptfor the existence of opaque morphemes.8 Hall et al. have identi�ed three morphemeswhich always appear with [{ATR] vowels, resist being made [+ATR] by a dominantmorpheme, and shield any recessive morphemes lying beyond it from the e�ects of adominant morpheme. For example, the negative pre�x mA remains [{ATR], even in aword with the dominant stem keer, and shields the recent past morpheme to its left sothat it too will surface as [{ATR]:kA- mA- A-keer-AkRecent Past-NEG-I- see -2pl object ! kAmAageerak`I didn't see you (pl.)'(4.30)This might be taken as evidence that we also need an underlying [{ATR] for theopaque morphemes, giving ternary power to ATR speci�cations. The [+ATR] of adominant morpheme could spread bidirectionally until it gets blocked by a prelinked[{ATR] on the vowel of an opaque morpheme:mA A keer Ak[+ATR]kA [{ATR](4.31)Then normal [{ATR] default insertion would apply to the recent past morpheme kA-.We need not admit the possibility of ternary speci�cation in the framework we havebeen developing. Opacity to spreading is not a property of nodes or their speci�cations,per se, but of the government relations that join nodes. It would be possible to get thee�ect of an opaque morpheme simply by decreeing the nuclear government arc thatjoins it to the rest of the word to be not local.But before we rush head-long into an analysis based upon the description andcomments so far, we should take a moment out for some phonetic honesty. The char-acterization of the two classes of vowels as [+ATR] and [{ATR] was not entirely ac-curate. For mid and high vowels, it is fairly clear that the relevant feature is ATR.The Nandi-Kipsigis-Elegyo versions of the [+ATR] mid and high vowels have been de-scribed variously by Tucker (1964) and Hall et al. (1974) as \tense", \close", \slightlybreathy", \hard", \markedly bright". The [{ATR] mid and highs are \open", \lax",\creaky". The a of the [{ATR] set is transcribed by Tucker as [a], and described as\mid-way between Cardinal Vowel 4 [a] and Cardinal Vowel 5 [�]". It certainly seems8and except for a phonetic complication to be discussed below.



170 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATIONappropriate to represent this vowel as what I have called a bare RTR speci�cation:[a:Rad, s:Pha, d:R].The a of the [+ATR] set, however, is markedly unlike anything ATR. Tucker usuallytranscribes it as [ao], sometimes [�]. It \varies in value between Cardinal Vowel 5 [�]when unstressed, and Cardinal Vowel 6 [=] when stressed" (Tucker 1964:452). BothTucker and Hall et al. remark that it is often indistinguishable from lax /O/. Thiswould seem to be the sort of sound that the segmental model of Chapter 2 would haveto represent as distinctly RTR:oDor Pha oRad Pha Ra s 2 a s d(4.32)
Indeed, Tucker admits, \It has no accompanying hollowness of voice, nor any acousticclaim to be regarded as a `Close' vowel."For the remainder of this section, I will write the [{ATR] set's [a] as /A/, and the\[+ATR]" set's [ao]�[�] as /�/.If we were developing a framework that could use non-monotonic rewrite rules, thiskind of phonetic glitch would be no problem. We could simply spread [+ATR] onto theappropriate as, and �x the result later with some low-level phonetic clean-up rule tochange the [+ATR] to [{ATR], being careful to change some other features too so that/�/ and /A/ remained phonetically distinct. It would also pose no problem if we werewilling to assume that the phonology-phonetics mapping had the perverse ability tosystematically interpret a constriction speci�cation as its exact opposite. Since neitherof these is true of the present enterprise, we must come up with an adequate accountthat respects phonetic reality.4.3.2 AnalysisAs has been suggested in the foregoing informal discussion, it is useful to assume,at least for mid and high vowels, that [{ATR] is the unmarked feature and henceunspeci�ed. We can distinguish between the mid and high vowels by their site (Palatalor Velar), their degree (1/high or 2/mid), and the presence or absence of a [+ATR]secondary articulation:



4.3. ASYMMETRIC VOWEL HARMONY: KALENJIN 171/i/ /I/ /u/ /U/"s Pald 12 [d:A]# �s Pald 1 � "s Veld 12 [d:A]# �s Veld 1 �/e/ /E/ /o/ /U/"s Pald 22 [d:A]# �s Pald 2 � "s Veld 22 [d:A]# �s Veld 2 �(4.33)These are the fullest possible representation of these vowels. They include some spec-i�cations that we shall later decide are more appropriate as defaults.The [{ATR] set low vowel, /A/ or [a], can be represented as a bare RTR speci�ca-tion, [a:Rad, s:Pha, d:R]:recessive /A/ = [a]"a Rads Phad R #(4.34)As discussed earlier, the most phonetically faithful representation for \[+ATR]"/�/ would be the same representation we use for [�] in other languages:dominant /�/ = [�]26664a Dors Pha2 "a Rads Phad R # 37775(4.35)
that is, with a primary constriction between the tongue body and the pharynx and asecondary constriction between the tongue root and the pharynx.The unmarked low vowel /A/ must have the ability to alternate between /A/ inrecessive environments and /�/ in dominant environments. So the minimal descriptionfor \underlying" /A/, that is, the description of a low vowel in the lexical constraintof a recessive morpheme, must be general enough that it can be satis�ed by both(4.34) and (4.35). We can see that the only things that the two representations havein common is the [s:Pha] feature on the root node. This leaves us with the followingsimple representation for /A/:vsjPha(4.36)We can �ll this out by some redundancy rules. Basically, the articulator shouldbe Dorsal if there is a secondary articulation and Radical if there is none. We can



172 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATIONfurther generalize this rule to cover the Dorsal articulators of mid and high vowelsas well: a vocalic root node should be [a:Rad] if [s:Pha] and there is no secondaryarticulation, otherwise [a:Dor]. The statement of this is simpli�ed considerably if the[a:Rad] component is a redundancy rule and the [a:Dor] is a default:8v (v s+Pha ^ �9sec v 2+sec) ! v a+Rad(4.37) 8v default(v a+Dor)(4.38)As in Hungarian, we can assume that it is line-0 government arcs (l0g) that arethe local-domain-creators. We must decide what features they create local domainsfor: we must �gure out exactly what it is that is spreading, that is, what features arebeing shared by all vowels in a dominant environment, and hence what features aremissing from vowels in a recessive environment. Consider the following overly completerepresentation for the dominant word kiageerin:ki a ge e rinl0g l0g l0g l0gPal 1 Pha Pal 2 Pal 1o o o o2 2 22 2
Rad PhaA Rad PhaR Rad PhaA Rad PhaA

(4.39)
The most obvious di�erence between dominant and recessive vowels is the presence ofan ATR secondary articulation on dominant mid and high vowels and its absence fromrecessive high and mid vowels. A secondary articulation is also present in dominant/�/ but absent from recessive /A/. Clearly, secondary articulation governments willplay a role in the local domains, i.e.:local-domain-creator(l0g, secondary)(4.40)This is in fact su�cient to derive the spreading e�ects. Recall that under therecursive de�nition of locality, complex nodes like secondary articulations need not beshared outright. The only requirement is that the presence of a secondary articulationon one node of a local domain should imply the presence of secondary articulations onthe other nodes. This is enough to distinguish our two vowel sets: the [{ATR] vowel



4.3. ASYMMETRIC VOWEL HARMONY: KALENJIN 173set has no secondary articulations, the \[+ATR]" set has. If the communal list of l0gis only f2g, how the secondary articulations of the \[+ATR]" set are �lled out withgesture speci�cations is una�ected by locality. /�/ is free to use a di�erent degree onits secondary articulation than the mid and high vowels.9All we need now is a redundancy rule to �ll in the relevant gestural features onsecondary articulations: [a:Rad], [s:Pha], and, if the root node is not [s:Pha], [d:A]:8v; sec v 2+sec !sec a+Rad ^ sec s+Pha ^ (v s+Pha _ex sec d+A)(4.41)and a default rule to interpret all other radical articulator nodes as [d:R]:8x x a+Rad ! default(x d+R)(4.42)This last default rule also applies to the root node radical gesture when /A/ is in arecessive environment.Let us look in more detail at how these constraints apply to Kalenjin words. Inkiageerin, for example, the dominant ATR speci�cation is a property of the verb stem.Let us assume that (at least) the �rst vowel of the verb stem is lexically constrained tohave an ATR secondary articulation. The parts of the PS that the lexical constraintsof the stem and a�xes are interested in can be diagrammed as follows:10ki a ge e ril0g:f2gPal 1 Pha Pal 2 Pal 1o2Rad PhaA
nv;nl0g:f2gl0g:f2gl0g:f2g(4.43)

The more widely applicable constraints of Kalenjin require that any PS containingthe pieces in (4.43) must also contain a number of other pieces and that a number ofproperties will be true of the PS. A more complete diagram of kiageerin's PS is:9Of course, recursive locality will also require all the secondary articulations to form a localdomain for 2. But since secondary articulations dominating secondary articulations are ruledout by an independent universal principle, this requirement will always be satis�ed vacuously.10Although it is tempting to think of the diagram in (4.43) as the \underlying representation"of the word, it is simply an aid to comprehension. It is not a legal PS of Kalenjin and shouldnot be taken as having any theoretical status.



174 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATIONki1 a2 ge3 e4 ri5l0g:f2gPal 1 Pha Pal Pal 1sec1 sec2 sec3 sec52 2 22
Rad PhaA Rad Pha Rad PhaA Rad PhaAsec42

Rad PhaA
2 nv;6nl0g:f2g l0g:f2g l0g:f2g(4.44)

The �nal v6 is null, and therefore not a line 0 position. It does not participate inthe harmony. The other vowels have constriction nodes, are line 0 positions, and arejoined by l0g arcs. l0g arcs are local domain creators with the communal list f2g.Therefore, v1 and v2 are in a local domain for the communal list, as are v2 and v3, v3and v4, v4 and v5. The communal list is in this case simply f2g. If any root node hasa dependent governed through a 2 arc, then all of them must. The lexical constraintof the verb stem indeed requires the existence of s3 joined by a 2 arc to v3, so all otherroot nodes will also have a secondary articulation. The redundancy rules in (4.41) willrequire the presence of the correct sites and degrees on the sis.In an all-recessive word, no vowel will have a secondary articulation. In kI-A-bAr-In, the minimal requirements of the lexical constraints of the morphemes can bediagrammed as:kI A bA rInl0g:f2gPal 1 Pha Phal0g:f2g l0g:f2gPal 1(4.45)None of the nodes are speci�ed with secondary articulations, so the sharing requirementof locality is satis�ed vacuously. The node-based default rules will interpret unspeci�ed[a:Rad] nodes as [d:R]s and the articulator-based default rules will result in [d:R] tongueroot gestures on all other vowels.As mentioned in section 4.3.1, the three \opaque" morphemes can be handled bylexically stipulating their opacity. Simply declaring the arc g joining, say, the negativemorpheme to the rest of the verb to be �local-domain-creator(g, secondary) is not quiteenough. If the locality requirement were simply that all l0g arcs in a word were localdomain creators, this would result in a contradiction that could not be satis�ed byany PS. A trickier de�nition of the locality requirement would be necessary, somethingalong the lines of: for every morpheme m, either m has the semantics of `negative'



4.4. PASIEGO 175(mA-), the semantics of `perfectivizer' (kA-), the semantics of `reexive' (kEE-), or aphonology such that every l0g between its top and bottom is a local domain creator forf2g, as is l0g arc leading from its bottom if this is not also the bottom of a phonologicalword.This is certainly possible, but it is a little complex. I suspect it is more likely thatKalenjin uses a simpler characterization of local domain creators (i.e., all l0gs betweenthe top and bottom of a phonological word) and that the three morphemes in questionare not part of the same phonological word as the verb stem, at least in the narrowsense in which English good and {ness are not part of the same phonological word. Thesemantics of the morphemes does not strongly suggest otherwise: they have the kindsof meanings that cross-linguistically are not infrequently represented by phonologicallyindependent particles, modals, or pronouns. The theory of prosodic constituency andits possible mismatches with morphosyntactic constituency, as presented in section5.4, will provide a mechanism by which these three morphemes can force a prosodicboundary. Of course, much more would need to be known about Kalenjin phonologyand morphology in order to adequately evaluate this hypothesis.4.4 PasiegoThe Pasiego dialect of Monta~nes Spanish is an especially interesting example for thischapter, containing not one but two harmony processes|a height harmony similar toHungarian's front harmony and an ATR harmony similar to Kalenjin. Like Hungar-ian frontness harmony, the height harmony component of Pasiego has an additionalcomplication in that low vowels are apparently transparent to it|they seem not toparticipate in it, but they do not block it.Since its �rst description by Penny (1969a,b), Pasiego has played a large role inautosegmental theory. McCarthy (1984) analyzed the height component as a bivalentfeature-changing harmony, that is, when the [high] spreads it destroys whatever former[high] values lie in its path. Since in this analysis both values, [+high] and [{high], arerequired to spread, Pasiego has also been used as evidence for bivalent features againstprivativity, and for contrastive speci�cation against radical underspeci�cation (e.g.,Steriade 1987). Vago (1988), however, has shown how a framework that has only onefeature value in underlying representation and spreads only that value can account forPasiego height harmony and in fact does so more satisfactorily than the constrastivelyspeci�ed feature-changing analysis.4.4.1 DataTense harmonyAs in Kalenjin, there are two sets of vowels in Pasiego, which we may for conveniencecall the tense set and the lax set:



176 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATIONtense laxi u I Ue o Oa A(4.46)As Kalenjin might have led us to suspect, languages do not necessarily cooperate byhaving straightforward phonetic correlates for their harmonic classes. \Lax" /A/, forexample, is described by Penny (1969a: 49) as very palatal, close to close [�], and isprobably best represented the way we have been representing ATR /�/, that is [a:Dor,s:Pha] with a secondary ATR articulation. Another wrinkle is the absence of /�/ inthe lax set. /e/ appears in words of either set.As in Kalenjin, all vowels in a word must be drawn from the same set. In thenatural order of things, vowels come from the tense set. All words which involve laxvowels contain the masculine singular su�x {U . As the following data from McCarthy(1984:293) show, we �nd morphophonemic alternations, for example, between mas-culine plural and masculine singular nouns (4.47), between feminine nouns and theirmasculine (often diminutive) forms (4.48), and between feminine adjectives, masculinemass adjectives, and masculine count adjectives (4.49).Tense words Lax wordssold�aus `soldiers' sOld�AU `soldier'kast�a~nus `chestnut trees' kAst�A~nU `chestnut tree'simp�atikus `congenial (pl.)' sImp�AtIkU `congenial (sg.)'(4.47)
pitr��na `waistband' pItr�InU `waistband (dim.)'tr��pa `belly' tr�IpU `belly (child's)'gulundr��na `swallow (fem.)' gUlUndr�InU `swallow (masc.)'(4.48) fem.sg. sg. mass sg. countm�ala m�alu m�AlU `evil'l��mpja l��mpju l�ImpjU `clean's�uSja s�uSju s�USjU `dirty'(4.49)The neutrality of /e/ is shown in the following words, where it is the only vowelthat does not alternate between lax and tense:Tense words Lax wordserm�anus `brothers' erm�AnU `brother'pe~n�askus `cli�s' pe~n�AskU `cli�'komfeson�arjus `confessionals' kOmfesOn�ArjU `confessional'kampe�c�anus `noble (pl.)' kAmpe�c�AnU `noble (sg.)'(4.50)



4.4. PASIEGO 177Height harmonyAll non-low vowels in a word11 have the same height as the vowel of the stressedsyllable. (The data below are taken from Vago 1988.)This harmonic principle operates both distibutionally and morphophonemically.Distributionally, it acts as a morpheme-structure constraint, requiring all non-low vow-els in a word to be either all high or all mid.All high and tense All mid and tensebiniS��r `to bless' xel�e�ca `fern'�cip�udus `hunchbacks' bel�orta `hay-rake'lub�ukus `young wolves' destorS�erAll high and laxpIS�IgU `pinch'kUnt�IntU `happy' (count)mIn�UdU `small' (count)
(4.51)
It also plays a more active role, creating morphophonemic alternations.All midbeb�er `drink' kox�er `take' in�nitivebeb�emus kox�emus 1pl present indicativebeber�e koxer�e 1sg futureAll highbib��:s kux��:s 2pl present indicativebib��a kux��a 1sg imperfect indicativebibir��:s kuxir��:s 2sg conditional
(4.52)
The harmony also a�ects proclitics and the de�nite article:el p�elu `the hair' (mass)Il kUrd�IrU `the lamb'i mi d��xu `he said to me'me lo kompr�o `he bought it for me'(4.53)Low vowels are neutral to height harmony. They seem not to participate in it, butthey do not block it either. In legat�erna `lizard', the stressed �e can a�ect the initial eacross the intervening a.11Actually, the domain of spreading is somewhat larger, including some clitics on verbs andthe de�nite article on nouns.



178 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATIONlegat�erna `lizard'IskAlAmbr�UkU `dog-rose'se kas�o `he got married'Il mAd�IrU `the log'(4.54)An interesting situation arises if the stressed vowel of a word is low. In this case,stems divide between high and mid:subjunctive cf. in�nitivebeb�amus `drink' 1pl present beb�erkox�amus `take' 1pl present kox�ersint�ais `feel' 2pl present sint��r(4.55)Many of these stems like `feel' that surface as high in the absence of any triggeringstressed high vowel nevertheless have mid-vowel alternants, as in the 1pl present in-dicative sent�emus. This has been taken as evidence by researchers like McCarthy thatboth values of [high] must be speci�ed underlyingly, and height harmony must be ableto destroy these underlying values.12There are some aspects of the height harmony system that I shall not be dealingwith. A complete analysis would be possible, but peripheral to the main points of thissection. I shall not discuss the behaviour of �nal vowels, which are limited to the set e,u, U, a, and often are not harmonic with a preceding stressed vowel. McCarthy arguesthat harmony applies to �nal vowels anyway, but they are reduced by a late rule andso may become non-harmonic. For the purposes of the present section, we may assumethat height harmony only occurs between the stressed vowel and the vowels to its left ,though a complete analysis would want to capture some of the interesting regularitiesin the behaviour of �nal vowels as well. Another aspect I shall not deal with is thebehaviour of glides as harmonic triggers.134.4.2 Feature-changing and feature-adding analysesThis section reviews some of the arguments put forward for analyzing the height har-mony of Pasiego as feature-changing or feature-adding, for the most part following the12Nouns show a similar contrast in \underlying" height: pig�aa `magpie' versus ont�arga`lard'.13In words like bibj�endu and miludj�o, [+high] harmony is triggered by the glide ratherthan the apparent nucleus, which may disharmonically be a mid vowel. This could be easilyhandled if we assumed that these glide{vowel sequences are in fact light diphthongs and arerepresented as argued for previously, that is, the high \glide" portion is speci�ed on thenucleus' root node and the mid (or low) portion is speci�ed on a dependent release node. Inthis type of representation, it is the high vowel that lives on the nuclear tier and is availablefor harmony, while the non-high vowel is hidden downstairs and has no requirement to beharmonic. Obviously, a much more in-depth analysis would be required to determine if thiskind of light diphthong representation is consistent with other aspects of Pasiego phonologyand morphology.



4.4. PASIEGO 179work of McCarthy (1984) and Vago (1988).McCarthy argues that non-low vowels in Pasiego are underlyingly marked either as[+high] or [{high]. Low vowels are unspeci�ed for the feature [high] and are speci�callymarked as not belonging to the class of segments that can bear [high]. Thus the stemsof the verbs beber and sintir are underlyingly [{high] and [+high] respectively. Theunderlying values surface when the stressed vowel of the word is an a, which triggersno harmony:b e b �a m u s s i n t �a i sj j[{high] [+high](4.56)When the stems are followed by a non-low stressed vowel, however, these underlyingspeci�cations must be deleted and replaced by those of the stressed vowel, as in bibi:rand sentemus.b i b i i r s e n t e m u sj= n = j= j[{high] [+high] [+high] [{high](4.57)For McCarthy, height harmony is in fact a type of deletion rule:McCarthy's height harmony (mirror image)[high] ! ; % j[{str] [high]j[+str](4.58)Spreading from the stressed vowel then follows in a separate stage.Vago (1988) takes another approach, trying to reconcile the data of Pasiego withthe framework of Radical Underspeci�cation. Vago argues that while there is ampleevidence for raising mid vowels, there is no similarly strong evidence for lowering highvowels. From this, he proposes that only [+high] is active in the phonology of Pasiego,and that [{high] is �lled in as a default. As Vago points out, there is plenty of evidencefor \raising contexts". Verbs like beber that emerge with mid vowels ordinarily (whenthe stressed vowel is anything but a high vowel) emerge with high vowels with perfectregularity before a number of verbal su�xes: {��s `2pl present indicative', {�� `imperfect',{�� `perfect', {��s `2pl future', {�� `conditional', and also in past participles, e.g., bib��u,kum��u.In contrast, there is no similarly strong evidence for lowering high vowels beforestressed low-vowelled su�xes. For example, Vago presents the following paradigms forthe \underlyingly" high vowel verb sint��r:1414Some of these forms are reconstructed by Vago. sintir�emus, for example, is not attestedin Penny's descriptions, though sintir�e and other crucial forms like it are.



180 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATIONPresent Present Futureindicative subjunctives��ntu s��nta sintir�es��ntes s��ntas sintir�ass��nte s��nta sintir�asent�emus sint�amus sintir�emussint��:s sint�ais sintir��ss��nten s��ntan sintir�an
(4.59)
The crucial forms here are the 1pl present indicative and the 1sg and 1pl future. Whilesent�emus shows the lowering predicted by the feature-changing harmony rule, sintir�espectacularly and regularly fails to. Indeed, the 1pl present indicative of the small classof {ir verbs is the only place in the language where any such lowering occurs, and evenin this context it is highly variable. Some other {ir verbs fail to show this lowering,e.g., iskup�emus `we spit', others do so optionally, e.g., i�emus / e�emus `we say', andstill others show variation in the stressed vowel itself, e.g., sal�emus / sal��mus `we leave'.More examples of disharmonies of this type from the nominal derivation system can befound in McCarthy (1984:297{8). From these facts, Vago concludes that the sent�emusforms are aberrations and do not result from a regular height harmony rule.15The resulting pattern|where stressed high vowels in su�xes can raise mid vowelsin stems, but where stressed mid vowels in su�xes cannot lower high vowels in stems|is exactly what we would expect from a feature-adding harmony system where only[+high] was speci�ed and [{high] was the default. This is what Vago proposes. Hisharmony process is the result of the following cyclic spreading rule:Vago's H-spread (mirror image)[{stress]jo o Dorsal nodej+H(4.60)
For example, to derive the contrast between the in�nitive kox�er `to cook' and the 1sgconditional kuxir��a, Vago has the [+high] of the su�x spread onto the underlyinglyunspeci�ed vowel of the stem (and in�nitive su�x):15He writes: \There are thus reasons to consider the 1pl present indicative forms of {��rverbs not be representative of the regular patterns of height harmony. There might even be afunctional reason why the stem vowel is not the expected /��/: Penny (1969a:123) conjecturesthat since sint��mus is the 1pl perfect inection, mid vocalism in the 1pl indicative avoidshomonymy. In any event, the number of verbs that assimilate in height to {�emus is highlylimited: the great majority of verbs belong to the {�ar class (Penny 1969a), where the presentindicative forms have /�a/. In brief, the set of verbs in which lowering applies in the contextof {�emus can simply be memorized." (Vago 1988:353)



4.4. PASIEGO 181k u x i r i a[+stress]d d dorsal tier[+high]d(4.61)
To account for the neutrality and transparency of /a/ and /A/ to height-harmony,Vago assumes that /a/ is the completely underspeci�ed vowel of Pasiego, and that itlacks even a dorsal node in the feature hierarchy. Thus low vowels are invisible torule (4.60), which locally scans the dorsal tier looking for docking sites for the [high]feature, as in IskAlAmbr�UkU `dog-rose', below:I s k A l A m b r U k U[+stress]d dd [+high]

(4.62)
This account crucially requires extrinsic ordering of H-spread and the default rulesthat �ll in the features for a, and thus between H-spread and ATR-spread, at whichtime the dorsal nodes of low vowels must already be present.164.4.3 AnalysisMid and high vowels can be represented much as in Kalenjin, with the following dif-ferences: i) RTR is the marked secondary articulation and ATR is the default, andii) /e/ has two possible representations, both a plain root node and root node plusan \RTR" secondary articulation. The fullest representations of the vowel inventory,without regard to the default features we shall remove later, are:16Vago does not discuss the issue of the interaction between the cyclic application of hisspread rule and the assignment of stress in Spanish, which has been analyzed as cyclic in otherdialects of Spanish. It is not clear that the information about stress that is crucial to Vago'srule will be present at the early cyclic stages of derivation that the rule would have to applyat.



182 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATION/i/ /I/ /u/ /U/"a: Dors: Pald: 1 # 2666664a: Dors: Pald: 12: "a: Rads: Phad: R #3777775 "a: Dors: Veld: 1 # 2666664a: Dors: Veld: 12: "a: Rads: Phad: R #3777775/e/ /e/ /o/ /O/"a: Dors: Pald: 2 # 2666664a: Dors: Pald: 22: "a: Rads: Phad: A #3777775 "a: Dors: Veld: 2 # 2666664a: Dors: Veld: 22: "a: Rads: Phad: R #3777775
(4.63)

These are the maximal representations. Clearly not all parts will be speci�edby the parts of lexical constraints that are interested in segmental content. [a:Dor]speci�cations on the root node can safely be made the subject of either a default ruleor a redundancy rule, as can [a:Rad] and [s:Pha] speci�cations on secondary articulationnodes. For concreteness and the simpli�cation of other default rules, I shall assumethis is a default rule. Following the general pattern of other Spanish dialects, I shallassume Palatal is the default site, though nothing in the analysis depends on this:8v default(v a+Dor)(4.64) 8v default(v s+Pal)(4.65)As Vago's analysis suggests, we shall want to make [{high], that is [d:2], the defaultfor root nodes, so [d:1] is the only value that constraints need to specify.8v default(v d+2)(4.66)The [d:A] or [d:R] speci�cations on secondary nodes are predictable from the rootnodes: [d:A] in the case of /e/ (that is, if the root node is unspecified) and [d:R]otherwise:8v; sec v 2+sec ^ unspeci�ed (v) ! default(sec d+A)(4.67)



4.4. PASIEGO 1838v; sec v 2+sec ! default(sec d+R)(4.68)The ATR gestures that occur in the phonetic interpretation of non-low vowels withoutsecondary articulations are the result of an articulator-based default rule.17The two low vowels will be distinguished by the usual ��� contrast, representedmaximally as:18[�] = \lax" /A/ [�] = \tense" /a/26664a: Dors: Pha2: "a: Rads: Phad: A #37775 26664a: Dors: Pha2: "a: Rads: Phad: R #37775(4.69)
As with the mid and high vowels, /A/'s membership in the \lax" set will be markedby the simple presence of its secondary articulation node, and /a/'s membership in the\tense" set by the absence of a secondary node:\tense" /a/ \lax" /A/�s: Pha� �s: Pha2: [ ] �(4.70)/a/ will be phonetically realized as RTR by an articulator-based default rule. /A/'sATR will be �lled in by a node-based default rule:8v; sec v 2+sec ^ v s+Pha ! default(sec d+A)(4.71)Removing all the speci�cations that are result of default rules, we obtain the fol-lowing stripped-down PS representations of Pasiego vowels:17In fact, it will be crucial that degrees on secondary nodes are unspeci�ed in PSs and �lledin by default. Height harmony will require degree to be in the communal list. Tense harmonywill require secondary to be in the communal list. Under the recursive locality proposalof section 4.1, this would require all secondary articulation nodes to share any overt degreefeatures as well, which could result in clashes between the [d:A] of /e/ and the [d:R]s of therest of the lax set. This is solved by making secondary node degrees a matter for default rules,and marking the di�erence between lax and tense vowel sets simply by the presence or absenceof a secondary articulation node, as in (4.72.18Actually, the phonetic value of the \tense" set /a/ is rather more central than we wouldexpect from the representation of [ ]. Since the RTR gesture of /a/ in this analysis is the resultof an articulator-based default rule, we might expect somewhat more variation or deviationthan we would if were the result of a node-based default rule or a PS speci�cation.



184 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATION/i/ /I/ /u/ /U/�d: 1� �d: 12: [ ]� �s: Veld: 1 � "s: Veld: 12: [ ] #/e/ /e/ /o/ /O/[ ] �2: [ ]� �s: Vel� �s: Vel2: [ ] �/a/ /A/�s: Pha� �s: Pha2: [ ] �
(4.72)

Vago required the completely underspeci�ed segment to be /a/, a choice for whichthere is little theory-external evidence. With these segmental representations, Pasiegoagain resembles other dialects of Spanish in having /e/ as the completely underspeci�edvowel.Tense harmonyWith these representations, we can analyze tense harmony as the result of sharingsecondary articulation nodes, in the loose sense developed in section 4.1. That is, theexistence of a secondary articulation on one vowel requires the existence of a secondaryarticulation on all the others, and all of these secondary articulations will form a localdomain for the communal list they inherit from their parents. Since it is secondaryarticulation nodes that are shared, this communal list will include at least secondary.(As will be seen shortly, it will also include degree.)The sharing can be enforced by a constraint requiring any metrical line-0-governmentwithin a word to be a local domain creator for the communal list fdegree,secondaryg.19Pasiego tense harmony8g line-0-government (g) ^ within-word (g) !local-domain-creator (g; secondary)(4.73)The locality requirements implied by constraint (4.73) can be satis�ed either by aPS which has a secondary articulation node on every vowel, as in (4.74), or, vacuously,by a PS with no secondary articulation nodes at all, as in (4.75).19Again, we postpone to chapter 5 the question of how exactly to determine if the l0gis within a word|merely using a (so far) unde�ned predicate within-word to indicate therequirement. Again, it should be noted that this is an oversimpli�cation. The most likelydomain of vowel harmony in Pasiego is the clitic group (cf. Nespor and Vogel 1986) ratherthan the phonological word.



4.4. PASIEGO 185pA tIl0g:f2gsIm l0g:f2gd d d kUl0g:f2g d2 2 2 2(4.74)
pa til0g:f2gsim l0g:f2g kusl0g:f2g(4.75)A secondary articulation is introduced into a PS by the masculine singular countsu�x {U , which we may assume has the following as part of its lexical constraint:Part of lexical constraint for {U. . . 9vu; secu . . . vu s+V el ^ vu d+1 ^ vu 2+secu(4.76)If a word contains this su�x, this lexical constraint will require a secondary articulationnode, secu, on the �nal vowel, which in conjunction with the harmonic constraint(4.73) and the de�nition of locality will require all the other vowels in the word tohave secondary articulation nodes as well, resulting in an all-\lax"-vowel word, as in(4.77). Otherwise, no vowel will have a secondary articulation and the result will bean all-\tense"-vowel word, as in (4.78).kOmfesOn�ArjU `confessional'fe sOl0g:f2gkOml0g:f2gd d d nAl0g:f2g d rjUl0g:f2g dVel 2 2 2 2 2s Vels Phas Vels 1d(4.77)

komfeson�arjus `confessionals'fe sOl0g:f2gkOml0g:f2g nAl0g:f2g rjUl0g:f2gVels Vels Phas Vels 1d(4.78)
Height harmonyRecall Vago's proposed height harmony rule (ignoring its \mirror image" aspect), re-peated here for convenience:



186 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATIONVago's H-spread[{stress]jo o Dorsal nodej+H(4.79)
Embedded in the framework of autosegmental phonology, this rule is an instruction forthe grammar (or whatever) to go out and actively build some more structure (in thiscase, an association line) whenever it �nds a situation that looks like the structuraldescription. But it can also be interpreted in a more passive way that is more appropri-ate for a constraint-based framework. From this point of view, the rule simply requiresthat whenever you have two vowels that are adjacent at some level (for Vago, on thedorsal tier), and the �rst vowel is not stressed and the second vowel is [+high], then the�rst vowel must also be [+high] or the entire structure will not be a legal representationin Pasiego. We can translate this almost directly into our constraint-based framework,interpreting [+high] as [d:1] and [{stress], for the purposes of illustration, as not beinga line 2 head. Our framework does not have a dorsal tier available for determiningadjacency, so we shall have to make do with our faithful standby, line-0-government.Pasiego height harmony8v1; v2; g v1 g+v2 ^ line-0-government (g) ^ v2 d+1 ^ � line-2 (v1) !local-domain-creator (g; degree)(4.80)For any two vowel positions adjacent on line 0, if the �rst is not a main stress (i.e.,line-2) and the second has [d:1], then the line 0 government that joins them is alocal domain creator for degree. This has the e�ect of \spreading" [d:1] leftwards ontounstressed vowels.Consider the di�erence between 1pl present indicative kox�emus and 1sg conditionalkuxir��a `take'. We may assume that the stem `take' makes no demands on PSs in termsof vowel height. In the further absence of any demands imposed by a su�x, all vowelswill be interpreted with the default height, [d:2] or mid. When neither stem nor su�xrequires a [d:1], the result is kox�emus:kox�emus ko xe musl2 l0g:f2gl0g:f2gVels Vels 1d(4.81)



4.4. PASIEGO 187In kuxir��a, on the other hand, although the stem still makes no demands on vowelheight, the conditional su�x {�� requires presence of a [d:1] on its vowel. Because ofconstraint (4.80), the l0g arc joining {�� and the preceding vowel will be a local domaincreator for degree. So the preceding vowel will also have a [d:1], which will in turnrequire another local domain with the vowel to its left, and so on. The result is:kuxir��aku xi ri al0g:f2,dg l0g:f2,dg l0g:f2gVel Pha1d d l2(4.82)
Notice that the formulation of the harmonic constraint in (4.80) is permissiveenough to allow forms like sintir�e, where the mid vowel of the su�x does not cre-ate a local domain with the vowel to its left. The vowel to the left keeps the [d:1]required of it by the lexical constraint of the verb `feel', but the [d:1] does not spreadrightward to the future su�x {�e, which is realized as a mid vowel by default.20sintir�esin ti rel0g:f2,dg l0g:f2g1 l2(4.83)
Lastly, we need to consider the neutrality of low vowels. Vago tried to account forthis by having rule (4.60) scan for adjacency along the dorsal tier, and stipulating thatlow vowels have no dorsal node. Since the present framework has no independent tiersfor individual features or class nodes, we can only refer to adjacency along the nuclearspine or one of its subsets (a metrical line). The low vowels that do not block harmonyand appear not to participate in it certainly occur on the nuclear spine, and there is20More needs to be said about how lexical constraints for {ir verbs require [d:1] in allforms except the 1pl present indicative, how some of them fail to require it in the 1pl presentindicative (e.g., sent�emus), and how any degree features required by the stem are spread tothe in�nitive su�x. Though analyses are easily imaginable, deciding on the right ones wouldrequire a long discussion that would add little to the main points of this section.



188 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATIONoverwhelming evidence from the stress system that we cannot exclude low vowels fromany of the metrical lines just to make height harmony work out properly. Thus, thereis no way in the present framework for height harmony to skip over intervening lowvowels as if they were not there.Fortunately, there is no need to. Low vowels do in fact participate in Pasiego heightharmony. This statement might sound ridiculous at �rst, but it is so only if we assumethat what is spreading is the feature [+high], which manifestly does not dock onto lowvowels in any principled way. In the present analysis, however, what is being sharedamong vowels is not [+high], but [d:1]. [d:1] does not characterize vowel height per se,rather it characterizes the aperture between whatever articulator and site happen tobelong to the node it is on. For root nodes of low vowels, this is not the tongue bodyand the roof of the mouth, but the tongue body and the pharynx.I have not until now said much about the degree speci�cations of dorso-pharyngealgestures, because until now it did not seem like a very answerable question or one thathad any phonological relevance. Clearly the tongue body cannot perform a completeclosure [d:0] at the pharynx. This leaves the formal possibilities of [a:Dor, s:Pha, d:1]and [a:Dor, s:Pha, d:2] that are not ruled out physiologically. I know of no languagethat contrasts the two gestures phonemically.If we wish to take seriously the possibility that Pasiego low vowels do in factparticipate in degree-harmony, there are two possibilities for reconciling this with theobservation that degree never plays a distinctive role in dorso-pharyngeal gestures inother languages.1. It is always a formal possibility for languages to make distinctive use of the[d:1]/[d:2] distinction in dorso-pharyngeal gestures. But the physiological controlof such gestures is not precise enough for them to be reliably distinguished, andlanguages would generally �nd it pointless to avail themselves of the formalpossibility. In Pasiego, however, the cues for distinguishing [d:1] from [d:2] donot rely solely on the dorso-pharyngeal gesture, but are spread out over anentire harmonic domain that typically includes vowels where the contrast is easyto hear.2. It is not a formal possibility for languages to contrast two degrees of [a:Dor,s:Pha] gestures. Only one value is available. In Pasiego, and perhaps universally,this is [d:1]. A low vowel's root node may have an overt [d:1] spread onto it byheight harmony in \high-vowel" words, otherwise (in \mid-vowel" words) it willbe interpreted as [d:1] by default principles.Choosing between these two possibilities would require good instrumental phoneticdata from Pasiego speakers and a thorough analysis of the implications of each for therest of the language and the rest of the theory. In the absence of both, I shall restrictmyself to pointing out that both possibilities will result in exactly the same PSs andconclude that these PSs are plausible representations for the relevant Pasiego words,regardless of how we may eventually decide to handle their phonetic interpretation.



4.4. PASIEGO 189Compare legat�erna `lizard' and IskAlAmbr�UkU `dog-rose'. In legat�erna, the a inthe second syllable does not belong to a local domain for degree and has no degreefeature on its root node's dorso-pharyngeal gesture.legat�erna `lizard'le ga terl0g:f2g l0g:f2g l2 nal0g:f2gPha Pha
(4.84)
In IskAlAmbr�UkU , on the other hand, because the stressed vowel is high, that is [d:1],there must be a chain of local domains for degree to its left. The as that occur betweenthe stressed syllable and the �rst syllable do belong to these local domains and do bear[d:1] features on their root nodes. (The secondary articulations from tense harmonyare irrelevant for the present point).IskAlAmbr�UkU `dog-rose'kA lAm brUl0g:f2,dg l0g:f2,dg l2 kUl0g:f2gPhaIs l0g:f2,dgPha 1& d d dd Vel
(4.85)
4.4.4 Summary: Harmonic neutrality and transparencyA position may easily be neutral to harmony and opaque to that harmony, that is,block any further spreading of the harmonic feature. In the Pasiego height harmonyconstraint in (4.80), for instance, stressed vowels were opaque to height harmony.A [d:1] could not spread from a vowel leftwards onto a stressed vowel because thisenvironment does not meet the criteria for setting up a local domain. Neutrality withopacity is straightforward.More interesting is neutrality with transparency. That is, a vowel seems not toparticipate in the harmony, yet does not block the spread of the harmonic feature. Thistype of phenomenon poses a challenge for the present framework, since the transparentposition must clearly belong to a local domain for the harmonic feature, yet shows noneof the e�ects of belonging to the local domain. We have seen three di�erent ways how



190 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATIONthis e�ect can arise, one involving root nodes only, one secondary articulations only,and one the interaction between the two. All involve a situation where the phonology-phonetics interface gives two di�erent structures the same phonetic interpretation, orat least apparently the same interpretation.1) The type of transparency involving only secondary articulations is illustratedby the transparency of Pasiego /e/ to tense harmony. In these cases, the communallist includes secondary. What is phonologically relevant is not the content of the sec-ondary articulations, but merely their presence or absence. The apparent transparencyarises because the phonology-phonetics interface can �ll in a completely underspeci�edsecondary articulation in such a way that the result is indistinguishable from a segmentthat had no secondary articulation in the �rst place. In Pasiego, the apparent neu-trality results from two di�erent structures receiving the same phonetic interpretation:an unspeci�ed bare root node [ ], and an unspeci�ed root node plus an unspeci�edsecondary articulation [ 2:[ ]]. A language may use this mechanism to get transparencyfor at most one feature. If, for example, a language phonologically marked both ATRand roundness on secondary articulations, a completely unspeci�ed secondary nodecould be realized as only one of these and only that feature could show this type oftransparency.2) A similar type of transparency involves both the root node and a secondaryarticulation, and is illustrated by the neutrality of Hungarian front vowels. In thistype, the local domain does not involve the sharing of a secondary articulation butof one of the root node's gestural features (in Hungarian, site). The transparencyresults from the same kind of phonetic double-interpretation as in the last type. InHungarian, two di�erent structures can receive the same phonetic interpretation: aroot node speci�ed for site [s:Pal], and an unspeci�ed root node with a secondaryarticulation speci�ed for site [2:[s:Pal]].3) The third type of transparency involves only root nodes. It is illustrated bythe neutrality of Pasiego low vowels to height harmony. Here, we are not dealingwith the same interpretation for a bare root node and a root node plus secondaryarticulation, but with the same interpretation for two di�erent root nodes. In Pasiego,these root nodes are [a:Dor, s:Pha] and [a:Dor, s:Pha, d:1]. Especially if we assumean anti-ternarity principle of the kind discussed in section 3.5.6, we should expect thiskind of transparency to be extremely limited. Of the segmental gestures dealt with inthis dissertation, only the dorso-pharyngeal gestures of low vowels have the necessaryproperties. (It may also turn out to be a possibility for other gesture-types that havenot been dealt with in depth, e.g., nasality, laryngeal gestures.)4.5 ReduplicationWhat all analyses of reduplication have in common, whether they are framed inrepresentation-based or rule-based morphological or phonological models, is the op-eration of copying. In earlier rule-based generative phonology, this copying was done



4.5. REDUPLICATION 191piece by piece, as in the following Aspects-style Tagalog rule proposed by Carrier(1979), where an extra index in the structural change portion indicates a piece of thestructural description to be copied:# C (C) V X1 2 3 4 5 ! 1 2 4 2 3 4 5(4.86)A later rule-based account of reduplication, Steriade (1988), performs a single copyoperation on the entire word once at the beginning of the series of processes thatconstitute a reduplication. Steriade argues that this operation copies everything in theword, including its prosodic structure. After this, a battery of adjustment rules apply(deletions, insertions, etc.) in order to make the duplicate conform to a number ofprosodic conditions that together act as a template for the reduplication.A representation-based model of reduplication, along the lines of Marantz (1982),assigned most of the distinctive properties of a particular reduplication to a piece ofrepresentation, an underspeci�ed template. For Marantz (1982), this template was asequence of CV skeletal slots. For later researchers, like McCarthy and Prince (1986),this template consisted of prosodic constituents. No matter how much work could beassigned to these templates and to preferably universal association conventions, therewas still the inescapable need for a special operation to copy the segmental melodybefore it could be reassociated to the template.In more recent hybrid models, like Spring (1990a) or McCarthy and Prince (1990b),copying is again a basic operation irreducible to other principles of grammar. Indeed,Spring (1990a) argues that templates and restrictions on prosodic bases are indepen-dent mechanisms of grammar that can be found in other morphological phenomena,just as they can optionally be found in reduplication. The only de�ning characteristicof reduplication, Spring argues, is this copy operation.The problem with all these approaches is the obligatory copy operation, which islike nothing else in phonology. It is an extra mechanism that has had to be addedto phonological theory for the sole purpose of dealing with reduplication. Yet thebehaviour of reduplication is not quite as unique as we might expect it to be if it had itsvery own grammatical mechanism. There are several cases that could be analyzed usingeither the special copy operation of reduplication or using the more mundane operationsof autosegmental spreading. The possibility of doing reduplication by autosegmentalspreading is by no means limited to copying a single C or V. With the device ofseparate C and V planes that McCarthy (1989a) argues can exist even within a singlemorpheme, even phenomena that seem uncontroversially to be reduplications, like theCVV reduplication of Tagalog (e.g., mag{linis ! mag{lii{linis), can be accomplishedby autosegmental spreading without crossing association lines. Any decision betweenthe two analyses would be essentially arbitrary. This should cause us to questionwhether spreading and reduplication are really entirely independent operations afterall.



192 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATIONThe model of reduplication proposed in this section treats reduplication and vowelharmony as manifestations of exactly the same grammatical principles, albeit on aslightly di�erent scale. Just as vowel harmonies were analyzed using local-domain-creating government arcs with communal lists that contained government types likesite, degree, and secondary, reduplications involve communal lists that includeinter-segmental government types, like onset-licence or moraic-trochee.This section is not intended to be a complete treatment of reduplication. It willalmost certainly turn out that the principles discussed here will not be su�cient tohandle all cases of reduplication in the world's languages. The theory of locality mayeven require some quite radical revisions. The purpose of this section is simply todemonstrate the prima facie plausibility of the claim that a fully developed constraint-based model will be able to deal with reduplication at least as e�ectively as a rule- orrepresentation-based model, if not more so.Section 4.5.1 illustrates the basic application of the principles of generalized localityto reduplication involving prosodically simple duplicates (e.g., single CVs or moraictrochees). Section 4.5.2 demonstrates how the more string-like reduplications that failto respect the prosodic structure of the original can be handled. Section 4.5.3 dealswith the distinction between bases and templates that has been made within ProsodicMorphology and shows how the same e�ects are achieved in the present framework.Section 4.5.4 discusses a type of reduplication that it would appear constraint-basedmodels are actually better at than either rule- or representation-based models|caseswhere changes that are made to the reduplicant seem to be \copied back" to theoriginal. Finally, section 4.5.5 deals with an interesting answer suggested by the modeldeveloped here to the question of why reduplication should care about prosody in the�rst place.For consistency, I shall refer throughout to the two parts of a reduplicated structureas the original and the reduplicant.4.5.1 The basic mechanismWe have already seen in section 4.1 the basics of the analysis of reduplication in termsof recursively de�ned locality.A simple CV reduplication that does not involve complex onsets can be han-dled in the same way as a complete vowel harmony, except with the addition of theonset-licence government type to the communal list of the local-domain-creating arc.For example, consider the following CV reduplication from Paamese, an Oceaniclanguage of Vanuatu (Crowley 1982):sitali si{sitali `emerge'mesai me{mesai `sick'kaa ka{kaa `y'suai su{suai `disappear'(4.87)



4.5. REDUPLICATION 193This is the result of a pre�x that is joined to the beginning of the base with anuclear-licence arc that is a local domain creator for onset-licence as well as forthe gestural features relevant in Paamese. The communal list for the local domain cre-ated is fsite, degree, secondary, onset-licenceg. The morpheme for the pre�ximposes no other phonological conditions on it. Looking only at the local-domain-creating arc joining the pre�x and base, the situation is:v v v va iclctc Pal 1s n nn:fs,d,2,og(4.88)
Of course, this is not a legal PS of any language. Two positions joined by a local domaincreator must share any atomic children they have and pass on the property of localityto any non-atomic children they have. In order to satisfy the locality constraints, thePS for si{sitali would have to look like:v1 v2 v3 v4a ic4lc3tc2 1s n nn:fs,d,2,ogPal 1c1 = �s:Antd:1 �(4.89)
v1 and v2 are in a local domain for the communal list fs,d,2,og. Thus they share anyatomic children they have. For the sake of illustration I assume that i is fully speci�edas [s:Pal, d:1], so both these speci�cations are shared in (4.89). Neither nucleus hasa secondary articulation, so they vacuously satisfy the locality requirements resultingfrom the presence of secondary in the communal list. They do have onsets, however. Inorder to satisfy locality requirements, the onsets c1 and c2 must inherit the communallist fs,d,2,og from their parents, and must in turn share any atomic children theyhave, i.e., [s:Ant] and [d:1]. (They have no non-atomic children|and indeed could notpossibly have onsets of their own|so the locality requirements for those members ofthe communal list are satis�ed vacuously.)Reduplication of larger prosodic constituents works the same way, with the additionof prosodic government types to the communal list. Consider the following moraictrochee (CVCV) reduplication, also from Paamese:



194 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATIONhiteali hite{hiteali `laugh'hotiini hoti{hotiini `�nd'hulai hula{hulai `spray'saani saa{saani `give'(4.90)Here, the pre�x is attached to the base with a line-1 government (l1g) that is alocal domain creator for sites, degrees, secondary articulations, and onsets (as we justsaw for simple CV reduplication), and the moraic trochee government type as well.Again, the pre�x's morpheme imposes no further phonological requirements on it. Thebasic situation is: v v v vi e a iccc c;h t lv l1g:fs,d,2,o,�tg �t n(4.91)
Again, in order for this to be a legal PS, a number of other nodes, arcs, and localdomains must also be present. The PS that satis�es all the locality requirementswould look like the following. (In order to avoid an illegible tangle of crossing lines,feature speci�cations or abbreviations thereof have been drawn under each node. Itshould be understood that the constraints require these to be identical for each pairof nodes in a local domain.) The four local domains involved are indicated by dashedlines: v3v2 v5 v6i e a icc2c1 c;h t lv1 l1g:fs,d,2,o,�tg�t nv4i ec4c3h t�tn(4.92)

Just as in the CV case, v1 and v3 are in a local domain for the communal listfs,d,2,o,�tg, as are c1 and c3, having inherited locality from their parents. But thecommunal list now also includes �t, which means that any children v1 and v3 havevia moraic trochee arcs must also inherit their locality properties. So v2 and v4 also



4.5. REDUPLICATION 195form a local domain for the communal list fs,d,2,o,�tg, which they in turn pass onto their onset children, c2 and c4.Notice that in order to move from CV reduplication to CVCV reduplication, we onlyhad to add one statement|local-domain-creator(g; �t){to the morphemic constraintof the pre�x. There was no need for an entirely new type of copy operation to be addedto the theory of grammar. So far, reduplication is just like vowel harmony, only moreso.4.5.2 \String" reduplicationMany reduplications where the reduplicant has the form of a moraic trochee cannotbe obtained by putting the moraic trochee government type into the communal list ofthe local domain creator. These are cases where it really does appear that the melodyof the original has been copied and then reassociated to a template without regard forprosody. For example, Agta marks plurality with a CVC reduplicative pre�x, and thesecond C will be �lled in the reduplicant regardless of its prosodic status in the original(data from Marantz 1982, 439):bari `body' bar{bari{k kid{in `my whole body'mag{saddu `leak (verb)' mag{sadsaddu `leak in many places'na{wakay `lost' na{wakwakay `many things lost'takki `leg' taktakki `legs'(4.93)Marantz (1982) analyzes these by copying the entire melody of the original and asso-ciating it left to right to the template CVC:C V C C V C V Cj j j j j j j jw a k a y + w a k a y(4.94)Marantz uses cases like this as evidence that reduplication does not always copy aprosodic constituent. Simply reduplicating the �rst moraic trochee of saddu and takkiwill give the correct reduplicants: sad and tak. But this will not work for bari andwakay. If these words were reduplicated with �t in the communal list, as in (4.92),the results would be the incorrect bari{bari and waka{wakay .Fortunately, there is a way to access c2 in a c1:v1:c2:v2 structure without havingto refer to its nucleus, v2. In all such structures, v1 governs c2 through the composedgovernment relation n�o:v1c1 v2c2no n�o o(4.95)



196 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATIONWe have already seen this composed government relation at work, although in mostdiagrams so far it has been suppressed for readability. For example, in Hua, vowelfeatures spread via this relation to a following onset that would otherwise be empty,as in /hu+e/ ! [hu	e]. Since this government relation behaves like other governmentrelations in its ability to be a local domain creator, it is worth exploring the idea thatit can also behave like other government relations in being able to belong to communallists.This turns out to be just what we need to account for cases like Agta. We canpropose that the reduplicant pre�x and the original base are linked by a l1g that isa local domain creator for gestural features, for onset-licences, and for the composedrelation n�o. That is, the communal list is fs,d,2,o,n�og. Notice that �t is not amember of the communal list. These requirements will give rise to a structure like:wak{wakay v3v;2 v;5a c2c1 c;w kv1 l1g:fs,d,2,o,n�og�t nv4a ac4c3w k�tn y
(4.96)

As usual, v1 and v3 form a local domain for the communal list, as do their onset-licensed children, c1 and c3. Because n�o is in the communal list, the children of v1and v3 via this government type, that is, c2 and c4, must also form a local domainand inherit the communal list from their parents. Thus, c2 and c4 share the gesturalfeatures for the segment k. Note that v2 and v4 do not form a local domain. They arenot dependent on v1 and v3 through any of the government types in the communal list,so it is impossible for them to form a local domain. In the absence of any segmentalrequirement on v2 imposed by locality or a morpheme, v2 is null.4.5.3 Bases and templatesRecent Prosodic Morphology analyses of reduplication (e.g., McCarthy and Prince1990b, Spring 1990a) make a clear distinction between what we can call prosodicbases and prosodic templates. The template tells us about the prosodic propertiesof the reduplicant, but this does not exhaust the information we need to know in orderto predict the �nal reduplicated form. There can also be prosodic conditions on theportion of the original that is visible to the copying operation in the �rst place, thatis, conditions on the base.Consider the following examples of Tagalog RA reduplication (Carrier-Duncan1984):



4.5. REDUPLICATION 197nag+liinis nag+lii+liinisgupit+in guu+gupit+innag+hintay nag+hii+hintay(4.97)For Marantz, the template would be CVV, which would explain why the vowelof the reduplicant is lengthened if it is not already long in the original. The theoryof Prosodic Morphology, however, does not allow templates to refer to the syllabicityof segments. The Prosodic Morphology template for Tagalog RA reduplication wouldhave to be a simple bimoraic syllable, ���. The problem is that there is no way orrestricting the second mora of this template to vowels. For hintay, we should expecthin{hintay to be possible.The most straightforward solution within Prosodic Morphology is to restrict theportion of the original that is visible to the copy operation. For Tagalog RA, only alight syllable is visible.21 The n of hintay doesn't associate to the second mora of thetemplate because it was never copied in the �rst place.�� �h i n �� �t a y�� �h i
 	6 �6
(4.98)

This distinction between template and base can be carried over into the modelbeing developed here. The base, that is, the part of the original that is visible for\copying", is determined by the contents of the communal list of the local domaincreator. If there is no �t in the communal list, no trochaic dependents of the originalwill be available to form local domains. In e�ect, trochaic dependents will not be\copied". In addition, prosodic conditions may be imposed on the reduplicant a�xthat are unrelated to how much of the original is available for copying. These extraprosodic conditions on the a�x have the e�ect of a template.As in the case of Tagalog RA reduplication, the template may require the redu-plicant to be prosodically larger than the part of the original that is visible to thereduplicant via the communal list. Tagalog requires the RA pre�x to be a moraictrochee, yet it does not include the �t government in the communal list of the l1g arcthat links the reduplicant and the original, meaning that the reduplicant cannot copyan entire moraic trochee from the original. The basic situation of the a�xation is:21In more hardcore Prosodic Morphology terminology, a light syllable is parsed out of theoriginal by a prosodic circumscription operation and mapped onto the heavy syllable template.



198 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATIONv v; v v;i a ccc ch n yv l1g:fs,d,2,og �t ntv�t(4.99)
In order to make this PS legal, several other things must be present. c1 and c3 mustbe in a local domain. v2 must be present because of the prosodic template imposed onthe pre�x, but because �t is not in the communal list, it cannot form a local domainwith v4. Yet somehow it must be �lled. The only possibility being lengthening of theprevious vowel: v3 v;4 v5 v;6i a c6c4c3 c5h n yv1 l1g:fs,d,2,og �t ntv2�tic1h n(4.100)
4.5.4 \Copy-back" reduplicationThe foregoing discussion has, I hope, made a convincing case that a framework relyingonly on the passive satisfaction of constraints (not necessarily this one) will be ableto deal with reduplication. In this section, I would like to discuss a phenomenonthat strongly suggests that a constraint-based model would not only be equal to, butactually better than, a rule- or a representation-based account. For want of a betterterm, I shall call this phenomenon \copy-back" reduplication.22The phenomenon in question is well-illustrated by the classic example from Bloom-�eld (1933) involving the interaction of reduplication and nasal assimilation in Tagalog.The pre�x pawill merge a �nal nasal with an initial stop of the following stem: atip `roo�ng'pa8{atip `that used for roo�ng; shingle'puqtul `a cut'pa{muqtul `that used for cutting'(4.101)22Wilbur (1973) and others following her have used the term \rule overapplication".



4.5. REDUPLICATION 199When pre�xed to a reduplicated stem, however, this nasalization a�ects both thereduplicant and the original:*pa{mu{puqtulpa{mu{muqtul `a cutting in quantity'(4.102)Other examples include (data from Mester 1986):pulah pa{mu{mulah `turning red'taqkot pa{na{naqkot `frightening'kabila8an pa{8a{8abila8an `needing'(4.103)The problem is this. If pais added before reduplication, nasal assimilation will correctly apply to the stem, but then reduplication would then somehow have to reachinside the pre�x{stem complex and copy only the stem, whose exact identity has be-come somewhat problematic. On the other hand, if reduplication applies before pa{ pre�xation, then reduplication can be de�ned straightforwardly, but the result afterpre�xation and nasal assimilation would be pa{mu{putul. In order to derive the correct pa{mu{mutul, the change that was made to the reduplicant would somehow have to be copied back to the original. (Hence the term \copy-back" reduplicationfor these cases.) Theories of reduplication have so far lacked any principled way ofperforming such a copy-back operation, so analyses of these cases have tended to con-centrate on the �rst alternative, somehow giving reduplication a way of reaching insidethe pre�xed form.Another example of what copy-back reduplication looks like may be found inPaamese, a language we have already seen in section 4.5.1. Consider the following:muni munu{munu `drink'luhi luhu{luhu `plant'uhi uhu{uhu `blow'(4.104)Crowley (1982: 48) tries to account for this with a rule i! u / u C , that will \back�nal i to u in disyllables when the preceding syllable has the vowel u and the form isreduplicated."23 Interestingly, there is another general i{backing process in Paamesethat applies obligatorily when i precedes u across a morpheme boundary.24 It wouldmake sense if the backing that occurs in reduplications were a related process. But ifthis were the case, it would raise serious problems for both rule- and representation-based approaches. Simply applying the backing rule should result in munu{muni,luhu{luhi, and uhu{uhi. But the actually existing forms have the �nal i of the originalbacked as well. This poses an ordering paradox: the backing in the original could not23I know of no mechanism in generative grammar that would be able to restrict the appli-cation of this rule as written only to forms that are reduplications.24In the general process, the two vowels cannot be separated by a consonant.



200 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATIONhave taken place before reduplication, because the environment for the backing rule isnot yet met, and it could not have taken place after reduplication, because no knownmechanism of reduplication has a way for changes made to the reduplicant to be copiedback to the original.Much of the problem posed by the ordering paradox is simply an artefact of assum-ing that ordering exists in the �rst place. But a signi�cant part of the problem is theresult of the mechanism that existing accounts of reduplication use to explain the sim-ilarity of the reduplicant to the original, namely the copy operation. The dependenceis these accounts is strictly one-way: the form of the reduplicant depends on the formof the original because it was a copy of the original at some stage of the derivation.There is no way for the form of the original to depend on the form of the reduplicant,even though the most natural analyses of cases like Paamese and Tagalog is to say thatchanges that are made to the reduplicant are \copied back" to the original.In a constraint-based approach of the type proposed here, the dependence betweenreduplicant and original is two-way. The reduplicant must be like the original in theproperties implied by the communal list, but equally the original must be like thereduplicant. If the reduplicant has some additional requirements imposed on it, say asthe result of a �rst person pre�x, then there are only two alternatives: i) the e�ectsof the extra requirements must be invisible to the original because of the make-up ofthe communal list, or ii) the e�ects of the extra requirements must be shared by theoriginal.Consider the PS for the Kihehe copy-back reduplication kw{��ita{kw{i��ta `to poura bit', where the pre�x ku{, because it has merged with the initial syllable of thereduplicant, is copied back to the original.25 Just the reduplication, without thepre�x ku{, would involve the PS: vo1 vo2 vo3i aco1 co3vr1 l2g:fs,d,2,o,f,...g �t ntvr2 vr3i acr1 cr3�t nt n(4.105)
Because onset-licences are crucially part of the communal list, cr1 and co1 must neces-sarily form a local domain. The pre�x imposes an extra condition on cr1, namely thatit have the gestural speci�cations for a k(w). Because the two onsets are in a localdomain, co1 must also have the gestural speci�cations for a kw, resulting in the PS:25Compare what happens with a consonant initial stem: k�u{haata{ha�ata `to start ferment-ing'.



4.5. REDUPLICATION 201vo1 vo2 vo3i aco1 co3vr1 l2g:fs,d,2,o,f,...g �t ntvr2 vr3i acr1 cr3�t nt nk rw k rw
(4.106)

Although no entirely satisfactory analysis for cases like this have been o�ered withinrule-based or representation-based approaches to reduplication, it is not inconceivablethat some extra devices could be added to the models in order to mechanically generatethe correct forms. But it would remain the case that such cases are serious problemsfor the underlying assumption that the similarity of original and reduplicant is a one-way relation brought about by a copy operation that was introduced into the theory ofgrammar speci�cally to deal with reduplication. On the other hand, a constraint-basedmodel where the dependence is two-way not only handles the data easily and naturally,but is the only model that would lead one to predict that cases like Paamese, Tagalog,and Kihehe should exist.4.5.5 Why does reduplication care about prosody?Since the work of Shaw (1985), the crucially prosodic nature of reduplication has beenrecognized, but there has not been a great deal of progress in explaining it. It is entirelyconceivable that languages would have been put together in such a way so that theycould have built reduplicative templates out of prosodically arbitrary sequences of CVs,similar to the ones initially proposed by Marantz (1982).26 Neither rule-based norrepresentation-based approaches have o�ered a convincing explanation for the intimaterelation between prosody and reduplication.In a rule-based framework, the relation is especially mysterious. In an model likethat of Steriade (1988), the prosodic properties of reduplication are essentially theresult of rule conspiracies. The battery of clean-up rules that applies to reduce thecomplete copy of the original into its �nal form in e�ect conspires to produce a �nal26The usual meta-theoretical objection to arbitrary CV templates, namely that they involvethe ability of phonology to \count to three", does not hold as much water as it may �rst appear.Under most theories, the lexicon is full of prosodically arbitrary strings of segments, whichinspire no great fear of the number three. Under at least some of these theories, it is possiblefor arbitrarily many of these segment positions to be underspeci�ed for their melodic content.If \content" morphemes can look like this, there is little a priori reason why reduplicativemorphemes should not be able to as well, even in a theory that dislikes counting to three.



202 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATIONform that has certain prosodic properties. Since rule conspiracies were �rst discussedby Kisseberth (1970), rule-based frameworks have not been able to account convinc-ingly for their nature and behaviour. Steriade (1988) comes a step closer to dealingwith the problem, by having her characterization of a reduplication process explicitlystate what the prosodic goal of the rule conspiracy is, but the ine�able link between thegoal and the conspiracy remains unexplained and, so far, unenforceable. I see no waya rule-based framework could prohibit a rule battery that did not engage in a prosodi-cally guided conspiracy, but instead performed a number of unrelated and prosodicallyarbitrary operations on the reduplicant: say, deleting the �rst onset, lengthening the�rst nucleus, substituting oi for the �nal nucleus, simplifying the �nal onset to a singleconsonant, and deleting everything in between. In rule-based approaches, the prosodicnature of reduplication remains a stipulation.Representation-based accounts fare better, but still cannot fully explain the rela-tionship. McCarthy and Prince (1986: 6), for example, make the claim:The fact that the templates are bounded by a language's prosody followsfrom their being literally built from that prosody.(4.107)This goes part of the way, but in and of itself it cannot account entirely for the be-haviour of reduplication. Speci�cally, it would still allow reduplicants to indulge inunprosodic behaviour in their parts that were not subject to templatic conditions.We have a good example of what languages should be able to look like if McCarthyand Prince's claim in (4.107) were the full story about the relation between prosodyand reduplication. Yawelmani templatic morphology has been convincingly argued byArchangeli (1991) to involve templates that are literally constructed from prosody, asrequired by (4.107). In Yawelmani, a prosodic template, say a moraic trochee, can beimposed on a root consisting of the segments cupn and the su�x hin, resulting in the�rst part of the word having the form coo. After this, according to Archangeli, therest of the word is syllabi�ed according to the general syllabi�cation principles of thelanguage (complete with such processes as epenthesis), giving coopunhun.27If the prosodicness of reduplication really did follow entirely from the fact thattemplates are constructed out of prosodic constituents, as McCarthy and Prince claim,then why do we not �nd reduplications that behave similarly to Yawelmani templaticmorphology? If a reduplicative template consisted of an iamb, we might expect it to bepossible for the copied melody of the reduplicant to associate to this iamb right-to-leftand then have the rest of the reduplicant to the left get syllabi�ed according to thegeneral principles of the language. This does not happen. If a reduplicative template27The lowering of u to o in the moraic trochee is a regular process of Yawelmani, as is theharmonic behaviour of the su�x vowel and the epenthetic vowel between p and n.In chapter 6, we shall see a similar situation in Moroccan Arabic, where derivational mor-phemes impose prosodic conditions on the �rst part of the word and leave the rest of the wordto fend for itself, with the distribution of null and constriction nuclei being determined bythe general principles of the language.



4.5. REDUPLICATION 203consists of an iamb, then the only parts of the copy that survive are those that �t intothe iamb. The other segments of the melody, it is usually assumed, are deleted by theprocess of stray erasure. While bringing in some vague notion of \recoverability" maymake it easier to see why stray erasure is tolerated in reduplication (but not templaticmorphology), it does nothing to explain why it is required . Clearly there is more tothe question than can be explained by McCarthy and Prince's claim.The model of reduplication developed in this section suggests an intriguing pos-sibility for an explanation, which in fact follows as a sort of theorem from what wehave already discussed. The reason why reduplication seems so strongly connected toprosody is that putting prosodic government types in the communal list is the onlymechanism available for copying more of the original than a simple CV or CVC.A simple CV reduplication can be accomplished by a communal list that includesnothing more than gestural governments and the onset-licence government. As wesaw with Agta, also including the composed government n�o in the communal listwill also give us the e�ect of a CVC reduplication that does not respect the prosodicconstituency of the original. These cases have seemed to support the relation betweenreduplication and prosody for, although they need not involve anything speci�callyprosodic in the current framework, they could possibly be analyzed using prosodictemplates like �, �c, or ���. In order to copy any portion of the original larger this,though, the participation of prosodic government types is absolutely essential.Consider the possibilities that are open for a framework like the present one for ac-complishing a moraic trochaic reduplication, such as hite{hiteali diagrammed in (4.92).Somehow the second nuclei of the reduplicant and the original (the two es) need toform a local domain with each other. Because there is no local-domain-creating gov-ernment arc linking them directly, they must inherit their locality from their parents.In order to inherit locality, they must be connected to their parents by a governmenttype that appears in the communal list. Now the only classes of government types thatcould possibly relate two nuclei (and hence could be used to bequeath locality fromone to another) are: i) nuclear-licence or n, ii) metrical line governments, e.g., l0g,l1g, and iii) prosodic government types (e.g., �t, �t, i). The �rst two of these couldnot possibly be used in a communal list without resulting in incoherent structures.Let us consider what would happen if the nuclear-licence government type everappeared in a communal list of a reduplication. The general structure that would beintended for such a reduplication would be something like the following:
vr1 vr2 vr3 vr4 vr5n n n n vo1 vo2 vo3 vo4 vo5n n n nnl2g:f...n...g(4.108)

The reduplicant's vr1 and the original's vo1 would be connected by some level of met-



204 CHAPTER 4. LOCALITY: HARMONIES AND REDUPLICATIONrical government arc, say a l2g, that was a local domain creator. By general principlesof phonology and morphology demanding an unbroken nuclear spine, the end of thereduplicant, vr5, and the beginning of the original, vo1, would also have to be connectedby a nuclear-licence. This will turn out to be important.At �rst glance, this might appear to be a perfectly reasonable structure. It certainlygives us the right local domains for the nuclei we are interested in. Since n is in thecommunal list, vr2 and vo2 form a local domain, inheriting locality from their parents.Likewise vr3 and vo3 form a local domain, as do vr4 and vo4 and vr5 and vo5. Thisis all very well so far, but now we run into an unintended consequence of includingthe nuclear-licence type in the communal list. vr5 and vo5 are in a local domain for acommunal list that includes n, hence if one of them has a child via a nuclear-licence, theother must as well, and these two children must in turn form a local domain. vr5 doesin fact have a child through a nuclear-licence, that is, vo1. There is no way for vr5 tosatisfy the requirement that it too have a nuclear-licensed child. It cannot double backin the PS, dominating vo1 through a nuclear-licence, without violating a number ofindependent constraints on the well-formedness of PSs. Even if vo5 did have a nuclearchild of its own, this child would now be in a local domain with vo1, would in turn haveto have an nuclear child, and the problem would be passed on in in�nite regression.No �nite PS could possibly satisfy the locality requirements imposed by including anuclear-licence in the communal list. Similar arguments apply to the metrical lines,l0g, l1g, etc.The only option that remains for a language that wants to reduplicate more thana CV, CVV or CVC is to include prosodic government types in the communal list.Any reduplication of this scale will involve a prosodic government, and all the prosodicconstraints that that involvement implies. This is one of the main reasons why redu-plication seems inextricably connected to prosody.



Chapter 5Constraint-based morphology5.1 Preliminaries5.1.1 Sign structureRecall from section 3.1 the tripartite structure it was assumed that signs possess. Asign (a linguistic object at some level) contains phonological, syntactic, and semanticinformation:
t t t��������+ ?QQQQQQQQssemanticsphonology syntax(5.1)

The phonology branch has a structure like:
205
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word native v v v vc c c c

t��������+ ������	 ���������
AAAAAAAAAAAAUtop bottom

(5.2)

Each of these three branches has well-formedness conditions of its own (e.g., syllablestructure constraints in phonology, binding principles in syntax). As well, there areconstraints on well-formed combinations of branches. Many of these constraints dealwith things that have often been lumped under the rubric \morphology".In section 3.1.1 we considered the possibility that a complete picture of linguisticstructure would require more branches than these three, for example a branch forpragmatic information or one for morphological information. While admitting thegeneral possibility that a separate morphological representation (such as that proposedfor Autolexical Syntax in Sadock 1990) may turn out to be necessary, in this chapterI would like to explore how much we can do with only these three branches. That is, Ishall try to see how much morphology can be done without a separate morphological\component" or \module" of grammar.It should be noted that this is not as radical claim as it might �rst appear, oras radical as claims made by some other researchers. Lieber (1992), for example,argues that all word formation can be done by devices already available in the syntaxof sentences, and speci�cally that there should be no grammatical principle that canrefer exclusively to things lower than the X0, or zero-bar, level of a syntactic tree. Thisis not the claim that is being made here. It will be quite possible for constraints torefer (even exclusively) to syntactic elements under the zero-bar level just as it wouldbe possible to refer to maximal projections or the X2 level.The hypothesis being explored here is that there is no need for an independent levelof representation devoted entirely to morphological information and to which purelymorphological constraints apply. As a corollary (of this hypothesis and of the entireconstraint-based enterprise), we will be working with the assumption that there is nohermetically sealed portion of the linguistic system, either in virtual space or in virtualtime, that deals only with morphology. This disagrees with many recent pictures of



5.1. PRELIMINARIES 207the lexicon.The preceding chapters have given us a reasonable idea of the sort of things thatserve as phonological representations. Since morphology is all about the mappingbetween syntax, semantics, and phonology, we should have some idea of syntactic andsemantic representations look like. Unfortunately, I have nothing to say about thenature of semantic representations. This makes it all the more necessary to at leastsketch some of my assumptions about the nature of syntactic representation.The terminal nodes of syntaxNeither syntacticians nor phonologists have always been completely explicit about theentities that are assumed to live on the leaves of syntactic trees. Possibly much ofthe haziness can be traced back to the tree formalism's early history in (automata-oriented) formal language theory, where the terminal nodes were logically de�ned tobe symbols drawn from a �nite alphabet. The abbreviatory devices that have madechanges in linguistic theory more palatable to consumers have looked similar enoughto these early tree diagrams that the issue of terminal nodes was seldom seen as aproblem.In early transformational grammar, terminal nodes tended to be \morphemes", insomewhat the conception inherited from the Item-and-Arrangement stream of Amer-ican structuralism. In an Aspects framework, words could be split up and spread outover several levels of syntactic structure, as in the following diagram of a Hua sentencetaken from Haiman (1980):

I' ra'his mother fridie {re{perf {ga{mediali {na{anticjNPi V TS AP NP(5.3)



208 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYFollowing the lexicalist hypothesis advocated in Chomsky (1970), the overt materialliving on terminal nodes (as opposed to traces and so on) was usually seen somewhathazily as \words". While entire theories of morphology and the lexicon were devisedto build morphological words, presumably for eventual insertion as terminal nodesin a syntactic tree, it was not always clear exactly what these morphological wordswere or how they could be distinguished from other suspiciously word-like things, suchas clitic groups and phrasal idioms. Even in current GB analyses, the fact that onemorphological formative (say a tense marker) usually seems to occur in more or lessthe same phonological word as some other morphological formative (say a verb stem)is taken as incontrovertible evidence that some sort of movement (like Head Raising)has occurred in order to put the two morphological formatives on the same terminalnode. The tree diagram of the Hua sentence would now have to be redrawn as:

I' ra' taNPi V
NP

VP TTP ta + tb Cta + tb + tcCP Nfria+reb+gac+na
(5.4)

This assumption|let us for convenience call it the \one word, one node" assumption|is somewhat stronger than any version of the Lexicalist Hypothesis, and seldom is itclearly articulated as an assumption. Most uni�cation-based approaches to syntaxhave taken the \one word, one node" assumption to extremes, many of them denyingthe possibility of any empty categories. In GPSG, for example, if a sentence has three\words", that sentence's syntactic tree has exactly three terminal nodes.A simple equation of terminal nodes with X0s is not likely to �nd many friendsamong people who are interested in the internal syntax of words. Generative morphol-ogists have found much of interest going on beneath the X0 level and have taken todrawing trees with even lower bar levels, like X�1 and X�2:
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re legal izeA0 V�2V�1V0(5.5)

This raises a whole new set of questions about the nature of terminal nodes. What is it,for example, that is attached to the X�2? Unfortunately, most generative phonologistshave simply assumed without comment that these terminal nodes consist of phonolog-ical representations of one sort or another. This has led to some curious diagrams, likethe following from Lieber (1992:185).
p a m u tul m u u t u l� �� �c WdminF

A V
� � Fi� Fj �

N AN

(5.6)

The line joining the (morpho)syntactic node V to what we can only presume is supposedto be its daughter mysteriously terminates somewhere in the empty space between twosyllables. Clearly Lieber wants to get across the idea that there are simultaneousmorphological and prosodic parsings of the same phonological string. Unfortunatelythis idea lost its coherence when all the strings in phonology became extinct and were



210 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYsucceeded by large, intricate autosegmental diagrams. We might rescue the idea bysaying that the morphological tree is parsing only a central string-like piece of thephonological representation, such as the skeletal tier. V would now not have a singleterminal node, but would be an n-ary branching structure dominating all the relevantskeletal slots:
p a m u tul m u u t u l� �� �c WdminF

A VA
(5.7)

This was essentially the choice taken by many researchers in the early 1980s (e.g., Stem-berger 1981, and Odden and Odden 1985), who treated morpheme nodes essentially asautosegments.But what then are we to do with templatic morphology systems? Lieber givesthe following diagram of an intermediate stage in the derivation of Arabic katab, mor-phologically relevant features notated in matrices but, tellingly, no morphosyntactictree: k t b� VPerfAct�[C V C V C]a h+Perf+Acti(5.8)
There is no way that morphosyntactic nodes like V�2 could hook up to the appropriateskeletal slots, since only one of the three relevant morphemes here contains any skeletalslots at all.11In fact, there are many appealing aspects to Lieber's idea of morphology and prosodyproviding parallel bracketings of the same string. I shall return to the idea of parallel bracketingin section 5.4 and propose a way of getting the e�ects of parallel bracketing that I hope avoidsthe di�culties faced by Lieber's version. The nuclear spine of morphologically complex PSswill stand in for the \string" that is to be parsed.



5.1. PRELIMINARIES 211The problem here lies in trying to forcibly integrate into a syntactic representa-tion information that is not syntactic but phonological. Syntax and phonology aretwo di�erent domains of linguistic structure, and their representations should not begrafted together lightly. We have a clearer idea now of what we cannot take to besyntactic terminal nodes|morphological words vaguely de�ned, pieces of phonologicalrepresentation|but we are not much further towards deciding what they should be.Assumptions about syntactic representationThe kinds of work that a syntactic representation does in a linguistic structure concernthings like: head-argument relations, co-indexing, hierarchical relations, scope rela-tions. We will run into fewer problems if we make our syntactic structures as pure andabstract a representation of these properties as possible.To do this we will clearly need various syntactic features; possibilities include [�N],[�V], [�anaphoric], [�pronominal], [singular], [neuter], [2nd person], [perfective]|though the exact inventory, language-speci�cally or universally, is irrelevant for presentpurposes. These features can serve as terminals in syntactic structures the same waythat phonological atoms like Pal, Rad, and 1 serve as terminal nodes in PSs.We will also need argument structures (however they are to be represented) whichmay be fully or partially discharged at various levels of the tree.2 These argumentstructures form most of the syntactic content of members of lexical categories.3It has become a common practice in recent GB analyses to posit all sorts ofnon-overt abstract operators (e.g., focus, generic, wh) that live in various func-tional positions like COMP or Determiner. All functional elements in a syntacticrepresentation can be treated this way. The di�erence between a preposition andan abstract preposition-like operator assigning case can lie in the syntax-semantics-phonology mapping|the preposition overtly requires a certain stretch of the relatedPS to be such-and-such a way, the abstract operator behaves like a zero-morpheme (asde�ned below)|not necessarily in the nature of their terminal nodes.A complete theory would need some method of representing coindexation, though2See Pollard and Sag (1987, forthcoming) for speci�cs on how argument structures arerepresented and manipulated in HPSG using the same fundamental formalism as the one usedhere.3I leave it as an open question whether or not members of lexical categories in syntacticrepresentation need some kind of unique identi�er (say, the integer 2092 for eat). It is entirelypossible that the V node for eat consists entirely of its categorial features [+V,{N] and itsargument structure, and that it is the semantic branch of the sign (in conjunction with thesyntax branch) that determines the phonological form /iit/. If this turns out to be the case,it is a natural way of expressing the intuition that large parts of syntax can be done withoutany reference at all to the precise identity of the lexical items involved. In frameworks thatdepend on virtual-time derivations, this intuition is often captured using very late (possiblypost-syntactic) lexical insertion (cf. Anderson 1992).



212 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYexactly what method is chosen will be irrelevant to the main points of this discussion.4The formalism developed so far suggests di�erent possibilities for structure-sharing. Itmay even be possible to come up with a generalized representation for structure-sharingthat uni�es bounding principles in syntax and the adjacency required for local domainsin phonology. I leave open the question of whether syntactic chains (cf. Chomsky1992) will need some sort of independent representation beyond structure sharing inthe overall syntactic tree. It should be pointed out that the formalism is rich enoughto support several di�erent types of coindexation, such as the often-used distinctionbetween subscripting and superscripting.In our discussion of phonology, in order to represent asymmetric relations betweena head and a dependent we had to choose between using a constituent-based approach(where X governs Y through the mediation of a higher node �X) or a dependency-basedapproach (where X directly dominates Y). For phonology, we chose a dependency-based approach. For syntax, I will tentatively assume a constituency-based approach.Most of the reason for this choice is simply the familiarity of the notation. Wherea dependency-based approach in phonology resulted in diagrams that more closelyresembled those that phonologists have been used to working with,5 most work informal syntax has relied almost exclusively on constituency-based notations. It mayor may not be possible to recast syntax into a dependency-based approach and such amove may or may not result in better (or worse) theoretical or empirical coverage, butthese questions are beyond the scope of this work. The focus of the present discussionis morphology, seen as the general principles of relating syntactic and phonologicalstructures, and for these purposes any plausible syntactic representation will su�ce.In syntax there is often a need for a head and its projections to have identicalspeci�cations for a certain class of features. This is something that comes for free in adependency-based approach (the head and its projection are exactly the same object| of course they have the same features); in a constituent-based approach, some extrawork is required. This extra work is done in generative morphology by some version of\percolation" (e.g., Selkirk 1982, Lieber 1989) and in GPSG and HPSG by the HeadFeature Convention. I will not deal with the mechanisms here, except to point out thatit is a simple matter to implement percolation or the Head Feature Convention in amanner analogous to local domain creation in phonology. The relations between a headand its projections are local domain creators for head features, and will be required toshare those by a principle analogous to the one in phonology. For example, if a headis feminine and singular, and gender and number are head features, we can say thatgender and number are in the \communal list" of the head-projection relation, so thehead's projections will also have those features:4Again see Pollard and Sag (1987, forthcoming) for the formal representation of coindexa-tion in HPSG.5Even in areas like syllable and foot structure where constituency-based notations havebeen common, there have still been strong dependency-based competitors and the resultingdiagrams are not too alien.



5.1. PRELIMINARIES 213X1�gend: femnum: sg �fgend,numgYP X0�gend: femnum: sg �(5.9)Certain non-head daughters might also be required to be in a local domain with thehead's projection for some features. This would be the basic mechanism for head-dependent agreement.Selectional restrictions of members of lexical and functional categories can be en-coded directly as constraints on the properties of these elements' sisters in the syntactictree.In summary, I shall be assuming a syntactic representation that consists solely ofsyntactic objects and contains no pieces of phonological representations, which are keptstrictly segregated in the PSs. The kinds of syntactic objects that live in syntactic treesare syntactic features, abstract operators (possibly indistinguishable from features),argument structures, and possibly indices. A typical structure for a case-marked nounphrase might be the following (where in order to simplify the diagram and avoid atangle of crossing lines, many features are represented as labels on the node ratherthan dependents):
N[case:dat, num:sg]NP[case:dat, num:sg]D[num:sg] DP[case:dat, num:sg]KP[case:dat, num:sg]K[case:dat](5.10)

Node labels like D and DP can be seen as abbreviating feature complexes like [cat:Det,bar:0] and [cat:Det, bar:2]. In principle, this structure is independent of the lexicalitems that the syntax organizes. That is, this same structure could be associated insigns with a number of di�erent semantic structures and phonological structures.



214 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYNotational devicesIt will be convenient in what follows to be able to refer to the PS associated with asyntactic node by a sign, if any such PS exists, without having to refer explicitly tothe intervening structure that joins them. To do this easily, I introduce the descriptionlanguage function Ph(X) whose value is the phonology node associated with the syn-tactic node X in a sign if such a phonology node exists, and otherwise has no value,or rather has as its value the null object ?. I further introduce the functions Pht(X)and Phb(X) whose values are the top and bottom dependents respectively of Ph(X).Consider the following sign structure:
v54 v55 v56 v57@@@@@R������� P23top bottom x23 y�x�����+ QQQQQssignphonology syntax(5.11)

Here, the value of Ph(x23) is p23. Pht(x23) has the value v54, and Phb(x23) the valuev57. Assuming that there is no sign with y as the tail of its syntax node, then thevalue of Ph(y) is the null object ?. The diagram in (5.11) also illustrates the fact thatthe syntactic node pointed to by a sign can, and usually is, part of a larger syntactictree.The identity of Ph(X) can be constrained within the description language by:68x syntax-node (x) ! (8s s syntax+ x ! (8p sphon+ p ! Ph(x) = p)) ^(5.12) (� 9s s syntax+ x ! Ph(x) =?)I shall occasionally speak loosely of the \top" or \bottom" of a syntactic node.This should be understood to mean the top or bottom of the PS that is associatedwith that syntactic node in a sign, i.e., Pht(X) or Phb(X).We sometimes need to express the fact that a certain n arc is \within" a certainPS, that is, it is part of the stretch of the nuclear spine that lies between the top andthe bottom of the PS. We shall use the predicate within to do this.6This de�nition presupposes that any syntactic node can be the tail of only one syntaxarc. Further, we should stipulate that the null object ? participates in no graph structure; forexample, the term arc(?; site; Pal) will always receive a false truth value.
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v v v v@@@@@R������� P23top bottomg1 g2 g3 within(g1; P23)within(g2; P23)within(g3; P23)(5.13)

The de�nition of within is straightforward:78g; Ph within(g; Ph) $ 9x; y; t; barc(x; g; y) ^ Ph top+ t ^ Phbottom+ b ^dominates(t; x) ^ dominates(y; b)(5.14)With this, we can now de�ne the within-word predicate that was used in the analysesof vowel harmony in chapter 4. within-word(g) is true if and only if g is within somephonology node that has the prosodic level of \word" (see section 5.4):8g within-word (g) $ 9Ph within(g; Ph) ^ Ph level+ word(5.15)5.2 General properties of concatenationLet us �rst consider the general case of what linguistic structures look like when twomorphemes are concatenated. We shall assume that the two syntactic nodes involvedin a concatenation are in a sister relationship under a mother node that is a projectionof one of the two (the head):Xn+1/nXn Y(5.16)The phonological e�ects of concatenation generally look like the following, whereeach of two adjacent stretches of a PS satis�es the phonological conditions imposedwith respect to one of the syntactic nodes:7Assuming a recursive version of dominates: dominates(x; y) $ x = y _ 9z (x +z ^ dominates(z; y)).



216 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYv v v v vv
 �� � � �� � X Y�X
 	� �66 66(5.17)
The simplest and most direct way of dealing with the mutual dependence of thesemantic, syntactic, and phonological information involved in satisfying a single mor-pheme is to assume that these three types of information form the branches of a sign.Recall that signs can point to pieces of larger phonological and syntactic structures, sewe can have a large number of signs all pointing to the same three structures (phono-logical, syntactic, and semantic), relating them piece to piece. For the head of (5.16),I propose a sign S1 of which X is the syntax branch and the left part of the PS is thephonology branch. This is only one of the signs that will be relating the two structures.

v v v v@@@@@R������� Phtop bottom x y�x�����+ QQQQQssignphonology syntax(5.18)
Similarly, the Y node in the syntactic tree and the right part the PS are associatedin a sign, S2. In addition, we will need a sign that encodes the relation between theentire syntactic construction and the entire phonological construction. In (5.19), S0forms the sign of which the mother node X is the syntax branch and the entire PS isthe phonology branch:
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v v v v x y�x�����+ QQQQQsS0phonology syntax

v v
ZZZZZZZZ~����������) Ph0(5.19)

Putting all these sign relations together, we have the following:

v v v v
x y�x

v vPh1 Ph2
Ph0 XXXXXXXz���������=

XXXXXXXXz����������� S1 S2��������� HHHHHHHHjS0(5.20)

This is a rather complicated diagram, so this type of structure will usually be simpli�edin what follows by suppressing the tree structure of the signs and indicating that asyntactic node and a (sub-)PS are associated in a sign using the Ph(X) notation.
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v v v v

x y�x
v vPh(X) Ph(Y)

Ph(�X)(5.21)
Proposing this kind of treatment of concatenation raises two important questions:what is the relationship between the sub-PSs corresponding to the two syntactic sisters,and what is the relationship between these sub-PSs and the PS corresponding to themother? I shall take up these questions in turn.5.2.1 Sister alignmentFirst we should examine how the sub-PSs of the two \daughter" signs are arrangedwith respect to each other. In (5.21), the bottom of the �rst PS immediately dominatesthe top of the second PS via a nuclear-licence arc. This organization works perfectlywhen the �rst \morpheme" ends in a vowel and the second begins with a consonant.The relevant term in the concatenation constraint for the two sisters would look likePhb(x) n+Pht(y).In other circumstances, it is more appropriate for the bottom arc of the �rst PSand the top arc of the second to terminate at the same nucleus:

v v vv �����) JJĴ JJĴ��/�������+ AAAAAAAUPh(X) Ph(Y)Ph(�X) X Y�X
c c cc

(5.22)



5.2. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF CONCATENATION 219A situation where the �rst \morpheme" is consonant-�nal and the second one vowel-initial would be captured by this structure. It can also be appropriate for situationswhere a vowel-�nal and a vowel-initial \morpheme" come together and one of the vowelsis \lost" or there is a coalescence. The relevant term in the concatenation constraintwould look like Phb(x) = Pht(y).In general, however, it is not always guaranteed that the edge-most overt segmentof your sister is going to be either a consonant or a vowel. While we want the abilityto require either that Phb(x) = Pht(y) or that Phb(x) n+Pht(y), we shall also wantto be able to write more general constraints that will be satis�ed by either situation.To describe this kind of situation, we shall use a new three-place predicate analogousto arc, namely r-arc(x; g; y), where x and y are nodes and g is a government arc. Weshall abbreviate r-arc(x; g; y) as x S+r y, where g is of sort S. This predicate behavesjust like arc except that it is also reexive. x S+r y is true either if x S+y is true (ifthere is an arc of sort S between x and y) or if x and y are the same node:8x; y; S x S+r y $ x S+y _ x = y(5.23)So, if we are given two syntactic sisters, x and y, whose phonological correlates arein a pure concatenative relation with x's to the left of y's, there are the following threepossibilities for their alignment with respect to each other:a) Phb(x) = Pht(y)b) Phb(x) n+Pht(y)c) Phb(x) n+rPht(y)(5.24)Below, we shall formulate the Sister Alignment Principle, which will require for anytwo syntactic sisters that both have phonological correlates (as opposed to being zero-morphemes), that the top or bottom of the �rst stand in a n+r relation with the top orbottom of the second. This is the most permissive situation. Individual morphemesmay be more restrictive, requiring a particular pair of sisters to use either the n+optionor the = option.8In order to fully specify the concatenative behaviour of a morpheme, we also needto say which sister it is whose associated PS will be on the left and which will be on theright. In other words, we need to say whether the construction will be head-initial or8In the absence of a more restrictive morphemic requirement, a PS with either Phb(x) =Pht(y) or Phb(x) n+ Pht(y) will satisfy the n+r condition imposed by the Sister AlignmentPrinciple. Of course, one of the two versions may not be able to satisfy other constraintsimposed on the forms. In a case where both versions can satisfy the Sister Alignment Principleand other constraints, the general preference principles of the non-monotonic component ofthe grammar will choose the smaller PS (the one where x = y) over the larger.



220 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYhead-�nal. The di�erence lies in whether the two phonological positions being alignedare the bottom of the head and the top of the complement (head-initial) or the bottomof the complement and the top of the head (head-�nal).For example, consider a language where tense is marked by a su�x on the verbstem and assume that tense is the syntactic head in a construction under the zero-barlevel:
v v vv �����) JJĴPh(V0) V0 T�1T0

c c cc ?Ph(T�1)
usn(5.25)

The lexical constraint for a future su�x (say, {su) might look like:Hypothetical future su�x {su8x semantics(x) � \future" ! 9y; c1; v1x cat+tense ^ xbar+�1 ^ x tense+ future ^ major categorycomplement(x; y) ^ y cat+verb ^ selectional restrictionsPht(x) = Phb(x) = v1 ^ c1 �v1 ^ phonology of /su/c1�s ^ v1�u ^Phb(y) n+Pht(x) concatenation: head-�nal
(5.26)

For any syntactic node whose semantic correlate is \future", this morpheme constrainsthe syntactic category of the node, the category of its syntactic sister (a selectionalrestriction), what the phonology branch will look like, and how the phonology branchof the sign and that of its syntactic sister will align (in this case, head-�nally, that isPhb(y) n+Pht(x)).While it is possible for each morpheme to impose its own requirement for direction-ality, it is not necessary. It is also possible for more general constraints to determinehead-directionality across wide swaths of the morphology. For example, we might wanta more general constraint in some language that says that all case markers are su�xes:8x; y xcat+case ^ complement(x; y) ! Phb(y) n+rPht(x)(5.27)or that all verbal operators are su�xes:



5.2. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF CONCATENATION 2218x; y complement(x; y) ^ y cat++V ! Phb(y) n+rPht(x)(5.28)Finally it should be noted that the examples we have been looking at so far are theideal of perfect concatenation. In accounting for these, we have been constraining thelocation of the top of one sister with respect to the bottom of the other. There is noreason that this should be the only way to do alignment. Formally, there is nothing tostop a language from trying to align, for example, the top of one sister with the top ofthe other. And indeed templatic morphologies provide perfect examples of this.Consider briey the Classical Arabic kutib, the passive �rst binyan form of theroot KTB `write'. As usually analyzed since McCarthy (1979), the morpheme forthe verb root contributes the sequence of consonants KTB and the passive morphemecontributes the sequence of vowels UI. (I leave aside the role of the CV or prosodictemplate itself here.) In this case, it is the tops of the two morphemes that are alignedwith each other in order to produce the \concatenation":
vc vc vc

Ph(X�1)Ph(v0)Ph(X0) X�1 V0X0(5.29)

The lexical constraint of the passive might look something like:Classical Arabic passive morpheme (tentative)8x semantics(x) � \passive" ! 9y; v2x+passive ^ categorycomplement(x; y) ^ y cat+verb ^ selectional restrictionsPht(x)�u ^ v2� i ^ Pht(x) l1g+v2 phonology of U-APht(x) n+Pht(y) align the sisters' tops
(5.30)

All of the above considerations lead us to believe that the most general formulationof the Sister Alignment Principle requires only that the top or bottom of one sister



222 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYstand in a n+r relation with the top or bottom of its sister. Taking into account thepossibility that one of the sisters may act like a zero-morpheme, making sister alignmentirrelevant, we can formulate the Sister Alignment Principle as:Sister Alignment Principle8x; y sister(x; y) ^ Ph(x) 6=? ^ Ph(y) 6=?! 9vx; vy(x = Pht(x) _ x = Phb(x)) ^ (vy = Pht(y) _ vy = Phb(y)) ^vx n+r vy _ vy n+r vx(5.31)
5.2.2 The Mother's Border PrincipleWe have now developed a way of making sure that the two PSs corresponding tosyntactic sisters are aligned correctly with respect to each other, as in the followingdiagram:v v v v x y�xv vPh(X) Ph(Y)(5.32)

We still have to deal with the PS corresponding to the mother node. We wantthe phonology branch of the mother node to encompass all the material of the PSsassociated with its daughters, but no more, as in (5.21), repeated here:
v v v v

x y�x
v vPh(X) Ph(Y)

Ph(�X)(5.33)
Speci�cally we don't want a situation like:
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v v v v x y�x

v vPh(X) Ph(Y)Ph(�X)
v v

(5.34)
Ideally, we would like the PS of the mother to be completely predictable from thePSs of the daughters, at least as far as the boundaries (top and bottom) are concerned.The most obvious way of doing this is to constrain the mother's top to coincide withthe top of one if its daughters and the mother's bottom to coincide with the bottomof its other daughter. To do this we can use the following constraint:The Mother's Border Principle8m;h; c mhead+ h ^ m comp+ c !(Pht(m) = Pht(h) _ Pht(m) = Pht(c)) ^(Phb(m) = Phb(h) _ Phb(m) = Phb(c))(5.35)Note that the constraint as formulated does not do exactly what was promised.That is, it does not require that the mother take its top and bottom from di�erentdaughters|it is quite possible for the mother to use the same daughter for determiningits top and bottom. This would allow structures like:

v v v v x y�x
v vPh(X) Ph(Y)Ph(�X)(5.36)

There is stray phonological material here that belongs to one of the daughters but notto its mother.We could outlaw the situation in (5.36) by making the Mother's Border Principlemore complex so as to require the non-equality of the daughter that supplies the top



224 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYand the daughter that supplies the bottom. But this may not be the best approach,especially if we want the Mother's Border Principle to apply to non-concatenativemorphology as well. For the structure of Classical Arabic kutib in (5.29), a strongerand more complex Mother's Border Principle could still be satis�ed, since the mother'stop can be supplied by the passive morpheme head and the bottom by the verb rootcomplement, even if the top of the passive morpheme happens to coincide with the topof the verb root. What would not be possible would be a situation where one daughterwas entirely contained within the other daughter with no borders coinciding:
v v v v x y�x

v vPh(X)Ph(Y)Ph(�X)(5.37)
This might be the situation in other non-concatenative morphology and for somein�xes.9 If structures like (5.37) are in fact needed for some morphologies, we wouldnot want the Mother's Border Principle to rule them out.10In order to rule out situations like (5.36), we can instead use a more intuitivelydirect constraint that requires anything that is in a daughter's PS also to be in itsmother's PS. For \anything", we can substitute nuclear-licence arcs without loss ofgenerality:No Orphan Principle:8m; d; g mother(m;d) ^ nuclear-licence(g) ^ within(g; Ph(d)) !within(g; Ph(m))(5.38)We can now rule out the situation where we have orphaned phonological material:9Such in�xes are again made possible by the general typology of sister alignment discussedin section 5.2.1. If a pure concatenation allows any one of =, n+, or n+r between the two edgesand templatic morphology allows the two edges to be of the same type (e.g., both tops), wemight expect a combination of the two possibilities, for example, having two tops connectedby n+ : Pht(x) n+Pht(y).10We shall see another example in section 5.3.2, where the simplest analysis of zero mor-phemes will require the more permissive Mother's Border Principle in (5.35).
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v v v v vv g1 g2 g3 g4 g5Ph(d2) Ph(d)Ph(m) d d2m(5.39)

This structure would be ruled out because g5, which is within the PS of the syntacticdaughter d (i.e., it lies on the nuclear spine between Pht(d) and Phb(d)), is not alsowithin the PS of the mother.5.3 Special cases of \concatenation"We look now at some types of morphology that have proved troublesome for otherframeworks and show how they �t more or less naturally into the theory of sisteralignment developed in the previous section. In section 5.3.1, portmanteau morphs andother forms of suppletion are discussed. In section 5.3.2, I look at zero morphemes.Finally, I consider the question of circum�xes, which are the hardest phenomenon tointegrate into the current framework. I shall �rst discuss what changes would have tobe made to the concatenation principles proposed in the last section in order to accountfor circum�xes, and shall then discuss whether we really need circum�xes after all|that is, does the one-to-many mapping relation hold between syntax and phonology(as is usually assumed) or between semantics and syntax?5.3.1 Suppletion and portmanteau morphsWe have seen that the general principles of morpheme combination do not require strictlinear ordering between the PSs of the two morphemes. Templatic morphologies o�erexamples where the phonologies of two morphemes can be more or less coextensive.Suppletive forms are perhaps the most extreme example.It is reasonable to assume that the English verb stem go will have a constraintsaying that its phonology is usually /gow/, except in the past tense, where it is /w�nt/.Likewise, the past tense morpheme will usually require a coronal stop at the end ofthe word, except for when combined with certain verb stems|when combined withthe stem go, the phonology of the past tense is /w�nt/. The overall structure for thissituation might be:
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vc v_c v_c

Ph(T�1) Ph(v0)Ph(T0)
T�1[tense: past] v0[tense: past]T0[tense: past]

w � n t

(5.40)

The PSs of the two syntactic sisters are coextensive, and the mother is coextensivewith both of them.This might not always be the best way to handle suppletion. For example, it mightbe argued that the English irregular past tense would be better handled by having asuppletive allomorph of the verb stem when the verb stands in syntactic constructionwith a past tense marker, but that the past tense marker has no phonological reex atall (that is, it is would be a zero morpheme in the sense described in section 5.3.2).11Some cases, though, will probably have a considerably simpler analysis if a structurelike (5.40) is posited, especially those involving sequences of a�xes (e.g., person andnumber markers that are often separate but sometimes merged).5.3.2 Zero morphemesZero morphemes have long been a source of contention among phonologists and mor-phologists, and there is little consensus on how they should be handled, or even if theyexist. I shall argue that many of the problems with zero morphemes stem not from thenature of zero morphemes, but from faulty assumptions about the nature of phonology,morphology, and syntax.Recall the quotation from Hoeksema (1985:18) in chapter 3:11This argument depends on the prevalent assumption that the best grammar is the onethat takes the least ink to write. The grammar that spells out the irregular phonology ofonly the verb stem while taking the su�x to be a zero morpheme could admit exactly thesame set of linguistic structures as the grammar that spells out the irregular phonology forboth sisters, i.e., uses the portmanteau analysis of (5.40). If we accept the assumption thatgrammars should be minimally redundant, then we should clearly prefer the zero morphemeanalysis.



5.3. SPECIAL CASES OF \CONCATENATION" 227For example, the postulation of zero morphemes makes necessary certainarbitrary decisions about e.g. their position in the word: are they pre�xes,or su�xes, or perhaps even in�xes? Such questions are impossible toanswer.In the present framework, it does not make sense to ask if any, let alone a zero mor-pheme, is a pre�x or a su�x, even a morpheme whose phonological behaviour is purelyconcatenative. Such questions arise from the confusion discussed in section 5.1.1,namely that the terminal nodes of morphosyntactic structure are made up of phono-logical stu�, or put more bluntly, that morphemes are phonological stu�. The resulthas been an assumption that every terminal node in a morphosyntactic tree|everytense marker, every person or number marker|by the very fact of being a terminalnode must consist of some piece of phonological stu�, even if that piece is \zero".In the present framework, a morpheme is not a piece of phonological representation,nor is it a rule that inserts such a piece at the appropriate point in time. A morpheme issimply a constraint on the relationship between a syntactic structure and a phonologicalstructure, two structures that are otherwise independent of each other. Although it isperhaps the usual situation for a terminal node in a syntactic tree to have a constraintrequiring there to be a corresponding swath of phonology (that is, requiring there tobe a sign with that node as the syntax branch and a phonology branch that meetscertain criteria), this is not necessary. There may be more than one constraint makingdemands on that node, there may be none at all. It is perfectly possible for there tobe a syntactic terminal node which is not the syntax branch of a sign and which hasno corresponding PS. This is what is commonly referred to as a \zero morpheme". Ishall continue to use this term, although it is not entirely accurate within the presentframework: a morpheme is a constraint on the phonology-syntax relationship; a \zeromorpheme" is the absence of any such relationship at all.The overall structure caused by a syntactic node with no phonological correlate (azero morpheme) is the following:
v v v v x y�xPh(Y)Ph(�X)(5.41)

This might, for instance, illustrate the situation in most of the non-past tense of theEnglish verbal paradigm. Note that the head of the syntactic construction is simplya syntactic node, it does not serve as the syntax branch of any sign. Consequently,



228 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYthe only two signs involved are those for the complement and those for the mothernode. By the Mother's Border Principle, the phonological tops and bottoms of thesetwo signs coincide.We should take some time to verify that this situation does indeed satisfy thealignment constraints discussed in the last section. First of all, there are no sisteralignment constraints to satisfy, as there are no constraints at all imposed on the sign-and PS-associations of the syntactic head. The No Orphan Principle is satis�ed for thesyntactic complement (every n arc in the complement's PS is also in the mother's PS)and is also satis�ed vacuously for the head. The Mother's Border Principle of (5.35)is clearly satis�ed: the top of the mother coincides with the top of one of its children(Pht(c)) and the bottom of the mother corresponds to the bottom of one of its children(Phb(c))|the same child supplying both top and bottom.125.3.3 In�xesI mentioned briey in section 5.2.2 the interaction of the Mother's Border Principlewith in�xes. In this section, we take a closer look at what in�xes in general look likewith respect to their \concatenation". We shall look at two types of in�xation: 1)where the in�x splits the initial onset and nucleus of the stem, and 2) where the in�xoccurs after the initial mora. The examples given will be those discussed by Anderson(1992:206{10).The �rst type of in�xation is easy to deal with in terms of the alignment principlesdiscussed so far. This is the type familiar from Tagalog ({um{ + bili ! bumili) orChamorro:tristi `sad'trumisti `becomes sad'trinisti `sadness'(5.42)Like the passive morpheme of Classical Arabic, these in�xes are simply cases where thePS of the two syntactic sisters are aligned by their tops (rather than by the bottom ofone and the top of the other, as in standard concatenation):12Indeed, this is the only possible assignment of top and bottom for the mother in a binary-branching syntactic tree with one of the children being a zero morpheme. Trying to access thephonological top or bottom of a zero-morpheme syntactic node will result in the null object?. Since the null object is not equal even to itself, Pht(m) = Pht(h) cannot be true. Thusthe only way for (Pht(m) = Pht(h) _ Pht(m) = Pht(c)) to be true is for Pht(m) = Pht(c))to be true. Similarly, Phb(m) = Phb(c) will have to be true. Hence the structure in (5.41)is the only way to assign the top and the bottom of the mother node without violating theMother's Border Principle.
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vc vc v_ct u m si vct idr

Ph(X�1)Ph(V0)Ph(X0) X�1 V0X0(5.43)

The lexical constraints of the verb stems in these languages will have to be slightlymore complicated. The Chamorro lexical constraint for `sad' cannot require that the�rst onset tr be a dependent of the \�rst" nucleus i . While this would work for thesimple form tristi , it would be violated by the in�xed forms (where the nucleus licensingtr and the nucleus speci�ed for i are not the same). Rather, the lexical constraint willhave to use two di�erent existentially quanti�ed variables for the nucleus licensing trand the nucleus speci�ed for i , in a manner reminiscent of our treatment of tone inchapter 3. These two variables may often end up referring to the same nucleus, butthey need not. Despite the more marked fashion of constraining the gestural contentof the verb stems, the alignment of the stem and the in�x is straightforward.In the second kind of in�xation, the in�x does not split the �rst consonant and the�rst vowel, rather it occurs after the �rst nuclear position (or mora). In Dakota, forexample, the �rst person in�x (/wa/, /ma/) occurs after the �rst vowel but before anycoda consonant that a traditional framework would analyze as belonging to the samesyllable: �cawapca `I stab', ?imaktomi `I am Iktomi'. This type of in�xation is notquite as straightforward, but it is still easily handled within the system of alignmentdeveloped in section 5.2. Indeed, the system predicts that cases like this should exist.We have seen that the edges of two syntactic sisters can be aligned according to oneof the three relations: =, n+, or n+r . We have also seen that the two edges that enterinto the = relation may be either the top of one sister and the bottom of the other, orboth tops, or both bottoms. Putting these possibilities together, we should expect to�nd situations where two tops or two bottoms are related by a relation other than =.The second type of in�xation is an example of this:
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vc vc v_cc' a w pa vcc a

Ph(V0)Ph(Agr0) Agr�1[pers: 1sg] V0Agr0
��/Ph(Agr�1) \wa" \c'apca"

(5.44)

In Dakota, the top of the �rst person morpheme (wa or ma) is aligned with the top ofthe stem (e.g., �capca), and the two are required to stand in the n+ relation. In (5.44),it is the case that Pht(�capca) n+Pht(wa).135.3.4 Circum�xesCircum�xes involve a one-to-two mapping between branches of a linguistic sign. Inthis section, we will look at two possible assumptions about which two branches thisone-to-two mapping occurs between. First, we shall explore the possibility that itoccurs in the syntax-to-phonology mapping, that is, that one node in a syntactic treecorresponds to two di�erent pieces of a PSs. This assumption will prove problematicfor the set of hypotheses that we have been developing in this chapter. We shall lookat the kinds of changes that would have to be made in order to accommodate the one-syntax-to-two-phonology analysis of circum�xation, and we shall do so at some lengthbecause the discussion o�ers an excellent illustration of how restrictive our current setof hypotheses is. After this, we shall look briey a second possibility, namely that theone-to-two mapping takes place between the semantics branch and the syntax branchrather than between the syntax and phonology branches.13In�xes that occur at the end of their bases are handled in a similar manner, using thebottom pointer instead of the top pointer. There also appear exist in�xes that are insertedbefore or after the stressed nucleus of their base. These could be handled by doing sisteralignment using the primary stress pointer of the phonology node that I tentatively suggestedearlier. This would require a slight complication of the Sister Alignment Principle as formulatedin (5.31).



5.3. SPECIAL CASES OF \CONCATENATION" 231Syntax 1, phonology 2Let us consider the possible ways that one syntactic node could correspond to twodiscrete chunks of a PS. We will consider two possibilities: one involving a single sign,the other involving two signs.First, if the circum�x corresponded to a single sign, the general structure thatwould be involved when it concatenates with its stem would look something like:
v v v v vv Ph(X)Ph(Y)Ph(�X)

� �� �� �� �� �� �A B C
X Y�X(5.45)

In this diagram, B is the piece of the PS corresponding to the stem. A and C arethe pieces of the PS that correspond to the pre�x and su�x parts of the circum�xrespectively. The boundaries of the mother node correspond to those of the circum�x.(Actually, we do �nd situations similar to the one diagrammed in (5.45) within�xation. Compare the diagram in (5.44) of the Dakota �rst person in�x construction.From a slightly skewed perspective, we could think of Dakota not as in�xing a personmarker into a verb root but as circum�xing a verb root around a person marker.)But there are some problems with this proposal as a general explanation of circum-�xation. We need some way of aligning the sisters, that is, the stem and the circum�x.There should be some constraint relating the top or the bottom of the circum�x withthe top or the bottom of the stem. But with circum�xation, there is no general relationwe could rely on. Clearly we cannot align the top of one with the bottom of the other,as we did with normal concatenation, since the boundaries of the circum�x lie furtherout than the boundaries of the stem. Suppose we aligned the top of the stem with thetop of the circum�x. We have tried to reduce the possible alignment relations to thethree: =, n+, and n+r. If we keep to this hypothesis, then the stem that is top-alignedwith a circum�x could be separated from the top of the circum�x by at most onenuclear-licence arc | that is, the pre�x portion of a circum�x would be universallylimited to at most one mora.14 Even if this does turn out to be a univeral limitation14Actually, since the bottom of the stem could also be aligned with the bottom of the



232 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYon circum�xes, which does not seem likely, or if we weaken the hypothesis by allowingother alignment relations, then the single-sign circum�x proposal still su�ers from thefact that it says nothing about the alignment of the other half of the circum�x, at theother end of the word.A second possibility is if the pre�x and the su�x portions of the circum�x are thephonology branches of two di�erent signs, both of which share the same syntactic nodefor their syntax branch. The signs involved in the circum�x would look like:
v v v v vv X Y

�X
ZZ~Ph Ph Ph

Ph(�X) ������������) QQQQQQQQs





� JJJJĴ������������� ZZZZZZZ~Sx1 Sx2 Sy(5.46)

Abbreviating the signs using bracketed subscripts, as usual, the structure of the wholeconstruction looks like:
v v v v vv X Y

�X
ZZ~Ph(X) Ph(Y) Ph(X)

Ph(�X)(5.47)

There are problems with this proposal too. The largest problem is that a singlenode is now the syntax branch of two di�erent signs. We have been assuming so farcircum�x, the more accurate prediction is that in any circum�x either the pre�x portion orthe su�x portion is restricted to at most one mora.



5.3. SPECIAL CASES OF \CONCATENATION" 233that any syntactic node can be the syntax branch of only one sign. Our de�nition of thefunctions Ph, Pht, and Phb depended on this assumption. If X is the syntax branch oftwo signs, then Ph(X) is no longer uniquely de�ned. This in turn poses problems forthe Mother's Boundary Principle as it was formulated. At the very least, the statementof the Mother's Boundary Principle would have to be considerably complicated in orderto allow for the possibility of multiple phonology branches associated with a syntacticnode.15In sum, there are at least two possibilities for handling circum�xation as a mappingfrom one syntactic node to two pieces of a phonological representation. Both areformally workable, with some degree of additional complexity, and the �rst is probablywhat underlies some cases of circum�xation, but neither is very desirable as a generalexplanation for all circum�xes.Semantics 1, syntax 2The second general way of handling circum�xation is to locate the one-to-two mappingin the relationship between the semantic structure and the syntax. That is, simplybecause a circum�x has a single, unanalyzable semantic meaning, it does not necessarilyfollow that it corresponds to a single syntactic node. It may quite possibly correspondto two di�erent syntactic nodes, each of which might in isolation have a semantic valueunrelated to that of the circum�x. A single semantic node can be associated with morethan one syntactic node:
Z Y X�Y �X causative' sad'� �� �6� 6�

(5.48)
Put slightly di�erently, circum�xes can be seen as phrasal idioms (e.g., kick thebucket) on a somewhat smaller scale. Just as one \content" atom in the semanticsmight be constrained to be associated with a quite complex hierarchical structure ofsyntactic lexical and functional categories, we might expect some less \content"-fulsemantic atoms to correspond to complex structures of functional categories.15I can see no principled way of restricting the number of signs to two.



234 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYIn this sense, the relation between semantics and syntax is similar to the relationbetween syntax and phonology. A single syntactic node is usually constrained to beassociated with a quite complex PS consisting of several di�erent nodes organized ina speci�c hierarchical way. The relation between semantics and syntax allows for thesame possibility, although perhaps less spectacularly.5.3.5 Ablaut and allomorph selectionOne possibility that should be pointed out is that a syntactic head, besides imposingphonological conditions on the PS associated with it, can also impose conditions on thePS of a sister that it selects. This can give rise to a couple of di�erent e�ects that aredi�cult to give a uni�ed treatment to within a representation-based approach. If theconditions imposed by the head are consistent with the all (perhaps underspeci�ed)allomorphs of the sister, then the e�ect will be one of ablaut. If on the other hand theconditions are incompatible with some of the allomorphs of the sister, the e�ect willbe one of phonologically conditioned allomorph selection.There are several examples of the second type of e�ect (see for example the discus-sion of Carstairs 1988). A well-known example is the allomorphy of the ergative su�xin the Australian language Dyribal, where the allomorph {8gu is chosen if the PS ofthe sister consists of a vowel-�nal disyllable and {gi otherwise (Dixon 1972). In thiscase, which allomorph of the head is chosen depends on which phonological conditionson the sister are satis�ed.In the �rst type of e�ect, the head seems to add phonological material to its sister.For example, many Fore morphemes can induce a high tone on the �rst or secondsyllable immediately following the morpheme (Scott 1978). Many cases of umlautwould also be most appropriately in this way. In a representation-based account, thismight be captured by proposing that the head's morpheme consists of a contiguousstretch of segmental material, plus some oating sub-segmental material that dockssomewhere on the sister.We will see a good example of this kind of condition imposition on sisters in ourdiscussion of Moroccan Arabic templatic morphology. The primary phonological e�ectof the passive participle is the addition of the pre�x m{, but a secondary e�ect is (pre-theoretically speaking) the imposition of the template CCuuC on the verb root. Itwould not be clear what course to take if we were forced to choose between addition ofstructure (ablaut) and selection between structures as the correct method to deal withcase; fortunately, a constraint-based approach does not force us to make this choice.



5.4. PROSODY AND MORPHOLOGY 2355.4 Prosody and morphology5.4.1 The prosodic hierarchyBuilding on work such as Selkirk (1984), Nespor and Vogel (1986) argued in favourof the idea that phonological representations contained a very rich superstructure ofprosodic information. Di�erent types of prosodic constituents were organized into a hi-erarchy. Each constituent at some level of this hierarchy consisted of (i.e., dominated)one or more constituents of the next lower level of the hierarchy. Nespor and Vo-gel's proposed levels were: syllable, foot, phonological word, clitic group, phonologicalphrase, intonational phrase, and phonological utterance:

x x x x x x x x x x x� � � � � � �F F F F! ! !CG CG�IU(5.49)

Nespor and Vogel tried to justify each of these constituent types by �nding phonologicalrules that applied within a constituent of that type but not between constituents.Nespor and Vogel marked headship using the s and w (strong and weak) subscriptsof metrical phonology. This type of almost diacritical marking was necessary because,for them, prosodic constituents were n-ary branching, that is, not restricted to twomembers. As well, they assumed the Strict Layer Hypothesis of Selkirk (1984), requir-ing each constituent to be composed entirely of constituents of the immediately lowertype on the hierarchy. Skipping levels, as in (5.50), was prohibited:
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x x x x x� � �F F!

x�
(5.50)

The further up in the hierarchy one gets, constituent construction is determinedmore by syntactic and semantic factors and less by phonological ones. For example,Nespor and Vogel propose the following principles for the de�nition of the phonologicalphrase, making heavy reference to aspects of syntactic structure:Phonological Phrase Formation (Nespor and Vogel 1986: 168)(5.51)I. � domain: The domain of � consists of a C which contains a lexical head (X) andall Cs on its nonrecursive side up to the C that contains another head outsideof the maximal projection of X.II. � construction: Join into an n-ary branching � all Cs included in a string de-limited by the de�nition of the domain of �.III. � relative phenomenon: In languages whose syntactic trees are right branching,the rightmost node of � is labelled s [strong]; in languages whose syntactic treesare left branching, the leftmost node of � is labelled s. All sister nodes of s arelabelled w [weak].Many more examples of the relation between syntactic and prosodic structure areprovided in the volume edited by Inkelas and Zec (1990).5.4.2 Representing the prosodic hierarchyWe can integrate higher levels of the prosodic hierarchy into the present frameworkby treating them as special kinds of PSs, that is, as phonology nodes that are notnecessarily the phonology branches of signs. (In this sense they can be like the phono-logical equivalents of zero-morphemes. Where zero-morphemes were syntactic nodesthat could have been pointed to by the syntax branch of a sign but happened not tobe and hence had no associated phonology, these phonology nodes can happen not tobe pointed to by the phonology branch of a sign and hence have no associated syntax.)In section 3.1.1, it was mentioned that the phonology node was probably the mostappropriate place to represent certain kinds of information, among them the prosodicstatus of the PS, e.g., phonological word or phrase. This idea can be extended to all



5.4. PROSODY AND MORPHOLOGY 237levels of the prosodic hierarchy that we wish to adopt.16 A prosodic constituent canbe represented as a phonology node marked for its prosodic level and pointing to itsboundaries, the top and bottom nuclei (and perhaps the primary stress):
v v v vv ?�������) QQQQQQQsXXXXXz clitic group(5.52)

Several di�erent levels of prosodic constituents can be represented at the same time inthe same way:
v v v v v v v vv word wordwordCG CGphraselevel(5.53)

In a sense, this is similar to the kind of representation we considered and rejectedfor metrical structure, where feet and superfeet were independent nodes:16There has been some debate about whether all the levels proposed by Nespor and Vogel(1986) are in fact needed. Since the question does not directly a�ect the general points beingmade here, I shall not address the question of what levels of the hierarchy are actually neededand shall continue to assume the levels of Nespor and Vogel.
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v HHj v HHj v HHj v?��	 F1

?���	 F1��= AAAAAUSF(5.54)
There is an important respect in which (5.53) di�ers from (5.54). In (5.54), we neednew sorts of metrical nodes that are entirely di�erent from other nodes and can dom-inate other metrical nodes. For example, a superfoot node can dominate a foot node.The result is a large number of non-gestural nodes engaging in complex hierarchicaldependency relations among themselves. In (5.53), the nodes are still non-gestural, butthey are not a new type introduced simply for the sake of representing constituentsof the prosodic hierarchy. Rather, they are phonology nodes, which we have alreadyseen at work in signs, and have the usual properties of phonology nodes, except for notnecessarily being part of a sign. These phonology nodes do not dominate other non-gestural nodes. Instead, like all phonology nodes, they dominate only positions on thenuclear spine via top and bottom arcs. Representing the fact that constituents of onetype are made up of constituents of another type, e.g., a phonological phrase is madeup of one or more clitic groups, is not done by having the node for the phonologicalphrase dominate the nodes for the clitic groups. Rather the boundaries of a prosodicconstituent are aligned with respect to the boundaries of the next lower constituents onthe hierarchy, in much the same way that the Mother's Boundary Principle aligned thephonological boundaries of a syntactic mother node with the phonological boundariesof its syntactic daughters. Nespor and Vogel's diagrams give the impression of an al-most syntax-like constituent-structure diagram. The impression of the representationsbeing proposed here is more like a set of nested bracketings of the same string.In fact, there can be a fairly intuitive correspondence between the collection ofthe various phonology nodes pointing to the nuclear spine and the various kinds ofbracketing used in other work on morphology. In particular, we can see morphologicalprinciples and prosodic principles as in e�ect giving parallel bracketings or parsings ofthe nuclear spine:
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v v v v v v vv Ph(Y)Ph(Z) Ph(X)Ph(�Y) Ph(�X) X Y Z�Y�X

word word PhPh Phphrase

(5.55)

This situation is very reminiscent of the kinds of parallel bracketings proposedby Lieber (e.g., 1992), as illustrated in (5.6). One of the main di�erences is thatthe dominating nodes that do the bracketing are not qualitatively di�erent from eachother. The \morphological bracketers" are not an altogether di�erent beast from the\prosodic bracketers"; a morphological bracketer is a phonology node like the prosodicbracketer, the main di�erence being that it is also part of a higher-level sign structurethat associates it with a piece of syntax. Prosodic bracketers are labelled with prosodic-level information (e.g., clitic group, intonational phrase); morphological bracketers neednot be. The visual separation of morphological bracketers and prosodic bracketers ondi�erent sides of the nuclear spine in (5.55) may be misleading|there is no clear-cutdistinction between morphological and prosodic bracketers. The same phonology nodemay be both associated in a sign with a syntactic node and labelled for prosodic level(for example, in the prototypical cases where a syntactic atom does indeed correspondto a phonological word).Consideration of (5.54), the rejected possibility for representing metrical structure,brings out a signi�cant di�erence in the present framework between the treatment ofmetrical structure and the rest of the prosodic hierarchy. While higher levels of theprosodic hierarchy are treated so that constituency is represented with edge-pointers(and headship possibly with a head-pointer), for metrical structure constituency isrepresented with inter-node government relations (i.e., trochee and iamb) and headshipusing sorts (i.e., l1g, etc.). Since Nespor and Vogel (1986), other researchers, suchas Inkelas (1989), have also come to the conclusion that metrical structure is really



240 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYqualitatively di�erent from the higher levels of the prosodic hierarchy and should berepresented di�erently.Finally, I should note one interesting type of violation of the Strict Layer Hypothesissuggested by the present framework that would be di�cult to represent in more au-tosegmentally oriented formalisms like that of Nespor and Vogel. Under the proposalspresented so far, it remains possible for a constituent of a prosodic level to recursivelycontain another constituent of the same prosodic level, giving rise to a situation like:
v v v v v v vv Ph(Y)Ph(Z) Ph(X)Ph(�Y) Ph(�X) X Y Z�Y�X

word word PhPh Phphrase

(5.56)

This might be the appropriate type of representation for words like English goodness.There are good reasons (from stress patterns and other phenomena) for postulatingthat good and {ness are separated by a word boundary, good#ness. But there arealso reasons for believing they are part of the same phonological word, among themnative speakers' clear intuitions on the matter. The kind of representation in (5.56)makes it possible to express both points of view at the same time. In a representationcontaining recursively stacked phonological words, good and ness can be in di�erentwords at the lowest level but in the same word at a higher level:1717I thank Jean-Roger Vergnaud for pointing out this possibility to me. For the same proposalwithin a Harmonic Phonology framework, see Bosch (1991).
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Ug v;d vun v;s

word word(5.57)
5.4.3 Prosodic edge requirementsWe have seen that morphological principles and prosodic principles can result in parallelparsings of the nuclear spine of PS. While the two parsings are in principle independentof each other, it is possible (and quite common) for a morpheme to require its PS tobe in certain relationships with constituents of the prosodic hierarchy. This can bedone in a couple of ways: i) directly, by requiring the PS associated with a syntacticnode to bear a prosodic level speci�cation, as in (5.58), or ii) indirectly, by requiringthe top or bottom of a syntactic node's associated PS to also be the top or bottom ofa prosodic constituent (which need not be the same phonology node as the syntacticnode's associated PS), as in (5.59):v v v vv wordPh(X) X Y�X(5.58)

v v v v vv HHHHHHHHHY ���������:word X Y�X
Ph

(5.59)



242 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYThe indirect way is frequently used with higher levels of the prosodic hierarchy. Muchof the literature in prosodic phonology is devoted to the question of the correct indirectalignment principles relating syntactic constituents of various levels to the boundariesof prosodic constituents. We have already Nespor and Vogel's phonological phraseformation rule. (See also Selkirk 1986 and the papers in Inkelas and Zec 1990.)Clitics are a special case of these general properties. There is no guarantee thatthe prosodic structure required by a morphemic constraint (or more general syntax-prosody mapping principles) will coincide with the morphosyntactic boundaries of thePS in the morpheme's sign. Or, if the boundaries do coincide, there is no guaranteethat the prosodic levels will be commensurate. For example, if the mother node of aclitic corresponds to a single intonation group, it need not be the case that the cliticand its sister will both correspond to prosodic constituents of the next level down, aphonological phrase, as in (5.60). Instead, the sister may not correspond to any singleprosodic constituent, and the clitic may demand to be part of the leftmost constituentof a level quite low in the hierarchy, as in (5.61):

v v v v v vwordCG�Ph(clitic)�
Ph(mother)

Ph(Y)
(5.60)
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v v v v v vv Ph(clitic)Ph(sister)word...I

(5.61)

Let us consider a hypothetical example where a determiner cliticizes onto the right-most phonological word of the NP with which it is associated. For concreteness, letus assume that the phonology of the determiner consists of just one nucleus speci�edfor /ti/, and that the structure of the determiner construction is as proposed in muchrecent work in GB: DP�DNP D�NCP N
(5.62)
Recall that the linear order inescapably suggested in the drawing of this syntactic tree isirrelevant, as it is in any syntactic structure. For syntactic structure, only hierarchicalrelations are important. (For convenience, I have drawn the diagram in a way thatreects the linear ordering that will be imposed by the syntax-phonology mapping.)Let us assume that the D and its sister NP stand in a typical sister alignment relation,that is, Phb(NP) n+Pht(D). Leaving aside the contribution of prosodic constituents,the phonological and syntactic structure of the construction is so far unexceptional:
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v v v v vv Ph(D)Ph(NP) Ph(�D) NP D�D(5.63)

A clitic e�ect will be the result of extra prosodic alignment conditions on thedeterminer's PS. We can require the bottom of Ph(D) to coincide with the bottom ofa phonological word constituent:9W W bottom+ Phb(D) ^ W level+ word(5.64)This could allow a situation where the top of the determiner's PS is also the top of thephonological word required by (5.64):
v v v v vv Ph(NP) BBBNPh(D)word word word NP D�D(5.65)

In order to avoid this, we would have to further ban the top of the clitic from beingtop of a phonological word:� 9W W top+Pht(D) ^ W level+ word(5.66)This would achieve the desired e�ect of making the clitic part of the �nal phonologicalword of the NP:
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v v v v v v vv word word QQQQQsPh(D)Ph(NP) Ph(�D) NP D�D(5.67)

Another more straightforward way of achieving a clitic e�ect would be simply torequire that the bottom of the NP and the top of the determiner are within the samephonological word, that is, that the within-word predicate is true of the arc joining thetwo positions.189gr-arc(Phb(np); g; Pht(d)) ^ nuclear-licence(g) ^ within-word(g)(5.68)Putting these pieces together, the full(er) morpheme for the determiner might looksomething like:Morpheme for hypothetical clitic determiner8d d cat+det ^ semantics(d) � \de�nite" !9np complement(d; np) ^ npcat+NP ^ selection restrictionsPht(d) = Phb(d) ^ 9c Pht(d) o+c ^Pht(d)� i ^ c�t ^ segmental phonology9g r-arc(Phb(np); g; Pht(d)) ^nuclear-licence(g) ^ sister alignmentwithin-word (g) prosodic \clitichood"condition
(5.69)

A more compact treatment of clitics could be achieved within a language if prosodicword boundaries were determined by more general principles, in much the same waythat phrase boundaries are determined in the accounts of Nespor and Vogel (1986: 168)or Selkirk (1986). For example, a general constraint might be that word boundaries18Recall that r-arc is the unabbreviated form of+r, as arc is the unabbreviated form of+,which allows the government arc to be named and referred to.



246 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYoccur (only) at the left edge of the PSs associated with lexical categories. Then themorphemes for individual clitics would not have to specify where word boundaries donot occur, they could simply rely on the general principles to specify where they dooccur. Of course, languages can still achieve clitic e�ects the more complicated way,without having such general principles.A foretaste of NisghaAs a somewhat more extended example of the prosodic alignment of clitics, let us con-sider the determiner { l in Nisgha.19 This determiner has an added wrinkle comparedto most clitics. It attaches phonologically not to the left edge of the NP that belongsto it, but to the right edge of the preceding phonological word, regardless of whatthe syntactic category of that word might be. A typical transitive sentence will lookschematically like:V {  l NPAg {  l NPPa[ ][ ][ ] syntactic constituency[ ][ ][ ] phonological constituency(5.70)Anderson (1992) discusses a similar case of clitic placement in the Wakashan language,Kwakw'ala.For argument's sake, let us assume an analysis of Nisgha's VSO word order in whichthe Verb \raises" to Tense, resulting in a syntactic structure like:
V0i T�1 D0 NP v[e]i D0 NPDPobjV1DPsubjT0 VPTP(5.71)

Let us work our way up the syntactic tree to see what e�ects each level has onan associated PS.20 Starting at the object DP, we have the usual morphosyntactic19Tarpent (1987) glosses this morpheme as \non-determinate". Its exact semantics need notconcern us here.20This is for the purposes of exposition only and should not be understood as an actualderivational process of the language.



5.4. PROSODY AND MORPHOLOGY 247relationship between mothers and daughters, the only di�erence being that there isan extra prosodic requirement that the nucleus associated with the determiner also bethe bottom of a prosodic word. Looking only at this narrow window of the overallsentential structure, we cannot yet see how this constraint will be satis�ed.
v v v v����) Ph(D)Ph(NP)Ph(DPsubj

@@@I ����1 word@@@I ����1word... ? bottomtop Dobj NPDPobj(5.72)

The next syntactic level up is the V1 or �V level. We may safely assume that theco-indexed trace left behind by the verb when it raised acts like a zero-morpheme,21resulting in the following structure.
v v v v@@@I ����1 word@@@I ����1word... ? bottomtop Dobj NPDPobjPh(DP)Ph(�V) V[e] �V(5.73)

We are still not sure how the prosodic condition on the determiner is going to besatis�ed. The subject DP has a morphosyntactic structure exactly like the object21A more monostratal, temporally neutral way of characterizing this trace would be as theV0 position that is bound by the T0 higher in the tree (by virtue of the T0 containing a V0)and standing in the right structural relationship to allow (or force) such a binding.



248 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYDP diagrammed in (5.72). Moving up to the VP level, the �V is constrained to alignwith the speci�er DP according to the relation Phb(DPsubj) n+r Pht(V 1), that is, thespeci�er precedes �V.22
v v v v @@@I ����1 word@@@I ����1word... ? Ph(DPsubj) v v v v�VPh(VP)DPsubj �VVP

�����1HHHHHHY word
(5.74)

Now we can see how the prosodic requirement of DPsubj 's determiner is satis�ed: byintegrating the determiner into the same phonological word as the preceding noun,although the preceding noun in fact belongs to an altogether di�erent DP. Now it isDPsubj 's determiner that has a prosodic requirement that we cannot yet see ful�lledwithin the window we are looking at.Moving up to the TP level, and ignoring the internal structure of T0 and thoseparts of the internal structure of VP that we have already looked at, we have thefollowing situation:22Justi�cation for the reexive aspect of this relation will be given in section 5.6.
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v v v v @@@I ����1 wordv v v v
DPsubj �VVP

�����1HHHHHHY wordv v v�����1HHHHHHY word Ph(DPsubj )Ph(VP)Ph(T0)
Ph(TP)T0 TP(5.75)

Just as DPobj 's determiner was attached to the noun preceding it, DPsubj 's deter-miner is prosodically attached to the phonological word preceding it|regardless of thefact that the preceding phonological word otherwise corresponds to a syntactic verbcomplex.Before concluding this discussion, we should spend some time considering why theprosodic requirement imposed on the determiner|namely, that it be at the bottomof a phonological word|could not be satis�ed by making the determiner into its ownphonological word, as illustrated below, rather than merging it with the preceding one.
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v v v v @@@I ����1 wordv v v vv v v Ph(DPsubj )Ph(VP)Ph(T0)

Ph(TP)
6 word@@@I ����1 word6 word@@@I ����1 word Ph(D)�

(5.76)

Why can't the constraint that the bottom of the determiner be the bottom of a prosodicword be satis�ed just as easily by a PS where it is the top of the prosodic word as well?The answer is that nothing stops it. (5.76) does satisfy all the constraints. We mustnow resort to our nonmonotonic principle for selecting the smallest PS from amongthe candidates that all obey a given set of constraints. Both (5.75) and (5.76) satisfyall the morphosyntactic and prosodic constraints; but of the two, (5.75) is the morecompact, containing fewer nodes than (5.76), so, as all else is equal, it will be the PSthat is paired with this particular syntactic structure.23The Nisgha determiner { l is just one example, though perhaps a more spectacularexample than most, of how morphosyntactic and prosodic parses of the nuclear spine,even though they are mutually constraining, need not coincide.5.5 Morphological overdeterminationOver and over in languages, we �nd situations where a single piece of a PS marksmore than one morpheme. We can call this phenomenon morphological overdeter-mination. This is in e�ect what is going on with portmanteau morphs, but there isanother interestinc class of cases where two phonologically similar morphs that can oc-cur independently \merge" with each other when adjacent, resulting in a single piece ofphonology that is the exponent of both morphemes. Stemberger (1981) has discussedexamples of this phenomenon, under the rubric of \morphological haplology", from23Or, at least, the overall sign containing (5.75) rather than (5.76) will be the one that isused for phonetic interpretation.



5.5. MORPHOLOGICAL OVERDETERMINATION 251several di�erent language, including English, Swedish, Spanish, Classical Greek, San-skrit, French, Mandarin Chinese, and Manchu. As an example of the sort of behaviourwe are dealing with, consider Stemberger's example of the Swedish present tense su�x{r , which \fails" to appear after stems that already end in an r :bygg{ `build' pres. byggerr�or{ `move' pres. r�or (*r�orer)(5.77)These situations have often caused problems for theories of phonology and morphol-ogy, especially those extreme representation-based approaches that implicitly subscribeto the Physical Integrity of Morphemes assumption discussed in chapter 1. Because thePhysical Integrity of Morphemes assumption rules out a priori the most obvious expla-nation, that the piece of the PS actually does \belong" to more than one morpheme,generative morphology has tended not to view these situations as having anythingin common beyond their problematicity for the standard theory. Di�erent kinds ofpatches were invented for di�erent counterexamples, with varying degrees of success.It is the purpose of this section and the next to point out some extreme cases ofmorphological overdetermination where the usual patching techniques cannot work,where one must either complicate accounts in baroque ways or else abandon the Physi-cal Integrity of Morphemes assumption. A constraint-based approach makes the secondchoice obvious and natural. While it is hard to imagine within a representation-basedaccount how two discrete chunks of phonological representation could be taken outof di�erent storage cells in the lexicon and somehow end up fused together duringconcatenation, it is perfectly normal for the same piece of a representation to satisfymore than one constraint. We have already seen several examples that exploited thedistinction between representations and descriptions that enabled the same node of aPS to \belong" to more than one morpheme, most notably the discussion of tone inchapter 3.A good example of the most extreme version of morphological overdeterminationcomes from what are known as cumulative morphs in Athapaskan (Kari 1989).24 In theposition class of the Navajo verb that Young and Morgan (1987: 80-82) number VIa,there are more than a dozen morphemes that all have the consonant d as their primaryphonological reex. Since they inhabit the same position class, we should expect themorphemes to be mutually exclusive. This is not the case. Instead, it seems that anarbitrary number of them can contribute to the semantics of a single verb, yet in thephonological form of the verb there is only a single d .One response to this state of a�airs would be to abandon any attempt at givingthese verbs an even remotely compositional morphological analysis. This is essentiallythe line taken by Kari (1989: 441), who posits a single morpheme d with a very abstractmeaning. This is not surprising, because the alternatives in either a representation-based or rule-based morphology are not attractive. If four of these d -morphemes are24I thank Jim Kari for bringing this phenomenon to my attention.



252 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYat work in a verb, a representation-based analysis would have to concatenate togetherfour di�erent ds and then bring in special clean-up rules to delete three of them.A rule-based account fares no better. It could, like the representation-based ac-count, have four morphemic rules/processes inserting a d , and again use a clean-up ruleto delete three of them.25 A second alternative for the rule-based account is to claimthat the second, third, and fourth insertion rules are somehow \blocked" if they wouldinsert a d where one is already present. Note, though, that this notion of \blocking" isvery di�erent from the one that is usually at work in morphology. Elsewhere in mor-phology, if a morphological insertion rule is blocked by a phonological condition, thereis no corresponding word at all. What does not happen is for the semantic content ofthe morpheme to get marked by the form without the material that would have beeninserted by the rule. For example, insane does not meet the prosodic requirementsfor adding the English comparative su�x {er . So there is no insaner . But neitheris insane the comparative form of insane. If the insertion rule cannot add {er , thenthere is no morphological comparative at all. But the kind of \blocking" where insanecould be the comparative form of insane is just the kind of blocking that a rule-basedaccount of Navajo would need in order not to avoid adding extra ds to a word whilestill marking the semantics of the morpheme.A constraint-based approach can handle this kind of morphological overdetermi-nation with ease. If several nodes of a syntactic tree all have morphemes makingdemands that a certain consonant node of the PS be a d , the same d can satisfy allthe morphemes simultaneously.This is a phenomenon that both representation- and rule-based approaches to mor-phology have extreme di�culty dealing with. But not only are these cases easy to dealwith in a constraint-based framework, a constraint-based framework is the only onethat actually leads us to expect that they should exist.Not all cases of morphological overdetermination are as clear-cut as these, but itwould seem that this is essentially what is going on with a wide range phenomena.Tonal morphemes, other morphemes that seem to consist of \oating autosegments"(e.g., initial mutation in Celtic), morphemes that consist only of an ablaut process,templatic morphemes|these are all cases where more than one morpheme makes aclaim on the same piece of a PS. These less dramatic examples all involve somewhatdi�erent types of information belonging to the same piece of a PS (e.g., a tone and amelody or a melody and a prosodic constituent), so representation-based approacheshave been able to make a fair degree of progress by assuming that the morphemesreally involved di�erent pieces of the PS after all. By segregating the types of infor-mation referred to by the di�erent morphemes onto di�erent tiers or, if all else failed,onto separate morphemic planes, autosegmental phonology went a long way towardbeing able to maintain the Physical Integrity of Morphemes assumption discussed inchapter 1. But the Physical Integrity assumption simply cannot be maintained for25If this solution is less of an embarrassment to the rule-based framework, it is only becauseit makes less pretense of avoiding complex and arbitrary rule batteries in the �rst place.



5.6. CASE STUDY: NISGHA 253cases like Navajo. The Navajo d morphemes cannot be segregated because they referto exactly the same phonological features (those that make up the d). In order evento generate the correct surface forms, a representation-based account needs a wholenew grammatical mechanism or else needs to rely on suspicious multiple deletion rules,which still amounts to an implicit claim that Navajo d morphemes are qualitativelydi�erent from consonant mutations or tonal morphemes. A constraint-based approachlets us see Navajo as di�ering from all the other overdetermination phenomena only indegree, not in kind.Another example of morphological overdetermination may be the English pluralpossessive, commonly represented in the orthography as {s' . The plural alone requiresa PS that ends in an {s. The possessive alone requires a PS that ends in an {s. For aword that is both plural and possessive, we might expect two ss in a row. Instead, itseems that exactly the same {s in the PS satis�es the requirement of both morphemes.We can say that the {s is morphologically overdetermined.26Many deletion rules in the autosegmental literature are necessary only when onetries to force a language into the Physical Integrity of Morphemes mould. They donot involve real disappearances of phonological information at all. All the phonologicalinformation still exists in the PS|it is simply not distributed in the way demandedby the Physical Integrity assumption. These spurious deletion rules are not argumentsagainst a monostratal and monotonic approach to grammar, but arguments againstthe underlying assumptions that forced the deletion analysis in the �rst place.In the next section we shall see a dramatic and extremely productive example ofmorphological overdetermination in Nisgha, where a single segment can satisfy therequirements of a number of separate morphemes with widely di�ering categories.5.6 Case study: NisghaWe have already looked briey at Nisgha. We saw that determiners cliticized onto theend of the phonological word preceding the noun phrase, regardless of the syntacticcategory of that word. Nisgha determiner clitics turn out to be even more interestingthan this.Determiner clitics show the kind of morphological overdetermination we have beentalking about. Speci�cally, a single segment in a PS may satisfy the requirements ofthe determiner clitic, as well as the requirements of one, two, or three other morphemesat the same time. This gives the appearance that some sort of process has merged upto four independent morphemes into a single segment. Tarpent (1987) analyzes thebehaviour as involving simple concatenation of all morphs, then deletion of all but oneof them.26See Stemberger (1981) for a more detailed discussion of the merging behaviour of Englishsu�xes with the shape {s, including the plural, possessive, third person singular, and adjectivalnominalizing (e.g., linguistic{s) markers.



254 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYAs a simple example, consider the following sentences, taken from Tarpent (1987:866), starting with the simplest version.27gin'amgive {i{ctl{t{3sg looto {y'{me She gave it to me(5.78)Here, neither the subject nor the direct object is overt. I shall use boldface for impor-tant pieces of a sentence that I am trying to call attention to. In this sentence, theimportant piece is the third person singular su�x {t on the verb, which will myste-riously vanish in many future sentences. The morpheme {(t)i{ glossed `ctl' is whatTarpent (1987) refers to as the \control" morpheme, which she does not intend to beunderstood in the GB sense of PRO-control. It appears on the verb in what Tarpentrefers to as \predicate-focussed" clauses and Belvin (1990) refers to as \independent"clauses. It does not appear in \regular" (Tarpent) or \dependent" (Belvin) clauses,which involve a modal or aspectual auxiliary, a subordinator, or a fronted question-word. Its presence seems to mark what in GB terms would be best analyzed as the verbundergoing head-movement into Comp (as opposed to \dependent" sentences, whereit would only be able to raise as far as In).Compare (5.78) to the following, where the subject is made overt:gin'amgive {i{ctl=/=det hanak�'woman looto {y'{meThe woman gave it to me(5.79)Here we meet again our old friend, the determiner clitic = , which belongs syntacticallywith the following noun, but has phonologically cliticized onto the end of the precedingword. However, in the process, it seems to have obliterated the third person su�x {tthat was there in (5.78).One conceivable explanation for what is going on would be that it is not phono-logical at all, but syntactic. Perhaps the 3sg su�x {t is really a clitic pronoun that27Nisgha sentences will be given in a transcription that follows as closely as possible theNisgha practical orthography. See Tarpent (1987) for a discussion of the relation betweenthe practical orthography and a phonemic transcription. The voicing distinction representedin the orthography is not phonologically relevant. An underlined velar letter represents thecorresponding uvular. An apostrophe after a consonant indicates a (pre-)glottalized segmentand is elsewhere a glottal stop. A short i or a often represents a phonological schwa, whichin the environment of a uvular or laryngeal is very a-like and elsewhere is very i-like. Thegreatest deviation here from the practical orthography will be in the use of the symbol /// forthe voiceless lateral fricative, represented in the orthography by the digraph hl .All example sentences will be taken either from Tarpent (1987) or from the Nisgha PhraseDictionary (cited as NPD) published by the Bilingual-Bicultural Centre of School District no.92 (Nisgha).



5.6. CASE STUDY: NISGHA 255serves as the argument of the verb, along the lines of Jelinek (1984),28 and is thereforemutually exclusive with an overt noun phrase. While such an analysis could be madeto mechanically produce the right facts in just this case, there are severe problems withit. First, this is not the only obliteration going on. This kind of merger is a consistentphenomenon that occurs throughout the entire zone between the last consonant of theverb stem and the determiner clitic of the following noun phrase, a�ecting a numberof morphemes whose only point in common is their phonological shape: a simple (i.e.,non-glottalized) coronal consonant. The 3sg su�x {t will be obliterated just as surelyif you try to su�x it to a verb stem that ends in as when you attach a determinerclitic = to it, and there is no principled way we could claim that {t acts as a cliticpronoun for exactly those verbs that happen not to end in t, s, or . Another seriousproblem with the analysis is that {t and an overt noun phrase are not mutually exclu-sive. When the {t and the determiner = are separated by another clitic, for example,the assertive evidential clitic =a'a, both survive:gin'amgive {i{ctl{t{3sg=a'a=assert=/=det hanak�'woman looto {y'{meThe woman did give it to me!(5.80)A more dramatic example involves several coronal consonants, only one of whichappears to survive to the surface. The verb stem naks- `marry' ends in an s. Tarpent(1987) argues that \determinate" nouns (i.e., proper names and deictic pronouns) takethe determiner =t (analogous to the = that appears with \non-determinate" commonnouns, e.g., `woman' above). In addition, she proposes that a \determinate connective"=s appears between a verb and a determinate noun phrase when the latter is in thesubject position of a transitive clause. (We could also see this =s as the ergative casemarker for determinate nouns.) For motivation of all these morphemes, and examplesof their use in isolation, see Tarpent (1987). When all these are combined with the3sg su�x {t, only one of the ss survives. Following Tarpent's practice, I place squarebrackets around all but one of the segments to show that they are not phoneticallyrealized. Of course, the decision of which s it is that surfaces and which is deleted isessentially arbitrary./anownaksmarried{[t]{3sg=[s]=conn=[t]=det PeterPeter ! /a naks PeterPeter is married now.(5.81)More detailsI shall now show in somewhat more detail that the merger facts really are as I justsketched them. Readers who are willing to accept my characterization at face valuemay skip ahead to the analysis in section 5.6.1.28This possibility is, by the way, rejected in Jelinek's own analysis of Nisgha (Jelinek 1986).



256 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYLet us �rst review the morphological dramatis personae:29{t 3sg agreement marker su�xed to the verb.=s erg case marker for determinate nominals (proper names anddeictic pronouns) in transitive subject position, cliticizesonto the immediately preceding constituent (i.e., the verbcomplex).=t det determiner for determinate nominals, cliticizes onto the im-mediately preceding constituent, whatever its category.= det determiner for non-determinate nominals (everything thatisn't a proper name or a deictic pronoun), cliticizes onto theimmediately preceding constituent, whatever its category.
(5.82)
Appearances will also be made by verb stems (the most interesting ones being thosethat end in s, t, or ) and some evidential post-clitics on the verb (with some againbeing interestingly coronal).In a full independent transitive sentence with an overt subject, the order of mor-phemes between the verb stem and the subject nominal will be:stem { ctl { 3sg = (evidentials) = erg = det noun(5.83)The third person singular su�x {t is part of the following paradigm of personmarkers (Tarpent 1987: 612):sg pl1 {y' {m'2 {n {sim'3 {t {t/{diit(5.84)
Besides marking agreement on verbs, these su�xes also mark possession in nouns andform independent person pronouns when su�xed to the base n'i{ and indirect personalpronouns when su�xed to the base loo{ (compare the looy' of sentences (5.78�)).30The determiner =t occurs with determinate nominals, i.e., proper names and deicticpronouns. When these occur in the subject position of a transitive clause, the =t will29The a�x glossed here as erg is the one that was named \determinate connective" byTarpent and glossed as conn in (5.81).30{t can also often be used to mark third person plural. The other 3pl su�x, {diit ispeculiar both in its distribution and phonology. Phonologically, for example, it never cooccurswith the \control" or complementizer morpheme discussed in the previous section, nor doesit participate in the merger phenomena under consideration. Its behaviour clearly deservescloser examination. See Tarpent (1987: 616{9) for some discussion.



5.6. CASE STUDY: NISGHA 257be obscured by merger with the ergative marker =s, but it is clearly visible in subjectposition in an intransitive clause and in object position:31limxsing =t=det MaryMary Limx t MaryMary sang(Tarpent 1987: 475)(5.85) siip'inlove {[t]{3sg=s=erg=[t]=det AndyAndy =tdet MaryMary Siip'ins Andy t MaryAndy loves Mary(NPD 344)(5.86)The \non-determinate" determiner = is similar to the determinate =t. A =will obscure a preceding 3sg {t, just as its determinate counterpart does, as in (5.79),repeated here with the place of the obscured {t included in the morpheme-by-morphemegloss: gin'amgive {i{ctl{[t]{3sg=/=det hanak�'woman looto {y'{me gin'ami hanak�' looy'The woman gave it to me(5.87)As pointed out earlier, evidence that this {t is syntactically present in the sen-tence is o�ered by its overt appearance when it is separated from the following NP'sdeterminer by an evidential post-clitic:gin'amgive {i{ctl{t{3sg=a'a=assert=/=det hanak�'woman looto {y'{megin'amita'a hanak�' looy'The woman did give it to me!(5.88)
But if the evidential post-clitic itself ends in one of the eligible coronal consonants,coalescence again takes place. In the following sentence, the �nal t of the reportiveevidential =g�at undergoes coalescence with the determiner or the ergative marker ofthe following NP:31For older conservative speakers, =t will also precede an agent determinate nominal thatis fronted to sentence-initial (i.e., pre-verbal and non-subject) position, for example, in cleftedsentences. This stranded sentence-initial t can be very reduced and often acoustically hidden.For most younger speakers, it does not occur in this position at all.



258 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYgin'amgive {i{ctl{t{3sg=g�at=evid=/=det hanak�'woman looto {n{yougin'amitg�a hanak�' loonI hear the woman gave it to you.(5.89)
gin'amgive {i{ctl{t{3sg=g�at=evid=s=erg=t=det Mary looto {n{yougin'amitg�as Mary loonI hear Mary gave it to you.(5.90)

Before closing the descriptive part of this section, one wrinkle in the regularity ofcoalescence should be mentioned. This will receive only a tentative analysis later. Theone environment where coalescence fails to occur is before the object of an independenttransitive clause (what Tarpent (1987) called a \predicate-focussed clause", that is, amain clause in which there are no syntactic oddities, such as aspectual auxiliaries orfronted constituents. Compare (5.91), where the overt nominal `woman' acts as thesubject of the independent clause and its determiner causes coalescence as expected,with (5.92), where there is no overt subject, `woman' acts as the object and its deter-miner fails to coalescece with the 3sg {t of the verb. (Tarpent 1987: 868)32wilaayknow {ictl{t{3sg=/=det hanak�'woman wilaayi hanak�'The woman knows it/him/her.(5.91) wilaayknow {ictl{t{3sg=/=det hanak�'woman wilaayit hanak�'S/he knows the woman.(5.92)Compare this di�erence in coalescence patterns between subject and object interpre-tations with the absence of a di�erence in dependent clauses, for example, clausesintroduced by the complementizer wil:wilthat{t{det wilaaxknow {t{3sg=/=det hanak�'woman wilt wilaax hanak�'...as the woman knows it/him/her.(5.93)32There is an additional di�erence between the two sentences. As in other Nisgha clauses,there is a di�erence in the level of sentential stress between subjects and objects, with subjectsreceiving primary stress and objects secondary stress. Tarpent gives the stress patterns ofthese two sentences as: wil�aayi han�ak�' `The woman knows it/him/her' and wil�aayi han�ak�'`S/he knows the woman.' This strongly suggests that the verb and the subject belong tothe same constituent at some level of the prosodic hierarchy, perhaps the phonological or theintonational phrase, while the verb and the object belong to two di�erent constituents.



5.6. CASE STUDY: NISGHA 259wilthat{t{det wilaaxknow {t{3sg=/=det hanak�'woman wilaax hanak�'..as s/he knows the woman.(5.94)Aside from the absence of the \control" morpheme {i{ indicating independent clauses,we notice here identical coalescence patterns are seen in both subject and objectreadings.335.6.1 AnalysisIntuitively, though somewhat inaccurately, we might look at this behaviour involvingthe obliteration of coronals as a \competition" between morphemes for the right to beexpressed in a single slot. The basic generalization is that in a competition between amorpheme with the shape of t and one with the shape of s, the s wins. In a competitionbetween t and , the wins.34Let us assume that complete closure [d:0] is the default degree feature for Nisghaconsonants, and that fricative [d:1] is the only degree that is phonologically speci�ed.(This is supported by other stop/fricative alternations in Nisgha, including some in-volving velars.) I shall not address the exact representation of the lateral fricative ,instead abbreviating its relevant speci�cations as [Lat]. The only requirements for thepresent analysis are that 's representation properly include that of t, and that it beincompatible with that of s.35 t, s and would have the following PSs:/t/ cLama /s/ cLam 1a d /// cLam [Lat]a(5.95)The basic idea behind a constraint-based analysis of Nisgha morphological overdetermi-nation is that any morpheme that requires a t in its PS will be equally satis�ed by a PS33The only remaining di�erence disambiguating between the two readings is the di�erencein stress pattern mentioned in the previous footnote.For a brief discussion of the alternation of the verb stem between wilaax and wilaay , seesection on the sorts consonantal and vocalic.34One of the reasons why this characterization is inaccurate is that there is clearly no sensein which there is a single \slot" for the competing morphemes. Both morphemes surface intactif they are separated by some other morpheme (e.g., by an evidential post-clitic) or if one ofthem involves an incompatible non-coronal consonant.35For this second requirement, I shall simply assume a constraint against the cooccurrenceof the [Lat] speci�cations and [d:1] on the same root node. If has a [d:1] feature, it wouldhave to occur on a secondary articulation.The most appropriate characterization of the coronal series seems to involve the Laminalarticulator. Site is not constant|/s/ especially showing variation between [s] and [�s]. (Cf.a former spelling of the name, Nishga, which does accurately reect how the word is oftenpronounced.)



260 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYthat contains s. Every gestural feature demanded for the t is present in the s, thoughther is also an extra [d:1], presumably required by some other morpheme.36 Considertwo syntactic nodes, x and y, whose morphemes both end up imposing conditions onthe same consonant position.8x :::9c7 Phb(x) o+c7 ^ c7 a+Lam i.e., c7�t8y :::9c13 Pht(y) o+c13 ^ c13 a+Lam ^ c13 d+1 i.e., c13�s(5.96) [[c7]] = c1[[c13 ]] = c1 v0 v;1 v2 . . .
. . .

c1Lam 1
�������) JJJJĴ

JJJJJJĴ
����9 Ph(X) Ph(Y)(5.97)

From this point of view, we can see that the apparent deletion of t is really nodeletion at all. Both morphemes continue to be \present", they are simply satis�ed byexactly the same node of the PS.We now need to show how more than one morpheme comes to impose its re-quirements on the same position in the �rst place. This is a natural result of themorphological framework we have been developing so far, speci�cally of the possibilityof accomplishing sister alignment with the n+r relation.Let us assume that in the sentence a naks Peter, the stretch naks Peter consitutesan IP, where the verb has raised to In. For convenience we shall ignore the multitudeof intermediate functional categories that In has recently split into in GB literature,as all the ones not discussed here will act as zero morphemes and have no e�ect on theultimate shape of the PS. Let us assume that the 3sg su�x {t is an Agr0 living underIn, that the \determinate marker" =t for proper names is a determiner that projects36The extra [d:1] will not appear if no morpheme demands it, by the general principles thatwill select the smaller of two candidate PSs that both meet all the constraints.



5.6. CASE STUDY: NISGHA 261a DP, and that the \determinate connective" =s is an ergative case marker (K) thatprojects a KP. The phrase naks Peter will thus have the following structure with annull direct object:
\naks" \-t" \=s" \=t" \Peter"[ti]V proDPV0NPD DPK KP VPAgr�1V0iAgr0 AgrP(5.98)

For convenience, syntactic terminal nodes have been labelled with the phonological\strings" that they correspond to (or at least correspond to in ideal non-deleting envi-ronments). This notation should not be given any theoretical status.Let us �rst consider the complex structure under I0 and the PS that it will beassociated with. The verb node V will likely be the subject of a lexical constraint likethe following (where I ignore the syntactic properties of the root and concentrate onthe phonological).Lexical constraint for naks `marry'8V semantics(V ) � \marry" ! 9c1; v1; c2; v2; c3; v3Pht(V ) = v1 ^ Phb(V ) = v3 ^ c1:v1:c2:v2:c3:v3 ^c1�n ^ v1�a ^c2�k ^ null(v2) ^c3 a+Lam ^ c3 d+1 (i.e., c3�s)(5.99)
In other words, any structure that involves the verb `marry' will have to look somethinglike: naks v1 v;2 v;3c1 c2 c3an k s

������ HHHHHjPh(V0) V0 . . .(5.100)



262 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYThe Agr0 will be the subject of a morphemic constraint like:Morphemic constraint for 3sg {t8x x cat+Agr0 ^ xpers+ 3 ^ xnum+ sg !9V V cat+verb ^ complement(x; V ) ^ selectional restrictionPht(x) = Phb(x) ^ null(Pht(x)) ^ a single null nucleus9c11 Pht(x) o+c11 ^ c11 a+Lam null nucleus' onset is /t/Phb(V ) n+r Pht(x) sister alignment
(5.101)

The sister alignment portion of {t's constraint requires that the bottom of the verb'sPS and the top of its PS stand in the potentially reexive n+r relation. If possible, thebottom of the verb and the top of {t will be exactly the same nucleus. In naks it ispossible, resulting in the morphosyntactic structure:naks{(t)
v1 v;2 v;3c1 c2 c3an k V0Ph(V0)Ph(In) ���Ph(Agr0) Agr0In

\naks" \{t"Lam 1a d
(5.102)

There is a larger PS that also meets all the constraints:* naks{t
v1 v;2 v;3c1 c2 c3an k

V0Ph(V0) Agr0In
\naks" \{t"Lam 1a d v;4c4Lama

���Ph(Agr0)Ph(In)(5.103)



5.6. CASE STUDY: NISGHA 263Here, the Phb(V ) n+ Pht(x) option of Phb(V ) n+r Pht(x) has been exercised. Butbecause (5.102) is smaller than (5.103), it is the candidate solution that will be chosen.Other times, it will be impossible for the bottom nucleus of the verb and the topnucleus of {t to coincide. This will be the case if the �nal onset of the verb is not ananterior coronal but, say, a k. Then there is no way that a PS like (5.102) can satisfyboth constraints, because the verb root and the su�x would be making conictingdemands on the segmental content of c3. In this case, a PS like (5.103) would be theonly candidate solution, and thus would be the correct solution.Between the case marker =s and the determiner =t we �nd a similar conation ofconsonant positions. The determiner =t would have a morphemic constraint like:Morphemic constraint for determiner =t8d d cat+det ^ d+\determinate" !9np np cat+noun ^ npbar+ 2 ^complement(d; np) ^ selectional restrictionPht(d) = Phb(d) ^ null(Pht(d)) ^ single null nucleus9c21 Pht(d) o+c21 ^ c21 a+Lam ^ null nucleus' onset is /t/9W W level+ word ^ W bottom+ Pht(d) ^ leftward cliticizingPhb(d) n+Pht(np) sister alignment
(5.104)
The determiner and its noun phrase are sister aligned with an n arc (absolutely, withno possibility of reexivity), giving the following structure that in more fortunatecircumstances (say in direct object position) would result in t Peter:t Peter

v;1 v2 vu3 v;4c1 c2 c3 c4Lam p t rin���� Ph(D) Ph(NP)Ph(DP) D NPDP
\=t" \Peter"a

(5.105)

At the KP level, the DP t Peter, gets pre�xed with the case marker =s, whose mor-phemic constraint looks like:



264 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYMorphemic constraint for ergative \connective" =s8k k cat+case ^ k case+ ergative !9dp dp cat+det ^ dpbar+ 2 ^complement(k; dp) ^ selectional restrictionPht(k) = Phb(k) ^ null(Pht(k)) ^ PS has single null nucleus9c31 Pht(k) o+c31 ^c31 a+Lam ^ c31 d+1 ^ null nucleus' onset is s9W W level+ word ^ W bottom+ Pht(k) ^ leftward cliticizingPhb(k) n+rPht(dp) sister alignment
(5.106)

The sister alignment relation between the case marker and its determiner phrase is thepotentially reexive n+r. In this case, the consonantal demands of the case marker =sand the left edge of the DP (i.e., the determiner =t) are compatible, so it is possiblefor the alignment to use the Phb(k) = Pht(dp) option, resulting in the followingmorphosyntactic structure:s Peter
v;1 v2 vu3 v;4c1 c2 c3 c4Lam p t ri���� Ph(K) Ph(DP)Ph(KP) K DPKP

\=s" \t Peter"
1

(5.107)

We can assume that the verb trace and the null object in (5.98) act as zero mor-phemes and have no e�ect on the associated PS. Therefore, the PS associated with theKP in (5.107) is also the PS associated with the entire VP:



5.6. CASE STUDY: NISGHA 265s Peter
v;1 v2 vu3 v;4c1 c2 c3 c4Lam p t ri1

Ph(KPsubj)Ph(VP) [ti]V KPpro�VKPsubjVP(5.108)

Finally, we have to align the sisters under IP: I0 whose phonology is so far naksand VP whose phonology is so far s Peter. This can be done by a simple directionalityconstraint that will order any I0 and VP:37Directionality of �I branching8i; vp icat+infl ^ vp cat+verb ^ vpbar+ 2 !Phb(i) n+rPht(vp)(5.109)Exploiting the Phb(i) = Pht(vp) option, the bottom of In and the top of the VPcan coincide. The consonantal requirements imposed by the right edge of In and theleft edge of VP are compatible, indeed identical, so the same consonant can satisfy theconstraints for both syntactic constituents.37Since Nisgha is largely right-branching, this may be a special case of a much more generalconstraint. Individual categories could impose further requirements consistent with this generalconstraint. For example, we have seen that determiners rule out the reexive option of n+r,allowing only n+ .



266 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYnaks Peter
v1 v;2 v;3 v4 vu5 v;6c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6n k p t ra iAnt 1

Ph(In) Ph(VP)Ph(IP) In VPIP(5.110)

Note that in the �nal PS, a single consonant, c3, satis�es the requirements of fourdi�erent morphemes:
v1 v;2 v;3 v4 vu5 v;6c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6n k p t ra iAnt 1

HHHj CCCW 


� ���)Ph(V) Ph(Agr0) Ph(K)Ph(D)(5.111)
This has been accomplished without deleting (or failing to insert) the phonologicalcontent of any of the morphemes.I turn now briey to the question of why coalescence fails to occur between a plainmain clause verb and the determiner of a following object, in the absence of a subject,as discussed at the end of the descriptive section. Intuitively, it would seem that theobject is somehow \too far away" from the verb for coalescence to occur. Somehow thisintuition will have to be formalized, and whatever the ultimate formalization is willhave to indicate why in subordinate clauses, the object is clearly not \too far away"from the verb, and coalescence does take place. A good answer would take much moreresearch into the syntax and phonology of Nisgha. In the meantime, I have only thefollowing tentative suggestion for the property that a full formalization might hingeon.



5.7. SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 267What all the sentences where coalescence fails to occur as expected have in commonis the presence of the morpheme {(t)i{ that Tarpent glosses as \control". As mentionedearlier, this morpheme is present in all main or independent clauses where nothing outof the ordinary is going on. Some of the places it fails to occur in include subordinateclauses introduced by a complementizer, in main clauses that contain an auxiliaryverb, and in interrogative main clauses. It is not unreasonable to suppose that the\control" morpheme is in fact a complementizer and lives in the C0 position of therelevant clauses. Since the verb stem occurs to the left of the control morpheme,it would follow that the verb has undergone long-distance head-movement to C0,38bypassing Agr0 on the way up, which remains in its expected base position to the rightof the \control" morpheme. In clauses without the \control" morpheme, V0 wouldundergo only normal head-to-head movement to Agr0 and would not end up in C0. Itis possible that there is some property of the trace of V0 left behind by normal head-to-head movement versus long-distance head movement that the prosodic principlesof the language can refer to and use to constrain the possible boundaries of prosodicconstituents. Speci�cally, the trace of a V0 that has undergone long-distance headmovement might require an edge of a prosodic phrase; this would have the e�ect ofputting the end of the agreement marker and the beginning of the object's determinerinto two separate phrases, thus preventing coalescence between them.To sum up the discussion of Nisgha, we have seen how up to four di�erent mor-phemic constraints can be simultaneously be satis�ed by the same piece of a PS. Ifwe assumed the Physical Integrity of Morphemes hypothesis, we would have no choicebut to admit that all but one of the \morphemes" (that is, all but one of the pieces ofphonological structure) had been deleted or else, by some as yet mysterious mechanism,had failed to be inserted in the �rst place. But when we accept that morphemes areconstraints or descriptions that demand that certain properties be true of a PS (with-out regard to how many other morphemes may be making demands on the same pieceof a PS), the behaviour of Nisgha coronal consonants, and phenomena like it in otherlanguages, is easily explainable. Furthermore, while rule- and representation-based ap-proaches to morphology would predict situations like this to be quite rare (a predictionbelied by the number of examples found in even Stemberger's (1981) short overviewof mostly Indo-European languages), a constraint-based framework would lead us toexpect that such things should happen with some degree of frequency in the languagesof the world.5.7 Summary and implicationsWe have seen that the principles of morpheme combination are subject to a set ofsimple constraints, such as the Sister Alignment Principle and the Mother's Boundary38The long-distance movement might be forced by selectional properties of the \control"morpheme that demand a V0 sister. Cf. Ouhalla (1991) on morphological selection.



268 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYPrinciple. These principles leave open a few options about how exactly they will besatis�ed (e.g., by a top pointer or a bottom pointer). Each possible choice will resultin PSs that exemplify traditional morphological processes like simple concatenation,in�xation, templatic morphology, etc. Syntactic trees under the level of X0 look muchlike work done in the tradition of Selkirk (1982), though because the syntax-phonologymapping principles only check for correct alignment (and do not have to actively createthe correct alignment through operations like concatenation), unlike in Selkirk (1982)there is no need to suppose that templatic morphology is handled by a completelydi�erent component of grammar than the principles that deal with prototypical con-catenation.We have also seen how the passive checking nature of constraint-based grammarscan explain in a natural way the kinds of morphological overdetermination that proce-dural frameworks need deletion rules (or some additional mechanism) for. Even spec-tacular examples of morphological overdetermination, like the merger of post-verbalcoronals in Nisgha, follows with perfect regularity from the same principles that are atwork in more prototypical cases of concatenation.The proposals discussed so far have some serious rami�cations for various versionsof the Lexicalist Hypothesis, the hypothesis that syntax cannot refer to the internalstructure of words. If one looks closely at how a Lexicalist Hypothesis could possiblyapply in this framework, one will notice an even more disturbing point: there are nowords.The absence of words from the framework is not as great a shortcoming as it might�rst appear. Researchers have tried for years, without an overwhelming amount ofsuccess, to give theoretical content to the pre-theoretical notion of \word". One of themost detailed discussions of the question is given by di Sciullo and Williams (1987),who distinguish between several concepts that usually coincide with the pre-theoreticalnotion: phonological wordhood, syntactic atomicity, being listed in the lexicon (becauseof some unpredictable, non-compositional property). Clearly these several dimensionsdo not always coincide. Certainly there are large numbers of prototypical words, thingsthat are X0 nodes syntactically, are prosodic words phonologically, and must be listed inthe lexicon. But there are a perhaps even greater number of cases where these disparateproperties do not single out the same entities (clitics and phrasal idioms are two of themost obvious exceptions). Much ink has been spilt by taking one of these properties tobe the real, fundamental de�nition of a morphological word and then trying to squeezeinto the mould all the other things that have been taken pre-theoretically to be words.In the current proposal, I do not take any of these properties to be the uniquelyde�ning characteristic of a \word". Rather, I treat them as independently de�ned(and independently interesting) aspects of linguistic structure. There are phonologicalwords, that is, a level of the prosodic hierarchy whose constituents are of a size thatis usually comparable to pre-theoretically de�ned words. There are also syntacticconstituents of the zero-bar level. These are indeed interesting entities, though I seelittle to be gained by insisting on referring to them as \words" rather than as X0



5.7. SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 269constituents. There are also constraints that \list" the unpredictable properties ofsome linguistic objects. Again, I see no advantage in trying to single out a subset ofthese constraints as word constraints, especially since there will be little that formallydistinguishes them from other constraints.So, in a sense, the entire issue the Lexicalist Hypotheses are based on is sidesteppedby denying the existence of the entities they try to predicate unique properties of. Infact, the sidestepping is more radical than this. Besides denying the existence ofthe entities, the framework developed so far also denies the existence of the uniqueproperties that so fascinate proponents of the Lexicalist Hypotheses. Let us consider acouple of representative characterizations of what the content of a Lexicalist Hypothesisis: Syntactic rules are not allowed to refer to, and hence cannot directly mod-ify, the internal morphological structures of words. (Lapointe 1980: 222)The content of [the Lexicalist Hypothesis] is that transformations shouldonly be permitted to operate on syntactic constituents and to insert ordelete named items (like prepositions). This means that they can't beused to insert, delete, permute or substitute parts of words. (Spencer1991: 72{3)The things that a Lexicalist Hypothesis wants to prevent from happening to a\word" are things that a monostratal and monotonic approach to language does notallow to happen to anything , word or not. The inability to be inserted, deleted, per-muted, or substituted does not set apart any special class of linguistic objects at all,let alone one that corresponds to the pre-theoretical notion of word.It should be noted that this rejection of the Lexicalist Hypothesis does not implya free-for-all, where syntactic constituents of the zero-bar level or lower can appearanywhere in a syntactic tree they choose. Nor does it involve the strong claim of Lieber(1992) that no syntactic principle can refer exclusively to constituents under the zero-bar level. I see no problem with a constraint predicating interesting properties of theX�1 level, any more than there should be problems predicating interesting things of theX2 level or of nouns. It is simply a claim that all the e�ects that a Lexicalist Hypothesisis interesting in capturing can be captured just as e�ectively without having to positand de�ne a special type of linguistic object corresponding to the pre-theoretical notionof word.Let us consider a more concrete example. The generalizations that various versionsof the Lexicalist Hypothesis are intended to explain involve questions like: why can'tyou topicalize a tense su�x by moving it to the front of a sentence? The way thatthis question is phrased presupposes that the best way to handle topicalization is asa literally real movement of part of the sentence. But this is not the only way todeal with the long distance dependency between the topicalized constituent and thegap in the rest of the sentence that it is logically connected with. Even within GB,there is a trend toward seeing \movement" simply as a metaphor for understanding the



270 CHAPTER 5. CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGYconnection between a topicalized constituent and its trace and for describing the kindsof S-structure or LF binding relations that are and are not legal. We can extend thistreatment to the su�x topicalization case, and allow or disallow these structures usingonly constraints on representations. A topicalized su�x structure might look like:T�1i C0CPC[topic] TPDP T0T0V0 ti . . .
(5.112)

Leaving aside purely phonological constraints that might prevent this syntactic treefrom being part of a legal sign (for example, a requirement that the PS correspondingto T�1 be in a dependent position in a phonological clitic group whose primary stress isto its left), there are representational syntactic constraints that might rule out (5.112)without relying on constraints on some kind of movement transformation. For example,it is widely accepted that any constituent that is in the speci�er of a maximal projection(X2) must itself be a maximal projection|T�1 is not. T�1 may be unable to bind itstrace underneath T0; perhaps T0 acts in this language as a barrier in a sense related tothat used by Chomsky (1986). (Compare Lieber's (1992) discussion of binding underthe X0 level.) Or perhaps the selectional restrictions of T�1 (e.g., it must have a V0complement) are not satis�ed properly in (5.112).For the present discussion, it is irrelevant which one or more of these constraintsprohibits a structure like (5.112). The main point is that it is very likely that thegeneralization against topicalizing su�xes (and generalizations like it) can be expressedusing only constraints on representations.39 These types of facts do not force us toaccept movement transformations as a literal fact, or to formulate conditions on theoperation of such a transformation, or to de�ne a linguistic entity corresponding to thepre-theoretical notion of word to be used in the de�nition of movement constraints.39Baker's (1988) analysis of incorporation and similar phenomena is a good example of theamount of work that can be done by constraints on representations (e.g., possible bindingcon�gurations) and of the kind of constraints that will be needed.



5.7. SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 271The theoretical work of the Lexicalist Hypotheses40 can be done using the mechanismsand entities we already have.

40as opposed to the sociological work of allowing one to reject Generative Semantics out ofhand
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Chapter 6Templatic morphology:Moroccan ArabicIn this chapter, I look in more detail at one example of a templatic morphologicalsystem, that of Moroccan Arabic (MA). I shall show how the properties of MA �tinto the general theory of morpheme combination developed in the last chapter. Theanalysis also provides an extended example of how the system of null nodes proposedin section 3.3.1 works in a real language. Moroccan Arabic is particularly interesting fora discussion of templatic morphology. Short vowels of Classical Arabic have historicallybeen deleted in MA, leaving behind complex patterns of consonant clusters. Very fewprevious analyses have managed to give a convincing account even of the syllabi�cationbehaviour of consonant clusters, and none that I am aware of have integrated such anaccount with an analysis of the templatic morphology system.6.1 Moroccan ArabicThis section outlines some of the phenomena of Moroccan Arabic that will form thebasis of the rest of the chapter.6.1.1 SegmentsThe following table shows the basic consonant inventory of MA (cf. Harris 1942, Harrell1962, Heath 1987).
273



274 CHAPTER 6. TEMPLATIC MORPHOLOGY: MOROCCAN ARABIClabial dental palato velar uvular pharyngeal laryngealalveolarstop t t. k q bb d d. gfricative f s s. �s x h. hz z. �z �g cnasal m nlateral l l.ap-trill r r.semivowel w y
(6.1)

There are two entries for almost every line in the dental1 column. The soundsmarked with the underdot are usually referred to as emphatic or pharyngealized, therest as plain. An emphatic consonant's pharyngealization is for the most part realizedon the neighbouring vowel. As Heath points out, t.i is usually heard [te]. The exactset of emphatic consonants is a matter of some disagreement. Harrell, for instance,includes emphatic labials. Since the question is not central to the following discussion,I shall simply assume that some subset of MA consonants can be speci�ed [2:[s:Pha,d:R]]. This speci�cation also covers the uvulars and, of course, the pharyngeals.There are three full or, in Harrell's terminology, stable, vowels in MA: a, i, andu. Most of these are descended from CA long vowels. Near plain consonants, these arerealized as [�], [i], and [u]. Near emphatic consonants, the vowels are pharyngealizedtoo and are realized as [�], [e], and [o]. See Chapter 2 on the representation of MA lowvowels.In addition there are some reduced, short, or unstable vowels. The most com-mon is the schwa, which for typographical convenience I shall follow Harrell in tran-scribing e. Kaye (1990) argues that the MA schwa is Government Phonology's coldvowel: high, back, unrounded, lax [+]. This is not an inaccurate characterization,though the realization of e is highly variable, depending largely on the nature of theneighbouring consonants, hence Harrell's description of it as unstable. Near pharyn-gealized consonants, e is usually quite pharyngeal. Harrell transcribes it as �a in theenvironment of pharyngeals and uvulars. Harris transcribes his schwa phoneme as[� ] next to emphatic consonants. That is, schwa seems to show the same high-midalternations as the full vowels i and u.There are neighbourhoods of some MA words that are a�ected by labialization.This can be realized as a secondary articulation or release on a velar or uvular conso-nant [kw, gw , qw, xw, �gw] or by a labialized schwa, transcribed �u by Heath. Comparethe verb tq�ub `puncture' with its simple verbal noun twqib and its instantiating verbalnoun tweqba (Heath 1987:81). Heath has long discussions about the underlying repre-1Heath (1987) labels this series alveolar. Harrell describes it as apico-dental. I do not thinkit inaccurate to characterize this series as anterior laminal, that is, in the system of chapter 2,[a:Lam, s:Ant].



6.1. MOROCCAN ARABIC 275sentation of this labialization. I shall not discuss the problem here, partly because itis peripheral to the concerns of this chapter and partly because the \problems" Heath�nds are to a large extent a by-product of proceduralist assumptions.6.1.2 Clusters, epenthesis, and syncopeClusters of two consonants are possible in all positions of the MA word.2 Considerthe initial clusters in the following perfective verbs:kteb `he wrote'�sr.eb `he drank'md.e�g `he chewed'lbes `he wore, he put on'qbel `he accepted'(6.2)
While it is conceivable that �sr. and perhaps even kt and qb constitute branchingonsets, this is not possible with md. and lb. Syllables in other languages consistentlyobey what has been called the Sonority Sequencing Constraint or Generalization(cf. Steriade 1982, Selkirk 1984): segments decrease in sonority the further they arefrom the nuclear peak of the syllable. This means no consonant in a branching onsetcan have a greater sonority than the consonant that follows it.3 If md. and lb wereonsets in MA, this would require abandoning a proposed universal principle that hasserved well in language after language.It is also possible to have a cluster of three consonants if the �rst two are geminate,e.g., qeddmet `she presented', t.-t.bib `the doctor', where the de�nite article pre�x l{has assimilated to the �rst coronal of the stem. This largely occurs in morphologi-cally restricted environments, since most gemination in MA arises from morphologicalprocesses.4 Even more so than with two-consonant clusters, most of these three-consonant clusters cannot be seen as onsets, even when word-initial. This would re-quire MA, alone among the world's languages, to allow geminates in its onsets|severalphonological models on the market today do not even have a way of representing sucha situation.2although word-�nal clusters are morphologically restricted to, e.g., some kinds of nouns,�rst person singular verb forms.3Languages usually also demand a certain sonority \distance" between elements of a branch-ing onset. Thus, from to is a large enough increase in sonority for to count as a legalonset in Greek, but not in English.4The of , for example, is the result of the templatic constraints imposed by thecausative morpheme, to be discussed later.In other environments, cliticization can create three-consonant sequences without geminates.For example, one type of negation of a �rst person singular perfective verb adds to a verbalready ending in a cluster because of the �rst person singular su�x : `I found',`I didn't �nd.'



276 CHAPTER 6. TEMPLATIC MORPHOLOGY: MOROCCAN ARABICSo the �rst challenge for a model of MA phonology is to provide a syllabic structurefor such clusters that avoids the problems discussed above. There should be indepen-dent evidence for any proposal | saving the Sonority Sequencing Constraint shouldnot be its only motivation.One possible clue, and another fact to be explained, is that these clusters are notalways clusters. The examples in (6.2) are only one inected form of the verb, thethird person singular masculine perfective. Each verb has other forms in which theinitial consonants in (6.2) are broken up by schwas or full vowels. For example, thethird person plural perfective, besides adding the su�x {u, re- positions the schwa ineach word:Third person perfectivemasc. singular pluralkteb ketbu `write'�sr.eb �ser.bu `drink'md.e�g med.�gu `chew'lbes lebsu `wear'qbel qeblu `accept'
(6.3)

This kind of alternation is not restricted to verbs. We also �nd it in the di�erencebetween plain nouns and those with possessive su�xes:ktef `shoulder' ket� `my shoulder's.�g�ur. `childhood' s.�u�gr.i `my childhood'(6.4)It is reasonable to conclude that this is a general process of the language and not apeculiarity of particular morphological form.The basic generalization to be had is that (with the exception of certain morpho-logical environments) there can be at most one consonant at the end of a word and atmost two in a row medially. It would seem as though we could propose that schwas donot exist underlyingly and are inserted by a rule like:CC ! CeC / �C#�(6.5)However, not all occurrences of schwa are predictable by a rule like this. Nouns canshow both the CCeC pattern predicted by the rule, as in sqef `roof', and a CeCCpattern, as in bent `girl, daughter'. There are some nouns that can occur in bothpatterns in di�erent dialects, e.g., `gravy, sauce' which can be either mr.eq or mer.q.While speakers may have a preference for one of these variants, they accept the otheras \still Moroccan". This strongly suggests that the positioning of the schwa cannotbe reduced to a predictable e�ect of some property of the surrounding consonants, butmust be lexically speci�ed. Something more than a simple epenthesis rule is needed inorder to account for the distribution of reduced vowels in MA.



6.1. MOROCCAN ARABIC 2776.1.3 Templatic morphologyThe kind of templatic morphology that operates in MA can be illustrated by thefollowing sets of words (Harrell 1962:23).kteb `he wrote'iketbu `they write'kateb `having written'mektub `written'ktab `book'ktub `books'mketba `writing desk'
(6.6)

qtel `he killed'qtal `carnage, slaughter'qtil `(action of) killing'qtila `murder, assassination'qettal `killer, murderer; deadly'(6.7)
Semantically, each of the words in (6.6) deals in some way with the concept ofwriting. Phonologically, they all have in common the occurrence of the consonants k,t, and b, in that order. Similarly, all the words in (6.7) involve the concept of killingand contain the consonants q{t{l. This characteristic sequence of consonants for eachverb is usually called the verb root.There is a traditional typology that divides MA verb roots along two major axes.The �rst distinction is between triliteral and quadriliteral roots, that is, whether theroot (as shown in a \neutral" form like the third person singular masculine perfective)contains three or four full segments (consonants or vowels). The second is betweenstrong, hollow, weak, and irregular roots.In a strong root, each of the three or four full segments of the root is a consonant.The ktb of (6.6) and qtl of (6.7) are strong triliterals. The third person singularmasculine perfective (3sm.pf) verb forms derived from these roots are kteb and qtel.5A root may contain a full vowel instead of a consonant in any position but the �rst. Aweak root has a vowel in place of a �nal consonant, e.g., �sra `buy', s.eqs.a `inquire'. Ahollow root has a vowel in place of the second consonant of a triliteral, e.g., bas `kiss',or the second or third consonant of a quadriliteral, e.g., ayen `wait', h.mar. `redden'.Note that the presence of the full vowel in the inected form of a weak or hollow roota�ects the positioning of reduced vowels; this will be discussed below.5For the rest of this section, roots will be cited in their 3sm.pf forms.Closely related to pure strong triliterals are geminate or doubled triliterals, where thesecond and third consonants are identical. This results in a di�erent position for the reducedvowel in their citation forms, e.g., `he smelt', `he poured'.



278 CHAPTER 6. TEMPLATIC MORPHOLOGY: MOROCCAN ARABICAlthough the vowel of a weak or hollow root will generally appear as a in the 3sm.pfform, in some other inected forms the vowel can be di�erent. Which full vowel is usedis consistent across the forms of any one stem, but lexically idiosyncratic. For example,the weak triliterals �sri `buy', h.ba `crawl', and bda `begin' have the imperatives �sri, h. bu,and bda, and the �rst person singular imperfectives ne-�sri, ne-h.bu, and ne-bda.There are also a small number of irregular roots that do not �t into any of thesecategories, e.g., �za `come', or fail to act like members of the category they appear tobelong to, e.g., xda `take' has xud as its imperative, where we would expect xdu, xdi,or xda if it were a triliteral weak root.Templates are usually described informally using a notation that mixes upper andlower case letters, as in the triliteral template, meFuL. The lower case letters appearin the positions indicated in the resulting form. The upper-case consonants F, , andL are replaced by the three consonants of the root.6 Thus, ktb `write' in the meFuLtemplate form would be mektub.Some of the characteristic templates of various morphological forms will now beexamined. The forms that will be dealt with in the analysis section of this chapter arethe base forms (e.g., 3sm.pf), the causative, the reciprocal, and the active and passiveparticiples.Base formsThe essential features of the base forms have been outlined above in the discussionof the various root types. In traditional grammars, this form is called measure 1, orbinyan 1. The following table summarizes the 3sm.pf forms of the various triliteralroot types in this measure.root type template 3sm.pfstrong FceL ktebgeminate FeciLi h. ellhollow FVL baweak FcV �sra(6.8)
When the verb carries inectional person-number su�xes, schwas are repositionedaccording to the principles sketched in 6.1.2 and analyzed below in 6.3. Also recall thatsome inected forms of hollow and weak measure 1 verbs use the verb's characteristicvowel rather than a. The �rst person singular imperfective of ba , for example, isn{bi .6The \variables", , , and , are usually chosen because was a verb root meaning`do' in Classical Arabic. Classical Arabic speakers showed great foresight and considerationin selecting a `do' verb root whose First and Last consonants would be mnemonic for English-speaking linguists.



6.1. MOROCCAN ARABIC 279CausativesThese forms belong to the class traditionally called measure 2, or binyan 2. A triliteralroot that is an intransitive verb or an adjective in its base form will be a transitiveverb with a causative or factitive meaning in measure 2. This is a highly productivemethod of deriving causatives from triliteral roots in MA.7The characteristic mark of this measure is gemination of the middle consonant ofthe root: 3sm.pf template causativestrong wqef FecceL weqqefgeminate �semm FecicieLi �semmemhollow faq FeGGeL feyyeqweak bka FeccV bekki(6.9)
For hollow verbs, which have no middle consonant, the geminate is of the glidecorresponding to the root's characteristic vowel (i.e., the vowel that appears in theimperative, imperfective, etc.). i corresponds to y and u to w. If the characteristicvowel is a, the causative will have y or w unpredictably.8gloss base 3ms.pf base imperative causative`wake up' faq �q feyyeq`get up' nad. nud. newwed.`fear' xaf xaf xewwef`appear' ban ban beyyen(6.10)

ReciprocalsThese forms belong to the class traditionally known as measure 3, or binyan 3. Themost obvious characteristic of this measure is the presence of a full a between the �rstand second consonants of the root.While there are some words that instantiate the bare template FaeL, they tendto be semantically idiosyncratic and the pattern by itself is not productive. The mostcommon use of the FaeL template is in conjunction with the pre�x t{ to form areciprocal verb. gloss 3sm.pf base reciprocalstrong `kill' qtel t-qatelgeminate `smell' �semm t-�sammhollow `fear' xaf t-xawefweak `buy' �sra t-�sara(6.11)7A quadriliteral root can have no measure 2 form. Their causatives must be formed bysyntactic periphrasis.8Many varieties of MA will fully vocalize the schwa before a geminate glide, e.g.,instead of . See Harrell (1962:30).



280 CHAPTER 6. TEMPLATIC MORPHOLOGY: MOROCCAN ARABICAs with the causatives, the reciprocals of hollow verbs �ll in the c position ofthe template with the glide corresponding to their characteristic vowel. ba `sell'(imperative bi ) has the reciprocal t-baye , bas `kiss' (imperative bus) has t-bawes,and xaf `fear' (imperative xaf , causative xewwef ) has xawef .Active participleLike the reciprocal, the templatic pattern for the active participle of measure 1 verbsis FaeL, with no pre�x.3sm.pf participle glosskteb kateb `having written'h. ell h. all `having opened'ba baye `having sold'�sra �sari `having bought'(6.12)
Passive participleThe templatic pattern for the passive participle is meFuL.3sm.pf participle glosskteb mektub `(having been) written'h. ell meh. lul `(having been) opened'ba mebyu `(having been) sold'�sra me�sri `(having been) bought'(6.13)

The c position for hollow verbs is �lled by a glide in the same way described forother patterns. Note that the position of the schwa is the pre�x me{ is predictablefrom the principles of section 6.1.2.Some other derivational templatic patterns exist. These tend, on the whole, tobe less productive and more lexically idiosyncratic. The patterns given above are arepresentative sample of the types of alternations that are found in MA verbs andverb-derived words. Analyzing them will allow us to see the essential sca�olding of theMA templatic morphology system.6.2 Government Phonology analyses of MAThe work of Government Phonologists on Moroccan Arabic gives one of the mostinteresting accounts yet of the schwa/zero alternations that characterize the language.Three articles deal with some depth with MA, applying the concepts of GP at variousstages of its development: Kaye, Echchadli, and El Ayachi (1986), Kaye (1990a), andKaye (1990b). Kaye (1990b) is the most consistent with the principles now generallyaccepted in Government Phonology.



6.2. GOVERNMENT PHONOLOGY ANALYSES OF MA 281A favourite slogan of GP is \Languages do not wear their syllable structure on theirsleeves." It is an error to assume that exhaustively dividing up a string of surface seg-ments into the least o�ensive groupings will yield the syllables that are phonologicallyrelevant. The problem is especially acute in MA, where naively grouping the segmentsof the verb lbes `wear, put on' into a single syllable yields a typologically grotesqueconstituent that seriously compromises several universal principles of syllabi�cationthat have been shown to hold in almost every other language.GP argues that the syllables that are phonologically relevant in MA are not imme-diately obvious from the apparent surface segmental sting. Much of the work leadingup to the present theory of GP pointed to the usefulness of having an appendix atthe end of a word where a consonant could be prosodically licensed without being syl-labi�ed into the preceding syllable (Charette 1984, Kaye and Lowenstamm 1984). Itwas soon realized that this appendix need not be a novel type of prosodic constituent,rather it could be a normal syllable whose nucleus happened to be empty. This idea hasbecome more widely accepted. McCarthy and Prince (1990a), for example, propose asyllable with no nucleus (��) at both the right and left edges of the verb's prosodictemplate. MA provides the strongest evidence yet that these kinds of syllables withempty nuclei can also occur in the middle of words as well as at their edges.Kaye proposed that in every consonant cluster that does not obey the sonority se-quencing generalizations,9 the consonants are not in fact adjacent but are \separated"by an empty nuclear position. Instead of trying to squeeze lbes into a single syllable:
l b e sNR�O(6.14)

GP proposes that each consonant is followed by a nuclear position, two of which arephonetically unrealized:O R O R O Rj j j j j jj N j N j Nj j j j j jl � b e s �(6.15)9Actually, the generalizations do not involve sonority per se, but a slightly di�erent GPimplementation of the concept involving the abstract phonological property of charm. SeeKaye, Lowenstamm, and Vergnaud (1990b) for discussion of how the charm values of conso-nants a�ect syllabi�cation.



282 CHAPTER 6. TEMPLATIC MORPHOLOGY: MOROCCAN ARABICAlthough GP does not recognize the existence of any higher node �, pre-theoreticallywe can say that the GP representation of lbes contains three syllables.The central explanatory idea GP brings to schwa/zero alternation in MA is thatschwas and empty nuclei are fundamentally the same thing in slightly di�erent envi-ronments. An empty nucleus is not in fact empty, rather it is �lled by an entity thatGP refers to as v0 or the cold vowel. In some contexts the cold vowel is phoneticallyrealized, in some it is not. The cold vowel has none of the four active or \hot" features([{back], [{high], [+round], [+ATR]), so when it is phonetically realized, the result isa back high unrounded lax vowel, usually transcribed [I-].Whether or not a cold vowel is phonetically realized depends on another property ofphonological representations known as proper government. A phonetically realizednucleus may properly govern the nucleus to its left. A nucleus that is properly governedby the nucleus to its right will be phonetically unrealized. (A parameter setting will letsome languages additionally allow a word-�nal cold vowel to be phonetically unrealized.Standard French and MA both have this parameter setting.)Recall from section 3.3.1 the example of schwa/zero alternation from French. Charette(1988) accounted for the di�erence between d t� l d�mander and d� t l� dmanderas a di�erence in which nuclei governed which others:d� t� l� d�manderO N O N O N O N O N O Nd t l d m ~a d e� �?� �?(6.16)
d� t� l� d�manderO N O N O N O N O N O Nd t l d m ~a d e� �?� �?(6.17)

In (6.16), the ~a properly governs the �rst nucleus of demander, making it phoneticallyunrealized. Similarly, the nucleus of le properly governs the nucleus of te, allowing itto be phonetically unrealized. The �rst nucleus of demander could not properly governthe nucleus of le, since the �rst nucleus of demander is phonetically unrealized andhence does not have the quali�cations to be a proper governor; the nucleus of le, then,must be phonetically realized as schwa.



6.2. GOVERNMENT PHONOLOGY ANALYSES OF MA 283Kaye (1990b) states the principles controlling this e�ect as:10Empty Category Principle (Kaye 1990b: 314)i. A licensed empty nucleus has no phonetic realization.ii. An empty nucleus is licensed if (a) it is properly governed or(b) if it is domain �nal in languages which license domain-�nal empty nuclei.(6.18)
A nuclear position � properly governs a nuclear projection � i�a. � is adjacent to � on its projectionb. � is not itself licensedc. No governing domain separates � from �.(6.19)The GP treatment of MA is similar to the treatment of French just seen, exceptthat there is no optionality in which nuclei are proper governors and which are not.In kteb `he wrote', there are three empty nuclei, or rather three nuclei �lled with thecold vowel v0, one after each of the consonants:kteb `he wrote'k v01 t v02 b v03N N N� �?(6.20)

Since MA has the parameter setting that licensed word �nal empty nuclei to be pho-netically unrealized, v03 will not be pronounced. It is now no longer capable of properlygoverning v02, so v02 cannot be licensed and must be phonetically realized. v01 nowproperly governs v01, which will be licensed and phonetically unrealized.Rather than having a drastically di�erent syllable structure, ketbu is almost iden-tical to kteb, except for the presence of the su�x {u and the distribution of propergovernment. The �rst two nuclei remain �lled with the cold vowel v0.ketbu `he wrote'k v01 t v02 b uN N N� �?(6.21)
10Requirement (6.19c) is intended to prevent three surface consonants in a row, which couldarise if empty nuclei with codas were allowed to be unrealized [C�C][CV] (where propergovernment would have to cross the coda licensing governing domain) or if a nucleus with abranching onset could properly govern [C�][CCV] (where proper government would have tocross the constituent government domain within the branching onset).



284 CHAPTER 6. TEMPLATIC MORPHOLOGY: MOROCCAN ARABICThis time the third nucleus is phonetically realized and can properly govern v02, whichwill be phonetically unrealized and unable to properly govern v01, which will be unli-censed and pronounced.Perhaps the weakest aspect of GP approaches to Semitic languages is unclear natureof its proposals on templates and template satisfaction, though it should be said thattemplatic morphology has not been the focus of GP research on MA. Kaye (1990b)gives the MA active participle template as:O N O N O Nj j j j j jx x x x x x xja(6.22)
Roots are represented with the rather sketchily de�ned notation of vertical bars, e.g.,jktbj. The segments of the root are somehow inserted into the template, though exactlyhow this operation is to be performed is never made clear.11 Both the template andthe root are problematic. Kaye's concept of the template is subject to the same kinds ofcriticisms Prosodic Morphology makes against templates constructed from CV skeleta:the structure in (6.22) is prosodically arbitrary. There are no suggestions as to why wecould not have templates even more complex than (6.22), say one requiring �ve heavysyllables in a row with the second and fourth onsets preassociated to f and q. Thereare also problems with the concept of the root. It is telling that the abbreviatorynotation of jktbj is never spelt out in full. I believe that it could not be. A rootcould not be a sequence of segments, because segments have no independent status inGP. The phonological content of a segment is represented with one or more privativeelements like I0, A+, h0. In order to be de�ned as a segment, these elements need tobe associated to a skeletal slot. But the roots themselves cannot contain skeletal slots| skeletal slots are already indispensable parts of the templates, and there is no non-ad-hoc way in GP in which two sequences of skeletal slots could become superimposedon each other.These di�culties result from accepting the Physical Integrity of Morphemes as-sumption (that two di�erent phonological objects cannot occupy the same space atthe same time) and from GP's few remaining proceduralist assumptions (here, that11The most complete discussion of the question is footnote 10 of Kaye (1990a):A word should be said concerning the association of radical segments with thepositions of the template in question. I follow here the traditional autosegmentalleft-to-right approach. Further I follow the view that only certain positions areaccessible to segments of a given morpheme. I assume that the causative templatecontains the same �ve positions as its non-causative counterpart. In addition, itcontains a single position, that which follows the �rst nucleus[,] that is proper tothe causative form. Finally, this position has no segmental content.



6.2. GOVERNMENT PHONOLOGY ANALYSES OF MA 285verb forms have to be derived in virtual time by actively linking up the two represen-tations that form the morphemes). It will be shown in the next section how adoptinga constraint-based approach to morphology will allow both the root morpheme andthe \template" morpheme to refer to same skeletal positions of a PS without any adhoc devices. It will also be seen that \template" morphemes will not need to be givenelaborate structures like (6.22); they will consist of just one or two simple prosodicconditions.Though nominal morphology will not be the primary focus of the next section, Ishould spend some time discussing cluster-�nal nouns such as ra�zl, since they are thearea in which my proposals and those of Kaye (1990a) are most divergent.Kaye (1990a) discusses the forms of nouns at some length.12 The generalizationhe is most interested in capturing is this: There is a fairly clear di�erence in the typesof consonants found in nouns of the form CCeC and those of the form CeCC:bent `girl' nmer `tiger'kelb `dog' qfel `lock'merd `sickness' msen `stone'melk `angel' sbe `lion'(6.23)The CeCC forms are problematic for a GP analysis that adopts the strong \one nucleusper consonant" position. bent would have to have the structure:N N Nj j jx x x x x xj j j j j jb v01 n v02 t v03(6.24)
v03 would be licensed to be phonetically realized by the end-of-the-word parameter, butcontrary to the de�nition in (6.19b) it would also have to properly govern v02.In order to avoid this problem, Kaye (1990a) proposes another structure for wordslike bent, noting that each of them ends in a consonant cluster that is a prime candidatefor being a coda-onset sequence:12Though published in 1990, Kaye (1990a) was written some years earlier and assumesan earlier version of GP that is in many respects incompatible with current proposals. Forexample, it assumes that word-�nal consonants can simply be left stranded at the end of theword and need not be followed by an empty nucleus.



286 CHAPTER 6. TEMPLATIC MORPHOLOGY: MOROCCAN ARABIC
x x x x xb v01 n t v02NRO O RN� �?(6.25)

Indeed there does seem to be a generalization that whenever the two �nal consonantsmeet the sonority criteria for standing in a coda licensing relation, they do so, butwhen they cannot, as with the m and r of nmer, they are separated by a schwa.Kaye (1990a) tries to account for this by proposing a four-slot nominal template:Nominal template Njx x x x(6.26)Whenever the consonants associated to the second and third slots can stand in a codalicensing relation, they do so. If they cannot without violating the sonority principlesof GP, epenthesis must take place, inserting an extra nuclear position between the two:N Nj jx x x x xj j jn m r(6.27)
In the more developed (and more principled) version of GP presented in Kaye(1990b), this kind of epenthesis operation is highly suspicious. As well, there are someempirical problems with the analysis. As mentioned in the last section, the possibilityof both mer.q and mr.eq for `sauce, gravy' makes it seem highly unlikely that anydeterministic derivation will be able to produce the di�erence between CeCC and CCeCpatterns based solely on the properties of the consonants. As well, there are exceptionsto the sonority principles in apparent coda-onset sequences, both in underived nouns(e.g., ra�zl `man') and in a large class of morphologically derived deverbal nouns, knownas masdars:verb masdarleb `play' leb `playing'qfez `jump' qefz `jumping'wzen `weigh' wezn `weighing'(6.28)



6.2. GOVERNMENT PHONOLOGY ANALYSES OF MA 287Kaye (1990a) tries to explain masdars by pointing out that they started out life asverbs, where it was established that there was no coda-licensing relation between thesecond and third consonants:[N [V x x x x x V ]N ]N N ��6 no government(6.29)
To derive the masdar, the verbal template is \adapted" to the nominal template (againa critical vagueness in de�ning the mechanism of template satisfaction), resulting inthe loss of a skeletal slot:N Nj[N [V x x x x V ] N ]j j jw z n(6.30)

This representation is not compatible with the current tenets of GP. Indeed, I seeno alternative to giving wezn the same structure that was considered and rejected forbent in (6.24). Some weakening of the Empty Category principle and de�nition ofproper government is going to be needed in order to allow structures like (6.24), thekind of weakening I tried to accomplish with the idea of extra-nulls in section 3.3.1.Given that a structure like (6.24) is going to be needed anyway in order to representmasdars, much of the motivation disappears for wanting to represent bent di�erently,with the n in a coda position under a branching rhyme, as in (6.25).Clearly, the framework of this dissertation does not permit a branching rhyme inany event, but I believe that even within a framework that does permit them, thereare good reasons for not using them for MA nouns like bent. One of the strongestreasons is that these nouns commonly have broken plurals and broken diminutives inwhich the apparent coda consonant appears as an onset:singular plural diminutive glossbent bnat bnita `girl'mer.d. mr.ad. `sickness'kelb klab `dog'selk sluk `wire'(6.31)
It is this kind of vowel/zero alternation in kteb�ketbu that led us to propose thepresence of empty nuclei after the k and the t. It seems natural to extend this reasoning



288 CHAPTER 6. TEMPLATIC MORPHOLOGY: MOROCCAN ARABICand posit an intervening nucleus between the n and t of bent, which is sometimesphonetically unrealized and other times is �lled by a full vowel.13Within the present framework, accepting that nouns like bent have a PS with threeempty nuclei, as in (6.24), the question raised by Kaye's analysis becomes: is anythinggained by assuming a coda licensing relation between the last two consonants? I believethat the advantages of restricting coda licensing to geminates (as proposed in the nextsection) far outweigh the advantage of expressing the tenuous generalizations aboutsonority sequences in nouns.6.3 The cold nucleus systemThe analysis of MA involves two fairly independent sets of principles, one which I shallcall the cold nucleus system and the other the prosodic system. The cold nucleussystem consists of those principles that determine the distribution of empty positionsthroughout an MA word (simple-null, extra-null, and unspecified positions). Irefer to it as the cold nucleus system because it involves principles that determine thephonetic realization or non-realization of nuclei that in GP analyses are �lled by thecold vowel, v0. The prosodic system controls the nature and distribution of prosodicstructure (metrical line sorts and foot governments), and allows morphemes to requiretheir PSs to satisfy certain prosodic conditions. We shall see how the behaviour of MAwords can be explained as the interaction of these two sets of principles. Althoughall parts of a word must of course respect both sets of principles, it will generally bethe case that the e�ects of the prosodic system are most visible in the �rst part ofthe word (the part that is subjected to the \template") while the e�ects of the coldnucleus system are more visible nearer the end of the word, which are usually leftunclaimed by any template. In this respect, my analysis is very much like Archangeli's(1991) analysis of templatic morphology in Yawelmani, where words were the resultof prosodic templates imposed at the beginning of the word with general principles ofsyllabi�cation applying to the rest of the word.As argued for in Government Phonology analyses, I shall assume that apparentconsonant clusters in MA are really separated by empty nuclei. Thus, kteb would havethe following structure:13The Projection Principle of GP (\Governing relations established at the level of lexicalrepresentation are maintained at all levels of representation" Kaye 1990a: 138) also recom-mends the empty nucleus analysis. Although some way might be contrived of denying that theand of (6.24) are in a coda licensing relation at the level of lexical representation (and thusillegally cease to be in the broken plural), this kind of escape hatch would seriously compromisethe empirical content of the Projection Principle.



6.3. THE COLD NUCLEUS SYSTEM 289v;1 vc2 v;3c1 c2 c3k t b
(6.32)
In fact, I push the GP claim one step further in extending it to geminates, which Kaye(1990a,b) still holds to have a traditional coda-onset structure. Where Kaye wouldargue for a structure of (6.33) for weqqef (where ( represents the coda-licensinggovernment relation between a coda consonant and the following onset), I propose(6.34).

x x x x xw NRO O RN� �? x xf
O RNq

(6.33)
vu1 ve;2 vu3c1 c2 c3w q vs;4c4fXXXXy cl:f...g(6.34)

Accepting that all onsets in MA belong to their own nuclei, the question becomes,what sorts of nuclei. MA uses the four basic nuclear sorts made available by universalgrammar, as discussed into section 3.3.1. The four sorts can be grouped into twosupersorts, an arrangement which may be diagrammed as follows.



290 CHAPTER 6. TEMPLATIC MORPHOLOGY: MOROCCAN ARABIC
speci�ed unspeci�ed simple-null extra-nullconstriction nullnode(6.35)

PS diagrams will use the usual abbreviations for these sorts:null �simple-null s�extra-null e�constriction cspeci�ed spunspeci�ed u(6.36)
Recall that constriction nodes are those that represent an articulatory constric-tion gesture and must be interpreted as such by the phonetic component. Within thesupersort of constriction, there are two basic sorts, specified and unspecified.Specified nodes are those who have their gestural features speci�ed phonologically,within the PS. An unspecified node, on the other hand, cannot have any gestu-ral features in a PS|it shares with null nodes the inability to be the source of anarticulator, site, or degree arc. An unspeci�ed node receives the default values ofthese features only during phonetic interpretation.As partially evidenced by their uni�ed behaviour with respect to gestural features,unspecified and null can be seen as forming another supersort, one which cross-cutsthe supersorts diagrammed in (6.35). This supersort will be called cold. These areroughly those nuclei that orthodox Government Phonology would argue were �lledwith the cold vowel v0, whether pronounced or not|though I also include here thoseempty nuclei that dominate onsets which GP would treat as codas:

speci�ed unspeci�ed simple-null extra-nullcold(6.37)
Null nodes cannot be phonetically interpreted as articulatory gestures, default ornot. Their only contribution to the phonetic realization of the PS will be in the tem-poral ordering of the other nodes they stand in government relations with. As pointed



6.3. THE COLD NUCLEUS SYSTEM 291out in the discussion of null positions in section 3.3.1, simple-nulls tend to be severelyrestricted in their distribution, but have relatively few constraints on the kinds of on-sets they can support. Extra-nulls, on the other hand, tend to be free of most of thedistributional restrictions on simple-nulls, but will often be restricted in the kinds ofonsets they can support (for example, the English constraint that onsets of extra-nullsbe anterior coronals, that is, [s:Ant]) and/or in the type of morphological constituentsthey can occur in. For MA, I propose that there can be two conditions that allow anextra-null nucleus. The �rst allows an extra-null if its onset is coda-licensed; to-gether with the local-domain-creating properties of the coda-licence government, thiswill result in extra-nulls that dominate the �rst member of a geminate consonant:ve; vc cx XXXXy cl:f...g(6.38)
The second possible condition allows an extra-null nucleus as the bottom of aPS associated with a Noun in the syntactic tree. This is to allow masdars (e.g., wezn`weighing') and underived nominals like bent `girl' or kelb `dog':

vu1 vs;2 ve;3c1 c2 c3b n t
Ph(N)

N[cat: noun] �N . . ....(6.39)
These nouns need an extra-null at their bottom in order to avoid violating the Ad-jacent Nulls Constraint.14Ignoring the role of extra-nulls in nouns, these principles can be formalized as:14Another intriguing possibility is that these nouns do not involve an extra-null at all, butthat the avoidance of the Adjacent Nulls Constraint comes from the �nal two consonantsnot belonging to the same phonological word. We saw in the last chapter the possibility of



292 CHAPTER 6. TEMPLATIC MORPHOLOGY: MOROCCAN ARABICThe onset of an extra-null nucleus must be coda-licensed. Whenever thereis a nucleus of sort extra-null, there will be a coda-licence arc to itsonset from the following onset.8v1 extra-null (v1) ! 9c1; v2; c2 c1:v1:c2:v2 ^ c2 cl+c1(6.40)
A coda-licence government arc creates a local domain for all segmentalspeci�cations.8g coda-licence(g) !local-domain-creator(g; articulator) ^local-domain-creator(g; site) ^local-domain-creator(g; degree) ^local-domain-creator(g; secondary) ^

(6.41)
Simple-nulls are of course subject to the Adjacent Nulls Constraint formulated insection 3.3.1, which we repeat here:Adjacent Nulls Constraint�9v1; v2 v1 n+v2 ^ simple-null(v1) ^ simple-null(v2)(6.42)or more fully:�9v1; g; v2 arc(v1; g; v2) ^ simple-null(v1) ^ simple-null(v2) ^within-word (g)(6.43)For MA, we can formulate a similar constraint against adjacent unspecified nuclei.15a single \word" containing a phonological word boundary (e.g., English . It maybe that, even in the absence of any obvious triggering a�xes, MA systematically allow thebottom nucleus of a noun to begin a new phonological word (forcing the preceding nucleusto end a phonological word). This would be a somewhat di�erent type of mismatch betweenmorphosyntactic and prosodic parsings of the nuclear spine than we have yet seen, one inwhich a phonological word PS is smaller than the PS of a syntactic atom. Hewitt (to appear)argues for an analysis of ternary stress in Alutiiq that uses prosodic words that are similarlysmaller than the PS of the corresponding syntactic atom. Clearly there would need to be moreexamination of the rami�cations of this proposal before we could adopt it.15This constraint is for the most part meant to force a nucleus to be null whenever possible.Presumably, this work could be done by the nonmonotonic portion of the grammar that selectfor each form only one PS from the set of PSs that each satisfy all the constraints, of the selec-tion metric counted a PS with an unspecified position as \larger" than an otherwise identicalPS with a null. In the interests of expressing as much as possible using hard constraints, Iwill continue to assume the constraint in (6.44). An advantageous side-e�ect of (6.44) is tosystematically ban long (bimoraic) schwas without complicating the prosodic system.



6.3. THE COLD NUCLEUS SYSTEM 293Adjacent Unspeci�eds Constraint�9v1; v2 v1 n+v2 ^ unspeci�ed (v1) ^ unspeci�ed (v2)(6.44)As an example of how these basic parts of the cold nucleus system work, considerkteb `he wrote'. The shape demanded by the lexical constraint of the verb root can bediagrammed by:v v vc1 c2 c3k t b
(6.45)
The verb root is the only lexical constraint that troubles itself over the shape of kteb.The 3sm.pf form being morphologically \unmarked", kteb gets no full vowels or tem-plates from any inectional or derivational morpheme; in other words, any inectionalor derivational features with which the verb stands in construction in the syntactictree act as zero-morphemes in the sense of chapter 5. Because no other morphemecontributes a full vowel to the form, each of the nuclei will be cold. The question is:which cold nuclei will be simple-null and which will be unspecified (and surfacewith a default schwa)? Assuming that the �nal nucleus must be null, by a constraintdiscussed below, there are four possible structures:a. kv� tvc bv� ktebb. kvc tv� bv� ketbc. kv� tv� bv� ktbd. kvc tvc bv� keteb(6.46)v2 and v3 of (6.46b) violate the Adjacent Nulls Constraint. (6.46c) violates the AdjacentNulls Constraint twice over. (6.46d) violates the Adjacent Unspeci�eds Constraint of(6.44). Only (6.46a) satis�es all the constraints, resulting in the PS:vs;1 vu2 vs;3c1 c2 c3k t b
(6.47)



294 CHAPTER 6. TEMPLATIC MORPHOLOGY: MOROCCAN ARABICThe third person plural, ketbuu `they wrote',16 is also obtained by these principlesanalogous to Government Phonology. We may assume that the morpheme of the 3plsu�x {uu requires its top to be joined to the bottom of the verb root, in the relationPhb(ktb) n+rPht(uu):
vu1 vs;2 vsp3c1 c2 c3k t b vsp4u �t

Ph(V0) Ph(Agr) Agr�pers: 3num: pl� V\uu" \ktb"
(6.48)

v1 will be unspecified, v2 simple-null, resulting in ketbuu.17The last remaining question is what sorts of nuclei are allowed to occur in word-edgepositions, that is, as the governees of top and bottom arcs. The top arc apparentlyimposes no special constraints on its governee. The bottom arc on the other handdoes not allow an unspecified position as its governee. A constriction node ispermissible, resulting in a �nal full vowel as in ketbuu. A simple-null is permissible,resulting in an apparent consonant-�nal word, as in kteb. What is not permitted is anunspecified position, a constriction node with no gestural speci�cations, that wouldreceive a default schwa phonetically. ketbe is not a legal MA word.This is clearly a language-particular constraint on word-�nal nuclei. Yawelmani isgood example of what MA would be like if it allowed unspeci�ed �nal nuclei. Manyword-�nal Yawelmani su�xes lexically demand a simple-null. The lexical constraint ofaorist {hin, for example, requires that the nucleus dominating the n be a simple-null.But there are some su�xes that do not make this stipulation, and here we �nd thevariation we would expect. The consequent gerundial su�x, {mi � {im, for example,makes no claims on the sort of the m's nucleus. The �nal nucleus will be a simple-nullwhen permitted by Yawelmani's alternation conditions, which are almost identical toMA's. In walxo-m, the �nal nucleus can be a simple-null. In other cases, like oglin-mi,16Since I adopt the Government Phonology argument that full vowels in MA are bimoraic,I shall write all full vowels as long from now on.17The reason the reverse assignment is not possible, i.e., v1 as simple-null and v2 asunspecified, resulting in , is a prosodic requirement on the relation between v2 and v3that will be discussed in the next section.



6.4. THE PROSODIC SYSTEM 295where a �nal simple-null is not possible, the �nal nucleus will be unspecified and willphonetically receive Yawelmani's default vowel, i. (Cf. Newman 1948:134{5.)6.4 The prosodic systemAll MA nuclei of whatever sort are line-0 positions. All nuclei are thus available toparticipate in prosodic structure, but they are not required to. Unlike many languages,there is no Exhaustivity Condition in MA (cf. Halle and Vergnaud 1987). There areno dire consequences awaiting a MA nucleus that is neither a head nor a dependent ofa foot government arc.The �nal nucleus of a word is prosodically atypical. This nucleus can enter intoprosodic relations without many of the restrictions that apply to other nuclei. Forexample, a null nucleus may only be a line 1 position at the end of a word. Similarly,this is the only position where the second consonant in a moraic trochee of the form[CeC] need not be the �rst half of a geminate.6.4.1 Moraic trocheesA nucleus may be line-1 if it is the head of a moraic trochee, the fundamental con-stituent of the MA prosodic system. In more traditional metrical terms, a MA moraictrochee is obligatorily branching, i.e., must contain two morae.vl1 vl0�t(6.49)(A nucleus may also be line-1 at the end of a word without having to branch.)The obligatory branchingness of the moraic trochee is the result of the followingconstraint:18Moraic trochees are obligatorily branching or are word-�nal. Non-word-�nal line 1 positions must govern another nucleus in a moraic trochee.8v1 line-1 (v1) $word-bottom (v1) _ 9v2 v1 n+v2 ^ v1 t+v2(6.50)The conjunction of v1 n+ v2 (or more precisely v1 l0g+ v2) and v1 t+ v2 will usually beabbreviated as v1 �t+v2.18We can de�ne a nucleus as word-bottom if it is pointed to by the bottom arc of a phonologynode that is word-level and is also associated in a sign with some syntax node. (We need thislast requirement in order to rule out the possibility of (spurious) non-morphosyntacticallyde�ned prosodic constituents licensing illicit prosodic properties.) The de�nition might looklike: word-bottom(v) $ 9x Phb(x) = v ^ Ph(x) level+ word.



296 CHAPTER 6. TEMPLATIC MORPHOLOGY: MOROCCAN ARABICThese moraic trochees are involved in two types of structures, traditionally consid-ered as heavy syllables: i) a long vowel, which in MA is any full vowel, a, i, or u; ii)a schwa followed by the �rst member of a geminate consonant. Thus, the dependentin a moraic trochee must be of the sort rhyme-dependent, introduced in section 3.3.1,which requires either the nucleus or its onset to be null. Furthermore, except at theend of a word, the dependent must be either specified (if it is the second half of along vowel) or extra-null (in the case of a geminate); more concisely, it must not besimple-null.The dependent of a moraic trochee government must be of the sortrhyme-dependent and can only be simple-null at the end of a word.8v1; v2 v1 �t+v2 !rhyme-dependent (v2) ^ (simple-null(v2) ! word-bottom(v2))(6.51)A long vowel and a geminate consonant involve the following structures:Long vowelv1 vrd2c1 c;;rd2�t:fsgPals s(6.52)
Geminate consonantve;;rd2 v3crd2 c3x XXXXy cl:fs,o,2...gv1c n�t:fsg(6.53)

The geminate consonant structure follows from the requirement that the dependentof a moraic trochee be extra-null and from constraints (6.40) and (6.41) of the coldnucleus system, requiring a local domain creating coda-licence in the neighbourhoodof an extra-null.We should also express the generalization noted in Government Phonology analysesof MA, that the full vowels, aa, ii, and uu, are necessarily bimoraic:Any specified nucleus must be either the head or dependent of a moraictrochee.8v speci�ed (v) ! 9u u �t+v _ v �t+u(6.54)



6.4. THE PROSODIC SYSTEM 297We prohibit vocalic diphthongs by making moraic trochee governments local-domain-creators for vocalic features:8g moraic-trochee(g) ! local-domain-creator (g; site)(6.55)Note that this last constraint is also valid for those moraic trochees that involve gemi-nate consonants. Since neither the unspecified nucleus of the schwa nor the followingextra-null nucleus governing the �rst half of the geminate has any gestural featuresat all, they vacuously share all their site speci�cations and thus respect the SpreadingConstraint.6.4.2 IambsIambic feet are involved in the prosody of MA. A line-1 position, as well as obligatorilystanding in a trochaic relation with the immediately following nucleus, may also standin an iambic relation with the preceding nucleus, resulting in the structure proposedin section 3.3.2:vl01 v2 vl03l1i �t(6.56)
The strongest evidence for iambs in MA comes from the templatic behaviour of thevast majority of broken plurals.19 Consider the prosodic properties of the beginningsof these representative broken plurals (from Heath 1987: 103):qelb qluub(aa) `heart'sqef squufaa `roof't.iir. t.yuur. `bird'�zbel �zbaal `mountain'feddaan fdaaden `�eld'buun bwaan `coupon'saaruut swaaret `key'

(6.57)
Each of these broken plurals can be analyzed as beginning with an iamb, e.g., [q�luu]b(a):19Arabic plurals are generally divided into sound plurals and broken plurals, with manynouns having (at least) one plural of each type. Sound plurals are formed by adding a su�x,but otherwise involve no change from the form of the singular, except perhaps schwa/zero alter-nations as determined by the cold nucleus system. Broken plurals involve templatic principlesand are often quite di�erent from the forms of the corresponding singulars.



298 CHAPTER 6. TEMPLATIC MORPHOLOGY: MOROCCAN ARABICvs;1 v2 v3 v4 v5c1 c2 c4ui �t:fsgq l b al1(6.58)
Following McCarthy and Prince (1990b), who argue convincingly for an iambic brokenplural template in Classical Arabic, we can propose an iambic prosodic condition forthese plurals in MA. The e�ects of this iambic template are especially visible in theplural of saaruut, swaaret:vs;1 v2 v3 vu4 vs;5c1 c2 c4ai �t:fsgs w r

l1 c5t
(6.59)
The singular saaruut already begins with a moraic trochee. In the plural, we �nd anextra templatic default consonant w whose sole purpose is to allow the form to beginwith an iambic government relation.One peculiarity of MA iambs is that the left-hand element must be null:Obligatory Iambic Weakening8v1; v2 v1 i+v2 ! null(v1)(6.60)Cross-linguistically there is a strong tendency for vowels in this prosodic position to bereduced or \deleted" altogether, a phenomenon often referred to as Iambic Weakeningand discussed in works on metrical phonology such as Hayes (1991). In MA, thistendency has simply been made obligatory.6.4.3 Syllabic trocheesConstraint (6.50) on the obligatory branchingness of moraic trochees left an escapehatch for the end-of-word position. While it is generally true that a line-1 positionmust govern a dependent, and furthermore that a line-1 position cannot be null,



6.5. ROOTS 299word-�nal nuclei are exempt from this requirement. A word-�nal null can be line-1,and can participate in prosodic structure as the dependent in a syllabic trochee, thatis, as the tail of an arc that is both a l1g and a trochee arc:vu1 v;2 v3 v4 vs;5c1 c2 c3 c5m k t b�tl1 �t l1u(6.61)
6.5 RootsVerb roots in MA show so much consistency of behaviour that it would be desirable tofactor out what they have in common and let the lexical constraint of the verb specifyonly the unpredictable elements. For the vast majority of regularly behaved verbs,these unpredictable elements turn out to be limited to the following:a. Is the root triliteral or quadriliteral?b. What are the consonants?c. Are any of the root positions weak or hollow?(6.62)The syllabic position associated with the second consonant of a triliteral root orthe third consonant of a quadriliteral root is especially crucial. For convenience, I shallindicate this nuclear position with a pointer from the phonology node, analogous tothe top and bottom pointers. For want of a better term, we can label this pointer c,after the informal template \variable" c used in section (6.1.3) to refer to the secondconsonant of triliterals:

v v vc c c
Ph������/ JJJJJJĴ?top bottom(6.63)



300 CHAPTER 6. TEMPLATIC MORPHOLOGY: MOROCCAN ARABICI am not strongly committed to the reality of this pointer. It does considerably simplifythe presentation of the analysis, though I believe a more longwinded analysis could bemade to work without it. Just as the function Pht(x) relates a syntactic node x to thenucleus pointed to by the top pointer of its associated PS, we shall use the functionPh9(x) to relate x to the tail of its PS's c arc.I propose that the lexical constraint of an MA verb will involve one of the two specialpredicates, root3 or root4. These are three- and four-place predicates respectivelywhose arguments refer to nodes (and will usually be satis�ed by onset nodes). Thelexical constraint can specify the segmental content of each of these consonant nodesusing the predicate full-value. Using the f� abbreviation for the full-value speci�cations,we can write the phonological part of KTB's lexical constraint as:Lexically speci�ed phonology of the strong root KTB `write'root3(C1; C2; C3) ^ C1 f� k ^ C2 f� t ^ C3 f� b(6.64)I use capital Cs for the argument variables, because lower-case cs might misleadinglysuggest that the three consonants must belong to successive nuclei. (In the case ofweak and hollow verbs, the three \consonants" need not even be onsets.)The three arguments of the root predicate are related to the pointers in (6.63)fairly straightforwardly. The top nucleus onset-licenses C1. The bottom nucleus onset-licenses (or is) C3. And the nucleus that is the tail of the c pointer onset-licenses (oris) C2. Any syntactic node that is a V0 has an associated PS of which the rootpredicate is true, and the arguments of the root predicate are aligned withthe top, c, and bottom pointers of the PS.8x xcat+verb ! 9C1; C2; C3root3(C1; C2; C3) ^Pht(x) o+C1 ^Ph9(x) o+rC2 ^Phb(x) o+rC3
(6.65)
This constraint requires that the root3 predicate be true of all verbs, even quadriliterals.This turns out to be a real generalization of MA. All the constraints that apply totriliterals systematically apply to quadriliterals as well. Indeed, the major di�erenceseems to be the addition of an extra consonant position in the onset of the nucleusimmediately following the top nucleus:2020Some templates will not be able to apply to quadriliterals because their requirement fora moraic trochee will conict with the root's requirement for the identity of C2, which willtypically not be able to be integrated into a moraic trochee.



6.5. ROOTS 301Quadriliteral roots8C1; C2; C3; C4 root4(C1; C2; C3; C4) ! root3(C1; C3; C4) ^9v1; v2 C1:v1:C2:v2(6.66)Besides using full-value to specify the features of consonant positions, lexical con-straints also determine if the verb is weak or hollow. I propose that this is donewith the predicate weak, which may apply to the c nucleus (for a hollow verb) or thebottom nucleus (for a weak verb). The weak argument of root3 will be given vocalicspeci�cations. For example:Lexical constraint of the hollow root NuD. `kiss'8x xcat+verb ^ semantics(x) � \get up" !root3(C1; C2; C3) ^ C1 f� n ^ C2 f� u ^ C3 f� d. ^ weak(Ph9(x))(6.67)Although this chapter will not be primarily concerned with the principles thatdetermine the form of hollow and weak verbs, I shall spend a moment showing thatthey are at least consistent with the root constraints proposed so far. Consider thehollow root NuD. `get up', which has the 3sm.pf naad. , the imperfective stem andimperative nuud. , and a causative newwed. . In constraint (6.65), the c and bottomnuclei are related to C2 and C3 by the potentially reexive o+r relation rather thanthe absolute o+ relation. This property together with the conditionality of the root'sfull-value speci�cations explains the behaviour of the vowel speci�ed for the middleposition of a hollow root. In the imperfective/imperative form nuud. , the c pointerpoints to v2, and C2 coincides with v2, exploiting the possibility that Ph9(x) o+r C2can be satis�ed when Ph9(x) = C2:C1 = c1C2 = v2C3 = c3 v1 v2 v3c1 c3n d.u �����+ QQQQQs?(6.68)
In the causative newwed. , C2 coincides with c3, exploiting the possibility that Ph9(x) o+rC2 can be satis�ed when Ph9(x) o+C2:



302 CHAPTER 6. TEMPLATIC MORPHOLOGY: MOROCCAN ARABICC1 = c1C2 = c3C3 = c4 vu1 ve;2 vu3 vs;4c1 c2 c3 c4n w d.
�������+ QQQQQQQsAAAAAU� cl

(6.69)

Even 3sm.pf naad. , where no u appears at all, is no problem. The PS itself is as in nuud. ,except that the full vowel speci�cation is the a demanded by the 3sm.pf morpheme. ButC2, the position that is required to have a full-value speci�cations for u, can coincidewith an onset position, c2. Since c2 is null, it is not a full position, and there isno need for the full-value speci�cations to appear in the PS. The lexical constraint isagain satis�ed.C1 = c1C2 = c2C3 = c3 v1 v2 v3c1 c3n d.
�����+ QQQQQs?c2a

(6.70)
There is one more interesting property of roots in MA. Consider the relation be-tween the nuclei of C2 and C3 in the three forms 3sm.pf kteb, 3p.pf ketbuu, and thepassive participle mektuub. Particularly, consider the possible prosodic constituenciesof the portion of each word from t to the end:k [teb] moraic trocheeke [tbuu] iambmek [tuub] syllabic trochee(6.71)



6.5. ROOTS 303In each case, there is a prosodic government between the nucleus of C2 and the nucleusof C3. This relation is an i in ketbuu. It is a t, as well as a l0g, in kteb, that is, amoraic trochee arc. It is a t and a l1g in mektuub:kteb v;1 vu2 vl0;;3c1 c2 c3k t b
l1�t(6.72)

ketbuu vu1 v;2 vsp3 vsp;rd4c1 c2 c3k t b ul1i �t(6.73)
mektuubvu1 v;2 vsp3 vsp4 v;5c1 c2 c3 c5m k t bul1,l2 l1�t �t(6.74)

We never �nd the C2 and C3 split between two di�erent feet.We can express the constraint that the nuclei of C2 and C3 stand in a prosodic rela-tion, that is, that they be joined by an arc belonging to the supersort foot (consistingof iamb and trochee), as follows, using the c and bottom pointers:8x xcat+verb ! Ph9(x) foot+ Pht(x)(6.75)



304 CHAPTER 6. TEMPLATIC MORPHOLOGY: MOROCCAN ARABICThis constraint may have to be weakened in order not to apply to hollow and weakverb roots.It is this property that is responsible for the form of the 3pl form of kteb beingketbuu rather than ktebuu. The nuclei governing the t and the b must be in a prosodicgovernment relation. Given the presence of the �nal inectional {uu, the only relationthis could be is an iambic one. By constraint (6.60), the leftmost nucleus in an iambmust be null. Hence, ke[t�buu] rather than ktebuu.6.6 Moroccan Arabic \templates"We are now ready to see how the \templates" of Moroccan Arabic, together with theconstraints governing verb roots, the cold nucleus system, and the prosodic system,result in the ultimate form of verbs. Because so many properties of words are alreadyhandled by these other systems of constraints, there is no need to specify them againin the lexical constraints of \templatic" morphemes such as the causative. Our tem-plates will not look like CeCCeC (cf. McCarthy 1979, Heath 1987), with the needfor language-speci�c association conventions and extra epenthesis rules for �ne-tuning.More in the spirit of McCarthy and Prince (1986, 1990), the templates will simply bea prosodic category (or rather, a prosodic requirement). There is still no need for anyspecial association conventions; the proper association of the template's prosodic con-stituent and the root's melody is handled by the same sister alignment principles thatare responsible for normal concatenation. In the case of derivational templates, it isusually the tops of the two morphemes that are aligned: Pht(root) = Pht(template).6.6.1 Base formsIn the base form of verbs (or measure 1), no derivational morphemes have been applied,or more precisely, any \derivational" node in the syntactic tree behaves as a zero-morpheme. There are no external prosodic conditions applied to the root. The onlythings determining the pattern of Cs and Vs are the cold nucleus system and thepresence or absence of third person inectional su�xes ({uu `3pl', {t `3sg feminine').First and second person inections on perfective verbs behave as if they did notbelong to the same phonological word as the root:ktebt `1sg' ktebnaa `1pl'ktebtii `1pl' ktebtiiw `2pl'(6.76)These all seem to be composed of the 3sm.pf base kteb as an independent word, plusthe su�x. Speci�cally, the consonants of the su�xes have no e�ect on the distributionof schwas and nulls in the verb root. Given the 1sg su�x {t, we might expect a 1sgform of ketbet, a form we do indeed �nd for the 3sg feminine, whose su�x is also{t. The di�erence between the 1sg and the 3sg feminine follows naturally if the 3sg



6.6. MOROCCAN ARABIC \TEMPLATES" 305feminine su�x belongs to the same phonological word as the root, a�ecting its nucleiby the cold nucleus system, while the 1sg is not in the same phonological word. Wecan capture this behaviour by a constraint requiring the top of a �rst or second personperfective su�x also to be the top of a phonological word.6.6.2 Active participlesDeriving the active participle (e.g., kaateb for kteb in fact involved no prosodic condi-tions at all that have not already been stated as part of the prosodic system. All themorpheme for the active participle needs to specify is that the top nucleus be speci�edfor the vowel a (or just for the site [s:Pha]). The rest, including the length of the vowel,is taken care of by principles we have already seen.For concreteness, let us assume the following lexical entry for the active participle,abbreviating the syntax:8x x � \active participle" !9v complement(x; v) ^ v cat+verb ^ selectional restrictionPht(x) s+Pha ^ vowel speci�cationPht(x) = Pht(v) sister alignment(6.77)This results in a morphosyntactic structure like:
v v v vc c ck t ba ��������9 AAUPPPPPPq����� Ph(A�1)Ph(V0)�������	 ZZZZZZZZZ~

Ph(A0)
A�1[voi: active] V0A0(6.78)

The prosodic system requires that, since the top of the PS is a specified nucleus,it must be part of a moraic trochee, hence the second nucleus must also be a speci�ednucleus with a pharyngeal site. The PS for kaateb is:
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vsp1 vsp;rd2 vu3 vs;4c1 c;2 c3 c4k t ba�t

����������� ?@@@@@RbottomtopBBBNPh(A�1) Ph(V0) C1 = c1C2 = c3C3 = c4(6.79)
As the dependent of a trochee arc, v2 is of the sort rhyme-dependent, so c2 mustbe rhyme-dependent as well. This means either v2 or c2 must be null. Since v2is already required to be specified, as the second half of the long a, this leaves c2to be null. This null consonant position could not possibly be speci�ed for the tfeatures demanded by the root's C2, so C2 must coincide with c3. The fact that v3 isunspecified (pronounced schwa) and v4 is null (not pronounced) is determined bythe normal operation of the cold nucleus system.Interestingly, this \templatic" constraint has nothing prosodic at all about it. Allit speci�es is the articulatory content of a vowel, something McCarthy (1979) wouldthink more appropriate for an inectional morpheme marking voice. All the prosodicconsequences, such as the fact that the resulting full vowel must be bimoraic, arestated in separate constraints. In this respect, MA has an easier time of it in itstemplatic morphology than Classical Arabic did. Since MA has reduced its historicshort vowels to unspecified vowels, any vowel speci�cation whatsoever automaticallycreates a moraic trochee. A Classical Arabic template, on the other hand, wouldhave to explicitly state the trochaic requirement separately from the vowel qualityrequirement.6.6.3 ReciprocalsThe active participle is homophonous with measure 3 of the verb. The requirementsfor the reciprocal form are identical to those of the active participle, with the additionof a t{ pre�x. Some of the implications of this extra pre�x will become more apparentin the discussion of the passive participle forms in section 6.6.5.6.6.4 CausativesIn the causative template, we see an example of a prosodic requirement. wqef 'scausative, weqqef , can be derived by two simple requirements on the �rst nucleus:



6.6. MOROCCAN ARABIC \TEMPLATES" 307that it be a line 1 position (i.e., head of a prosodic foot) and, almost but not quite indirect contradiction, that it be cold. Again, the top of the causative's PS is alignedwith the top of the verb root's PS.8x x � \causative" !9v v cat+verb ^ complement(x; v) ^ selectional restrictionline-1 (Pht(x)) ^ cold(Pht(x)) ^ the \template"Pht(x) = Pht(v) sister alignment(6.80)Since nulls can only be prosodic heads at the ends of words, the only way this topnode could be both line-1 and cold is for it to be unspecified. So we know that the�rst vowel will be a schwa. Being a prosodic head, the top nucleus must also engagein a trochaic relation.Let us consider a false start | a PS where the C2 q required by the verb rootoccurs in the PS's c2 and the next non-null consonant is the C3 f :v1 v2 v3c1 c2 c3w q f
l1�t f*(6.81)

Several factors rule against a con�guration like this. First of all, in the absence offull vowels, the surface form would have to be weqef or weqfe, both of which arebanned by the cold nucleus system (weqef for violating the Adjacent Unspeci�edsConstraint, weqfe for having an unspeci�ed position word-�nally). Furthermore, v2 isthe dependent in the trochaic relation required by the template, so cannot participatein any further prosodic relations | but as the nucleus pointed to by the c pointer, itmust bear some kind of prosodic relation to the nucleus of f , the nucleus pointed toby the bottom pointer.The only alternative is for C2's nucleus to be one step further away. We can drawthe diagram so far as:



308 CHAPTER 6. TEMPLATIC MORPHOLOGY: MOROCCAN ARABICvu1 v2 vu3 vs;4c1 c2 c3 c4w q f
l1�t(6.82)

We can also give the appropriate empty sorts to the �nal two nuclei with our currentknowledge.The only question remaining is what v2 and c2 are. v2 obviously cannot be a fullvowel, or it would have to share its gesture features with v1, making v1 a specifiedposition against the requirements of the causative template. So v2 must be cold. Itcannot be unspecified without clashing with the unspeci�ed v1, violating the AdjacentUnspeci�eds Constraint. It cannot be simple-null, since it is only word-�nally thata simple-null can be the dependent of a trochee. Fortunately, there is a remainingpossibility. v2 could be an extra-null. This would require c2 to be the �rst half of ageminate, but nothing in any constraint forbids this. The only PS that meets all theconstraints is therefore:vu1 ve;;rd2 vu3 vs;4c1 crd2 c3 c4w q f
l1�t:fsg�cl(6.83)

6.6.5 Passive participlesAn analysis of the passive participle forms is one of the easiest places to see the dif-ference between a constraint-based approach of the kind developed here and a moretraditional representation-based account of templatic morphology. It also illustratesthe c pointer at work.The passive participle of kteb ismektuub `(having been) written'. The expression ofthe passive participle consists of two parts, the pre�x m{ and the \templatic" vocalismuu. The conditions for each part in isolation are straightforward. Despite some initiallyapparent complications, their combination is just as straightforward.



6.6. MOROCCAN ARABIC \TEMPLATES" 309The conditions on the vocalism of {uu{ in the passive participle are extremelysimilar to those on the vocalism {a{ in the active participle. Where the morphemefor the active participle required a certain vocalic quality on the nucleus pointed toby the top pointer, the passive participle morpheme uses the c arc. Where the activeparticiple morpheme contained the statement in (6.84a), the passive participle contains(6.84b). a. Active participle vocalism: Pht(x) s+Phab. Passive participle vocalism: Ph9(X) s+Lab(6.84)We momentarily postpone discussion of the identity of X. Just as the single requirementfor a Pharyngeal site interacted with other constraints to allow only the PS in (6.79)for kaateb, the requirement for a labial site in (6.84b) will result in the following PS:
v1 v2 v3 v4c1 c2 c4k t bLabs �t






� ?QQQQQQQQQs

Ph(X) X(6.85)

Since a nucleus with a Labial site must be part of a moraic trochee, the additionalnucleus v3 is required. As required by constraint (6.75), the nuclei of t and b, v2 andv4, must stand in a foot relation, a requirement satis�ed here by a syllabic trocheerelation.The pre�x component of passive participle marking is also straightforward. ThePS of the syntactic head A�1 consists of a single (cold) nucleus with an onset speci�edfor the consonant m. We do not �nd Nisgha-like merger in cases where the verb rootalso begins with m, so the bottom of the pre�x and the top of the verb root must standin a strict n+ relation. The morphological structure would look like:
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v1 v2 v3 v4 v5c1 c2 c3 c5m k t bu

�������� ���/ HHHHHHHj
ZZZZZZZZ~����������+BBBNPh(A�1) Ph(V0)Ph(A0) A�1 V0A0(6.86)

We can require this structure with a constraint like:8a�1 a�1\passive participle" !9V complement(a�1; V ) ^ V cat+verb ^ selectional restrictionPht(a�1) = Phb(a�1) ^9c Phb(a�1) o+c ^ c�m content of pre�xPhb(a�1) n+Pht(V ) sister alignment(6.87)
There remains the question of how to integrate the pre�x requirement and thevocalism requirement into a single morpheme. We cannot include the m and the uin the same PS without losing the simple sister alignment properties that determinethat m is to be a pre�x. Fortunately, there is no need to. It is not necessary for everyphonological property required by a morpheme to be within the PS that the morphemeassociates in a sign with the syntactic node the morpheme is most intimately concernedwith. Speci�cally, as was suggested in section 5.3.5, it is possible for the morpheme fora syntactic head to make demands on the PS of its sister. This is what is happeninghere. The passive participle morpheme, as well as demanding that A�1's PS have theshape of m{, also demands that A�1's sister have u at the nucleus pointed to by thesister's PS's c pointer.Putting these pieces together, the overall constraint for the passive participle mor-pheme would look like:



6.6. MOROCCAN ARABIC \TEMPLATES" 3118a�1 a�1\passive participle" !9V complement(a�1; V ) ^ V cat+verb ^ selectional restrictionPht(a�1) = Phb(a�1) ^9c Phb(a�1) o+c ^ c�m content of pre�xPhb(a�1) n+Pht(V ) sister alignmentPh9(V ) s+Lab demand made on sister
(6.88)
This property that two piece of phonological information can be the subjects ofthe same morpheme without necessarily belonging to the same PS allows analyses oftemplatic morphology without many of the complications that were needed in order tomake a past analyses work. Under a representation-based approach, the assumptionthat the pre�x m{ and the vocalism uu are parts of the phonological content of thesame morpheme is problematic. As part of the same morpheme, the two pieces shouldstart out their derivational life in the same region of the representation. From a pre�xlocation, the vocalism would then have to slide somehow over intervening material anddock onto the nucleus after the t, using some sort of (often allegedly universal) asso-ciation convention. Allowing this kind of sliding is almost the sole motivation for suchtheoretical devices as the Morpheme Tier Hypothesis. A constraint-based approach al-lows the morpheme of the head to impose conditions on certain de�ned positions of itssister (such as the terminus of the c pointer), without additional powerful devices thatcould compromise the application of locality principles in other areas of the grammar.
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Chapter 7Comparisons with otherframeworksThe ideas in this dissertation have not developed in a vacuum. The framework arguedfor here has substantial similarities to several other frameworks and has been stronglyinuenced by many of them. This chapter discusses some of the most recent of these:Government Phonology, Harmonic Phonology, the Theory of Constraints and RepairStrategies, Autolexical Syntax, and the declarative phonology work of Bird, Scobbie,and others. While most of this dissertation was written before detailed accounts ofOptimality Theory became available, there are also many similiarities with (and dif-ferences from) this theory that will be discussed.For want of a better plan of organization, the order I shall discuss these frame-works in follows three groups based on the consequences they propose for violations ofconstraints:i) constraints may be violated by intermediate forms in the course of a derivation,but such violations immediately trigger repair operations. This description applies tothe Theory of Constraints and Repair Strategies, Harmonic Phonology, and in manyrespects to Government Phonology, though the latter will be discussed �rst in its ownsection.ii) constraints can be violated, but under the right circumstances these violationscan be ignored. This description applies to Optimality Theory and Autolexical Syntax.iii) constraints cannot be violated|the violation of any constraint results in anillegal representation. This has been the idea guiding the work of Bird (1990), Scobbie(1991), and the present dissertation.Government Phonology is the theory that has most strongly inuenced the choiceof representations used in the present framework, so I shall begin with a discussion ofGP. 313



314 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKS7.1 Government PhonologyThe framework presented in this dissertation is based in several respects on work fromthe research programme of Government Phonology. There are many clear similarities,which are perhaps most easily seen in the treatment of such phenomena as syncopeand epenthesis in Moroccan Arabic. At the same time, there are distinct di�erences.Segmental representations are very unlike those proposed in Kaye, Lowenstamm, andVergnaud (1985, 1990) and the notion of \charm" plays no role. Suprasegmentalaspects of PSs, such as syllable structure, di�er somewhat from the version of KLV(1990), though many aspects of the di�erences have been argued for independentlywithin the Government Phonology tradition.1 One of the greatest di�erences lies inthe overall grammatical mechanisms within which the proposals on segmental andsyllabic structure are embedded. Despite the stated goal of developing a \no rules"approach to phonology, work in GP still usually assumes a rich array of processualmechanisms (e.g., deletions, restructurings, quasi-cyclic concatenation) whose exactde�nition and behaviour is usually not made explicit. In this section, we shall look atsome of the di�erences between the present framework and traditional GP, and attemptto motivate the choices made for the present framework.7.1.1 Segmental structureGP's theory of segment-internal structure is based on privative elements. Primitiveelements like I0, A+, h0, or R0 are either present in or absent from the representationof a segment. They are pronounceable in isolation. To build more complex segments,elements can be combined by an asymmetric fusion operation, where one element (orcluster of elements, cf. Coleman 1990, Kaye 1990c) is the head and one element is anoperator. Di�erences in headship can under some circumstances result in phoneticallydi�erent segments, for example A+�I0 represents /�/ while I0�A+represents /�/. Kaye,Lowenstamm, and Vergnaud (1985) outline a calculus that can translate elementalrepresentations of vowels into more familiar SPE-style feature matrices.2Central to GP's theory of segmental structure is the notion of charm, which canbe regarded roughly as a formal representation of sonority. The +, {, or 0 charm valueinherent in each element determines which other elements and element clusters it cancombine with. The overall charm value of a segment is calculated from the charmvalues of its component elements, and determines which other segments it can governor be governed by in inter-segmental government relations.1For example, strict CV alternation with no rhymes is proposed for Semitic languages byLowenstamm and Guerssel (in preparation), Petros Banskira (1992), etc.2Of course, this cannot be regarded as a rigorous semantics for the element formalism, partlybecause there is no straightforward way to extend it to the kinds of consonant representationsproposed in KLV 1990, and partly because SPE feature matrices are themselves merely formal\syntactic" devices that will ultimately need to be semantically interpreted in terms of theproperties of phonetic events.



7.1. GOVERNMENT PHONOLOGY 315The interaction of charm values provides something of a justi�cation for classifyingGP as a violation-repairing framework. Two elements with positive charm cannotlegally fuse. If morphology attempts to create such illegal fusions, the attempt caneither be blocked or it can succeed, with a repair operation applying to the resultingviolation. For example, in Ola's (1992) analysis of Yoruba, if an ++ tries to spread onto apositively charmed (v0�A+)+ complex, the spreading is blocked. In Kaye, Lowenstamm,and Vergnaud's (1985) analysis of Kpokolo, if an ++ tries to spread onto a positivelycharmed (v0�A+)+ complex, the attempt will succed, but a repair operation will switchthe headship of the complex, resulting in a neutrally charmed (A+�v0)0 that can be alegal host for ++. (As in most of autosegmental phonology where constraints are not thecentral object of concern, this tension between constraints as blockers and constraintsas repair-triggerers is not resolved in GP.)The notion of charm plays no role in the framework presented in this dissertation,although there is a rough and inexact correlation between positive charm and gestureswith constriction degree [d:2] or [d:A], between neutral charm and [d:1] or [d:R], andbetween negative charm and [d:0]. I have made no attempt to capture the relationshipbetween sonority di�erentials and the ability to stand in government relations suchas onset-licensing, coda-licensing, or foot relations, although such relationships clearlyexist. If it turns out that these relationships cannot be handled easily within the systemdeveloped so far, it may be possible to integrate a sonority measure much like GP'scharm, perhaps using the mechanism of sorts.The di�erent assumptions concerning charm are easy to reconcile compared todi�erences concerning the fundamental core of segmental representation|privative el-ements in GP, potentially multi-valued gestural features in the present framework.The privativity of GP elements may seem conceptually more appealing than havingmulti-valued features, but privativity must be bought at a price that dilutes much ofthe conceptual attractiveness and often amounts to covert admissions of polyvalency.For example, GP must give grammars the ability to conate two lines or tiers thatare otherwise separate. Favourite choices for this treatment are the frontness line, onwhich the element I0 lives, and the roundness line, on which the element U0 lives. Inlanguages with no front round vowels, these two lines will usually be conated intoa single front/round line, on which both I0 and U0 must learn to coexist. This hasthe same e�ect as positing a single feature which can have two values (I and U). Inthe present framework, these cases are usually dealt with by allowing two possiblesite values on the root node of a vowel, [s:Pal] and [s:Vel]. Considering the generalcombinatorial properties that should exist, the device of line conation is drasticallyunderused by the world's languages. We do not seem to �nd languages that conateN+ and U0 or h0 and H�. Even assuming a constraint such as \Only elements oflike charm values may have their lines conated," the conations that are actuallyobserved3 are far fewer than those that are possible. It is interesting to note that the3which, in addition to I0/U0, could plausibly include A+/+ and the tone/voicing speci�- cations H�/L�.



316 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKSplausible conations are exactly those that simulate a binary feature.4Another way in which GP duplicates the e�ects of binary features is by allowingmechanisms that in e�ect allow the grammar to spread the absence of a feature. Alook at a GP analysis of Yoruba will illustrate this point. Within the frameworkof autosegmental phonology, Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1989) argue that the ATRharmony in Yoruba involves [{ATR] as the active or spreading feature. This wouldpose a problem for GP, which has nothing corresponding to a [{ATR], only an element++ corresponding to [+ATR]. It is easy to use spreading to account for the presenceof a ++ on a mid vowel triggered by the presence of a ++ on the vowel to its right, asin (7.1a), but there is no immediately obvious way of accounting for the absence of a++ when the vowel to the right has no ++. A naive version of GP would predict thepossibility of ek in (7.1b), while in fact onlyk is possible.a) NxI0v0A+
x Nxv0U0A+

NxI0v0A+
x Nxv0U0A+++ v0

� k = b) e k =(7.1)

This problem is discussed by Ola (1992), who uses the notion of right-to-left inter-nucleus government to explain the distribution of [ATR]. Ola argues that the presenceof a ++ in a governed nucleus must be licensed by the presence of a ++ in the governingnucleus. One of the things that can create this inter-nucleus government relation is theoperation of the OCP on the A+ tier. In ek , the adjacent A+s trigger the OCP andcreates a government domain in which the ++ on the left nucleus must be licensed bya ++ on the right nucleus. Failing this, the ++ must delink:4For example, I0/U0 simulates the contrast between [s:Pal] and [s:Vel], given [a:Dor]; A+/+ simulates the contrast between [d:R] and [d:A].
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x Nxv0U0A+++ v0

e k =
OCP

� ) �k=(7.2)

Destroying a [+ATR] in the absence of a licensing [+ATR] is essentially the same asspreading a [{ATR] in the presence of a licensing [{ATR].While other nonmonotonic properties of GP will be discussed in more detail shortly,it is worth pointing out here the intimate link between nonmonotonicity and segmentalproposals involving privativity. It turns out that a large proportion of the nonmono-tonic operations in GP analyses, for example the deletion of ++ in Ola's analysis ofYoruba, are made necessary precisely in order to circumvent the e�ects of privativity.For those of us to whom monotonicity is at least as attractive a property as privativity,the trade-o� is not worth it. Admitting that at least some speci�cations can behave ina multi-valued fashion would allow GP to go a long way towards entirely eliminatingnonmonotonic operations like deletion.It is likely that GP's element theory will be unable to represent a number of possiblespeech sounds in a straightforward and compositional way, e.g., retroexes, clicks,linguolabials, or constrasts between the apical and laminal coronals found in manyAustralian languages. This reects a deliberate decision to prefer undergeneration ofpossible sounds to overgeneration (Kaye, p.c.). While the segmental model presentedin chapter 2 may err slightly in the opposite direction, towards overgeneration, I believeit is a reasonable compromise between the two extremes: it is capable of expressingmost of the speech sounds found in human languages without predicting many non-existent sounds (given some basic constraints that express unavoidable facts about theanatomy of the vocal tract).



318 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKS7.1.2 Suprasegmental structureThe suprasegmental structure argued for in this dissertation owes a great deal to workin Government Phonology and is, if anything, an extension of that work. The mostobvious borrowing is the idea of empty nuclei. While GP takes empty nuclei to be�lled by a special primitive element, the cold vowel v0, for reasons largely to with thesegmental theory, in the present framework empty positions are truly empty in thesense of not containing any segmental content at all.5The most obvious departure of this dissertation from the kind of suprasegmentalstructure used in most GP work is the strict CV structure. GP allows both of therepresentations in (7.3):RNV C CO� �? RNV ;O RNV CO
(7.3)
while the present framework neutralizes the di�erence between the two in favour of theanalogue of (7.3b).Some work in GP has already moved in the same direction. Lowenstamm andGuerssel (in perparation) propose a strict CV alternation to deal with Semitic lan-guages, even in cases that meet most of the criteria to be analyzed using codas. Gibb(1992) argues for an analysis of Finnish where what appear to be the �rst half of gemi-nate consonants are in fact onsets of empty nuclei rather than coda consonants.6 Gibbalso argues that onset-to-onset government relations are possible and desirable thingsto have in GP theory. If such mechanisms are independently required within GP itself,there remains little justi�cation for a structure like (7.3a) and a separate primitivegovernment relation of coda-licensing, when all the work can be done by a structurelike (7.3b), with coda-licensing that is a species of onset-to-onset government.5In cases where where GP's cold vowel is not licensed to be phonetically null, it is pro-nounced as a high, back, unrounded, lax vowel. In the present framework, empty positionsof the sort unspecified receive phonetic interpretation by means of default rules, and noepenthetic vowel is given for \free". Since GP too will need default insertion principles tohandle those languages where the epenthetic vowel is not a high, back, unrounded vowel (but,say, a mid schwa as in French or a front /i/ as in Yawelmani), I do not take it as a weaknessthat the present framework also needs default principles to interpret an empty nucleus as ahigh, back, unrounded vowel.6A move like this is essential within traditional GP, where the possibility of a geminateconsonant occurring after a long vowel in Finnish would violate the important rhyme-binaritytheorem (Charette 1988) if the �rst half of the geminate were analyzed as a coda consonant.



7.1. GOVERNMENT PHONOLOGY 3197.1.3 MonotonicityAlhtough it comes closer to a true \no rules" approach than most generative frame-works, GP still contains substantial nonmonotonic elements. Pieces of a phonologicalrepresentation can often be destroyed in the course of a derivation through virtual time.Some of these deletions are the result of a commitment to privativity and the empiricalneed to avoid some of its consequences (as already discussed); others are the resultof the fact that GP's implicit theory of morphology remains a �rmly representation-based approach. Two types of phonological elements that most frequently get deletedare skeletal positions and segmental elements.As an example of skeletal slot deletion, consider Kaye's (1990b) analysis of Yawel-mani vowel shortening. In order to account for the alternation in length between theverbal forms a:miltaw and amlal, Kaye assumes that the vowel a is underlyinglylong and that the m and the l are separated by an empty nucleus whose cold vowelalternates between a phonetic realization of [i] and no phonetic realization at all, inaccordance with the principles of GP. The �rst parts of each word would have thefollowing structures:a:miltaw
x x x x x xb a m i lN NO R O R O . . .

(7.4)
amlal

x x x x x xb a m ; lN NO R O R O . . .
(7.5)
In amlal in (7.5), the empty nucleus between m and l is properly governed by the aof the su�x {al, and so is licensed to be phonetically null. For the shortening of the�rst a, Kaye states the triggering context as:



320 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKSA long vowel shortens when the following nucleus is a licensed emptynucleus.(7.6)Various mechanisms for performing the deletion in the triggering context are availableto GP|we can assume for the moment a brute-force statement that branching rhymescan only be licensed by a following unlicensed nucleus. The exact mechanism is irrele-vant. The point is that any analysis along these lines involves a nonmonotonic deletionoperation. Even within GP, this is problematic: giving the grammar the power todelete skeletal slots and thereby change the governing relations within a word seriouslyvitiates the content of the Projection Principle.The alternative is that there is no deletion at all. The short/long alternation needsto be seen as a true shortening process only if we take this small piece of the languageas a textbook problem, out of the context of Yawelmani's rich templatic morphology.Speci�cally, it is only by ignoring Yawelmani's prosodic system that Kaye was forced toassume an underlying long vowel in the �rst place. In fact, there are no underlying longvowels in Yawelmani verb roots|rather, long vowels are created when an inherentlylengthless vowel is associated to a prosodic template. The alternation between CVVand CVC reects the two di�erent ways of satisfying the requirements imposed bya moraic trochee template. It is possible to analyze the short/long alternation inYawelmani without assuming that the vowel was at any time long and underwent ashortening process.7 No pieces of a representation need to be destroyed. While not allcases of apparent skeletal slot deletion in GP will be amenable to exactly this analysis,they will probably all be analyzable using the tools available to a constraint-basedmorphophonology. (If apparent deletions are not a uni�ed phenomenon, there is noreason to expect them to share a uni�ed explanation.)Segmental elements also undergo deletion in many GP analyses. We have seen anexample of this in section 7.1.1 with Ola's (1992) analysis of Yoruba [{ATR] harmony.As pointed out in that discussion, the need to indulge in many of these deletions stemsentirely from a refusal to admit non-privative features. Not all cases of element deletioninvolve circumventing privativity, however. Kaye and Harris (19xxxx) analyze severalcases of lenition as involving the loss of one or more segmental elements.While Kaye and Harris' analysis of these lenitions is attractive, I do not believethe data themselves are �rm enough to justify introducing potentially unconstrainednonmonotonic devices into the grammar. In general there needs to be much strongerjusti�cation for taking these lenitions to be real synchronic phenomena. Many areclearly historical changes (and there is no reason to assume a priori that historical7One of the most commonly accepted justi�cations for assuming that these vowels arelong at some intermediate level of the derivation is that the condition for vowel lowering canthen be stated simply in terms of vowel length. But the generalization can also be stated inanother way: vowels are non-high when they occur in a moraic trochee imposed by a template,and hence the non-height can be seen as one of the segmental requirements imposed by theconstraints that make up the templates. This would apply to vowels in either a [CVV] or[CVC] moraic trochee, without any dependence at all on vowel length per se.



7.2. HARMONIC PHONOLOGY 321change takes place by the same mechanisms responsible for morphophonological alter-nations in a synchronic grammar). Many analyses involve comparison of dialects andseem to be in danger of succumbing to the all too common generative assumption thatif some other dialect di�ers from my dialect, mine must be the underlying form thatthey derive theirs from by synchronic processes. Without this assumption, the statusof many lenition \facts" becomes questionable, as does the need for the nonmonotonicmachinery necessary to derive the \facts". I expect that all demonstrably synchroniclenitions will be explainable within the present framework|using underspeci�cationif it is a non-gradient morphophonemic alternation, using the dual-pressure phoneticmodel of section 3.5 if it involves free variation conditioned by factors such as speechrate and formality.7.2 Harmonic PhonologyHarmonic Phonology is a framework that has been developed in works such as Gold-smith (1990), Bosch (1991), Wiltshire (1992), and Brentari (1990). Like other constraint-based frameworks, Harmonic Phonology argues for a set of well-formedness conditions,known as phonotactics. If a form violates one of these conditions, it is subject to re-pair operations. The term \harmonic" is loosely based on the connectionist HarmonyTheory developed by Smolensky (e.g., 1986).Perhaps one of the most obvious di�erences between Harmonic Phonology andthe framework developed here is that the former explicitly recognizes multiple levelsof phonological representations. The literature proposes three levels, or rather, threetypes of level:M Morpheme levelW Word levelP Phonetic level(7.7)The M level is essentially the (underspeci�ed) underlying representation of a mor-pheme. The W level corresponds roughly to the work that is usually done in the lexicalcomponent of Lexical Phonology. It also remains reasonably underspeci�ed. The Plevel is the level of \systematic phonetics", where all the underspeci�ed features ofthe W level are �lled in. Each of the three types of levels can have di�erent types ofconstraints, or phonotactics, that apply to representations in that level, though as weshall see, the evidence for constraints applying at the M and P levels is far slimmerthan the evidence for constraints at the W level.Each of the three levels may contain a number of di�erent representations thatare derivationally related. The di�erent representations are related to each other byintra-level rules that supposedly apply only to correct violations of phonotactics. Arule mapping a W-level representation to a W-level representation is symbolized by(W,W), and there are similarly (M,M) and (P,P) rules. The �nal representation of



322 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKSone level is related to the inital representation of another level by inter-level rules,i.e., (M,W) and (W,P) rules, although, since the mapping between levels is supposedlynon-directional, there could also be (W,M) and (P,W) rules. An overall derivation inHarmonic Phonology would look like:M1 ... Mn W1 ... Wm P1 ... Pk� �6� �6hM,Mi hM,Mi JJJ] 


�hM,Wi � �6� �6hW,WihW,Wi JJJ] 


�hW,Pi � �6� �6hP,Pi hP,Pi(7.8)
The representation in Harmonic Phonology that is closest to the types of PSs usedin this dissertation would be the �nal representation of the W level. It is probably nocoincidence that this is the level of representation for which the strongest evidence existsin Harmonic Phonology. The �nal W-level representation is the one that satis�es all thephonotactic constraints imposed by the W level,8 and the vast majority of constraintsthat have been motivated within Harmonic Phonology are W-level constraints. Itwould seem that the main reason for proposing the existence of M level and P level inthe �rst place is an uncritical acceptance of the details of earlier models of phonologythat don't bear speci�cally on the points Harmonic Phonology is trying to make: Mlevel being based on the unexamined assumption that morphemes must obviously haveunderlying representations, and P level on the assumption that there must be a levelof representation where phonetic facts are expressed in a phonological vocabulary.Despite the fact that these assumptions can (and, I believe, should) be absentfrom a coherent theory of phonology, there would be some motivation for believing inthe existence of M level or P level in Harmonic Phonology if it could be shown that,like W level, they impose phonotactic constraints on their representations, and thatthese constraints could not possibly be imposed at W level. I know of no argumentsin favour of M level.9 Wiltshire (1992) attempts to provide some evidence for P-levelconstraints, but this evidence is tenuous compared to that amassed in favour of W-levelconstraints. For example, in a discussion of Malayalam coda constraints that respondsto issues raised by K.P. Mohanan (1986) and Tara Mohanan (1989), Wiltshire o�ersclear evidence for W-level licensing conditions on codas (such as phoneme distribu-tions). But she also claims that there are no codas at all at P level, based mostly on8Intermediate representations in the W level have no e�ect on the ultimate surface formand seem to serve no purpose but to be replaced because they violate constraints.9Some proposals for such arguments might include the apparent morpheme structure con-straints on the consonant sequences of Arabic verb roots or English sCVC words. For argu-ments against such generalizations as morpheme structure constraints and in favour of theposition that all morpheme structure constraints that do in fact hold can be applied \at Wlevel", see Paradis and Prunet (to appear).



7.2. HARMONIC PHONOLOGY 323external evidence, such as language games and where native speakers will pause whendictating words one \syllable" at a time.10There is little in Harmonic Phonology's ideas concerning representations and con-straints on representations that is unique to or original to Harmonic Phonology. Rep-resentations are borrowed wholesale from more traditional types of phonology, withthe exception of the idea of the appendix, which can be traced to Charette (1984) orperhaps further. The idea of licensing conditions bears strong similarities to that usedin Itô (1986) and in more recent work by Itô and Mester. What is more unique toHarmonic Phonology is the idea that phonological rules apply only to repair violationsof constraints and therefore that these rules do not need to have any context speci�ed.This being so, it is surprising that work in Harmonic Phonology has devoted solittle attention to the mechanics of harmonic rule application. Most of the publishedwork in Harmonic Phonology deals with what phonotactic constraints exist in partic-ular languages or universally, to the exclusion of how exactly these phonotactics arebrought to bear on representations. I know of no systematic discussion of how exactlyharmonic rules are triggered, a�ect representations, and interact with each other. Ihave been unable to �nd answers to such basic questions as: What happens when arepresentation violates more than one constraint? Which violation is repaired �rst, orare both repaired simultaneously? (What if repairing one violation in the usual waywould as a side-e�ect remove the second violation? Would this situation force a bleed-ing order between the two rules?) What if there are two possible repair strategies in alanguage's inventory of rules that could repair the same constraint violation? Whichapplies? (Can the Elsewhere Principle somehow extended to context-free rules to de-termine their order of application intrinsically?) Or is the entire situation somehowsystematically prevented from arising?The Theory of Constraints and Repair Strategies, discussed in the next section,goes a long way toward answering many of these questions.In sum, Harmonic Phonology has some interesting ideas that can provide usefulinsights when applied to phenomena on a small-scale, but is not one of the best suitedtheories on the market for the ultimate task of writing complete phonologies for indi-vidual languages (indeed it is di�cult to contemplate what such a complete harmonicgrammar would look like).10In the present framework, the W-level constraints on codas translate into constraints onwhat onsets can be licensed by empty nuclei. While I do not consider performance behavioursuch as language games and unnaturally slow and detached speech to be part of phonologyproper, the failure of this behaviour to treat nucleus+coda sequences as belonging to a singleconstituent is not surprising, since in the present framework they don't belong to a singleconstituent (at least any constituent smaller than a foot). This failure to treat as a constituentdoes not need to be explained by physically moving coda consonants out of one syllable andinto the onset of the next syllable.



324 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKS7.3 The Theory of Constraints and Repair Strate-giesOne research programme that has dealt with the issues surrounding repair operationsis the Theory of Constraints and Repair Strategies (TCRS), which has been developedin work such as Paradis (1988a,b, 1990, 1993), Paradis and El Fenne (1993), and LaCharit�e (1993).Like Harmonic Phonology, TCRS recognizes roughly three types of \levels" ofphonological representation: underlying forms stored in the list of the language's mor-phemes (called DICT), levels relevant for lexical phonology, and levels relevant forpost-lexical phonology. Also like Harmonic Phonology, TCRS holds that constraintson phonological form can be violated by non-�nal levels of representation. Violationstrigger repair operations that, because of their external triggering, do not have to haveany context speci�ed. TCRS di�ers from Harmonic Phonology in the types of con-straints that have been the focus of attention and in its more fully worked-out set ofhypotheses on how repair operations work.TCRS constraints can be of two types: principles and parameters. Principlesare universal constraints that de�ne what is possible or impossible in all languages(e.g., the OCP, the principle of prosodic licensing). Parameters are set by individuallanguages to permit or prohibit structures that are at least possible cross-linguistically.Parameters deal with phonological content or with phonological structure. Contentconstraints determine such things as which groups of features are allowed to cooccur,which segment sequences are allowed, which features can spread, and what the defaultsegments are. Structure constraints determine things such as what con�gurations areallowed (e.g., diphthongs, complex onsets, geminates) and what are possible syllablesand metrical structures. TCRS holds these parameters to be universal, that is, languagewill have a setting for each one. Some examples of content constraints in the languageFula from Paradis (1988b) are:The �rst part of a fused segment must be more sonorous than the secondpart: (on)(7.9) velar: [+continuant] [+voiced] [{round]: (o�)(7.10)(7.9) allows prenasalized segments and falling diphthongs like aU and oI while banningpost-nasalized segments and rising diphthongs like Ua and Io. (7.10) prohibits thesegment /�/.Constraints will specify which part of the content or structure is its focus. Thefocus of a constraint is one of the things that determines which repair strategy will beused to repair violations of it (cf. Paradis 1990). Constraints will also specify theirdomain, e.g., lexical, post-lexical, stratum 2, everywhere.Some examples of con�gurational constraints are:



7.3. THE THEORY OF CONSTRAINTS AND REPAIR STRATEGIES 325Nucleus (on) C (o�) Onset (o�)/n /n /nx x x x x x(7.11)The focus of these three constraints is the syllable. The following constraints fromGere have di�erent foci: �2jx (on) x (o�) x (o�)/n /n /nV V V V V Vfocus: skeletal focus: segmental focus: metrical(7.12)
TCRS proposes that repair strategies come from a universal inventory of simplecontext-free insertion and deletion rules. Repairs are subject to the Minimality Prin-ciple: Minimality Principle: A repair must apply at the lowest phonological levelat which the violated constraint it preserves refers.(7.13)The lowest level is determined according to the usual phonological hierarchy: metricalstructure, syllables, skeleton, root nodes, non-terminal features, terminal features.Repairs are the only type of purely phonological rule|all others must be morpho-logically conditioned. Repairs cannot create a constraint violation, unless forced to doso by a conict between two or more constraints. So constraint violations can onlyoccur in three circumstances: if created by a morphological process; if created by arepair strategy operating under a constraint conict; or if the ill-formed structure waspresent in the underlying form of the morpheme in DICT.11Paradis (in press) argues for the need to allow morphemes to be underlyingly ill-formed. The ill-formedness must be corrected as soon as the from enters a stratum inwhich the relevant constraint applies. By the time this happens, the phonological andmorphological context may be quite di�erent for the same morpheme in two di�erentwords, causing two di�erent repair strategies to apply, and it would seem as thoughthe morpheme had two allomorphs.Where workers in Harmonic Phonology spend most of their time addressing thequestion of what a possible constraint is and little on the question of how they apply,TCRS does the reverse. There is little idea given as to what a possible constraint is.Since constraints are supposed to be universal (i.e., universally available to languages asa parametric choice), this is to a large extent an empirical question. But implementing11Another possible source of constraint violation, loanwords, has received considerable at-tention from researchers in TCRS recently. (See, e.g., Paradis, Lebel, and LaCharit�e 1993.)



326 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKSthe idea may not be quite so straightforward. One might, for example, wonder if itmakes much sense to say *[+high] and *[{high] are both universal parameters. Anotherproblem may be the sheer number and complexity of the constraints. For example,Paradis (1988b) proposes a metrical-focus constraint for Fula banning the followingcon�guration:�2�3jx xn/C(7.14)
That is, a consonant may not be doubly linked if the �rst skeletal slot it is linkedto belongs to the second or third syllable of the word. A constraint this complicatedraises serious questions about whether there are any reasonable limits at all on whata constraint can look like. It is of course always possible to claim that constraints like(7.14) are nevertheless made available as universal parameters. But if it turns out thatwe would need tens of thousands of similar \parameters" to handle phenomena in allthe languages of the world, it is not clear that the task facing a language learner indetermining all the settings would be any easier than if the learner had to induce allthe active constraints from scratch.One of the most positive aspects of TCRS is that it argues explicitly and tries topresent evidence for a central hypothesis of generative grammar that has for severalyears usually been blindly assumed rather than argued for, namely, the hypothesis thatthe features that control allomorphy are the same features that de�ne the content ofsegments.Much allomorphy can be seen as additive. Each morpheme has certain minimumrequirements that must be met by all representations that instantiate it. In addition tothese minimum requirements, some forms require extra material to be present in somecontexts. But not all cases of allomorphy can be handled perspicuously this way, themost obvious examples being cases of complete suppletion (e.g., go�went).12 Somehowthe grammar must containt information concerning the form of the allomorphs andtheir context, and we can use the term diacritic in a very general way to refer to thisinformation.There are essentially three ways of implementing these allomorphy diacritics. The�rst approach, common in much of generative phonology, assumes that the diacriticinformation about allomorphy is implemented by means of special diacritic featuresdevoted specially to that information. The features are usually given mnemonicallyconvenient names such as [+-en], [{ Rule 23], or [+defective]|though [+green], [Fred],12These could be seen as additive in a trivial sense: the minimum requirements imposed onall forms of the lexeme GO is the empty set; the extra requirements imposed by individualforms are responsible for all the observed phonological properties.



7.3. THE THEORY OF CONSTRAINTS AND REPAIR STRATEGIES 327and [{interesting generalization] would work just as well. Normal generative rewriterules that are sensitive to the presence of these diacritic features in a lexical entrywill spell out the abstract morpheme with the underlying representation of the correctallomorph, or will transform the representation of the \basic" allomorph into that ofone of the other allomorphs, e.g.:; ! en / �+V+en �(7.15)Clearly, this approach does not say anything particularly interesting about the natureof diacritics and suggests no ways in which the power of a system using diacritics mightbe restricted.The second approach to the nature of these diacritics is that they simply state whatthe varying properties are and where they occur. This is essentially the approach beingtaken if someone proposes two separate lexical entries for a morpheme (i.e., two di�erentunderlying representations) with conditions on their use. It is also the approach of thepresent framework, where non-additive allomorphy is handled by constraints of theform: if lexeme = L thenPS constraints common to all forms of Land (context for allomorph 1 and PS constraints of allomorph 1)or(context for allomorph 2 and PS constraints of allomorph 2)(7.16)
The shape of the allomorphs is controlled using exactly the same vocabulary as thatused in controlling the shape of any morph of the language, and the description ofthe contexts also uses the same vocabulary. In this approach, allomorphy diacriticsare composed of the same \stu�" (descriptions) as the rest of the grammar. As inNatural Generative Phonology, the descriptions that constitute the morphemes are allsurface-true.The third approach is similar in that it holds diacritics to be made of the same\stu�" as other parts of the grammar, but di�ers in exactly what that stu� is, namely,pieces of representation and rewrite rules. The features that ultimately control thedistribution of allomorphs are the same features you would �nd anywhere in a phono-logical representation: [+lateral], [{back], and so on. In SPE-style phonology, thesefeatures can be used in an entirely arbitrary way to trigger or block the application ofextrinsically ordered rewrite rules. A language that has no distinctive laterals mightnonetheless use the feature [+lateral] as a diacritic, more or less along the lines of[+green] or [Fred], to prevent some words from undergoing a rule they would otherwisebe expected to undergo (by putting [{lateral] in the structural description of the rule),and then delete the [+lateral] in an absolute neutralization operation.



328 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKSTCRS is an example of the third type of approach, but has added the teeth nec-essary to make the approach interesting. Essentially diacritic features or feature com-binations cannot trigger just any arbitrary phonological rewrite rule. The most thediacritic can do is to violate a constraint of the language, triggering a repair whoseoperation is largely beyond the control of the individual grammar. Paradis' (1993) pro-posal for the abstract segment /�/ in Fula is an example of how the diacritic mechanismof TCRS works.Since the mid-1970s, when for a large number of North American phonologists thenecessity of abstract (surface-untrue) representations became a background assump-tion rather than a position that needed defending against the proposals of NaturalGenerative Phonology, many of the original phenomena that were used to argue forabstractness have received interesting alternative explanations using technologies suchas underspeci�cation. TCRS's work in trying once again to justify abstract represen-tations is exactly what is needed if the idea is to continue to be one of the assumptionsof generative phonology. While TCRS may not succeed13 in establishing the need forsurface-untrue underlying representations with derivations in virtual time, the e�ort isvital in clarifying precisely what the central theoretical di�erences are between TCRSand declarative approaches to phonology and in �nding data that can bear on decidingbetween them.7.4 Autolexical SyntaxAutolexical Syntax, discussed most fully in Sadock (1991), is a theory of parallel repre-sentations that bears close similarities to the framework proposed in this dissertation.Sadock argues that linguistic objects consist of tuples of representations, one fromeach module, e.g., morphology, syntax, semantics, much like the sign structures usedhere and in frameworks such as Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (�a la Pol-lard and Sag 1987).14 Sadock also argues strongly that these representations are notorganized in a hierarchical manner, or perhaps more accurately a manner based onvirtual time, as they are in most versions of generative grammar, where the output ofone module is fed into the next module. Rather, each type of representation has anexistence that is independent of the other types of representations and is subject tothe constraints of its own module.This argument for the independence of di�erent types of representations is not aclaim that any syntactic representation can be paired with any phonological represen-tation, for example, pairing the syntactic structure [[Adj Adj N] [[V] Adv]] with thephonology /ai heit k�ts/. It is not enough for each representation to be acceptable to13and, as one may surmise after the preceding six chapters, I suspect it will not14Further research in the autolexical framework has suggested the addition of a numberof new modules, for example, an illocutionary module, a pragmatic module, and separatingmorphology into a morphosyntactic module and a morphophonological module.



7.4. AUTOLEXICAL SYNTAX 329its own module. In the tuple of representations, frsyn, rsem, rmorg, each ri must con-form to the constraints imposed by its module, but the entire tuple must also conformto a number of constraints that make up the interface. Sadock (1991: 20) diagramsthe situation as:
'
&
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%

rsynfrsyn,rsem,rmorg rmorrsem
syntax?

morphologyZZ}semantics �

(7.17)

Autolexical Syntax is exactly like the present framework in arguing that this interfaceis not a linear ordering of modules. A syntactic representation and a morphologicalrepresentation are related in a logical way by constraints, not by the fact that theoutput of syntax was fed as input into the morphology.As in the present framework, in Autolexical Syntax lexical entries play a centralrole in the interface between representations. Some typical English lexical entries looklike: Fido:syntax = N[2]semantics = [Q[Q[�1]DEF][F [F [�1] ] x]]morphology = N[{1](7.18)
want:syntax = [SF5]semantics = O�2morphology = V[{0](7.19)



330 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKSThe entry for Fido imposes requirements on the syntax, semantics, and morphology ofany utterance it occurs in: it relates a noun phrase (an N with bar level 2) in the syntaxto a one place function (under the scope of a de�nite operator) in the semantics, to anoun in the morphology. Similarly, the entry for want relates a verb in the syntax15 toa two place operator in the semantics to a verb stem in the morphology. One possibilityis that a lexeme that may impose requirements on some modules but not on others, forexample, it may impose requirements on syntax and semantics but no requirements onthe morphology (I have argued that this is the situation underlying what others havereferred to as \zero morphemes".)Autolexical Syntax conceives of the operation of the lexicon slightly di�erentlythan the present framework does. In Autolexical Syntax, all terminal nodes in allrepresentations in a tuple must be \lexicalized", that is, each terminal node must belicensed by a lexical entry, which is conceived of as having the lexical entry attachedto the terminal node. Any terminal nodes in other representations connected to theterminal node in question must be attached to the same lexical entry. The di�erencecan be summed up as follows: in Autolexical Syntax, each terminal node must besatis�ed (by a lexical entry); in the present framework, each lexical entry must besatis�ed (the overwhelming majority will be satis�ed vacuously).While many of the central ideas of the theories are strikingly similar, there are ofcourse some di�erences in detail. The most obvious is probably in the choice of whattypes of representation are held to exist. In addition to the syntactic, semantic, andmorphological representations just discussed, Sadock and his co-workers have proposedmodules to deal with phonology,16 illocutionary force, and some other pragmatic fac-tors. While I remain agnostic about the map of linguistics in semantics and beyond,I have argued explicitly in this dissertation that there is no need for an independentlevel of representation for morphology.Some of my reasons for not believing in a morphological component were out-lined in the summary of chapter 5, where the existence of the very subject matter formorphology, morphological words, was questioned. There are fairly clear grounds foridentifying phonological \words" (i.e., constituents of a certain level in the prosodichierarchy) and for syntactic \words" (i.e., X0 categories), but the evidence for theexistence of some type of object that may be identi�ed as a morphological \word" isslim. While such a creature may make some analyses marginally more convenient, Ido not believe there is su�cient justi�cation for introducing an entirely new type ofentity into linguistic theory. Much of the work given to the morphology module inAutolexical Syntax could probably be reassigned to phonology, once a theory of the15speci�cally a verb with the subcategorization feature [SF5], which, as in GPSG, controlswhich Immediate Dominance phrase structure rule holds for the verb, in this case the rule:V[1] ! V[0,SF5] V[1,[to]].16though a detailed proposal on the nature of the phonological module has not yet emerged.



7.5. OPTIMALITY THEORY 331phonological module is developed.17A second major di�erence, is the one that justi�es including Autolexical Syntaxtogether with Optimality Theory as frameworks which can under certain circumstancesignore constraint violations. The constraints in question are certain principles govern-ing the interface that are referred to as \default" interface principles in Sadock andSchiller (1993). Certain constraints will ordinarily govern how representations fromdi�erent modules may be associated to each other (e.g., the hierarchical or linear or-der should be the same in both), but these defaults can be ignored when required byindividual lexical entries. See Sadock and Schiller (1993) and the references thereinfor a fuller discussion of the default principles and some ways they can be violated.In the present framework, all interface constraints must be hard. The Sister Align-ment Constraint of chapter 6, for example, must be obeyed by all representations inall languages. This is possible because the Sister Alignment Constraint is very general,it doesn't demand much. Individual languages may impose more stringent conditionson sister alignment for some lexical items or constructions, but these conditions areconsistent with the more general universal one, they do not override it.7.5 Optimality theoryOptimality Theory, recently proposed in work such as Prince and Smolensky (1993)and McCarthy and Prince (1993a,b), is another framework that has the notion of con-straints as one of its central ideas. It shares with the present framework a rejection ofthe derivational approach to building phonological representations (as still practisedin Harmonic Phonology and TCRS), replacing it with the idea of a set of constraintschoosing the well-formed representation from the in�nite set of candidate representa-tions.Amajor di�erence between Optimality Theory and declarative approaches to phonol-ogy is that its constraints are not hard, i.e., they can under some circumstances beviolated without causing the rejection of the representation as ill-formed. Each lan-guages takes the constraints given to it by Universal Grammar and ranks them in ahierarchy. Candidate representations are �rst evaluated by the highest-ranked con-straint of the hierarchy. If all but one of the candidates violate this constraint, thatone candidate is the well-formed representation. Otherwise, the set of candidates thatviolated the constraint the least (note that this does not necessarily mean they didnot violate it at all) is passed on to the next constraint in the hierarchy, there to bejudged again. The process is repeated down through the constraint hierarchy until onecandidate remains (or until there are no more constraints, in which case all surviving17For example, Sadock (1991) argues, and I agree, that there is no good reason for mostcases of cliticization to be analyzed as forming a single constituent with their heads in thesyntax . But it does not follow that the level at which they do form a single constituent mustbe morphology rather than phonology.



332 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKSrepresentations should be equally well-formed).One of the claims of Optimality Theory is that every constraint is present in everylanguage. For example, the universally supplied constraint Onset is present in theconstraint hierarchy even of a language that clearly allows syllables without onsets|itis just that in this language, Onset is ranked so low on the hierarchy that higherconstraints have already narrowed the candidate set down to one before it ever hasa chance to apply. (McCarthy and Prince, and Prince and Smolensky, point to caseswhere low-ranked constraints can inuence the well-formedness of two otherwise equallywell-formed representations in some environments, even if the constraint never gets toapply in most words and is agrantly violated by several words of the language.)There are some problems with McCarthy and Prince's proposals. One problem isthe lack of explicitness in the characterization of many of the constraints, subjectingthe theory to the di�culties of interpretation discussed in section 1.5.1. Concerningthe proposed constraint Align:]Stem = ]�(7.20)McCarthy and Prince (1993: 36) admit: \To be fully accurate, the statement should ex-plicitly mention the universal quanti�cation over stem-edges and the existential quan-ti�cation over syllable edges, ... but the concise statement in [(7.20)] is more memo-rable." This is perfectly acceptable for Align, where there is apt to be little confusion,but few of their constraint de�nitions are as concise or as memorable. Most are simplyphrased in English, using a rich technical vocabulary that is seldom explicitly de�ned,and leaving out some crucial information about how the constraints are supposed toapply.Perhaps the most obvious example of a crucial aspect of constraint applicationthat does not get formalized is whether the constraint can be violated several timesper form or only once.18 McCarthy and Prince argue that many constraints can beviolated more than once. A word with two onset-less syllables violates Onset morethan does a word with only one onset-less syllable. A word with four epentheticsegments is a more serious violation of Fill than a word with only three. But thereis no discussion of which constraints can have multiple violations and which cannot.Though it is not immediately apparent, their analysis of Axininca Campa requires atleast one constraint that is crucially \all or nothing", namely, Sfx-to-PrWd. Sfx-to-PrWd requires the left edge of a su�x to coincide with the right edge of a prosodicword.19 From their application of this constraint to the case where the su�x {aanchi tothe stem na{, we can infer that Sfx-to-PrWd can only be violated once. In AxinincaCampa, the minimal prosodic word is bimoraic. In the following two canidate forms,18This is a di�erent distinction than the binary/non-binary distinction made in Prince andSmolensky (1993: 68{73).19It is di�cult to determine if this constraint is supposed to apply to all su�xes, or only tosome su�xes, and if so, which ones.



7.5. OPTIMALITY THEORY 333capital T and A represent epenthetic segments, ] the right edge of a prosodic word,and j the left edge of the su�x:a) naTA] Tjaanchib) na Tjaanchi ](7.21)In order for McCarthy and Prince's analysis to go through, it is crucial that the viola-tion in (a), where the left edge of the su�x follows the prosodic word boundary withone intervening segment, count as an exactly equal violation to the one in (b), wherethe su�x edge precedes the prosodic word boundary with �ve intervening segments.20If the two violations are exactly equal, Sfx-to-PrWd cannot decide between the twocandidates and the decision is passed to the next constraint in the hierarchy, Fill,which will correctly choose (b), using its ability to count epenthetic segments, anability that cannot be shared by Sfx-to-PrWd. Another implication also stronglysuggests that McCarthy and Prince would not want to allow Sfx-to-PrWd to beviolated more than once. In a case where both a three-segment su�x {xxx and a four-segment su�x {yyyy were subject to a counting version of Sfx-to-PrWd, candidate(a) must be chosen over candidate (b):(a) PrWd{xxx{yyyy(b) PrWd{yyyy{xxx(7.22)since (a) incurs only three violations (su�x {yyyy is separated from the prosodic wordby three segments), while (b) incurs four violations (su�x {xxx is separated from theprosodic word by four segments). In other words, we should expect to see morphologicalsystems where the only factor determining the order of a number of a�xes was theirphonological length. I am aware of no such systems. In order to avoid having the theorymake this prediction, Sfx-to-PrWd should be an \all or nothing" constraint.21The problem is not the fact that Sfx-to-PrWd must be an all-or-nothing con-straint, but the fact that this is not made clear in the presentation and that the\formalization" of the constraint makes no mention of this crucial aspect of its modeof application. There is no distinction made between proposed constraints that mustbe all-or-nothing and those that must be multiply-violable.Leaving aside technicalities of formalism and turning to more substantive mat-ters, there remain some signi�cant di�erences between Optimality Theory and theframework developed here. One of the most profound of these lies in what the natureof morphemes is taken to be, and more generally in the role of morphology in thegrammar. Optimality Theory stops short of being a completely constraint-based the-ory, incorporating the constraint hierarchy as just one stage of an otherwise serialist20I thank Donca Steriade for pointing this out.21Interestingly, a similar prediction would probably follow from the constraints Leftmost-ness and Rightmostness, which McCarthy and Prince do want to be multiply-violable.



334 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKSderivation. Morphemes are still seen as underlying representations that consist of adiscrete piece of phonological stu�. These pieces are fed into a function called Gen (orGenerate) that has as its output an in�nite number of candidate representations basedmore or less on the morphemic input. The candidates produced are then fed into theharmonic component where they run the gauntlet of the constraint hierarchy; only onecandidate emerges out the other end. But the output of the constraint hierarchy is theoutput of just one level of a multi-levelled phonology (analogous to the strata of LexicalPhonology). After various further adjustments are made to the successful candidate,such as stray erasure of unparsed segmental material, it then has the possibility oflooping back to be fed again into Gen, this time together with some new a�xes. Theauthors propose no restrictions on the number or nature of these levels.The overall architecture of the theory can be diagrammed as:Allomorphselection GEN
ConstrainthierarchyHarmonic componentwinning candidate?

In�nite setof candidates- ?-?abstractmorphemes?

candidateadjustment�

-- /URs/(7.23)

McCarthy and Prince touch on some of the considerations of selecting the rightversion of the underlying representation, the right allomorph, to feed into Gen givenvarious aspects of the morpheme's environment. The mechanism by which this wouldbe done is not made clear, nor is it self-evident that it could be done without access



7.5. OPTIMALITY THEORY 335to information that may not be available until after the candidate set has been de-termined by Gen, or indeed until after the winning candidate has been chosen by theharmonic component. (Consider, for example, the discussion in McCarthy and Prince(1993: 110{112) on how the marked version of the Dyirbal ergative su�x {gu can be prevented from occurring anywhere except on disyllabic vowel-�nal nouns, and thestriking absence of discussion on the opposite problem: how the default ergative su�x{gu could be prevented from occurring on disyllabic vowel-�nal nouns.)It is hard to tell exactly what unavoidable serialist aspects this architecture hasretained from previous frameworks, largely because so much of the architecture isleft unde�ned or only sketched. While the behaviour of the constraint hierarchy isclearly spelt out in Prince and Smolensky (1993) and McCarthy and Prince (1993),Gen essentially remains a black box of indeterminate internal structure and function.McCarthy and Prince list several desiderata that Gen would have in a full account, butit is not immediately apparent how these could be achieved. Some of these desiderataare themselves problematic, their primary motivation being to enforce a tacit versionof what I have referred to as the \Physical Integrity of Morphemes" hypothesis. But,in a blow to the possibility of a restrictive overall architecture for Optimality Theory,McCarthy (1993) argues that language-particular rules must be able to inuence theoperation of Gen to induce it into producing candidates that it would not have producedin its normal mode of operation.22Most of the remnant serialism of Optimality Theory and most of the problemsraised by Gen result from uncritically carrying over from earlier work a representation-based theory of the nature of morphemes. The architecture needs some way to turn22The desiderata for Gen's operation include the following three properties:a. Freedom of Analysis: Any amount of structure may be posited.b. Containment: No element may be literally removed from the input form.c. Consistency of exponence: No changes in the exponence of a phonologicallyspeci�ed morpheme are permitted.The problems with the Gen architecture discussed here and in the remainder of the sectionare not just abstract considerations of who has the most aesthetically pleasing theroy. Thereare empirical consequences of the choices McCarthy and Prince have made. Speci�cally, theprinciple of Containment is phrased and interpreted in such a way as to disallow coalescenceacross morpheme boundaries. For example, when an m and a p become adjacent across amorpheme boundary in Axininca Campa, Gen is supposed to unable to produce an analysiswhere their two Labial nodes have merged into one, which would have resulted in a legalcoda-onset structure. Since this option is unavailable, epenthesis is forced.If we restrict our attention to Axininca Campa, this is a good thing, since it is what AxinincaCampa is empirically observed to do. Unfortunately, McCarthy and Prince have to use a\universal" principle to get this language-particular result, and in the process render theuniversal principle (and Gen as a whole) utterly incapable of dealing with the equally, ifnot more, numerous languages where such merger does take place. Gen's normal methodof operation would be unable to deal with the Nisgha coalescence phenomenon discussed inchapter 5, and, yet again, ad hoc language-particular rules would have to manipulate thecandidate set directly.



336 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKSdiscrete chunks of phonological material (assumed to be the underlying representationsof morphemes) into an in�nite set of candidate representations. This motivation forGen disappears if we no longer assume that morphemes are pieces of representation.In the present framework, morphemes are constraints like any other constraints,and themselves perform the work of eliminating those candidate representations thatdo not conform to their demands. In Optimality Theory, Gen must be brought in as away of failing to generate those candidates in the �rst place. This is a two-step process.The fact that some conceivable representation is not a legal instantiation of a set ofmorphemes could be traced to either of two failures: it was not in the output of theconstraint hierarchy (because it was not the most harmonic input candidate) or it wasnot the in output of Gen (for some reason yet to be determined).The following diagram might serve to illustrate the di�erence between the twoapproaches. U stands for the universe of all possible representations, MC for the classof those representations that are consistent with the morphemes in question. PS isthe candidate that is the actual phonological representation:UMCt PS?? MCt PS?
/UR1/ /UR2/Gen@@R ��/?non-morphemic constraintsmorphemic constraints \non-morphemic" constraints

Constraint-based Optimality Theory(7.24)

In the present framework, U is cut down to MC by the constraints that are themorphemes in question (and vacuously by all other morphemes of the language).23 InOptimality Theory, MC must somehow be generated constructively from the pieces ofrepresentation that serve as morphemes. U plays no role in Optimality Theory.24 IftheMCi that would normally be produced by Gen does not contain enough candidates(i.e., does not contain the actual empirically observed form), ad hoc language particular23Of course, morphemic and non-morphemic constraints have been separated in the diagramfor comparative purposes only. There is no sense in which the morphemic constraints applybefore the non-morphemic constraints, and the set MC plays no role in the framework.24This is not entirely accurate. For McCarthy and Prince, Gen does in fact produce U , theset of all possible representations, as output when faced with an empty input marked as beingreduplicative. (Or, at least, removing the non-reduplicative parts of the generated candidateswould leave behind the set U .)



7.5. OPTIMALITY THEORY 337devices, such as the rule proposed by McCarthy (in press), are needed in order toexpand MCi. These problems are not encountered by an approach that takes U as itsstarting point.Despite these problems, it would have been a point in favour of the Gen architecturebe if it managed to segregate universal from language particular information, the formerliving in the constraint hierarchy and the latter living in the lexicon from which theunderlying representations are drawn (as well as in the language-particular ranking ofconstraints). Even within the analyses o�ered by Prince and Smolensky (1993) andMcCarthy and Prince (1993), this type of segregation will not be possible. Severalconstraints that play a role in these analyses apply only to a handful of morphemesin a particular language, or even to a single morpheme. A typical morpheme-sensitiveconstraint can be found in McCarthy and Prince (1993: 106):Afx-to-Ft (Ulwa)Base of `possessive' is foot(7.25)This type of constraint severely compromises the ideal that the hierarchy should consistof constraints supplied by Universal Grammar and that the only language-particularaspect should be the ranking. The very concept of universality is made vacuous if wemust believe that there could be \universal" constraints like \Base of `third persondual feminine/zoic indirect object in a subjunctive subordinate clause' is foot."25Prince and Smolensky (1993: 101) seem aware of the problem, though not of itsfull seriousness. Discussing a constraint proposed for Lardil:Free-VWord-�nal vowels must not be parsed (in the nominative)(7.26)they write:Although Free-V takes the bull by the horns, it would not perhaps beput forth as the canonical example of a universal markedness principle...Any theory must allow latitude for incursions of the idiosyncratic into the25The problem is especially acute with reduplication. There are many languages wherea single abstract morpheme, like `plural', is instantiated by means of two or more di�erentreduplicative patterns, each obeying a di�erent set of prosodic constraints. I do not see howmembers of the constraint hierarchy could be made sensitive to the di�erence between thepatterns. Reference to the abstract morpheme, as is apparently being attempted in (7.25),would not work, since the abstract morpheme is the same for all the patterns. Reference tothe allomorphic underlying representations fed into Gen would not work either since, by thehypotheses of McCarthy and Prince, every pattern would have exactly the same underlyingrepresentation|an empty morph whose emptiness is what triggers reduplication in the �rstplace. What would be needed is some kind of abstract diacritic feature, and, in an ideal world,a theory of the possible diacritics and an explicit account of the ways in which they may legallya�ect the application of the constraint hierarchy.



338 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKSgrammar. What is important for our program is that such incursions arebest expressible as constraints; that they are (slightly) modi�ed versions ofthe universal conditions on phonological form out of which core grammaris constructed; and that they interact with other constraints in the mannerprescribed by the general theory.Here the authors express pride in the homogeneity of universal and language-particularinformation, momentarily forgetting that one of the cornerstones of the theory was sup-posed to be the heterogeneity of the universal and the particular and their segregrationinto qualitatively di�erent parts of the architecture and qualitatively di�erent typesof formal substance. The position of McCarthy and Prince (1993b) that Align is auniversal constraint schema rather than a universal constraint is another way of deny-ing this original claim, and in doing so removing one of the last possible points infavour of the Gen architecture. The problem is not the homogeneity of universal andlanguage-particular information, but the inital assumption of heterogeneity.I believe that the most sensible solution to the problems of the Gen architecture isthe one proposed in this dissertation for hard-constraint-based systems, namely thatmorphemes literally are constraints. The prosodic constraint on Ulwa possessives ispart of the Ulwa possessive morpheme. The morpheme-particular prosodic constraintcan interact with universal constraints in interesting ways, but this does not make itdi�erent from the rest of the information that makes up the possessive morpheme (theinformation that McCarthy and Prince want to reify into an underlying representationthat would serve as Gen's input), since this information is also framed in constraintsthat can potentially interact with universal constraints in interesting ways. I agreefully with Prince and Smolensky that incursions of the idiosyncratic into the grammarare best expressible as constraints and would simply argue that the problems of theGen architecture result entirely from not taking this observation seriously enough.7.6 \Declarative" phonologyThere has been an increasing amount of work lately in approaches to phonology thatare based on hard, inviolable constraints. For lack of a better term, we can call theseapproaches \declarative phonology". In this section, I shall look at only two works,the dissertations of Bird (1990) and Scobbie (1991), since these are two of the �rstsustained and detailed attempts to rework phonology within a declarative framework.Other examples can be found in the papers contributed to the volume edited by Bird(1992), in Coleman (1992), Bird and Ellison (1992), and increasingly thoughout thecomputational linguistics literature.Declarative phonology approaches vary greatly in detail. While they all aim tocharacterize legal phonological representations by means of constraints or descriptions,authors di�er widely in what they propose to be the properties of the phonological rep-resentations that the constraints are applied to. The di�erences in the proposals reect



7.6. \DECLARATIVE" PHONOLOGY 339the di�erences found in the wider �eld of phonology: the nature of segmental content,the inventory of features, hierarchies of dominance or association, syllabic structure,prosodic structure, and so forth. Some choices for representational properties clearlymake the job of a constraint-based framework easier, but the fact that thoroughgoingconstraint-based frameworks can still work independent of many of these choices isa promising sign. Another di�erence, the choice of how to represent the property oftemporal precedence, will be more fully discussed in the sections on Bird (1990) andScobbie (1991).Despite the di�erences, declarative frameworks share many similarities beyonda common commitment to non-derivational approaches to morphology. One themeshared by much of the work in the area is a renewed sensitivity to and interest inthe role of phonetics. Most constraint-based approaches take seriously the idea that aphonological representation is not an exhaustive embodiment of all the sound-relatedproperties of an utterance. Phonology is partial. A much greater role is assigned tothe phonetics and to the phonology-phonetics interface in fully interpreting a partialphonological structure. Much of the work that has often been assumed without argu-ment to be the results of phonological rules is instead assigned to principles of phoneticsor the interface. (For example, intrusive stops as in the English /pr*ns/ [pr*nts], oftenattributed to a phonological rule, are argued by Bird (1990) to be the result of phonetic�ll-in. Cf. Browman and Goldstein's discussions of overlapping gestures.)Another trait shared by much of the work in declarative phonology is its close rela-tionship with uni�cation-based approaches to syntax, such as GPSG, HPSG, LFG, andso on.26 Often this relationship is explicitly foregrounded, as with Bird and Ellison'sattempts to devise a theory of phonology within HPSG to deal with the phonol-ogy value of HPSG signs. Even where the declared intent is not to contribute tosome existing uni�cation-based approach to grammar, it is common for the ideas andformalisms of these approaches to be borrowed in a highly visible manner. Scobbie(1991), for example, makes extensive use of the attribute-value matrices common inuni�cation-based syntax.Because of the intimate relationship between declarative approaches to phonologyand uni�cation-based syntax, before discussing Bird (1990) and Scobbie (1991) I shallbriey sketch some of the relevant shared ideas: the formalism of attribute-value struc-tures, the uni�cation operation, and the relation of uni�cation to (the conjunction of)constraints.7.6.1 Attribute-value structures and uni�cationIt is probably easier to understand what uni�cation does if we start with some examplesthan by plunging straight into a de�nition. Uni�cation operates on a type of represen-tation known as feature structures or attribute-value structures (AVSs). Since26Recent versions of most \uni�cation-based" theories of syntax, most notably the HPSGof Pollard and Sag (1993), are also better described by the term \constraint-based".



340 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKSthe term \feature structure" would probably be confusing in a subdiscipline where\feature" already has several meanings, I shall follow workers such as Johnson (1988)in referring to these objects as attribute-value structures.To get an idea of what an attribute-value structure (AVS) is like, let's look at thefollowing example:266666666666666666666664
NAME: ElizabethNUMBER: 1BORN: 264YEAR: 1533MONTH:DAY:PLACE: Greenwich375DIED: �YEAR: 1603CAUSE: �FATHER: [1] �NAME: HenryNUMBER: 8 �MOTHER: 26664NAME: �FIRST: AnneLAST: Boleyn�DIED: "YEAR: 1536PLACE: LondonCAUSE: [1] # 37775

377777777777777777777775

(7.27)

About the basic structure of the AVS, we notice �rst that there are several constantsor atoms: Boleyn, 8, Greenwich, 1603, NAME, CAUSE. We also have attribute-valuepairs, with the name of an attribute to the left of a colon and the value for thatattribute to the right: NAME is an attribute, Elizabeth is its value. There are complexstructures: sets of attribute value pairs, enclosed in square brackets (these being sets,the order of the pairs is irrelevant). The value in an attribute-value pair may be eitheran atom or a complex structure.27 Simply, an AVS is one of these complex structures|it is a set of attribute-value pairs, which may recursively contain other AVSs.A couple of general points about AVSs are brought out in (7.27). First, it is possiblefor an attribute in an attribute-value pair to be missing its corresponding value, e.g.,MONTH in the AVS that is the value for BORN. (Using the terminology introduced inchapter 3, we can also say the value of the BORNjMONTH path is missing). Technically,in most uni�cation-based frameworks, the \missing" value of this attribute is in fact>, the universal object consistent with any object.Second, two parts of an AVS may share the same structure. This phenomenonis usually referred to as structure-sharing or as re-entrancy. The usual way todiagram this is with a boxed numeral representing an index for the sub-structure that27Johnson's (1987) de�nition allows the attribute of an attribute-value pair to be a complexstructure as well.



7.6. \DECLARATIVE" PHONOLOGY 341is shared.28 In (7.27), the sub-AVS that is the value of FATHER has a boxed 1 asan index. There is another boxed 1 as the value for the CAUSE of Anne Boleyn'sdeath, which means that exactly the same sub-AVS occurs in both these places. If,by unifying (7.27) with another AVS, we learn more information about Henry, weautomatically learn more information about the cause of Anne Boleyn's death. Theextra information in the result would be accessible through both the FATHER path andthe MOTHERjDIEDjCAUSE path.Before proceeding, we should show the relationship between the attribute-valuematrices we have been looking at and the sorts of diagrams used for phonologicalstructures that are used in the rest of this dissertation. We can do this by looking atan alternative notation for attribute-value structures, directed acyclic graphs, ordags. For example, the matrix in (7.28) corresponds to the dag in (7.29).264NAME: ElizabethNUMBER: 1BORN: �YEAR: 1533PLACE: Greenwich� 375(7.28)
Elizabeth 1 dd

Greenwich 1533
NAME BORNNUMBER PLACE YEAR

(7.29)
Every attribute-value matrix has a dag equivalent. Each object in a matrix (atomic orcomplex) corresponds to a node in a dag. An attribute corresponds to a labelled arc.Reentrancy or structure-sharing is represented in dag notation by having the samenode as the tail of two di�erent arcs. The entire Elizabethan AVS given in matrixnotation in (7.27) can be equivalently drawn using the dag in (7.30):28Here, I will use square brackets in place of a box.
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The similarities between a dag and the PSs we have been dealing with should be appar-ent. The equivalence between these two notations was exploited during the expositionof the segmental theory in chapter 2, where most segments were diagrammed using bothan SPE-style feature matrix (an attribute-value matrix) and an autosegmental-stylefeature hierarchy (a dag).An extremely important relation between AVSs is that of subsumption, or in-versely extension. This can be seen as essentially a subset-superset relation. An AVSA is an extension of an AVS B if A has all the attribute-value pairs in A, and possiblymore besides. If A is an extension of B, we also say that B subsumes A.a 26664NAME: ElizabethNUMBER: 1BORN: �YEAR: 1533�FATHER: �NAME: HenryNUMBER: 8 � 37775b �NAME: ElizabethBORN: �YEAR: 1533� �(7.31)
Here, a is an extension of b, and b subsumes a. This is clearly a reexive relation: anAVS always subsumes itself. (If we want to rule out this possibility in a certain case,we can talk about proper subsumption or proper extensions.)A small complication is introduced when we consider AVSs that contain smallerAVSs. The example in (7.31) should provoke a premonition of the complication. While



7.6. \DECLARATIVE" PHONOLOGY 343the attribute NAME had an atom, Elizabeth, as its value, the attribute BORN is not solucky. Its value is the complex sub-AVS [YEAR:1533]. So far, there are no problems,since it is exactly the same sub-AVS in both a and b. But what if it hadn't been?What if the sub-AVS in a had been more complicated, perhaps including informationabout the place of birth as well, as c does:c 2666664NAME: ElizabethNUMBER: 1BORN: �YEAR: 1533PLACE: Greenwich�FATHER: �NAME: HenryNUMBER: 8 � 3777775(7.32)
Now does b subsume c? Intuitively, we should want it to. c certainly contains all theinformation b does, and then some.To cover cases like this, we should extend our de�nition of extension and subsump-tion to be recursive. We no longer require exactly the same attribute-value pairs inboth AVSs. Instead A subsumes B if for every attribute-value pair in A, B has a pairwith the same attribute, where (recursively) the value of the pair in A subsumes thevalue in B. (Recall that two AVSs subsume each other if they are equal.)Using this de�nition, b in (7.31) does subsume c in (7.32). The values of the BORNattribute are di�erent in b and c, but b's value, [YEAR: 1533] subsumes c's value,[YEAR: 1533, PLACE: Greenwich], so b as a whole can still subsume c as a whole.The notion of subsumption (or extension) allows us to de�ne the central operationof uni�cation. Two AVSs may unify if there is an AVS that is an extension of bothof them (or, alternatively put, an AVS that both of them subsume). The result ofthe uni�cation operation is the smallest common extension of the two inputs. Thepractical e�ect of this is that two AVS may unify if they have not got conicting valuesfor any path of attributes.In the following rather perverse examples, (7.33a) can unify with (7.33b) withoutany conicts, to result in (7.33c), their smallest common extension.



344 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKSa. 264NAME: HenryNUMBER: 8BORN: �YEAR: 1491�RELIGION: Anglican 375b. 264NUMBER: 8RELIGION: AnglicanBORN: �PLACE: Richmond Park�ABDICATED: �YEAR: 1936� 375
c. 2666664NAME: HenryNUMBER: 8BORN: �YEAR: 1491PLACE: Richmond Park�ABDICATED: �YEAR: 1936�RELIGION: Anglican

3777775

(7.33)

(7.33c) is the smallest AVS that both (7.33a) and (7.33b) subsume.(7.34a), on the other hand, cannot unify with (7.34b), because they disagree onthe value of the NUMBER attribute:a. 264NAME: JamesNUMBER: 6MOTHER: Mary StuartCOUNTRY: Scotland 375b. 264NAME: JamesNUMBER: 1MOTHER: Mary StuartDIED: �YEAR: 1625� 375
(7.34)
In other words, there is no AVS that both (7.34a) and (7.34b) subsume.As an over-simpli�ed example of how AVSs and uni�cation have been applied tolinguistic problems, we can consider the requirement in most uni�cation-based ap-proaches to syntax that the sets of \agreement" features of a subject and a predicateshould be able to unify. The English lexical items we, she, and goes might have thefollowing agreement AVSs as part of their representations:



7.6. \DECLARATIVE" PHONOLOGY 345a. we �PERSON: 1NUMBER: plural�b. she "PERSON: 3NUMBER: singularGENDER: feminine#c. goes "TENSE: presentPERSON: 3NUMBER: singular#
(7.35)
She goes is a legal sentence, because the agreement AVSs of (7.35a) and (7.35b) canunify to:264PERSON: 3NUMBER: singularGENDER: feminineTENSE: present 375(7.36)*We goes is not legal, because there is no way to unify (7.35a) and (7.35c) without acontradiction in the values of the PERSON and NUMBER attributes.Uni�cation is commutative, that isA t B = B t A(7.37)Under ideal circumstances, it is also associative,29 that isA t (BtC) = (AtB) t C(7.38)This means that the information (in the form of AVSs) that we get from various partsof the linguistic system|lexical entries, constraints, node admissibility conditions, andso on|can be uni�ed together in any order whatsoever and the result will be the same.So far we have been assuming that there is only one possible result of a uni�cationAtB = C. This is obtained by identifying the root of A's dag with the root of B's dag,giving the root of C's dag (or, equivalently, the outer brackets of A are lined up withthe outer brackets of B). But this is not the only conceivable way uni�cation might bede�ned.Given:29As a result of wanting to extend the use of uni�cation beyond the characterization givenso far, we shall see some less than ideal circumstances below, in our discussion of uni�cationswith ambiguous results. The consequence will be that (the extended version of) uni�cationcannot be associative if it is taken to be a function mapping from a pair of AVSs to a thirdAVS, though other formalizations will be able to preserve associativity.



346 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKSA 24colour: redsize: bigsits-on: A0 �shape box� 35 B �colour: redshape: box�(7.39)the only uni�cation our de�nition allows identi�es the roots of A and B, adding B'sshape feature to the outer level of A:C 264colour: redsize: bigshape: boxsits-on: A0 �shape box� 375(7.40)But it is intuitively conceivable that the merger might have take place at the lowerlevel, identifying the roots of B and the sub-AVS A0:C0 264colour: redsize: bigsits-on: �colour: redshape box� 375(7.41)In a uni�cation-based phonology, there are many situations where it would bedesirable to have this kind of uni�cation at a level other than the highest. As a simpleexample, though one quite similar to some proposals in the area, including my own,consider a model where we represent phonological sequence as a kind of list structure:26666664C:V:next-syll: 26664C:V:next-syll: "C:V:. . . # 37775 37777775(7.42)Now, if morphemes are seen as AVSs (that is, as real representations) we would wantto be able to give a morpheme the ability to \oat" up and down the levels of this liststructure looking for the right place to unify. Otherwise we would be faced with theunworkable situation where the phonological representations of all the morphemes ina word were required to stack up at the highest possible level of the list structure. Inshort, simple concatenation would be impossible.It turns out that actually implementing the kind of freedom we have been consid-ering within a uni�cation framework is a non-trivial matter. Particularly, uni�cationwould no longer be a function,30 it would no linger be guaranteed to give a unique30or at least a function from representations to representations. It could still be treated asa function from sets of representations to sets of representations.



7.6. \DECLARATIVE" PHONOLOGY 347AVS as a result. The uni�cation of A and B in (7.39), as demonstrated, could havetwo di�erent AVSs as its result. We might decide to arbitrarily choose just one ofthese possibilities as the \correct" result of the operation, but then uni�cation wouldno longer be guaranteed to obey the property of associativity | in the uni�cationAtB tC, there is no reason to suppose that the \correct" result that is chosen underthe At(BtC) order of application would be the same one chosen under the (AtB)tCorder.These problems are the result of trying to treat morphemes directly as AVSs, thatis, as pieces of representation, and therefore using uni�cation as the operation necessaryfor combining morphemes. For this, and for other reasons to be discussed in the nextsubsection, it is better to see morphemes not as AVSs, but as constraints on AVSs.Constraints on attribute-value structuresAs syntacticians worked with the attribute-value formalism in the 1980s, many beganwanting to use more complicated types of structures involving disjunction and negation.This was an especially pressing issue because most subscribed to what I referred toin section 5.1 as the \one-word, one-terminal-node" assumption. For example, a bareEnglish verb could be entered in the lexicon several times with each of its person andnumber combinations (1sg, 2sg, 1pl, 2pl, 3pl), but a more concise way would be to listit once and simply require it not to be 3sg:264pred: swimsubj: �agr: ��num: sgpers: 3rd� �tense: pres 375(7.43)Similarly, the German article die could be more concisely represented using a singleAVS with disjunction:2666664cat determineragr * �number: sggender: fem��number: pl� +case � nomacc � 3777775(7.44)These kinds of structures posed problems for the assumption that AVSs were lin-guistic objects or representations. It is di�cult to see an object as consisting of twomutually incompatible alternatives at the same time or as containing the negation ofsome other object. The proper way to deal with disjunction and negation in AVSswas the focus of much of the formal theoretical research in uni�cation in the 1980s.Kasper and Rounds (19xxx) designed a logic for expressing constraints on AVSs, in



348 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKSwhich negation and disjunction were expressed in the constraints and not in the AVSsthemselves. Johnson (1988) showed that there was no need to design a new logicallanguage for these constraints | and hence prove from scratch all the mathematicalproperties of the language, such as decidability | they could instead be expressed in�rst-order logic, whose mathematical properties are already well-understood.Since the formal and empirical advantages of separating representations and de-scriptions has been a recurring theme throughout much of this dissertation, in thisappendix I shall only point out the relationship between a description-based approachto AVSs and the earlier conception of uni�cation as an operation on representations.Consider the following example, taken from Johnson (1991), involving the uni�ca-tion of the lexical items salmon and swims in the sentences The salmon swims. Ina representation-based uni�cation framework, the salmon and swims would have theAVSs in (7.45) and (7.46) in their lexical entries. The noun salmon has an agreementvalue speci�ed only for person [pers:3rd], but not for number, as it is compatiblewith either [num:sg] or [num:pl]. swims is compatible with only [num:sg], so thiswill be the value of the entire sentence.salmon e0 �pred: salmonagr: f 0 �pers: 3rd� �(7.45) swims g00 264pred: swimsubj: e00 �agr: f 00 �num: sgpers: 3rd� �tense: pres 375(7.46)In a description-based uni�cation framework, though (7.45) and (7.46) might be usedfor notational convenience, the lexical entries of the words consist of constraints writtenin the description language, such as:Lexical constraint/description for salmon:e0 pred+ salmon ^ e0 agr+f 0 ^ f 0 pers+ 3rd(7.47) Lexical constraint/description for swims:g00 pred+ swim ^ g00 tense+ pres ^ g00 subj+ e00 ^e00 agr+f 00 ^ f 00 num+ sg ^ f 00 pers+ 3rd(7.48)To get the entire sentence in the representation-based framework, the operation ofuni�cation would apply to the matrices in (7.45) and (7.46), identifying (7.45) withthe subj value of (7.46), to yield the matrix in (7.49):



7.6. \DECLARATIVE" PHONOLOGY 349The salmon swims 2666664pred: swimsubj: e0e00 264agr: f 0f 00 �num: sgpers: 3rd�pred: salmon 375tense: pres
3777775(7.49)(7.49) is simply the matrix that satis�es the descriptions of both (7.47) and (7.48)simultaneously. In other words, (7.49) satis�es the conjunction of (7.47) and (7.48),with the stipulation that the object denoted by e0 is the same as the object denotedby e00: e0 = e00 ^e0 pred+ salmon ^ e0 agr+f 0 ^ f 0 pers+ 3rd ^g00 pred+ swim ^ g00 tense+ pres ^ g00 subj+ e00 ^e00 agr+f 00 ^ f 00 num+ sg ^ f 00 pers+ 3rd(7.50)Put briey, the result of unifying of two matrices is the result of conjoining thedescriptions of the two matrices.7.6.2 Bird (1990)The main goal of Bird (1990) is to give the graphical illustrations used every day byphonologists the kind of formal foundation that would enable phonology to be inte-grated into the constraint-based approaches to linguistics that have been developing insyntax and semantics. Integrating the attribute-value logic of Johnson with the tempo-ral logic of van Benthem (1983), Bird argues for a model-theoretic view of phonology:grammars are made up of descriptions framed in a logical language, linguistic represen-tations are their models, the domain objects that satisfy the descriptions and which thedescriptions denote. He is the �rst researcher I am aware of to o�er a complete logicaldescription language for phonological representations and illustrate its application.Bird posits a rather unique kind of phonological representation. His proposals forsegmental representation are based largely on the work of Browman and Goldstein onarticulatory gestures. For suprasegmental structure he uses a moraic representationalong the lines of Hyman (1985), where onset consonants belong to the �rst mora ofthe syllable.In chapter 1, Bird (1990) introduces the basic concepts of a model-theoretic orconstraint-based approach to phonology, constrasting them with the assumptions thathave underlied most of generative phonology. He argues for the possibility of having amonostratal phonology and presents defences against the usual generative argumentsagainst monostratality (e.g., feature changing rules in Pasiego and Chumash).31. He31While Bird manages to �nd principled constraint-based analyses of Pasiego and Chumash,I have argued in chapters 3 and 4 that the data are not entirely as advertised.



350 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKSdiscusses the sign-based aspects of his proposals and the ways in which it could beintegrated into a more general sign-based theory of linguistics (e.g., HPSG).In chapter 2, Bird presents a formal �rst-order language L for the description ofphonological representations. Many aspects of this language have been used in thepresent dissertation, for example, the notion of sorts. The core of this chapter is a dis-cussion of the hierarchical organization and the temporal organization of phonologicalstructures, the relationship between the two, and their proper formalization.The relation � represents immediate dominance: x�y is true if the nodes denotedby x and y are connected by an association line and x is higher in the feature hierarchyor prosodic hierarchy than y is. Immediate dominance is subject to the constraintsimposed by the following axioms:32Immediate dominance is irreexive8x � (x�x)(7.51) Immediate dominance is asymmetric8x; y (x�y) ! � (y�x)(7.52) Immediate dominance is intransitive8x; y; z x�y ^ y�z ! � (x�y)(7.53)These are the kinds of de�ning characteristics of association lines that are usuallyassumed, but seldom made explicit, in work in generative phonology. Using thesemechanisms, other commonly desired (or assumed) constraints can also be formulated.For example, a model that assumes direct association of an onset root node to asyllable node, as in (7.54), would want a constraint like (7.55) to require all root nodesimmediately dominated by a syllable node to be consonants. syl, root, and consonantalare sorts on nodes:33
o o o� ��(7.54)

32For readability and consistency with the notation used in the rest of this dissertation, slightcosmetic changes have been made to Bird's statement of axioms (e.g., insertion of parenthesesand commas).33Though (7.55) is based closely on Bird's illustrative constraint (2-14) (1990: 22), it shouldbe noted that Bird does not ultimately adopt this version of moraic theory.



7.6. \DECLARATIVE" PHONOLOGY 3518x; yx�y ^ syl(x) ^ root(y) ! consonantal(y)(7.55)Just as important as hierarchical structure is the representation of time. For this,Bird uses an interval-based temporal logic based on van Benthem (1983), with therelations � (overlap) and � (precedence), which are subject to the following axioms.a. Overlap is reexive8x x � xb. Overlap is symmetric8x; y x � y ! y � xc. Precedence is asymmetric8x; y x � y ! � y � xd. Precedence is disjoint from overlap8x; y x � y ! � x � ye. Precedence is transitive (through overlap)8w; x; y; x w � x ^ x � y ^ y � z ! w � zf. Time is linear8x; y x � y _ x � y _ y � x

(7.56)

From these axioms, a version of the No Crossing Constraint can be derived:No Crossing Constraint� 9w; x; y; z w � x ^ y � z ^ w � z ^ x � y(7.57)This particular theorem deals only with conicting precedence relations between nodeswhose intervals overlap. It says nothing directly about nodes and association lines. Thiscan be remedied with the addition of the following constraint, which intuitively wouldbe needed by an autosegmental framework anyway, saying that the temporal intervalof a node overlaps that of any node it dominates (��, or dominance, is the transitiveclosure of �, immediate dominance):Locality Constraint8x; y x�*y ! x � y(7.58)This much machinery, it would seem, would be shared by any constraint-basedapproach.34 Chapter 3 of Bird (1990) applies this machinery to formalize a particular34Except for the one presented in this dissertation. Ironically, one of the most common usesof the dominance relation in the present framework (as applied to the nuclear spine) is toachieve the e�ect of Bird's � relation. See the comparison below.



352 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKSmodel of phonological representation. After examining some of the feature hierarchieson the market (e.g., Clements 1985, Sagey 1986), Bird proposes a more articulatorilybased model of segmental structure drawing heavily from the work of Browman andGoldstein (1989, 1990) in Articulatory Phonology (already discussed briey in section2.3 and 3.6). Browman and Goldstein analyse segments into articulatory constric-tion gestures, speci�ed for the constriction articulator, the constriction location (e.g.,palatal, velar, labial, pharyngeal), and the constriction degree (wide, mid, narrow, crit-ical, closure).35 As well, the tongue tip and the lips may have a shape speci�cation(for rounding and laterals).To this catalogue of possible gesture types, Bird (1990: 53) adds the idea of com-bining them into a hierarchical structure based on the active articulator. The proposedhierarchy is: [deg]root�degloc �velum�degloc �larynx [deg]oral�degshp �tongue "degshploc #lip"degshploc #body "degshploc #tip

(7.59)

Constriction degrees are something like the manner features of Clements, but aremarked on every node of (7.59). For any single segment, one of these nodes' degreesis especially important and provides the \manner" feature for the whole structure.We can intuitively grasp which node it will be by considering the \tube geometry" ofBrowman and Goldstein (1989), where the vocal tract is considered as a collection oftubes hooked up in series and in parallel, with a number of valves that can cut o� the35Collapsing these constriction degrees into three, interpreted di�erently in consonants andvowels, is so far as I can tell a novel claim of this dissertation. Browman and Goldstein's degreescorrespond to mine as follows: closure = [d:0], critical = C [d:1], narrow = V [d : 1], mid =V [d:2]. Browman and Goldstein's wide gesture of the tongue body or tip would correspond toa gesture with pharyngeal site articulated by the tongue body or root, i.e., [a:Dor, s:Pha] or[a:Rad, s:Pha].



7.6. \DECLARATIVE" PHONOLOGY 353airow to certain constriction degrees. We want a rough measure of the overall airowout of the vocal tract, in terms of the constriction degrees. Clearly, the airow throughthe oral cavity is determined by the valve (tongue body, tip, lips) with the greatestconstriction (a complete closure for the tongue tip makes a complete closure for theentire oral tube). The total supralaryngeal airow will be the maximum of the oralairow and the nasal (velum) airow (i.e., the lesser constriction). The output of thewhole tube will be the lesser of the supralaryngeal airow and the glottal airow (i.e.,the greater constriction).Bird captures these relationships by percolating the constriction degree featurethrough the tree in (7.59) according to the maximum and minimum rules just outlined.For the segment [s], the critical degree feature of the tongue tip constriction percolatesup through the entire tree, as marked by the heavy lines, till it becomes the \manner"feature for the tree as a whole. [deg critical]root[deg closure]velum[deg wide]larynx [deg critical]oral[deg critical]tongue [deg �closure]lip[deg critical]tip [deg �closure]body
(7.60)

Bird also allows a node to dominate two \heads" (i.e., nodes whose degree featuresare percolated up) of the same type, resulting in a sequence of degree speci�cations.Where a Clements-style feature hierarchy would represent the onset cluster kl alongthe lines of:
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[+spread][{voice][{cont] [{lat] [{cor] [{ant]Manner PlaceSupralaryngealLaryngeal RootC

[+spread][{voice][{cont] [{lat] [{cor] [{ant]Manner PlaceSupralaryngealLaryngeal RootC(7.61)

Bird proposes a single multiply-headed root node:[deg hclosure narrowi]root[deg closure]velum[deg wide]larynx oral[shp central]tongue [shp lateral]tongue[loc velar]body [loc alveolar]tip
(7.62)
The two tongue nodes are ordered by the � relation. The root node is speci�ed fora sequence of degrees, <closure narrow>. These speci�cations are percolated downthe tree, the left element of the sequence down the left branch and the right elementof the sequence down the right branch of the multiply-headed oral node. While amultiple root node representation like (7.61) would have to resort to OCP stipulationsor dissimilation rules in order to ban clusters like tl or bw , Bird argues that his modelautomatically predicts the absence of these clusters as the result of trying to percolateincompatible feature speci�cations through the tree.This proposal for dealing with complex onsets captures the insight that onsets, nomatter how complex, usually behave as single \segments" or, put another way, thatbranching onsets are more like light dipthongs than like heavy diphthongs. This is thesame insight that lies behind Steriade's treatment of consonantal closure and releasethat was adopted in chapter 2.



7.6. \DECLARATIVE" PHONOLOGY 355Bird further extends this type of hierarchical structure to the syllable level, adopt-ing a Hyman-style moraic theory (where onsets attach to the �rst mora of the syllable).Representing phonological sequencePhonological sequentiality are handled directly in Bird (1990) with the temporal re-lations of � (precedence) and � (overlap). The relations hold between actual nodesof a phonological representation. In the present framework, temporal organization isin a sense irrelevant for phonology. Temporal relations like precedence and overlapare vital parts of Phonetic Event Structures (see section 3.6) and play a role in thephonology-phonetics interface. However, they are not taken to hold between piecesof a phonological representation, but between the PES intervals that are phonetic in-terpretations of those phonological pieces. Instead, the central relation used here isimmediate dominance, � for Bird and in the present framework the arc predicate andits S+abbreviation. What is interpreted as precedence in the phonetics is in the phonol-ogy just a particular kind of dominance, represented by abstract government arcs thatare in themselves atemporal.I believe the di�erence is one of the most important conceptual di�erences betweenBird's and Scobbie's approach and my own. It might be said that I believe sequen-tial relations to be phonologically \active." For me, a sequential relation is simply agovernment arc, and as a government arc it can behave in phonologically interestingways. Phonologically interesting properties can be predicated of it. It can create a lo-cal domain between the nodes it joins, causing spreading. It can participate in naturalclasses with other types of government arcs. For example, in Rotuman metathesis, amorpheme could underspecify government arcs simply as being members of the classfnuclear-licence, release, secondaryg, resulting in alternations among sequential syl-lables, light diphthongs, and umlauted monophthongs. This kind of morphologicalalternation between a \temporal relation" and an \association line" is hard to imaginein a model that treats them as fundamentally di�erent kinds of phonological things.7.6.3 Scobbie (1991)Oversimplifying matters somewhat, we might say that where Bird (1990) showed thepossibility of doing phonology in a declarative way, Scobbie (1991) tried to show itsdesirability (for phonologists). Where Bird concentrates on more or less \static" phe-nomena, such as phonotactic restrictions, Scobbie deals with the more \dynamic" phe-nomena (things that seem to involve changes through time, such as spreading rules)that have traditionally been the focus of attention for phonologists. Being interestedin a direct comparison between the proceduralist claims of autosegmental phonologyand the declarativism of constraint-based approaches, Scobbie works with diagramsthat are as similar as possible to those used in autosegmental phonology and addressesmany of the same problems that have been recurring in the autosegmental literature



356 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKSfor the past several years.One of the recurring themes of this section is the di�erent mechanisms for dealingwith temporal ordering. Besides the di�erent assumptions concerning other aspects ofrepresentations, Scobbie and Bird also have di�erent views on ordering. Where Birdallowed the possibility of temporal relations between members of every type of node(indeed his temporal axiom (7.56f) requires that every pair of nodes whatsoever standin some temporal relation), Scobbie argues forcefully that only the root node tier shouldbe participate in linear ordering relations. Since every non-root node is connected by apath to a root node, the linear position of every node can be determined derivatively.Scobbie's analogy of a bead curtain may be helpful:The value of PHON can be likened to a bead curtain, consisting of stringsof beads hanging vertically from a single rail. Each attribute is like adi�erently coloured bead and its value is the entire string below it. Sincethe hierarchical position of attributes is �xed, rows of a single colour arethe analogue of a sequence of instances of the same attribute. And just aswe can describe the relative order of red beads in the red row, so we canrefer to the sequence of PLACE attributes, say. But it is crucial to notethat this is merely shorthand. If we think of the bead curtain we can seethat to refer to the absolute locations of two red beads we must in factrefer to the locations of the string of beads (the paths) leading down tothem. ... We know that if the curtain is sent swinging the beads do notchange location, nor even if the strings are tied in knots | the true orderof beads does not alter unless we cut the strings and detach them fromthe track, both of which are nonmonotonic operations.In other words, a PS has no inherent representation of linear order between two non-root nodes, say [high] features. The only way to determine their order is through themediation of the root node tier and the paths that connect the [high]s to the root nodetier. There is no [high] tier that exists independently of the root node tier.Scobbie handles the mechanics of representing sequentiality somewhat di�erentlythan Bird. Instead of positing primitive relations like � between root nodes, Scobbietakes the value of the PHON attribute to be an unordered set36 of ordered pairs hi;Si,where i is an index and S is a root node. Precedence is de�ned by imposing a weakordering on the indices. Because many constraints are sensitive to adjacency, that is,to immediate precedence relations between indices, constraints need to be able refer tothese indices and their temporal relations.One result of this way of doing things is an automatic ban on one-to-many associ-ations:36See, e.g., Johnson (1991) on how sets can be represented in the attribute-value formalism.



7.6. \DECLARATIVE" PHONOLOGY 357a. one-many b. many-onex root tier x x root tierV Wp p place tier p place tier(7.63)Since any node in an attribute-value matrix can have only one value for a given attribute(in my terms, every attribute/arc is of the sort unique), (a) is an incoherent structure.Nothing is wrong with (b), however|it is simply another example of re-entrancy orstructure sharing, represented in the set of hindex, root nodei pairs with a doubleoccurrence of the same token:fhi; �melodyjplace [1]� i; hj; �melodyjplace [1]� ig i � j(7.64)AVP can represent geminates, it cannot represent the contour segments that autoseg-mental phonologists have often used for a�ricates.Syllabic structure is also represented on (or \under") this sequence of root nodes.A syllable has the general structure represented by the AVS:37�syll �onset [1]nucleus [2]� �(7.65)[1] will be the melody of the onset, [2] the melody of the nucleus. This representation ofthe entire syllable will be a feature of each root node in the syllable, through structuresharing. Each root node has a melody attribute and a syll attribute. So the melodyof a nuclear root node is accessible by both the melody path and the sylljnucleuspath. The nuclear root node would also have access to the onset's melody by thesylljonset path. A prosodic licensing condition can be expressed by requiring everymelody to be dominated by the syllable attribute.For example, AVP would give the English word Andy the following syllabic struc-ture, where the ha; b; c; di notation represents the root nodes of four index-root nodepairs with successive indices:37In addition to attributes for onset and nucleus, Scobbie also proposes an attribute hecalls �-syll, whose value is essentially the second mora of a heavy syllable. This second moraalso has the nucleus and onset attributes relevant for the �rst: \This assignment e�ectivelydivides the syllable into two parts; an obligatory CV mora and an optional mora mora2. Thissecond mora is a reversed and weakened echo of the �rst; hence \�-syll'. This assignmentincorporates four syllabic functions: onset, nucleus, o�-glide and coda consonant." (1991: 31).I shall not address the similarities and di�erences between this concept and my own proposalfor strict CV structures. In what follows, I shall simply abbreviate paths involving �-syll ascoda.



358 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKSAVP syllabi�cation of Andy� 24melody [1] `a'syll [2] �nucleus [1]coda [3]� 35 , 24melody [8] �nasal +place [4] `coronal'�syll [2] 35 ,�melody [5] �place [4]�syll [6] � , 24melody [7]syll [6] �onset f[5]gnucleus [7] `i'� 35 �(7.66)
Note that the melody `a' of the �rst segment is present as the value of both themelody path and the sylljnucleus path, a fact represented by the multiple occur-rence of the tag [1]. Since a and n are in the same syllable, they both share the sameAVS for the value of their syllable attribute, represented by the tag [2].38 Similarly, dand i share the same syllable value, [6]. We can note in passing that the n and the dshare their place of articulation, as represented by the double occurrence of the tag [4].The Sharing ConstraintStructure-sharing can be a very powerful formal device, and allowing it to operateunconstrained may give us results that we do not want. Scobbie tries to constrain thepower of structure sharing by limiting the possibility only to nodes that are adjancent.Formally, he states this requirement with the Sharing Constraint (1991: 64):Sharing ConstraintIf a structure M =s [ ] is dominated by two paths of type P with indicesi and j, where i �� j, then for every index n where i �� n �� j there is apath hn;Pi dominating M.(7.67)In other words, if any two root nodes have the same valueM for some path, then everyroot node between them must also have the value M for that path.Most of Scobbie's dissertation is essentially an examination of the consequences ofthe Sharing Constraint. Chapter 3 compares the theoretical and empirical di�erencesbetween the Sharing Principle and autosegmental phonology's No Crossing Constraint.Chapter 4 looks at the integrity of shared structure and compares the predictions of theSharing Constraint with the proposals of Schein and Steriade (1986), Hayes (1986), andItô (1986, 1989) on geminate inalterability. Chapter 6 looks at the arguments presentedin the autosegmental literature in favour of long-distance dependencies, structures thatwould necessarily violate the Sharing Constraint.Several di�erent proposals have been advanced to explain the resistance of gemi-nates to rules that apply to non-geminates, none of them entirely satisfactory. Scobbieinstead questions the status of these inalterability e�ects as an interesting problem38So the melody `a' is also accessible by the sylljnucleus path of the second segment n aswell.



7.6. \DECLARATIVE" PHONOLOGY 359that exists apart from a commitment to procedural phonology. Hayes (1986) charac-terizes inalterability e�ects by saying, \Long segments often resist the application ofrules that a priori would be expected to apply to them." Scobbie shows the lengthsthat phonologists have sometimes gone to in order to write a rule in such a way thatthey can be surprised when it fails to apply. He proposes that inalterability e�ects arebest handled by default rules and a few very simple phonotactic constraints that areneeded in the language anyway. For example, Latin l was velarized in coda position,except when that coda consonant was the �rst member of a geminate. Autosegmentalphonology has tried to capture this distribution with a rewrite rule like:/l/ ! Dorsal / Codaj(7.68)and then try by various theoretical machinery to block the application of this rulejust in case the /l/ is associated to more than one syllabic position. Instead, Scobbieargues that the distribution should be dealt with by a phonotactic constraint againstvelarized  ls in onset position, a constraint which Latin needs anyway, and a default rulestating that coda /l/s are velarized, with an \all else being equal" clause that comesfor free from the nature of default rules. Geminates are the one case when all else is notequal. The default rule will allow us to infer velarization only if it is consistent withother already-known facts. But a geminate /l/ shares its place features between a codaand an onset, and we already know (from the phonotactic constraint) that a velarized l cannot be attached to an onset position, so the default rule cannot apply. In thisway, inalterability e�ects can be obtained from the interaction of independently neededphonotactic constraints and default rules, with no need for an extra stipulation addedto the mechanics of rule application to handle just those cases of multiple attachment.One of Scobbie's reasons for not wanting sharing between non-adjacent positionsis that he wants to interpret feature nodes as representing articulatory gestures. Ingeneral, it is not desirable to admit non-convex phonetic intervals, that is, intervalsthat are split into two discontinuous segments.39 This is what would be required tointerpret a multiply linked structure like (7.69), where the doubly attached place nodewould correspond to the discontinuous phonetic gesture g, interrupted by the gestureof the intervening consonant:V C V[+F] g P(C) g(7.69)
39See Bird and Klein (1990) for a discussion of the properties of convex and concavetemporal intervals.



360 CHAPTER 7. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER FRAMEWORKSScobbie prevents phonetic situations like this from arising by preventing the phono-logical situations that would give rise to them. Instead of forcing non-adjacent nodesto share values for certain paths, the most a constraint could do would be to requirethe same sort of value on both paths | type identity rather than token identity. Thistype of analysis is forced, even for situations like vowel harmony. Only elements adja-cent on the root node tier (the only tier there is) can share structure, e.g., geminateconsonants, long vowels.There is some phonetic evidence supporting this conception of convex (contiguous)phonetic gestures. For example, it is usual to analyse tone \spreading" in Japaneseby means of a multiply associated tone feature, a situation not permitted by Scobbie'sSharing Constraint. But Pierrehumbert and Beckman (1988) show that the analysisthat best captures the phonetic facts is one where the high tone is attached to onlyone vowel and the F0s of the other vowels are determined by interpolation (cf. section3.5).Unfortunately, Scobbie does not go into detail on how the type-sharing that wouldhave to be involved in phenomena like vowel harmony would work.Scobbie's Sharing Constraint is similar in many respects to the proposal on localitypresented in this dissertation. The framework developed here is similar to AVP inhaving essentially only one tier on which linear ordering is de�ned, though for meit is the \moraic" tier rather than the root node tier. A major di�erence is that thepresent framework allows more ways than simple moraic precedence by which two nodesmay be \adjacent". Speci�cally, nodes may be adjacent through any local-domain-creating government arc, whether this be a nuclear-licence (moraic precedence), anonset-licence, a coda-licence, a release-licence, or adjacency along one of the metricallines (a \subset" of the moraic tier). Two nodes may also form a local domain ifthey inherit locality properties from their parents, who in turn form a local domain(eventually reaching a pair of ancestors who are joined by a local-domain-creatinggovernment arc).Actually, the comparison of the two proposals is more subtle. The only structurethat two nodes in a local domain share outright are the atomic gestural speci�cationslike Pal, Dor, R, or 1. There is no problem in the framework for quite distant partsof a PS to share these speci�cations if they are in a local domain, though this kindof apparently non-local structure sharing would violate Scobbie's Sharing Constraint.On the other hand, Scobbie's intention to disallow non-convex phonetic gestures (as in(7.69)) is carried over into the present framework. Under the hypothesis of recursivelocality developed in chapter 4, the sort of node that is phonetically interpreted as anarticulatory gesture, a constriction node, is not something that is shared outrightby two di�erent non-adjaceny parents (or for that matter by two adjacent parents |another di�erence from Scobbie's proposal). All that is shared is the \type" of node,a sharing that is implemented by the two nodes themselves forming a local domain forgestural features.



7.6. \DECLARATIVE" PHONOLOGY 361I think much of this di�erence between Scobbie's approach and by own is in ourconception of what phonological objects are phonetically interpreted as gestures. Inaddition to accepting fairly uncritically the standard catalogue of binary features usedin generative phonology, Scobbie adds the assumption that these phonological featurescorrespond to phonetic gestures. In the framework developed here, this is not the case.For example, the analogue of the feature [+high], [d:1], is emphatically not a gesture.It is a property of a gesture. Phonetically, it is meaningless without some indicationof the other properties of the gesture, like the primary articulator and the site. Twoconstriction nodes in a PS can share these properties without thereby becominginterpreted as a single non-convex phonetic gesture.I believe that the hypothesis of recursively-de�ned locality (with a required basisof adjacency under government) can capture all the positive aspects of Scobbie's Shar-ing Constraint (ruling out unconstrained structure sharing between any two arbitrarynodes of a PS, keeping the gesture intervals produced by phonetic interpretation con-vex), while at the same time providing a natural and constrained way to deal withthose clear cases where two nodes not adjacent on a root node tier share signi�cantproperties of gestures, e.g., vowel harmonies that spread [d:1] or [s:Pal], reduplication.
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